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"Nature is a temple whose living colonnades 
breathe forth a mystic speech in fitful sighs; 
man wanders among symbols in those glades 
where all things watch him with familiar eyes" 
Charles Baudelaire, "Correspondences" 
Les Fleures du Mal 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents sequencing as a way of work with a long history, starting in the mid 
1940s with its application to proteins and interacting during its development with 
practices from chemistry, biology, computing, engineering and information 
management in public administration and business. It challenges the widespread view of 
sequencing being a recent phenomenon, derived from the 1970s recombinant DNA 
revolution and leading to the similarly revolutionary genomics and Human Genome 
Project (HGP). Sequencing, I argue, has a prior and differentiated history in which 
rather than evolving with disciplines - e. g. molecular biology - absorbed practices from 
both academic and non-academic fields in biology and beyond. This has led to its 
characterisation as a way of work. 
Sequencing, in its development, acquired a hybrid status between the ways of work of 
science and technology; those of experimental biology and data computation; and the 
craft and mechanical modes of production. This was due to dichotomies existing in the 
multiplicity of practices it incorporated from the mid 1940s to the 90s. By investigating 
how these dichotomies were resolved, it is possible to characterise the factors shaping 
the history of sequencing, and its further association with genomics and the HGP. 
The thesis will explore these dichotomies in four overlapping episodes: Fred Sanger's 
invention of the first sequencing techniques for proteins, RNA and DNA (1945-77); the 
research project on the worm C. elegans and its mid 1980s redefinition as a mapping 
and sequencing enterprise; the automation of DNA sequencing and its convergence with 
computers (1980-90), and the development of the first databases for storing the 
sequencing results (1980-87). In the last two episodes, the identity of sequencing shifted 
from a human-led to a mechanised way of work and was subsumed into a variety of 
activities around the machine. These activities were no longer framed in biology. 
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INTRODUCTION 
TOWARDS A COMPLETE HISTORY OF SEQUENCING 
10 
"The history of science tends to be recounted as a story of progress from early goals and discoveries to a 
unified outcome, in some sense implicit from the beginning, and often due to technical advances. The 
sequencing of the human genome is no exception. As a crucial part of the Human Genome Project (.. ) 
[it] is typically presented as a direct result of the discoveries of the structure of DNA and its coding 
function, together with practical factors such as the development of techniques which made large-scale 
sequencing possible. (.. ) The history of sequencing is inevitably a more complicated story, not only about 
molecular biology, but also about the evolving culture of scientific practice at the end of the 2dh century" 
(Ankeny, 2003, p. 87). 
The development of DNA sequencing has fascinated - and still fascinates - scientists 
and scholars. In the last fifteen years, an increasing number of biologists, Science and 
Technology Studies (STS) researchers and science popularisers have explored the 
history of sequencing, usually linking it to the emergence of genomics and the Human 
Genome Project (HGP). This linkage, and the lack of historical background of the 
authors, have led these accounts to consider sequencing a recent phenomenon, 
consequence of the 1970s recombinant DNA revolution. In this thesis, I will argue that 
the history of sequencing, both chronologically and in scope, overcomes that of the 
revolutions around DNA. 
-1. The lack of an historical approach. 
Almost all the literature on sequencing has been written either after the launch of the 
HGP (1990) or the presentation of its first draft (2000). It specifically comprises 
accounts in which the investigators involved - or science popularisers - describe the 
scientific achievements leading to the event, and STS works centred on the economic, 
bioethical or sociological perspectives of the HGP. Whereas the accounts of scientists, 
due to the lack of historical background of their authors, fall into limitations already 
overcome in history of science - teleology, whiggism, internalism or externalism - the 
STS works have a strong contemporary perspective and do not consider the history 
behind the phenomena they investigates. 
1 This contemporary STS literature comprises a range of investigations within the so-called ELSI (Ethical 
Legal and Social Implications of the HGP). Examples of them are two volumes edited shortly after the 
launch of the HGP including philosophical, bioethical, political and very few historical analyses of 
sequencing and genomics (Kevles and Hood, 1992; Sloan, 1992). More recent studies comprise 
sociological or philosophical critiques of the HGP (Sarkar, 1998; Douglas, 2005; Bartlett, 2006); 
bioethical investigations on the governance of the DNA sequence data (Chadwick and Berg, 2001; 
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This has led to a widespread view of sequencing as a recent achievement, emerging 
after the recombinant DNA revolution and leading to other revolutionary events: 
genomics and the HGP. The histories of sequencing are, due to this, normally framed in 
those of molecular biology, starting after the elucidation of the double helix of DNA 
(1953) and focusing on the impact of the first techniques to alter the structure of this 
molecule - i. e. the recombinant DNA methods, originating in the 1970s. Sequencing is 
described as a by-product of this revolution, shaping the new and promising biosciences 
emerging after it: biotechnology, bioengineering, bioinformatics and biomedicine2. 
Historians have not yet made a systematised challenge to this view. This is partly due to 
their departure, as sources of information, from the contemporary STS accounts and 
popular literature, considering sequencing a too recent phenomenon for a historical 
approach. This seems coherent when the object of sequencing is restricted to DNA and 
its identity reduced to that of a technology making possible genomics and the HGP. 
Nevertheless, sequencing may be considered a longer historical process, with its origins 
much predating DNA, genomics and the HGP. 
The first evidence for this is a series of historical works which place sequencing and 
genomics in the context of contemporary biological sciences. A recent compilation 
edited by Hans-Jörg Rheinberger and Jean-Paul Gaudilliere has presented 20th century 
biology as the result of different "mapping cultures" which, through their distinctive 
development, shaped sometimes independent and sometimes interacting spaces of 
knowledge (Rheinberger and Gaudilliere, 2004ab). Sequencing, within this scheme, is 
one more mapping tradition (Bostanci, 2004), interlinked not only to molecular biology 
Heeney, 2007), or legal and economic studies on issues such as patenting genes (Hamilton, 2005; 
Bostanci, 2005a). This literature does not normally consider the history of sequencing and genomics 
beyond the HGP. 
2 Examples of this standard view are the scholarship of Horace Judson and Robert Cook-Deegan. The 
former, author of an influential history of 20`h century biology (Judson, 1979), has written a further paper 
in which he considers genomics the result of a straight line of achievements originating in classical 
genetics. Sequencing, within this scheme, is associated with what he calls the "third wave of gene 
technology", i. e. the recombinant DNA instruments characterising the new biosciences (id., 1992, pp. 56- 
78). Cook-Deegan, a scientist involved in the HGP turned historian, reflects the interdisciplinarity of 
sequencing in the most comprehensive history of genomics written up to date. However, he limits the 
development of sequencing to the chronological and disciplinary boundaries of the new biosciences, 
focusing on their use of recombinant technologies as the main driving factor (Cook-Deegan, 1994). The 
orientation of these accounts is generally shared by the autobiographies of the scientists involved in 
sequencing, genomics and the HGP (e. g. Sulston and Ferry, 2002). 
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and genomics, but also to the other biological cultures. In relation to this, historian Edna 
Suarez is currently investigating the impact of evolutionary science -a discipline 
preceding molecular biology - in the computer algorithms used in sequencing software 
(Suarez, 2007). Bruno Strasser is working on the connections and differences between 
the DNA sequence databases and older data collections in biology (Strasser, 2006). All 
these studies, and other related ones3, will be analysed in detail in the following 
chapters. 
My thesis, rather than exploring the impact of other disciplines on sequencing, will 
investigate sequencing itself. By presenting a history of sequencing, I will analyse the 
practices which shaped its development during the second half of the 20th century. A 
crucial point of my approach will be considering the history of sequencing not a matter 
of disciplines, but of converging practices. This way, sequencing emerges as an activity 
not necessary engulfed by DNA-centred molecular biology, nor by the new 1970s 
biosciences. 
-2. Sequencing as a way of work. 
Also crucial for my approach will be characterising sequencing as a particular way of 
work. By this, I mean sequencing being the result of the convergence of practices at a 
particular point in time. The practices, oriented to solve a problem, interacted in 
different ways, sometimes conflicting and sometimes being harmoniously combined. 
This created a historicity in sequencing, being the late 1970s and 80s one more stage 
and not just the whole picture of its development. If one looks for the origins of 
sequencing as a way of work - i. e. an activity engaged with the problem of determining 
sequences in biological molecules - its history is longer and more complex than if 
sequencing is simply considered a technique of molecular biology. 
The concept of ways of working was first introduced by John Pickstone in a general 
history of science. In the different periods he analysed - 16th to 20th century - Pickstone 
3 Robert Bud raises a similar argument in his history of biotechnology, despite not addressing specifically 
sequencing and genomics. He argues that the field of biotechnology should not be exclusively limited to 
events after recombinant DNA and uncovers a longer and richer history associated to the practice of 
fermentation (Bud, 1993). 
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identified four recurrent "ways of knowledge" or forms of knowledge production in 
science, technology and medicine: reading, natural history, analysis and 
experimentation. He associated each way of knowing with a different way of working or 
producing things, distinguishing between rhetorics (linked to reading), craft (to natural 
history), rationalised production (to analysis) and systematic invention (to 
experimentation) (Pickstone, 2001, pp. 7-20). In a recent reappraisal of his history, 
Pickstone has unified his ways of knowing and working, proposing the concept of 
"working knowledges" (Pickstone, 2007). This latter concept, involving not only 
practices but all the implications they embody in the process knowledge production, is 
the one which best corresponds with my proposed ways of work. 
Pickstone's working knowledges - as well as his older ways of knowing and working - 
have allowed him to find recurrent practices in the history of science. In his latest paper, 
he shows that modern biomedicine after World War II reflected a renewed configuration 
of experimental, analytical and natural history traditions present in older disciplines and 
periods - e. g. in late 19th century synthetic chemistry (ibid., pp. 513-14). This argument 
links to Rheinberger and Gaudilliere's proposal of 200' century biology being the result 
of combinations and reconfigurations of evolving practices and cultures. 
In my thesis, rather than attempting to find recurrent ways of work in the history of 
science, I will investigate the origins and development of sequencing as a way of work. 
This way of work, as I will argue, recurred in the 1970s and 80s biosciences, but its 
origins and development can be traced to earlier periods. For this purpose, I will 
consider sequencing a way of work characterised by a two-way interaction between 
technologies - i. e. instruments to determine and analyse the sequence of biological 
molecules - and their historical environment. This interaction shaped both the emerge 
and development in of sequencing during the second half of the 20th century. 
-3. A two-way dialogue. 
Presenting a two-way interaction between technologies and their environment allows 
the determination of the factors which framed the history of sequencing. These factors 
range from institutions to disciplines and values attached to the research activity. They 
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shaped the way of work embodied in sequencing, therefore affecting the configuration 
and application of the technologies. The technologies, conversely, also had an impact in 
the environments in which they were introduced, leading scientists to adopt aims and 
strategies embodied in the way of work of sequencing4. 
By technologies, I mean the instruments used in sequencing, broadly defined. They 
include not only the techniques to determine the sequence of DNA, but also those 
previously directed to proteins and RNA. This comprises a multiplicity of instruments 
originated in diverse disciplines - chemistry, physics and molecular biology - and 
commonly directed to the primary structure of biological molecules - i. e. their linear 
arrangement of nucleotides or amino acids. Other techniques related to sequencing, 
DNA mapping and the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) will also be investigated. 
Given that my story will focus on the interactions between sequencing and computer 
science, I will also consider the computer and the database as sequencing technologies. 
I will show that they introduced into sequencing ways of work completely alien to 
biology before. Other transformations in informatics, such as the transition of the 
computer from a calculator to an information processing machine between the 1950s 
and 70s, will also be studied due to their having an impact on the history of sequencing. 
The other variable of my two-way dialogue - the historical environment - refers to a 
multiplicity of factors surrounding both the sequencing and the computing technologies, 
which changed over time. This variable, first, includes the institutions where the 
researchers involved in sequencing conducted their activity. Sequencing and its related 
methods were crucially reconf igured according to the working practices dominant in the 
different laboratories where it developed and where the researchers migrated. These 
practices were shaped, for instance, by the disciplinary affiliation of the institutions, as 
well as by their being pure research centres or technical schools. 
This leads to the second environmental component I will consider, the disciplines and 
fields involved in sequencing. Genomics and sequencing have been - and are still - 
4 An attempt to systematise these connections between technologies and their environment is the volume 
The Social Shaping of Technology, where different scholars propose case studies representative of a 
dialogue between technological instruments and the social context in which they emerged (McKenzie, 
ed., 1999). 
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presented as multidisciplinary endeavours. This means that they were developed 
through complex interactions among different disciplines. However, the history 
presented here will reflect this interdisciplinarity in a different way than the available 
literature. It will, firstly, show that instead of a biological practice - sequencing - 
interacting with other disciplines in its development, a wide range of practices, many of 
them not deriving from biology, interacted at the same level in conforming and 
developing sequencing as a way of work. Secondly and related to this, sequencing was 
not affiliated a priori within the new biosciences - biotechnology, bioengineering or 
bioinformatics - and, therefore, its interdisciplinarity involved not only them, but also 
previous non-biological and non-academic practices. Among them, I will investigate its 
interactions with chemistry, engineering, and administrative and business oriented 
information management. 
Another component of the environment related to both, disciplines and institutions, is 
the attitudes of investigators and their host centres towards science, technology and 
their commercialisation. In this regard, there were two key different attitudes associated 
with sequencing: that of considering it as craft requiring manual skills and that of 
attempting to automate it and link sequencing to mechanical modes of production. 
Whereas the former was normally associated with pure research institutions and 
scientists reluctant to market their results, the latter dominated technical schools and 
was key to the emergence of commercial and company-based sequencing. 
Despite these different attitudes, the researchers involved in sequencing commonly used 
key concepts linked to this technology and also integrating its historical environment. 
Among them, I will focus on those of sequence - emerging within biochemistry in the 
1940s and associated to the structure of proteins - and information - dominant in 
molecular biology since the elucidation of the double helix (1953) and designating the 
structure and functioning of DNA. This latter concept of genetic information has been 
explored in detail by Lily Kay and other scholars in the context of the investigations on 
the genetic code and DNA expression between the 1950s and 60s (Kay, 2000; 
Rheinberger, 2006)5. My thesis will show that it was also a key factor in the 
s There has been considerable controversy on the precise role of the concept of genetic information in 
biology. Whereas Kay, Sahotra Sarkar and Richard Doyle have argued that genetic information was a 
metaphor with a powerful shaping influence in biology during the second half of the 20th century (Kay, 
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development of sequencing and its convergence with information technologies during 
the late 1970s and 80s6. 
Finally, the development of sequencing was also surrounded by a sociopolitical context 
in which the gathering, analysis and transmission of information were increasingly 
perceived as worthy and valuable activities. This was linked to the perception of an 
information society in which the control and access to data were seen as the 
fundamental sources of productivity, knowledge and power. The perception of an 
information society emerged in the post-World War II and was crucially fostered by the 
development of the personal computer in the late 1970s and 80s (Kline, 2006; Castells, 
1996). I will show that it contributed to sequencing, genomics and the HGP being seen 
as scientific priorities, receiving in the mid-late 1980s a privileged funding that no other 
biological projects had enjoyed before. 
-4. Historical questions and structure of the chapters. 
The interaction between these diverse technologies and historical environments fostered 
both the emergence of sequencing and its development during the second half of the 
20th century. Sequencing, from its origins onwards, was characterised by being a hybrid 
way of work, combining practices which placed it between science and technology; 
biology and computation; as well as manual dexterity and mechanical performance. 
This created dichotomies in sequencing, some of which were resolved harmonically, 
whereas some generated conflict. By investigating these dichotomies, the following key 
historical questions will be answered: 
2000; Sarkar, 1996; Doyle, 1997), Jesper Hoffineyer, Claus Emmeche and Ulrich Stegmann defend that 
DNA was - and is - literally information and should be studied from the perspective of semiotics 
(Hoffmeyer and Emmeche, 1991; Emmeche, 1991; Hoffineyer, 1996; Stegmann, 2005). Evelyn Fox Keller 
holds an intermediate position, agreeing with the metaphorical status of information, but showing that it 
allowed the embodiment of the gene and the organism in different technologies: the telegraph and the 
computer (Fox Keller, 1995). 
6 Parallel to the debate on the role of genetic information, there has been a controversy regarding its 
utility, both historically and in current biology. Sarkar and Lenny Moss hold critical perspectives on it, 
arguing that it has led to misleading objectives in biology (Sarkar, 1996,2005; Moss, 2004). Kay and 
Christina Brandt concede it some positive effects in biological research (Kay, 2000; Brandt, 2005). The 
debate remains nowadays, being a recent manifestation of it a paper by John Maynard Smith - favourable 
to the concept-critically responded by Paul Griffiths (Maynard Smith, 2000; Griffiths, 2001). Griffiths 
held a panel on the concept of genetic information in the last meeting of the International Society for the 
History, Philosophy and Social Studies of Biology (ISHPSSB), with five papers presented. 
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a) What were the origins of sequencing as a way of work and, more concretely, 
how were these origins different from those of molecular biology and the new 
1970s biosciences (biotechnology, bioengineering, bioinformatics and 
biomedicine). 
b) What were the factors shaping the development of sequencing and, more 
concretely, in which way they differed from recombinant DNA and the further 
development of the biosciences. 
These questions will be raised in the examination of four overlapping episodes which 
comprise the history of sequencing from the emergence of this way of work as applied 
to proteins (1940s) to its association with genomics and the HGP in the 1990s. In all of 
them, new practices and dichotomies were incorporated into sequencing, and its identity 
as a way of work changed as a result. The chapters also show the wide variety of actors, 
institutions and fields comprising the historical environment in which sequencing 
developed. 
Chapter 1 analyses the emergence of sequencing as a way of work by following Fred 
Sanger's research career. This British biochemist firstly formulated the aim of sequence 
determination in 1949, in the context of his investigations on the protein insulin, 
formally started four years before. Sanger, hence, created a way of work directed to the 
determination of sequences in biological molecules. This way of work considerably 
predated the emergence of molecular biology and remained within biochemistry in the 
1940s and 50s. With Sanger's move from the Biochemistry Department of Cambridge 
to the Laboratory of Molecular Biology (LMB) in 1962, sequence determination began 
being applied to RNA and DNA, incorporating the methods, problems and instruments 
of this latter discipline. This fostered a major reconfiguration in Sanger's way of work, 
which began to be called sequencing in the mid and late 1970s. 
Chapter 2 explores the impact of DNA sequencing in molecular biology by analysing 
the history of the investigations on the worm C. elegans, also conducted at the LMB. 
The project, proposed in 1963, shifted in the mid 80s from being framed in classical 
genetics, developmental biology and the brain sciences to becoming a mapping and 
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sequencing endeavour. This transition, as I show, was accompanied by exchanges and 
professional migrations between the LMB's worm group and Sanger's laboratory. The 
researchers involved in the new mapping and sequencing project of C. elegans - John 
Sulston and Alan Coulson - incorporated, since 1984, the technologies and way of work 
Sanger had developed the decade before. They also introduced new practices into 
sequencing, such as the storage and transmission of data among the C. elegans 
international community. Sequencing, as characterised in the C. elegans post-1984 
project, became a widespread activity, associated with genomics and other large-scale 
projects, such as the HGP. These phenomena, I argue, were somehow embodied in the 
ways of work introduced by Sanger and developed by the worm researchers, rather than 
emerging abruptly in the mid-late 1980s. 
In Chapter 3, I move from Britain to the United States in order to address the 
automation of DNA sequencing at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) and 
the company Applied Biosystems. In comparing these institutions with the LMB, I 
argue that the different attitudes of the US investigators towards research - more prone 
to the development of autonomous and saleable machines - resulted in a new approach 
to sequencing and the subsequent automation and commercialisation of Sanger's 
techniques since the mid 1980s. This fostered the convergence between sequencing and 
information technologies, since the new techniques were modelled on the computer and 
did not require human intervention in the transmission of the DNA data to the hard 
drive. It also triggered the mechanisation of sequencing and the dissolution of the way 
of work Sanger had created, which had required human craft, manual skills and 
dexterity. 
Finally, Chapter 4 investigates the development of the first DNA sequence databases, 
focusing on the centralised repository created at the European Molecular Biology 
Laboratory (EMBL) since the early 1980s. The introduction of the database technology 
into sequencing supposed the entrance into this way of work of a new sort of 
professional specialised in computer-based management of large amounts of data, and 
without any significant biological background. These professionals were also alien to 
academia, having worked in the fields of public administration and business-oriented 
computer industry. Their incorporation to sequencing allowed the adaptation of the 
database technology to the specifics of DNA and further shows sequence determination 
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being a way of work shaped by practices outside biology and academia. It also fostered 
the dissolution of sequencing, since the database could automatically deduce features 
from the stored DNA entries. 
-5. Sources and methodology. 
The thesis mainly draws on the methodology of history of science, but incorporating 
some tools from the discipline of sociology. As a historian, I have based my 
investigation on a careful analysis of the papers and autobiographical accounts written 
by the actors involved in the development of sequencing. I have also consulted relevant 
secondary literature on Sanger (Soraya de Chadarevian), C. elegans (de Chadarevian 
and Rachel Ankeny), the automation of sequencing (Vincent Ramillon, Peter Keating 
and Alberto Cambrosio) and databases (Thomas Haigh and Bruno Strasser). Other 
historiography also relevant for my approach is that on biochemistry and molecular 
biology, model organisms, processes of automation, the emergence of system sciences, 
the concept of genetic information and the issue of biological reductionism. 
Apart from this published literature, I have also investigated the archives of the 
institutions involved in sequencing, as well as some non-catalogued collections in the 
hands of relevant scientists. Francis Crick's Papers at the Wellcome Trust, the UK 
National Archives, the Archives of the LMB in Cambridge and those of Caltech have 
been the main official records used. I have also drawn on personal collections of Andre 
Marion and Steve Fung - respectively co-founder and staff of Applied Biosystems - as 
well as Graham Cameron, one of the creators of the EMBL DNA sequence database. 
Other methodological tools rather framed in the sociology of science that I have used 
are the interviews, interactions with the research centres involved in sequencing and 
limited participant observation. In the former instance, I have conducted 19 interviews 
with the main actors of my story - among them Sanger, Sulston, Coulson and Cameron. 
With these conversations, I have sought to overcome the accounts they offer in their 
autobiographies, contrasting them and filling in the gaps between their published 
papers. I have also visited the main institutions involved in sequencing, among them the 
LMB, Caltech, Applied Biosystems, the Sanger Institute and the European 
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Bioinformatics Institute - which currently hosts the database division of the EMBL. In 
these visits, I have experienced the specific atmosphere of the centres, interacting with 
their staff and consulting their records. Finally, in order to have a first-hand impression 
of the skills required in the practice of sequencing, I conducted small-scale observations 
and some basic technician tasks in a centre still using semi-automatic techniques. 
With this methodology, I seek to offer an account which overcomes the current 
literature and fosters a broader historical understanding of sequencing. I aim to 
challenge the widespread view of sequencing as a mere consequence of recombinant 
DNA, and antecedent of genomics and the HGP. Sequence determination and then 
sequencing, I will argue, had a differentiated history and changing identity which did 
not always coincide with the current revolutionary practices of biology. I will begin to 
show this by investigating the origins of this way of work in Sanger's research career. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE EMERGENCE OF SEQUENCING AS A WAY OF 
WORK IN FRED SANGER'S RESEARCH CAREER, 
1940-1983 
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"When I started working in the Department of Biochemistry (... ), I thought of DNA as an inert substance. 
The notion of DNA containing all the information for making a complete organism would have been 
thought of as science fiction. But that is the way it is. The DNA is the genome and we now know how to 
read the information contained in it " (Sanger, quote in Fletcher and Porter, 1997, p. 72). 
Fred Sanger's research career (1940-83) represents an especially interesting and 
challenging case for investigating the interaction between technologies and their 
historical environment. The extremely technical self-portrayal of this scientist has led 
him to propose an account of his scientific achievements in which the only relevant 
factor for their development is the "technologies" he had available at each stage 
(Sanger, 2005). This interpretation, in line with the literature exclusively connecting 
sequencing with technological progress (see Introduction, Section 1), leaves little room 
for analysing other extra-technological events mediating Sanger's activity. Yet, the 
nature of Sanger's career, fully devoted to the "determination of sequences" of various 
biological molecules (id., 1988), suggests some sort of impetus making him focus on 
this specific aim. The following pages aim to characterise this impetus, showing that the 
history of sequence determination cannot be understand only as a series of available and 
progressing technologies. 
For this purpose, I will first analyse Sanger's work on proteins, showing how during the 
second half of the 1940s, he transformed the already ongoing investigations on the 
primary structure of insulin into a particular activity - or way of work - which he called 
as "sequence determination" (e. g., id., 1949). I will, then, study Sanger's transition to 
nucleic acids in the 1960s, and the transformation of his sequence determination 
techniques in the light of the specifics of DNA. This transformation, taking place since 
the early 1970s, reflects, I will argue, a transition from the instruments, strategies and 
research problems of chemistry to those of biology, triggered by his 1962 move from 
the Biochemistry Department to the Laboratory of Molecular Biology of the University 
of Cambridge. The end of the chapter will investigate the further development of 
Sanger's DNA techniques, namely their early connection with information processing 
technologies. 
Sanger's purely technical self-portrayal has resulted in the STS scholarship on this 
figure being remarkably scarce. This is especially surprising given his scientific 
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relevance, being one of the few researchers awarded with two Nobel Prizes (in 1958 and 
80, respectively for the determination of the sequence of insulin and the development of 
his DNA techniques). There is only one historical paper on his early career (de 
Chadarevian, 1996) and small sections in popular histories on the development of 
genomics (e. g. Cook-Deegan, 1994, pp. 59-61; Wills, 1991, ch. 2). The literature on 
Sanger's career is dominated by his autobiographical account, "Sequences, sequences 
and sequences", in which he sets his exclusively technology-dependent view of the 
development of the methods (Sanger, 1988). This vision has been maintained in further 
interviews with Sanger - including the one I conducted - and accounts by his 
collaborators (id., 1987,1992,2004; Hartley, 2004; Barrell, 2004; Coulson, 2004). 
A main objective of this chapter will be to criticise these accounts by showing how 
Sanger's sequence determination techniques were shaped by the research environments 
in which he developed them. Sanger, I will argue, created a particular way of work - 
sequence determination and then sequencing - which evolved throughout his research 
career, especially due to his 1962 institutional move. This way of work would be further 
transformed with the development of sequencing and the emergence of genomics, but 
always maintaining certain original features. My analysis will, therefore, pursue a 
different aim than that of Soraya de Chadarevian's, author of the only historical 
investigation of Sanger: whereas she explored this scientist for characterising the 
configuration of molecular biology in Cambridge (de Chadarevian, 1996), I will do so 
for depicting the wide range of historical contingencies behind the development of 
sequence determination. 
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Figure 1: Fred Sanger in two different moments of his career: working on proteins at 
the Department of Biochemistry in Cambridge, England (1940-62) and on nucleic 
acids at the Laboratory of Molecular Biology (1962-83) (Sanger, 1987b, p. 60; de 
Chadarevian, 1996, p. 368) 
-1. Research on proteins: a new way of work in biochemistry (1943-62). 
At the time Sanger started his career (1940), DNA was not considered the genetic 
material nor was he interested in this issue. As an undergraduate, he had studied 
Biochemistry at the University of Cambridge, a discipline that during the 30s and 40s 
remained far away from genetics. The research agenda of biochemistry at that time was 
"the metabolism", i. e. how nutrients and other inputs were processed in the cell (Sanger, 
1992; 1987a). The cell mechanisms directing this processing were considered beyond 
the scope of the discipline and object of other research lines - genetics and, in the 
subsequent decades, molecular biology (Olby, 1992 11974], Stent, 1968; Abir-Am, 
2003; de Chadarevian and Gaudilliere, 1996). Proteins as the main input and reaction 
catalyst of the cell - were, consequently, the object of Sanger's research when lie started 
his PhD at Cambridge's Biochemistry Department on the metabolism of the amino acid 
lysine (1940-43). This centre did not have any contact with the groups studying genetics 
in the University at the time (Sanger, 1992; 1987a). 
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This section will show that Sanger's early work on proteins remained within the 
parameters of biochemistry. His PhD dissertation and further experiments on insulin 
squared with a research line at his Department applying the methods of organic 
chemistry to analyse the amino acid composition of proteins. Nevertheless, in directing 
such investigations towards the determination of the "sequence" of insulin (e. g. Sanger, 
1949ab), he created a particular way of work with a profound impact on further 
biological research. This activity, additionally, confirmed proteins as being well-defined 
and unpredictable structures whose sequences should be determined with the aid of a 
number of chemical instruments. 
-1.1. Chibnall, Fischer and the structural studies of proteins. 
Sanger's completion of his PhD in 1943 coincided with the arrival to Cambridge of 
Charles Chibnall to substitute F. G. Hopkins as Head of the Department - by then called 
the Dunn Institute of Biochemistry. Chibnall was a plant physiologist who had been 
working on proteins in vegetables at Imperial College during the 1930s. He is 
considered one of the pioneers of amino acid analysis, an approach to protein 
investigation consisting in a detailed study of their component units - i. e. the amino 
acids (Weatherall and Kamminga, 1992, pp. 80-81; Gay, 2007, pp. 148-149 and 171- 
172). 
Chibnall explained his methodology in a lecture delivered in 1942, shortly before his 
move to Cambridge. The proteins were broken into their constituent parts by different 
procedures which also determined the quantity of the resulting amino acids. By this 
approach, he had been able to determine the number of "aspartic acid, glutamic acid, 
arginine, histidine and lysine" - all of them amino acids - in the proteins edestin, (3- 
lactoglobulin, egg albumin and insulin. These studies, Chibnall claimed, would allow to 
"correlate composition" of the protein "with nutritive value" - i. e. how proteins acted in 
the body (Chibnall, 1942, p. 137)7. 
Chibnall linked his work to x-ray crystallography, a parallel research line aimed to determine the three- 
dimensional structure of proteins and represented by William Astbury, J. D. Bernal, John Kendrew and 
Max Perutz (Chibnall, 1942, pp. 136 and 159). Particularly relevant in this field was Dorothy Hodgkin, 
crystallographer who focused her efforts on insulin at the same time Sanger was trying to sequence this 
protein. Sanger and Hodgkin kept in contact throughout their careers, despite the latter complaining of 
occasional indifference of the former (Ferry, 1998, pp. 327-28). 
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Chibnall framed his work in a research line arising in the mid 19th century and 
consisting in applying the methods of organic chemistry to the study of biological 
molecules. In the same lecture, he quoted Justus von Liebig, Franz Hofmeister and Emil 
Fischer as the sources which inspired his investigations (ibid., pp. 136-37). Historians of 
biochemistry have considered these German researchers among the pioneers in 
extending to biology the analytical techniques of chemistry (Florkin, 1972, chs. 7 and 
15; Fruton, 1972, ch. 2; Kohler, 1982, ch. 2). Hofinester and Fischer, additionally, are 
also credited as the postulators of an early theory of protein structure. 
Both researchers, basing on the chemical analysis of a large number of proteins, 
concluded in 1902 that they were molecules formed by long and linear arrangements of 
independent units. Whereas Hofmeister established that proteins were characterised by 
repetitive patterns of carboxyl and amide groups - i. e. associations of chemical elements 
recurring along their structure - Fischer postulated that they were "chains" of amino 
acids (ketie, in German) linked by "peptide bonds" between such groups. Amino acids, 
consequently, were associated in peptides which, at their time, constituted the protein 
chains (Hofmeister, 1902; Fischer, 1902; Fruton, 1985, pp. 315-16,326-330)8. 
Historian of biochemistry Joseph Fruton has shown how Hofmeister and Fischer's 
hypotheses were framed in a controversy on protein structure deriving from the 1870s 
and informing the emergence of this discipline during the early 200' century. 
Researchers were divided among those who considered proteins colloidal substances - 
i. e. elements randomly mixed in the blood or other body fluids - and those who, like 
Fischer and Hofmeister, claimed that they had a defined structure (Fruton, 1979; 1972, 
pp. 131 and ff. ). During the 1930s and 40s, when Chibnall conducted his investigations, 
this controversy was gradually being solved in favour of the German researchers. 
However, even within the supporters of Fischer there were discrepancies on the nature 
of the peptide structures characterising proteins. These discrepancies constituted the 
context in which Sanger's early work on insulin developed. 
8I am grateful to Max Stadler, PhD student at Imperial College, for assisting me in the translation of the 
papers in German. 
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-1.2. Periodical or undetermined chains? 
The peptide hypothesis of proteins had different interpretations during the first decades 
of the 20th century. A considerably widespread one at Chibnall's time was that of 
Fischer's former collaborator Max Bergmann, working on protein synthesis and 
analysis at the Rockefeller Institute of New York, where he was Head of its Laboratory 
of Chemistry. Taking a series of observations of his assistant Carl Niemann, Bergmann 
postulated in the late 30s the periodicity hypothesis, according to which protein chains 
were formed by patterns of amino acids which were repeated at regular intervals. He 
further proposed the formula 2° X 3m, which described the total number of amino acids 
in any given protein (Bergmann and Niemann, 1938, pp. 577-579)9. The powers (n and 
m) of 2 and 3 defined the different intervals at which the amino acids were, supposedly, 
repeated (Clarke, 1944, pp. 169-70). 
Taking the equation, Bergman and Niemann proposed "a classification of the numerous 
individual proteins" in which their basic properties and structure would be estimated 
through 2° X 3m (Bergmann and Niemann, 1938, pp. 582-584, quote 582). This, 
according to Fruton - who in his previous career as a biochemist worked with 
Bergmann - made the periodicity hypothesis be "welcomed by some geneticists", since 
it set "a mathematical principle that might link Mendel's laws to the structure of 
proteins" (Fruton, 1979, p. 13). During the late 30s and 40s, proteins were believed to 
be the substance carrying the hereditary properties and the Rockefeller Institute had 
been a main setting of the early investigations on the nature of the genetic material. 
Among those early investigators was Phoebus Levene, former Director of the Institute's 
Laboratory of Chemistry, who had established close contacts with Fischer during his 
career and been replaced by Bergmann upon retirement. In 1910, Levene had proposed 
the tetranucleotide hypothesis of nucleic acids, according to which this substance - then 
broadly identified with RNA and DNA - was also characterised by a periodical 
9 Bergmann and Niemann's hypothesis had been inspired by William Astbury, crystallographer at the 
University of Leeds and one of the first proponents of periodicity-based theories. In a mid 1930s paper, 
Atsbury claimed that "it is exceedingly uncommon (... ) for molecules to be disorganised in the solid state" 
and that "proteins (... ) are not simply very long, but are also periodic polypeptide chain systems" 
(Astbury, 1934, pp. 15 and 23). 
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structure and repetitive parameters of its chemical components (adenine, cytosine, 
guanine and thymine or uracil) (Olby, 1992 [1974], pp. 81-82,89-93)10. This, together 
with Hofmeister and Fischer's theories being initially aimed to seek regularities in the 
structure of proteins, suggests a context in which Bergmann and Niemann's postulation 
squared with both the peptide hypothesis and a theory raised by Levene, a respected 
figure at the Rockefeller Institute". This institution, moreover, had been founded by the 
Rockefeller family, whose Foundation had been exerting a large impact on biological 
research since the 1930s. The aim of the Rockefeller Foundation's biological 
programme was fostering the application to this science of the instruments of physics, 
among them mathematical calculation (Kay, 1993). 
Not all biochemists, however, interpreted Fischer's theory in the same way. Among the 
most critical researchers with the periodicity hypothesis were those of Cambridge's 
Dunn Institute, who were convinced that proteins were undetermined structures. Their 
study, hence, required chemical analysis instead of mathematical predictions. Bill Pirie 
and Albert Neuberger, Sanger's PhD Supervisors, were among the pioneers in attacking 
Bergmann and Niemann during the late 30s, using also mathematical arguments. In 
independent papers, they showed that almost every possible distribution and the total 
number of amino acids in a protein could be expressed as a result of the formula 2' X 
3m. This made that a "purely random distribution of amino acids" gave values "in 
apparent accordance with the formula" (Neuberger, 1939, pp. 25-26, quote p. 26; Pirie, 
1939, pp. 351-53). 
Chibnall also dismissed the periodicity hypothesis, but using chemical analysis instead 
of mathematical methods. In his 1942 paper, he showed that the amino acid composition 
of edestin, ß-lactaglobulin, egg albumin and insulin yielded values contradicting 
Bergmann and Niemann's formula (Chibnall, 1942, pp. 139-157). Based on this, he 
concluded that the protein molecule was a "system of peptide chains of varied 
10 Oswald Avery, also at the Rockefeller Institute, would show in the 1940s that nucleic acids - RNA and 
DNA - were the carriers of the hereditary properties, contrary to which the tetranucleotide hypothesis 
suggested (Olby, 1992 [1974], Section III). 
" Historians, especially those previously trained as scientists, have traditionally overlooked these 
contextual factors and considered both Levene and Bergmann's hypotheses unfortunate errors (e. g. Olby, 
1994 [1974] pp. 81-82; Fruton, 1979, pp. 19-20). This interpretation, framed in historical whiggism, is 
repeated when analysing the rejection by Nature and Science of Kary Mullis's paper describing PCR (see 
Chapter 3, Section 3.3). 
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composition" (ibid., p. 158) and that for determining its structure, it was necessary to 
analyse it physically and chemically, rather than mathematically: 
"Clearly the analyst (... ) can contribute but little on his own, and there is need for more co-operation with 
the physical chemist and crystallographers, who are able to investigate the properties and structure of (... ) 
the intact protein molecule itself. (... ) Meanwhile, I think that those interested in proteins would be wise 
to regard the Bergmann-Niemann hypothesis as still tentative and in any case as applicable only to the 
component peptide chains of the molecule, for much of the evidence hitherto brought forward to support 
it has been based on inadequate experimental data and has demonstrated nothing more than the hypnotic 
power of numerology" (ibid., p. 159). 
This context of critique to periodicity and preference for chemical methods framed 
Sanger's early work on insulin during the second half of the 1940s. Departing from 
Chibnall's amino acid analysis, he introduced substantial modifications which allowed 
him not only to determine the "composition" of amino acids (ibid., p. 137), but also 
their "sequence" along the molecule's chain (e. g. Sanger, 1949ab). Sanger's 
achievements would, hence, overtake the research lines of his department, opening new 
horizons in the field of structural biochemistry 12. 
-1.3. Determining an unpredictable `sequence. 
After completing his PhD in 1943, Sanger was approached by Chibnall, who proposed 
him participating in his project to chemically analyse insulin. Chibnall had been 
working on this molecule since his Imperial College years, taking the project to 
Cambridge, together with some of the staff. Sanger accepted the offer and was 
incorporated to the group, but instead of just applying the amino acid analysis 
techniques, he introduced a series of variants to determine not only the number and 
nature, but also the position of the amino acids in the molecule13. 
'2 The contrast between Bergmann and Niemann's mathematical approach to proteins and that of 
Sanger's Department squares with a similar dichotomy Lily Kay has investigated in the context of the 
genetic code. According to her, the research on protein synthesis during the 1950s and early 60s shifted 
from cryptographic methods to those of biochemistry, exactly as it had happened twenty years before 
with structural analysis of proteins (Kay, 2000, chs. 3-6; see below). 
13 Sanger's early methods have been widely described in his autobiographical accounts and by other 
scholars, but only focusing on their technical features (id., 1959; 1988, pp. 5-11; Wills, 1991, pp. 29-33). 
The account given in this thesis will allow to analyse the broader context in which they emerged, in line 
with my postulated dialogue between technologies and their historical environment. 
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Sanger's first duty within the insulin project was quantitatively estimating and 
identifying the free a-amino acids, mainly located at the end of molecule's chains 
(Sanger, 1988, pp. 4-5). For so doing, he devised a method combining procedures 
already used by other group members with new instruments. Among the former, he used 
column chromatography, a technique which permitted the separation of the amino acids 
of a protein after them being cleaved from the chain (Morris, 1998; Gordon, 1977). This 
method had been introduced in the early 1940s and extensively applied in amino acid 
analysis (e. g. Gordon, Martin and Synge, 1943; Martin and Synge, 1941, pp. 1364-68). 
G. R. Tristram, member of Chibnall's group, had used it to identify and quantify the 
amino acids of insulin once split from the chain (Sanger, 1988, p. 5; Martin, 1952, p. 
366). Sanger, however, added to the method a means to also determine the position of 
some amino acids. 
He concretely introduced dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB), a chemical substance which 
reacted with the last amino acids of the insulin chains, dying them yellow. This 
substance, not used before in protein analysis, permitted Sanger to partially achieve 
Chibnall's task and identify the terminal a-amino acids. By applying DNFB and 
cleaving the insulin molecule with acids, he broke all the amino acids of the chains. He 
then separated the mixture of loose amino acids through column chromatography and 
determined, from their yellow colour, which ones were located at the end of the chains 
(Sanger, 1945, pp. 507-515; 1988, pp. 4-6). 
The paper in which Sanger reported the results of those experiments, written in 1945, 
defined insulin as a molecule formed by "four open polypeptide chains" (id., 1945, p. 
514)14. He was, then, describing the protein as a series of peptide-linked amino acid 
chains, in line with Fischer's hypothesis and Chibnall's investigations15. In his 
subsequent papers, published in 1949, Sanger began referring to the insulin molecule as 
a "sequence", a term which despite having been used before had never appeared in 
Fischer or Chibnall's articles (id., 1949a, p. 563). Sanger's sequences were formed by 
14 At the time Sanger conducted these experiments, it was thought that insulin was composed by four 
instead of two chains. This was due to an estimation of its molecular weight higher than our present 
standards (Sanger, 1988, pp. 6-7; 1949b, pp. 157-59). 
1S Sanger also describes Fischer as a fundamental inspiring source in all his retrospective accounts 
(Sanger, 1988, pp. 1-2; 2005). 
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the ends of the insulin chains together with the neighbour amino acids, to which he had 
directed his further experiments. 
Between 1945 and 49, Sanger had managed to identify and determine the position of the 
four to five amino acids beside the ends of the insulin chains. He had achieved so by 
introducing two novelties in his technique. Firstly, the protein was submitted to partial 
instead of complete cleavage. In his previous procedure, Sanger had used acids which 
broke all the bonds between the amino acids in the chains and permitted them to be 
separated individually. By reducing the time of exposure, he managed to obtain 
peptides, i. e. mini-chains of four to five amino acids (ibid., pp. 564-65; id. 1949b, pp. 
154-57). Secondly, an improved separation method called paper chromatography - 
which included a sheet of cellulose as the medium instead of a column - was 
introduced. This instrument, invented in the mid 1940s, allowed a more accurate 
separation of the amino acids, with the novelty that such separation was made in two 
instead of one direction. The resulting amino acid pattern was, therefore, two- 
dimensional (id., 1949a, pp. 564-65; 1949b, pp. 154-57). 
Sanger's new technique consisted in submitting various insulin samples to partial 
hydrolysis and the resulting yellow peptides - DNFB labelled and at the end of the 
chains - to further breakages. This way, he obtained a series of overlapping amino acid 
fragments, for instance phenylalanine, phenylalanine-valine and phenylalanine-valine- 
aspartic acid. By separating the fragments through chromatography and submitting them 
to amino acid analysis - as Chibnall and his group members were doing - it was 
possible not only to identify and quantify, but also to deduce the order of amino acids in 
the chains. "The increasing complexity of each of those peptides", Sanger claimed, 
"suggested that they were all breakdown products of the same peptide chain" (Sanger, 
1949a, p. 556; 1949b, pp. 154-57, quote in 155; Wills, 1991, p. 30). 
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amino acids) or enzymes and acids (when Each fragment of the various samples is 
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The sub-fragments resulting from the 
second breakage are separated by sliding 
them in a sheet of paper (bigger move 
slower and smaller move faster) 
Due to the sub-fragments' overlapping 
nature, by identifying their amino acids 
(measuring their movement in the sheet), it 
is possible to deduce the order of the 
sequence 
Elaborated by author 
Sanger referred to these terminal amino acid peptides as sequences. The term differed 
from his 1945 paper, and those written by Chibnall and other members of his group, 
who in line with Fischer maintained the term chains. However, Sanger used his 
sequences as evidence for the theory of protein structure preferred by his department. In 
the conclusions of his 1949 papers, he mentioned that the investigations on insulin and 
comparison with the terminal peptides of other proteins 
16 suggested that there were no 
rules governing their structure and it was, consequently, unpredictable: 
"Investigations of the free amino groups of a number of proteins by [this] technique (... ) have shown that 
the terminal position in the protein chains may be occupied by a variety of different amino acids. There 
appears to be no principle that defines the nature of the residue occupying this position in different 
16 Despite focusing his investigations on insulin, Sanger was simultaneously working on other proteins, 
such as globin, edestin and gramicidin. Especially relevant were his studies on the latter, whose sequence 
was determined by other researchers in 1947 (see next subsection). 
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proteins and it would seem probable that this would apply to other positions in the molecule" (Sanger, 
1949a, p. 573)17. 
The first experiments Sanger conducted on insulin, therefore, partially squared with the 
research interests of Chibnall's group, but progressively shifted towards new goals. 
Sanger exclusively used chemical methods to analyse the protein chains and suggested 
with his experiments that they were unpredictable. However, in so doing he gradually 
abandoned his first duty of determining the a-amino acids of insulin and directed his 
methods to increasingly large sequences within the molecule. He also incorporated 
instruments to his methods - DNFB or paper chromatography - which allowed to 
overcome analyses of quantitative protein composition. Sanger's new goals 
consolidated in a particular way of work during the first half of the 1950s, identified 
with sequence determination. 
-1.4. A hybrid way of work. 
By introducing further modifications in the method, Sanger managed to apply it to the 
central parts of insulin and to determine the whole sequence between 1951 and 55. He, 
concretely, substituted partially the acids for enzymes in the cutting of the chains. The 
enzymes had the advantage of breaking the molecule at specific sites in the amino acid 
chains -e. g. between valine and alanine. This permitted, after identification of the 
breakage point, knowledge of the structure at the beginning and end of each fragment - 
valine and alanine18. By combining this with paper and other forms of chromatography, 
Sanger devised the degradation procedure, in which various samples of the protein 
were broken with enzymes, the peptides isolated and cleaved again in overlapping 
fragments, and the sequence finally deduced through the analysis of the paper sheet, 
17 Sanger has stressed in further accounts the importance of his 1949 paper for the "philosophy of 
proteins" (Sanger, 1987a; 1992). Nevertheless, in retrospective, he forgets having suggested the idea of an 
unpredictable structure at that time (Sanger and Dowding, 1996, p. 7). This, together with the lack of 
research on the above conclusion in STS scholarship, shows the narrowly technical approach adopted in 
the accounts of Sanger's techniques. 
18 The possibility of using enzymes instead of acids in the breakage of the chains had been raised in the 
discussion following a seminar Sanger delivered at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in 1949 (Sanger, 
1949b, p. 160). 
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called chromatogram (Sanger, 1951; 1953b, pp. 353-374; 1959, pp. 1340-44; 1988, pp. 
9-11)19. 
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional 
chromatogram. Single amino acids 
or fragments (spots) are first 
separated vertically and then 
horizontally. It is possible to identify 
them by measuring their relative 
movement (Sanger, 1953, p. 388) 
The use of the term sequence multiplied in Sanger's 1950s papers. If in previous articles 
this term had been either absent or combined with other ways of referring to the protein 
chains, such as "the free amino groups", "the terminal peptides" or the "structure" of 
insulin (id., 1945,1949ab), in these new investigations the papers clearly stated in their 
titles that the object of Sanger's research was the "amino acid sequence" of the 
molecule (id., 195 lab; 1953ab). Sanger, equally, described his activity as "to determine 
the complete amino acid sequence" of certain parts of insulin -firstly its phenylalanyl 
and then its glycil chain (quote in id., 1953b, p. 23). He also began to benefit from the 
help of assistants, Hans Tuppy and E. O. Thompson, who co-authored the papers, learnt 
the sequence determination techniques in the Cambridge laboratory and then spread it in 
their further careers. Sanger has always stressed the role of these assistants, who during 
his insulin work were researchers in biochemistry (id., 1988; 2004). 
Sanger, however, was not the first in using the term sequence. Archer Martin and 
Richard Synge, also biochemists educated in Cambridge, had raised the possibility of 
studying "structural sequences" in proteins during the mid 1940s (Gordon, Martin and 
Synge, 1943). The parallelisms between these researchers and Sanger are remarkable. 
19 The fact of Sanger deducing the sequence from the overlaps between various fragments led him to 
compare protein sequence determination with a "jigsaw-puzzle" game (see Crick's manuscript notes, 
Section 2.1). This comparison stands in marked contrast with the ones he used in his further DNA 
sequencing techniques. 
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Synge had also been based in the Dunn Institute and supervised by Pirie just before 
Sanger's arrival - mid-late 1930 - while Martin had started his career in the Dunn 
Nutritional Laboratory, an offshoot of the Dunn Institute (Weatherall and Kamminga, 
1992, pp. 64-66 and 83). Both investigators, as Sanger, were also devoting their careers 
to the development of methods, in this case for the separation of amino acids and other 
biological mixtures. These parallelisms suggest a particular orientation of Cambridge's 
biochemical institutions, engaged in the development of chemical analysis techniques 
directed to the primary structure of proteins. 
Sanger had closely followed Martin and Synge's career, developed since the 1940s in 
the Wool Industries Research Institution in Leeds20. There, they introduced column 
chromatography in 1941 and Sanger explicitly adopted their paper chromatography 
technique for the experiments published in 1949 (Martin and Synge, 1941; Sanger, 
1949a, 1988). Sanger, additionally, coincided with Synge in 1947, during a visit to Arne 
Tiselius's laboratory in Uppsala, another major centre in the development of 
chromatography and electrophoresis (Gordon, 1977; Smith, 1977; Pedersen, 1983). 
When Martin and Synge first proposed studying structural sequences, their 
investigations, like Sanger's, had many similarities with Chibnall's group. Martin and 
Synge were applying their separation techniques to determine the "composition" of the 
small peptide gramicidin. Their experiments focused on the chemical identification and 
quantitative estimation of amino acids, being sequence determination only announced as 
a long-term possibility (Gordon, Martin and Synge, 1943). However, paper 
chromatography, the new separation method introduced in 1944, was presented as a 
technique for "qualitative analysis of proteins", suggesting that its capacities went 
beyond a simple quantification of amino acids (Consden, Gordon and Martin, 1944, p. 
224). Martin and Synge used it to determine the "sequence" of gramicidin in 1947 and 
proposed it could be applied "with increasing confidence for studies of the sequences of 
amino acids residues in peptide structures generally" (Consden, Gordon, Martin and 
Synge, 1947, p. 1947). 
20 Bergmann had also been working in the chemical industry, concretely the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for 
Leather Research in Dresden during the 1920s, before moving to the Rockefeller Institute (Clarke, 1944). 
Sanger, in contrast, did not have any connection with industry in his whole career, apart of Chibnall's 
insulin project being funded by the pharmaceutical firms ICI and Eli Lilly (de Chadarevian, 1996; Gay, 
2007; Weatherall and Kamminga, 1992). 
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Sanger carefully read Martin and Synge's papers on gramicidin and used them in the 
design of his method to determine the terminal peptides of insulin in 1949 (Sanger, 
1949ab). During the 1950s, he extensively quoted their effort as the basis for the 
determination of increasingly large parts of protein sequences (id., 1951 a, p. 463; 
1953a, p. 353). There were, however, differences between Sanger, and Martin and 
Synge's efforts. Whereas the latter used sequence determination as a means to test their 
separation methods, Sanger made of this activity the end or goal of his career. Sanger's 
research objects were the sequences, and the methods to determine them included both 
separation techniques and other biochemical instruments. 
The activity of Martin and Synge, together with its parallelisms with Sanger, suggests 
the emergence of sequence determination as a particular way of work in Cambridge 
during the 1940s21. In the subsequent decade, it was developed with Sanger's 
application to insulin and achieved a considerable impact in biochemistry. Sequence 
determination was characterised by a hybrid nature, incorporating apparently opposing 
activities in science and technology. This generated a series of dichotomies in its 
development by Sanger and further researchers: 
a) A dichotomy between science and technology. On the one hand, sequence 
determination resulted in the generation of new knowledge, but on the other it 
also produced devices to be used by other scientists. In fact, Sanger 
characterised himself as a "technologist" (Sanger, 2005). 
b) A dichotomy between the performance of experiments and the application of 
methods. Sequence determination required the manipulation of nature to derive 
new facts, but also tended toward the generation of techniques to be repetitively 
applied. Sanger also defined himself as a "methodologist" (Sanger, 2005). 
c) A dichotomy between innovation and routine. The sequence determination 
methods required new knowledge as they developed, but once established they 
21 The verb sequencing did not arise until the early application of the techniques to DNA in the early 70s. 
Its introduction coincided with a dramatic expansion of this way of work and the beginnings of it being 
perceived as crucial in biological research. 
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only yielded data with the same format and accumulated without a clear 
direction for further use. Sanger recurrently referred to the results of his 
techniques as "information" and "data", only vaguely discussing what were 
these data for (e. g. Sanger, 1949a, 1953). 
In his investigation on ways of knowing and their linkage with ways of working (see 
Introduction, Section 2), Pickstone has described modern genomics and the HGP as 
endeavours framed in analysis and natural history. Their necessary techniques, he 
argues, involved, nonetheless, "much experimentation" (Pickstone, 2001, pp. 2-3 and 
9). Sanger's early career represented this initially experimental nature of sequence 
determination. With its spread and, especially, application, the other descriptive 
components of this way of work rose, becoming an increasingly repetitive and non- 
experimental activity, always yielding the same results. 
Sequence determination, therefore, arose in the late 1940s and 50s as a particular way of 
work, emerging with Martin and Synge, but consolidating with Sanger in a clear career 
objective. This way of work overcame Chibnall's quantitative amino acid analyses, 
directing them to a new aim through a differentiated methodology. However, despite 
these peculiarities, Sanger's early method remained strongly framed in the research 
tradition represented by Fischer and embodied in his department. His way of work 
incorporated the methods and strategic approaches of analytical and synthetic organic 
chemistry. 
-1.5. A purely (bio)chemical activity. 
Bergmann, Chibnall and Sanger, despite their discrepancies in approach and 
understanding of protein structure, shared a working tradition marked by the application 
of the instruments of chemistry to biological molecules. This tradition had been 
established, among others, by Fischer, a chemist by background who between the late 
19th and early 20th century became increasingly interested in proteins and applied to 
them his techniques. The application of chemistry to biology was progressively named 
as biochemistry, being the research environment in which Sanger developed his work. 
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In a 1907 lecture, Fischer reflected about this convergence of chemistry and biology. He 
considered it natural, since the object of organic chemistry was living matter and quoted 
classical figures in this field - von Liebig and Jean-Baptiste Dumas - as the precursors 
of this confluence. Chemistry and biology, however, had increasingly followed separate 
paths during the second half of the 19`h century and at that time were beginning to 
converge again22. Fischer considered this re-encounter desirable, since chemistry was 
then equipped with a "powerful armoury of analytical and synthetical weapons" which 
would bring a "clearer insight" in the "processes which constitute animal and vegetable 
life" (Fischer, 1907, p. 1765). 
Fischer was, hence, proposing to apply to biology the methods of analytical and 
synthetic organic chemistry. These methods, developed in its modern version since the 
late 18th century, were characterised, respectively, by breaking molecules into fragments 
in order to gain insight of their "composition" and assembling those fragments into new 
compounds (ibid., p. 1753)23. During his career, Fischer had pioneered the application 
of those techniques to proteins, analysing and synthesising a large number of 
compounds, mainly sugars (Fruton, 1985, pp. 326-30). He described these experiments 
as follows in his 1907 lecture: 
"The conclusions which have been drawn in other cases from the results obtained by the dissection of 
compounds have been too frequently confirmed by their synthesis. It is now possible to make this claim 
on behalf of the proteins, as it has been found to be possible, by a process the reverse of hydrolysis 
[breakage of the chains] to associate amino acids in such a manner that substances are produced which 
(... ) resemble proteins. I have termed these synthetic products polypeptides" (Fischer, 1907, p. 1761). 
Fischer's analytical and synthetic tradition was followed by Bergmann and Chibnall. 
The former, after working as a close associate of Fischer24, created a research school at 
the Rockefeller Institute engaged in the production and structural study of proteins 
during the 1930s. He based his periodicity hypothesis on these experiments, particularly 
on the results of his student Niemann. Chibnall, contemporarily, formed a group 
ZZ Marcel Florkin has portrayed a similar divorce and reunification of biology and chemistry in a classical 
history of biochemistry (Florkin, 1972, ch. 12 and ff. ). 
23 The development of analytical and synthetic chemistry during the 19'h century is the object of an 
ongoing PhD dissertation by Catherine Jackson at the Department of Science and Technology Studies of 
University College London (Jackson, 2007). I am indebted to her for discussion about the emergence of 
these techniques and their application to biology. 
24 Bergmann edited the last volumes of the collected works of Fischer, published in a series of eight 
issues, four of which appeared after his death (Fruton, 1985, note 30). 
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devoted to the study of the amino acid composition of insulin and other proteins, 
moving it to Cambridge in the early 1940s. He used separation and other analytical 
methods of chemistry, and acknowledged, in his 1942 paper, the influence of Fischer 
(Chibnall, 1942, p. 137). 
Historian of biochemistry Robert Kohler has identified "three distinct styles" within the 
diversity characterising this discipline in the first decades of the 20th century. He has 
called them clinical, bioorganic and biophysical, and biological (Kohler, 1982, p. 7). 
Fischer's research line and its continuation by Bergmann and Chibnall squared with the 
second one, strongly oriented towards chemistry and showing neither medical concerns, 
nor an interest in the metabolic processes of living organisms. 
In fact, Chibnall's move to Cambridge has been interpreted by Kohler as a change of 
focus in the Dunn Institute. The previous leadership of Hopkins, a charismatic figure 
trained in Michael Foster's Institute of Physiology, had resulted in a general orientation 
towards biology, with multiple departments studying the different aspects of 
metabolism. Chibnall, a more technical investigator - similar in this regard to Sanger - 
established, according to Kohler, "much narrower interests in plant proteins" upon his 
arrival in 1943 (ibid., pp. 88-89)25. Given the analysis performed in the previous 
subsections, it may be argued that this concentration not only affected the object - plant 
proteins - but also the orientation of the Institute's research, more focused since then on 
chemistry than on biology. 
Sanger's sequence determination methods of insulin were framed in this change of 
orientation of the department and its increasing engagement with chemistry. His 
degradation procedure26 was based on the breakage of the molecule into fragments and 
its further reconstruction through identifying overlaps. In so doing, Sanger was applying 
the cleaving, separation and quantification methods of analytical chemistry already used 
by the other members of Chibnall's group. He was also employing, though not 
25 A researcher happy with this change of orientation was Pirie, Sanger's PhD co-supervisor, who had 
complained for the lack of chemical contents in the department's teaching programme (Kohler, 1982, p. 
84). Sanger seldom knew Hopkins, almost retired when he arrived to the Institute, and had very fruitful 
relations with Chibnall (Sanger, 1992). This latter researcher resigned as Head of the department in 1949, 
since he felt that a person with a stronger background in medicine should take the post (Weatherall and 
Kamminga, 1992, pp. 83-84). 
26 Fischer had explicitly referred to "degradation methods" in his 1907 lecture, as opposed to the newly 
developed synthetic approach he was applying to sugars (Fischer, 1907, p. 1761). 
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experimentally, the approach of synthetic chemistry in attempting to reconstruct the 
original molecule from the fragments' overlaps. 
However, as a hybrid way of work, sequence determination also possessed specific 
features. By incorporating new instruments to Chibnall's amino acid analysis - DNFB 
and paper chromatography - Sanger gave a new qualitative dimension to this method, 
able to yield since then the sequence and not only the composition of insulin. He also 
created, with Martin and Synge, the concept of sequence and the aim of achieving it 
through the development of methods. This concept and aim, together with the way of 
work they embodied, were so strong in Sanger that he devoted his full career to their 
accomplishment. Their soundness is also shown by the strength with which sequence 
determination spread among the biochemical community during the 1950s. 
-1.6. The spread of sequence determination. 
The progressive completion of insulin (1951-55) and the award of the first Nobel Prize 
to Sanger (1959) made sequence determination expand among the biological 
community. An increasing number of biochemists adopted, during the 1950s and 60s, 
the technique and with it the way of work it embodied. Other researchers developed 
alternative sequence determination methods and attempted to automate them. All of 
them shared being based on the instruments and experimental approaches of analytical 
and synthetic chemistry. 
One of the first investigators in developing sequence determination techniques after 
Sanger was Pehr Edman, a Swedish biochemist based in the University of Lund. 
Edman's interest in this way of work arose after a visit to the Rockefeller Institute in the 
late 40s, where he interacted with the members of Bergmann's school. Bergmann had 
died in 1944, but his fellow researchers remained analysing and synthesising proteins, 
having followed with interest Sanger's techniques. This led, in 1950, to Edman 
presenting a method to determine the "sequence" of proteins based on the "stepwise 
degradation" of the molecule (Edman, 1950, p. 284). 
The method also started with the cleavage of the molecule, but instead of acid or 
enzymes, Edman employed a chemical (phenyl isothiocyanate) able to cut the last 
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amino acid of the chain. By successively applying this substance and submitting the 
cleaved amino acid to paper chromatography, this technique could determine sequences 
unit per unit in the correct order (ibid., pp. 288-292). Edman's procedure was, 
consequently, also based on the "degradation" of the protein and this term was 
recurrently used in his paper (ibid., pp. 284 and 292). He also applied separation 
methods and chemical analysis of molecules, as in the Rockefeller Institute and 
Cambridge's Dunn Institute. His sequence determination method, as Sanger's, was also 
framed in analytical and synthetic chemistry. 
Nevertheless, a difference between Edman and Sanger was the former not directing his 
method toward the determination of a major sequence. The Swedish researcher's 
technique was checked on a few small peptides, but never applied to insulin or a large 
molecule. This, together with Edman's further involvement in the automation of 
sequence determination (see next footnote), suggests a progressive separation between 
researchers involved in method development and those actually determining sequences. 
Edman's technique, despite its lack of application, became more influential than 
Sanger's for being applied to the initial automation of sequence determination 
27. This 
process started with William Stein and Stanford Moore, members of the Rockefeller 
Institute and former students of Bergmann. In the late 1950s, they presented an 
apparatus which automated amino acid analysis, i. e. the identification and quantification 
of the protein breakage products after being separated through chromatography 
(Spackman, Stein and Moore, 1958). Stein and Moore combined this machine with 
Edman's method and were able to determine the sequence of the pancreatic enzyme 
ribonuclease in 1960 (Hirs, Moore and Stein, 1960). 
Stein and Moore's strategy, described as "subtractive", consisted in successively cutting 
the terminal amino acids of ribonuclease by Edman's technique and checking, after each 
cleavage, which unit was missed through the automatic analyser (Hirs, Moore and Stein, 
27 The automation process was completed in the successive decades, mainly through the efforts of 
industry (Hartley, 1970, pp. 31 and further). Edman was involved in the design of an apparatus 
performing all the steps of sequence determination and not only amino acid analysis during the late 
1960s. The following decade, there were a number of commercial machines of this sort, namely one 
marketed by the firm Beckman Instruments. Many of the actors and institutions involved in the 
automation and commercialisation of protein sequence determination -Leroy Hood and Applied 
Biosystems - then turned to DNA (see Chapter 3, Section 2). 
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1960, p. 633; Stein and Moore, 1972, p. 85). It was, again, based on the degradation of 
the molecule and the activity which was automated - amino acid analysis - was exactly 
the same Chibnall's group had been performing in its investigations of protein 
composition. A very important aspect of Stein and Moore's method was introducing, for 
the first time, automation in sequence determination and the parameters of speed and 
efficiency. Automation would dramatically transform the identity of sequence 
determination - both in proteins and DNA - in the subsequent decades. 
At the same time Stein and Moore were automating amino acid analysis, Sanger was 
seeking techniques for avoiding this step - i. e. identification and quantification of 
amino acids - in his protein methods28. After the determination of insulin (1955), he 
aimed by different means to deduce the sequence directly from the separation surface 
instead of having to analyse the spots on the chromatogram. In avoiding this chemical 
step and in introducing instruments outside biochemistry, he began to converge with the 
ways of working of molecular biology. 
-1.7. The beginnings of the convergence with biology. 
The process of amino acid analysis required applying a series of reagents to the 
chromatogram in order to make the protein units visible after separation. The spots, 
which could be either amino acids or protein fragments, were then identified and 
quantified. Sanger considered this process "time consuming and tedious", and after the 
determination of insulin he sought means to skip it (Sanger, 1988, p. 12). His main 
strategy, developed between the late 1950s and early 60s, was to label the protein 
fragments and amino acids with radioactive substances and, after separation, to 
photograph them on the separation surface. The resulting picture was a pattern of dark 
bands in which, by measuring the position of the spots, the amino acid sequence could 
be, in principle, deduced (Sanger, Hartley et al, 1959; Sanger and Milstein, 1961; 
Sanger, 1963). 
28 de Chadarevian has suggested certain rivalry between Sanger, and Stein and Moore (1996, p. 371, note 
36). This may be true, especially given the linkage of the American researchers with Bergmann and the 
disagreements between the latter and the Dunn Institute. Sanger has denied this, claiming that Stein and 
Moore were good friends of him, despite having different approaches to sequence determination (Sanger, 










Figure 4: Protein fingerprint. The 
fragments are labelled with a radioactive 
substance and may be seen as dark 
bands after being photographed on the 
separation surface (de Chadarevian, 
1996, p. 380) 
Radioactive labelling had been introduced to Sanger by Chris Antinsen, a US 
biochemist who had been on sabbatical at the department in 1954 (Sanger, 1988, p. 1 1). 
Sanger had been originally reluctant to use this technique, according to him because of 
suspicion that the sequence of the fragments could be altered after the labelling (Sanger, 
1988). Another reason for his reluctance was the fact of the technique coming from 
physics, a discipline Sanger particularly disliked since his undergraduate years and in 
which he always obtained poor results (id., 1992). This dislike may also explain his 
alleged indifference towards crystallography, a discipline with which he never 
interacted, despite also seeking the structure of' proteins (see note 7). 
Shortly after the introduction of labelling to Sanger, the technique was successfully 
applied by Matthew Meselson and Franklin Stahl in an experiment which showed the 
replication mechanism of [ANA and became emblematic in molecular biology 
(Meselson and Stahl, 1958)29. "I'his triggered an increasing use of radioactive tags within 
this discipline after 1958 - the year of the experiment (Brenner, 2001, pp. 107-110). At 
the same time, Sanger began applying the technique to his protein methods, removing 
an important chemical step - amino acid analysis - from the process. Ile was, therefore, 
29 At the time Anfinsen introduced radioactive labelling to Sanger, he was working in a cell physiology 
laboratory at the National Institutes of Health. Ile may, hence, have encountered the technique through 
contacts with early molecular biologists. This hypothesis could not be sufficiently verified. 
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introducing an instrument of increasing importance for biology in substitution of a 
previously standard chemical procedure. 
Another research line Sanger opened in the late 1950s centred on attempting to deduce 
the functioning of insulin from its recently determined sequence (Sanger, 1988, p. 11). 
He pursued it by comparing insulin sequences of different species - e. g. pig and sheep - 
and studying previously radioactively labelled active centres of enzymes -a type of 
protein involved in the catalysis of chemical reactions (id., 1955; 1988, pp. 11-14; 
Sanger, Hartley et al, 1959; Sanger and Milstein, 1961; Sanger, 1963). In so doing, he 
was seeking to match sequence differences or patterns with certain biological attributes 
- such as the phenotype of the species or catalytic properties. 
The hypothesis of there being a direct relation between structure and function in 
biological molecules was also emerging, at the same time, in molecular biology. Since 
the elucidation of the double helix (1953), researchers in this discipline had focused 
their experiments on DNA, with the expectation of it containing the secrets of the 
functioning of the cell. These secrets were embodied in the sequence of nucleotides of 
the DNA molecule, which was shortly named as the genetic code. Philosopher of 
biology Sahotra Sarkar has characterised this hypothesis as reductionism, showing that 
it has shaped the history of molecular biology since the 1950s (Sarkar, 1998, ch. 6)30. 
Sanger's late experiments on insulin show that there was a similar expectation in 
biochemistry, shaping research on the structure of proteins since the early 20th century. 
Sanger's postulation of a connection between insulin's sequence and function was, 
hence, originally from biochemistry, but shared by molecular biologists at the time31. 
None of Sanger's post-insulin research lines led to visible results in sequence 
determination (Sanger, 1988, p. 1 1; 1987a; 1992)32. The use of radioactive labelling, 
together with the attempt of deducing insulin's features from its sequence, led Sanger's 
30 Sarkar, however, distinguishes various types of reductionist explanations since classical genetics. The 
one characteristic of molecular biology is physical reductionism, in which the connection between the 
genotype and the phenotype is established in terms of the chemical and physical interactions between the 
DNA, understood as a macromolecule (Sarkar, 1998, pp. 136-37). 
31 Other strong believer in this connection was Anfinsen, who may have also triggered Sanger's research 
on the relationship between insulin's sequence and functioning. 
32 Sanger's radioactive labelling of proteins, however, was successfully applied by molecular biologist 
Vernon Ingram to characterise the amino acid alteration in haemoglobin causing sickle-cell anaemia (see 
Section 2.1). 
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investigations to a dead end in the early 1960s. Since the end of the previous decade, 
Sanger had maintained increasingly intense contacts with the group of biologists which 
was emerging in Cambridge's Cavendish Laboratory. These contacts, and the stagnation 
of Sanger's research on proteins, were crucial for him becoming interested in DNA and 
the potential power of its sequence. In 1962, Sanger decided to start a new stage in his 
career by moving from the Dunn Institute to a molecular biology centre and applying 
his sequence determination techniques to nucleic acids. 
The stage on protein sequence determination I have investigated so far has initially 
questioned Sanger's claim of the development of his techniques being only dependent 
on the availability of technologies. It has shown that other factors linked to the research 
environment where he developed his work were also important, namely 1) a research 
line on the chemical analysis and synthesis of proteins epitomised by Fischer and 
developed by Chibnall's group; 2) already available analytical methods for amino acid 
analysis combined by Sanger with other instruments in the development of his 
techniques; 3) an aim of determining the `sequence' of insulin, which led Sanger to that 
innovative combination and the emergence of sequence determination as a way of work. 
The next section will further question Sanger's technology-dependant account by 
showing that his institutional change triggered a major reconfiguration of sequence 
determination as a way of work. 
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-2. Research on nucleic acids: from chemical degradation to biological replication 
(1962-1977). 
The impact of Sanger's determination of insulin and his subsequent Nobel Prize (1955 
and 59) made researchers all around the world follow his work. Especially active in this 
was the Cavendish Laboratory, a centre in Cambridge which since the late 1940s had 
shifted from physics to host a growing group studying biological problems. Francis 
Crick, Sydney Brenner and other Cavendish scientists saw Sanger's techniques as 
especially suitable for their investigations on the genetic code - i. e. how DNA specifies 
the structure of proteins. They approached Sanger in the late 1950s and persuaded him 
to move to a new centre, the Laboratory of Molecular Biology (LMB), which was being 
specifically built to host the Cavendish group and other associated researchers. After the 
move, Sanger began applying his techniques to RNA (1960s) and then to DNA 
(1970S)33. 
In all his retrospective accounts - both autobiographical and interviews - Sanger has 
acknowledged the role of the Cavendish biologists in his move to the LMB34. However, 
he has made clear that these contacts "did not achieve the experimental level" and that 
his career remained mainly shaped by the "availability" of sequence determination 
instruments (Sanger, 1987a; 2005). Sanger's account, consistent with the above 
discussed technology-dependent view of his whole career, is exemplified in the way he 
interprets his transition from RNA to DNA sequence determination in the mid-late 
1970s. The specifics of DNA made him alter his sequence determination strategies, 
directing them to the duplication instead of the degradation of the template molecule. 
Sanger explains this shift by certain technical instruments becoming available at the 
time, without addressing the role of the new biological problems, working environment 
and fellow researchers he found at the LMB (id., 1988, pp. 20-22). 
This section will show how the new research environment of the LMB affected 
Sanger's sequence determination techniques, with especial attention to his shift from 
33 Sanger did some preliminary experiments on RNA before moving to the LMB and kept working on 
proteins for some years after 1962. Nucleic acids, however, progressively became his main research 
object throughout the 1960s and his sole one in the 70s. 
'a Other reasons in which Sanger has justified his move to the LMB are of an administrative nature, 
namely the Medical Research Council being his funding body - as in the new centre - and him not 
wanting to teach - he was exempted at the LMB (Sanger, 2005,1992). 
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degradation to copying procedures. I will begin by reviewing his contacts with the 
Cavendish group, which have already been investigated by Soraya de Chadarevian 
(1996). However, whereas de Chadarevian has focused on the role of these contacts in 
the emergence of molecular biology in Cambridge, I will investigate how they shaped 
Sanger's sequence determination as a way of work. Sequence determination, I will 
argue, gradually travelled since the 1960s from the instruments, problems and 
experimental approach of chemistry to those of biology35. 
-2.1. The move to a new centre. 
Sanger's interactions with biologists working at the Cavendish Laboratory initiated in 
the 1950s and were especially intense during the second half of this decade (Sanger, 
1988, pp. 13-14). At that time, Sanger had already gained scientific prestige, was 
introducing radioactive labelling in his techniques and attempting to determine the 
properties of insulin from its sequence. Both radioactive labelling and the hypothesis of 
there being a connection between the structure and function of biological molecules - 
physical reductionism in the words of Sarkar - were signs of identity of molecular 
biology, the nascent field that the Cavendish group was contributing to the 
establishment of (Olby, 1992 [1974]; Stent, 1968; Morange, 2000; de Chadarevian, 
2002; Sarkar, 1998; Abir-Am, 2003). 
The Cavendish scientists were mainly physicists who had shifted to biological problems 
after World War II. They had applied to biological molecules - namely proteins - the 
techniques of x-ray crystallography, in order to determine their three-dimensional 
structure (de Chadarevian, 2002,1996). The strong orientation of this institution 
towards physics had prevented Sanger - especially antipathetic towards this discipline - 
to establish consistent links with them, despite their research lines being apparently 
close (Sanger, 2005,1992). However, the elucidation of the double helix of DNA 
(1953) and the progressive attraction of biochemists towards this molecule transformed 
the situation in the mid-late 1950s. 
35 The fact of Sanger's techniques travelling from chemistry to biology after his move to the LMB links 
the argument of my thesis to the project "The nature of evidence: how well do facts travel? ", currently 
developed at the London School of Economics. This project includes a line of STS research on biology, 
conducted by Sabina Leonelli. 
See http"//www. lse. ac. uk/collections/economicHistory/Research/facts/ (last accessed October 2007). 
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A key figure in this change of attitude was Francis Crick. Physicist and crystallographer 
by background, he had cooperated with biologist James Watson - arriving to the 
Cavendish in 1951 - in the elucidation of the double helix (Olby, 1992 [1974]). Both 
researchers reported this achievement in two papers published in 1953. In the first one, 
they stated that "the specific pairing" of DNA suggested "a possible copying 
mechanism for the genetic material" (Watson and Crick, 1953a, p. 738). In the second 
one, they stressed the importance of the "precise sequence of bases" of DNA, since it 
was the "code" which contained the "genetic information" (id., 1953b, p. 964). Both 
remarks established the main research problems in the nascent field of molecular 
biology: how DNA replicated itself, how it contained and transmitted the hereditary 
information, and how that information was transformed into phenotypic features. DNA 
replication and the use of the term information to designate its hereditary capacities 
would be crucial in the transformation and impact of Sanger's techniques when applied 
to this molecule. 
Crick was aware of Sanger's work since, at least, the early 1950s. He used Sanger's 
successively published investigations on insulin as evidence for the formulation of his 
sequence hypothesis. The hypothesis stated that given the complexity of protein 
structure - as Sanger had demonstrated in insulin - only an equivalently intricate 
molecule as DNA could generate it. This led Crick to postulate that the sequence of 
bases in DNA determined the sequence of amino acids in proteins (Crick, 1958; de 
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Figure 5: Excerpt of Crick's 
manuscript notes from a 
series of lectures by Sanger 
he was attending in 1954, 
one year after the elucidation 
of the double helix (Crcik's 
Papers, file PP/CRI/G/1/6) 
Despite not being published until 1958 (Crick, 1958, pp. 138-63), the sequence 
hypothesis inspired Crick's work on the genetic code from the mid 1950s. Associated 
with another Cavendish biologist, Sydney Brenner, he investigated how the DNA 
molecule, in its expression, determined a particular sequence of' proteins. The research 
began with a strong mathematical focus equivalent to Bergmann and Niemann's 
periodicity hypothesis for protein structure - and then shifted towards more biological 
methods. In this latter instance, during the mid-late I 950s Crick and Brenner produced a 
series of mutations in bacteriophage viruses and studied how their altered sequences of 
; DNA affected the formation of proteins (Kay. 2000, ch. 4)`'. 
Brenner and Crick soon realised that Sanger's techniques would he extremely useful in 
matching concrete mutations in the viruses' DNA with changes in the amino acid 
sequence of the resulting proteins. This led to contacts and an informal cooperation 
between Sanger and Brenner, in which the former determined the sequence of the 
proteins produced by the mutant viruses obtained by Brenner (de Chadarevian, 1996, 
pp. 379-82; Crick, 1988, pp. 102-107). A more formalised and productive association 
"' This experimental approach of producing mutations in an organism and analyse their effects to match 
them with a particular gene would be of paramount important in Brenner's further research on the worm 
C. elegans (see Chapter 2, Sections I .I to 
1.3). 
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was that of Sanger with Vernon Ingram, a member of Crick's group investigating 
sickle-cell anaemia. Ingram used Sanger's late protein techniques to identify the 
alteration in the amino acid sequence of haemoglobin causing the disease in 1956 
(Ingram, 1956). 
The potential of these collaborations made Crick and Brenner continually attempt to 
attract Sanger to their centre from the mid 1950s. They wanted him to keep applying his 
protein techniques to the genetic code and to begin developing methods for sequence 
determination of RNA and DNA. The efforts of both researchers intensified when the 
Medical Research Council, a body of the British Government funding the biomedical 
sciences, decided to relocate the Cavendish group in a new centre, the LMB, at the end 
of the decade (de Chadarevian, 1996,2002). The biological nature of this institution 
overcame Sanger's past reluctance towards physics and made him accept the offer, 
moving to the LMB in 1962, when it opened37. 
Before the move, Brenner and Crick organised two seminar sessions in the Golden 
Helix - residence of the latter - where they taught the fundamentals of molecular 
biology to Sanger and the members of his group, also due to migrate. The lectures were 
given by Brenner and another emerging US-based molecular biologist, Seymour 
Benzer, who was in Cambridge on sabbatical. They included the basic structure of 
DNA, its relation to RNA and proteins in the genetic code, and, crucially, the 
mechanism of cell replication (Crick, 1988, pp. 102-107; de Chadarevian, p. 381). 
Sanger has forgotten about these sessions and claims to have acquired all his 
background on nucleic acids from another LMB member, John Smith (Sanger, 1988, p. 
14)38. Sanger's contact with the principles of molecular biology before his move to the 
LMB - independently of its source - was essential in the further transformation of the 
sequence determination techniques. 
37 The heterogeneous nature of the new LMB was reflected in a letter of 1959, in which a Medical 
Research Council Officer considered that biological research would be "even more different" than it 
already was in Cambridge after Sanger's incorporation (National Archives, file FD 7/1040). 
38 Whereas the Golden Helix seminars are a key element in Crick and Brenner's accounts of Sanger's 
move (Crick, 1988, pp. 102-107; Brenner, 2005), the latter has forgotten them and has a vivid recollection 
of his conversations with Smith (Sanger, 2005). This may be due to Smith's self-portrayal - rather 
technical and reluctant to visibility - being more similar to Sanger's. Both scientists, additionally, present 
similarities in their careers, being Smith one of the pioneers in applying paper chromatography to RNA 
and DNA (Bretscher, 2003). 
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-2.2. Molecular biology and Sanger's professional identity. 
Sanger's move to a molecular biology centre and training in this emerging field have 
not prevented him from considering his career fully framed in biochemistry. He 
understands his research as invariably "involved in the same project", sequence 
determination, which remained impermeable to institutional moves and other 
environmental changes. When commenting on the effects of the move, he refers to the 
"larger space and facilities" of the LMB, without seeing significant changes in his work 
(Sanger, 2005). The LMB, according to Sanger, was named Laboratory of Molecular 
Biology because "there was already a department of biochemistry in Cambridge". 
Sanger's lack of distinction between both disciplines is confirmed when he refers to 
Crick as a "theoretical biochemist" (id., 1992,2005). 
Sanger's account contrasts with de Chadarevian's study of the foundation of the LMB. 
For de Chadarevian, Sanger's move is a key episode in the emergence of molecular 
biology in Cambridge, marked by the "alliance of protein crystallographers, molecular 
geneticists and protein chemists". This convergence required "institutional and 
disciplinary negotiations", as shown by Sanger's collaboration with Crick, Ingram and 
Brenner, together with the opening and further migration of these scientists to the LMB 
(de Chadarevian, 1996, p. 385). De Chadarevian, hence, argues that the history of 
Sanger at the LMB is not one of a biochemist preserving his identity within molecular 
biology, but of a biochemist contributing, with researchers from other fields, towards 
the emergence of a new discipline. 
Nevertheless, in the accounts of this contribution Crick and Brenner's views have 
prevailed over those of Sanger. The Cavendish researchers have established the idea of 
Sanger inventing the techniques, but them seeing "the problems to which those 
techniques could be usefully applied" (quote from ibid., p. 380; Crick, 1988, pp. 102- 
107; Brenner, 2005). This interpretation, not explicitly challenged by de Chadarevian 
and supported by Sanger's technology-dependent account (e. g. 1988,2005)39, squares 
with the dominant picture of the latter being a pure technologist applying his 
39 The pervasiveness of Crick and Brenner's account is also due to their different personality when 
compared to Sanger. Crick and Brenner's extroversive and persuasive way of conducting their research 
stands in marked contrast with Sanger's shyness and avoidance of prominence. 
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instruments to the theories formulated by leading molecular biologists. It is also a 
single-directional account, in which the effects of the interactions between Crick, 
Brenner and Sanger are seen as having operated only in one way, exporting into a 
dynamic new field a series of inert techniques. 
The story I aim to tell offers a new insight into Sanger's move and his contribution to 
molecular biology. It, firstly, addresses how his transition to the LMB and shift to 
nucleic acids transformed sequence determination as a way of work, a topic not 
investigated by de Chadarevian. It, secondly, suggests a two-directional and mutually 
shaping interaction between sequence determination and molecular biology, in which 
Sanger introduced a new way of work into the field, but that new way of work was also 
transformed from its previous biochemical identity. In order to develop my argument, I 
will first review the main modifications Sanger introduced in his techniques while at the 
LMB in order to explore the causes and impact of these modifications in the practice of 
molecular biology. 
-2.3. The development of a new technique. 
Sanger's first task at the LMB - after a short time concluding his research on proteinsao 
- was extending his sequence determination techniques to RNA. He accomplished this 
by introducing a few modifications to his insulin degradation procedure. The RNA was 
also cut into fragments with enzymes and further broken into sub-fragments. The 
constituent nucleotides were separated in a two dimensional fashion by paper 
chromatography and ionophoresis, a technique Sanger had already used in his late 
insulin work and which separated both nucleotides and amino acids according to their 
electric charge (Sanger, 1988, pp. 14-20; Morris, 1998; Sanger, 1959, p. 1342)41. 
With this technique, Sanger determined the sequence of a number of short transfer and 
ribosomal RNAs during the 1960s (Sanger, Brownlee and Barrell, 1965; Brownlee, 
Sanger and Barrell, 1968). As in his late insulin work, the separated fragments were 
ao Ieuan Harris and Brian Hartley - Sanger's latest assistants at the Dunn Institute - kept working on 
proteins during the 60s after moving to the LMB (Sanger, 1988, pp. 102 and forward). 
41 Ionophoresis had first been introduced to Sanger by Synge during their simultaneous visit to Tiselius's 
laboratory in Uppsala (1947) (Sanger, 1988, pp. 6-7). This centre was conducting a crucial and, to a large 
extent, pioneer work in the development of separation techniques, namely chromatography and 
electrophoresis. 
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radioactively labelled, so the sequence could be deduced from the separation surface 
also by detecting the overlaps. Sequence determination as a way of work remained, 
hence, mainly within analytical and synthetic chemistry, i. e. an activity consisting in 
decomposing a molecule into its constituent parts and then reconstructing it. 
However, Sanger's investigations increasingly attracted interest and contacts of 
molecular biologists, namely the members of Crick and Brenner's group and teams 
outside the LMB. During the late 1960s and 70s, a number of molecular biology centres 
devoted large efforts to the determination of longer RNA sequences42. Sanger's 
assistants in the development of the methods equally had a less specific biochemical 
profile. Bart Barrell and George Brownlee, joining the laboratory in the early 1960s 
were, respectively, an A-level graduate without a university background and a Phi) 
student coming from a biological degree in Cambridge. 




Figure 6: One of Sanger's 
RNA separations. As in his 
late protein work, the 
fragments were radioactively 
labeled and separated in two 
dimensions - first vertically 
and then horizontally 
(Brownlee, Sanger and 
Barrell, 1968; compare with 
Figures 4 and 3). 
When Sanger attempted to apply the degradation procedure to DNA in the early 1970s, 
lie found that it was unsuitable to this molecule, due to I)NA being longer than proteins 
and RNA. This forced him to create an "entirely new approach" to sequence 
determination, based on copying rather than degrading the molecule (Sanger, I988, p. 
42 Sanger's RNA methods are being investigated in much more detail by Jerome Pierrel in an ongoing 
PhD dissertation at the University Louis Pasteur in Strasbourg. Pierrel is also studying important RNA 
sequence determination initiatives conducted in the 1970s, at the same time Sanger was developing his 
DNA techniques (Pierrel, 2007). 
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20). In this method, the DNA was no longer successively broken43, but duplicated with 
an enzyme (polymerase) which, in the presence of a series of loose nucleotides, 
progressively added complementary bases to the DNA to be determined -i. e. the 
template DNA (Sanger, 1988, pp. 20-21; 1980, p. 431; Sanger and Dowding, 1996, pp. 
339-344). By different means, Sanger managed to stop these additions at each of the 
four nucleotides. Since polymerase acted simultaneously in various DNA samples, the 
result was a series of overlapping fragments in which the last unit (adenine, cytosine, 
guanine or thymine) was known. If the fragments were separated by size, the sequence 
could be deduced by analysing the ends of the fragments - progressively bigger - on the 
resulting separation surface (id., 1980, pp. 432-437; Wills, 1991, pp. 40-45). 





DNA to be sequenced was duplicated with By different means, Sanger managed to stop 
polymerase, an enzyme which polymerase selectively at adenine, cytosine, guanine 





By performing this operation in various DNA 
samples and ordering the fragments by size, the 
sequence could be deduced from the resulting ladder. 
Elaborated by author 
Sanger called this approach the copying procedure and created two techniques from it 
between 1975 and 77. In the first one - the plus and minus method - he achieved the 
selective stop of polymerase by including as loose nucleotides to be incorporated to the 
DNA either one single base (adenine, cytosine, guanine or thymine) or three of them, 
°J In large DNAs - e. g. the ones Sanger's team determined in the late 1970s and 80s - the molecule 
should be previously broken into fragments whose sequence was independently resolved. However, it was 
no longer degraded, i. e. subsequently chopped into smaller pieces. 
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removing the other. This way, the enzyme would always stop at the only nucleotide 
included (plus method) or before the removed one (minus method) (Sanger and 
Coulson, 1975a, pp. 441-448; Sanger, 1975b, pp. 324-28). In the second technique - 
dideoxy method - normal nucleotides were combined with chemically modified ones 
(dideoxy) able to stop the polymerase reaction at each of the four bases. This permitted 
to obtain DNA fragments finishing alternatively at dideoxiadenine, dideoxicytosine, 
dideoxiguanine and dideoxithymine (Sanger, Nicklen and Coulson, 1977, pp. 5463- 
5467; Garesse, 1987, pp. 72-74; id., 1994, pp. 77-81). 
Both methods included gel electrophoresis, a different separation technique from 
chromatography. By placing the DNA fragments on a slippery surface -a porous gel - 
and applying an electric charge, gel electrophoresis was able to displace them according 
to size with remarkable precision (Thurtle, 1998). The technique had first been 
introduced in proteins by Tiselius, the Head of the laboratory Sanger had been visiting 
in 1947, when he coincided with Synge (ibid.; Kay, 1988; Pederson, 1983; Chiang, 
2007). Sanger had occasionally used it - as well as gel as a separation medium in 
chromatography - during his protein work, but the researcher who first applied 
electrophoresis to DNA in his group was John Donelson, a US postdoctoral fellow. 
Sanger has further considered gel electrophoresis as the key development in the advent 
of his copying procedure (Sanger and Dowding, 1996, p. 341; Sanger, 1980, p. 433)44. 
The separation gel electrophoresis produced in DNA sequence determination was 
remarkably different from chromatography. Sanger divided the gel in four lanes and 
placed in each of them the fragments respectively ending in adenine, cytosine, guanine 
and thymine. When the electric charge was applied, the fragments migrated vertically 
from top to bottom. The separation, hence, was one-dimensional instead of two- 
dimensional45, with the fragments ending in each nucleotide vertically aligned and 
horizontally separated in four lanes (id., 1988, pp. 22-24; Garesse, 1987,1994, Wills, 
1991, pp. 40-45). 
44 Donelson had been working on DNA sequence determination at Cornell University, but without using 
gel electrophoresis (Donelson and Wu, I972ab). The first use of this technique by Donelson remains 
unclear. It was probably at the LMB, in a series of unpublished experiments which neither Donelson nor 
Sanger recall (Sanger and Donelson, personal communication; Sanger and Dowding, 1996, p. 341). 
45 Gel electrophoresis could be two-dimensional as much as paper chromatography could be one- 
dimensional. It all depended on whether the performed separation was double - first vertical and then 
horizontal - or single. Sanger's use of electrophoresis in protein sequence determination had been two- 
dimensional, whereas he applied it to DNA from the beginning in a one-dimensional fashion. 
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As in his late insulin and RNA techniques, Sanger radioactively labelled each DNA 
fragment and photographed the gel after separation, producing a so-called 
autoradiograph, where the fragments stood as dark-black bands. The fact of the 
separation being one-dimensional and the ladder-like overlapping nature of the 
fragments made that the sequence could be deducible by scanning the gel with the eye. 
The researcher began at the gel's bottom, checking for a band in the four lanes. By 
progressively moving up and repeating the operation, the sequence could be determined. 
Figure 8: One-dimensional 
autoradiograph (left). The fragments, 
represented as black spots, move 
vertically down the gel in the four 
columns. Sanger ran in each column 
the fragments ending, respectively, 
in adenine, cytosine, guanine and 
thymine (Sanger et al, 1977, p. 
5464). The separation, hence, was 
different from the two-dimensional 
one conducted during his protein 
and RNA work (see chromatogram 
below, Sanger and Tuppy, 1951) 













Visual interpretation of the autoradiograph (above left). The four lanes were scanned with 
the eye from bottom to top, checking in which one the darkest bands stood and assigning 
the corresponding nucleotide. In the above example, the beginning of the sequence would 
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-2.4. The insufficiency of a technological explanation. 
Sanger has insistently explained his shift from degradation to copying in the 
"availability of technologies" (Sanger, 2005). Both in his retrospective autobiographical 
account - symptomatically entitled "Sequences, sequences and sequences" - and in 
further interviews, he has stressed the role of a series of technical instruments which, 
allegedly, became available in the mid 1970s and were previously inaccessible. These 
instruments, mainly polymerase and gel electrophoresis, were, according to Sanger, the 
main factor of his change of approach once he realised the degradation procedure was 
unsuitable for DNA (ibid., id., 1988; 1987a; 1992). 
This technology-dependent account of Sanger's shift to copying procedures is, to a large 
extent, due to his self-consideration as a "technologist", i. e. a scientist concerned with 
the "development of methods" rather than with the formulation of hypotheses (id., 
2005). This identity squares with the tendency of sequence determination, as a way of 
work, towards technology and method development, as well as with Sanger's contrast 
when compared to Crick and Brenner. Sanger always preferred bench work46, not being 
interested, as Crick and Brenner, in intellectual debates about the nature of DNA - 
firstly for not being interested at all in genetics as a biochemist and then for keeping 
himself away from these discussions at the LMB (ibid. ). 
Sanger's account, hence, squares with his persona and self-identity as a scientist. 
However, a closer look to his transition towards copying procedures suggests that it was 
shaped by factors beyond the availability of technologies. A first evidence for this is 
Sanger hesitating about his purely technological explanation in a passage of his 
autobiographical paper. In it, he admits that this account may have been retrospectively 
constructed, since he does not have sound enough memories of the time (early-mid 
1970s): 
"[The] new approach to DNA sequencing was I think the best idea I have ever had (... ), so I have 
attempted to describe its development in some detail, but on reading it through I must confess that I am 
46 Rafael Garesse, a Spanish postdoctoral fellow in Sanger's laboratory during the early 80s, recalls being 
surprised upon arrival of seeing a two-times Nobel Prize winner working at the bench beside more junior 
researchers (Garesse, 2005). 
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by no means certain that it really did happen like that. I certainly do not remember having the idea, 
whereas I do remember doing some preliminary experiments and discussing it with [my assistants] Alan 
Coulson and John Donelson. I have a feeling that the above account [entirely technological] may have 
originated to some extent from my attempts to explain the method in a simple way when giving lectures, 
and that subsequent frequent repetition resulted in its being established as part of my official, but perhaps 
not actual, memory" (id., 1988, p. 22). 
Another preliminary evidence for questioning Sanger's technology-dependent account 
is that it is not completely clear whether the technologies were available or unavailable 
at the time Sanger mentions. The next subsection will offer an analysis of the use of 
polymerase, gel electrophoresis and enzymes - the main instruments Sanger refers - 
demonstrating that they had already been applied in sequence determination and other 
structural investigations on nucleic acids since, at least, the late 1960s. This analysis, 
additionally, shows that sequence determination was becoming a widespread way of 
work on RNA and DNA, with multiple ramifications and different approaches. It may, 
therefore, contribute towards a historiography of sequence determination as a practice, 
focusing on all the historical attempts and not only on retrospectively big names such as 
47 Sanger. 
-2.5. Enzymes, polymerase and gels: previous sequence determination attempts. 
Sanger's account has one of its main arguments in the lack of enzymes to break DNA 
always at the same site. This, according to him, prevented the application to this 
molecule of the degradation procedure, due to the absence of effective cutting 
instruments. It also led Sanger to seek an alternative sequence determination approach 
in other available technologies, such as polymerase and gel electrophoresis, the basis of 
the subsequently successful copying procedure (id. 1988, p. 20; 1975b, p. 19). This 
argument may be questioned by analysing other less satisfactory attempts48 to determine 
47 The necessity of this historiography was first raised by Adam Bostanci, researcher working on more 
recent developments in DNA sequence determination. He proposed it during a response to a paper based 
on an early draft of this chapter which I delivered at the Egenis Centre for Genomics in Society (Bostanci, 
2005b). There is, certainly, not a collective historical analysis of RNA and DNA sequence determination, 
exploring all the attempts during the 1960s and 70s. The only available studies are partial and focus either 
on Sanger (de Chadarevian, 1996; this chapter) or other US researchers such as Ray Wu (Onaga, 2005). 
48 Sanger's technology-dependent account is based on considering only his successful sequence 
determination attempts. It is, therefore, framed in the literature which considers sequencing and genomics 
as the exclusive result of technological progress (see Introduction, Section 1). However, an analysis 
taking into account both the successful and unsuccessful attempts at Sanger's laboratory - as the one I am 
intending to perform - offers a completely different picture of the development of his techniques. 
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the sequence of DNA at Sanger's laboratory since the late 1960s. They were all based 
on the use of a number of cutting enzymes. 
The experiments with enzymes were conducted by Sanger's assistants, among them 
Barrell, Donelson or Ken Murray - the first in applying sequence determination 
techniques to DNA. They led to the determination of sequences up to 50 nucleotides 
(Murray, 1970; Robertson, Barrell, Weith and Donelson, 1973; Sanger, 1975b, pp. 319- 
20). By this time (early-mid 1970s), Sanger also developed the ribosubstitution 
technique, which combined cutting enzymes with polymerase (Sanger, Donelson, 
Coulson, Kössel and Fischer, 1973). Both attempts suggest that the degradation 
procedure could be applied to DNA through available enzymes that - though less 
precise than those used for proteins or RNA - led to visible if limited results, reported in 
papers. Sanger, however, preferred to shift to a copying approach than to continue with 
these attempts. When in the mid 1970s single-nucleotide cutting enzymes for DNA 
became available - able to break the molecule always at the same site - Sanger stuck to 
his copying approach instead of returning to degradation procedures. 
Another technology to which Sanger attributes his change of approach is polymerase, 
used for the first time in his group during the early-mid 1970s. This enzyme permitted 
him to duplicate the template DNA fragments and became one of the key elements of 
his copying procedure (Sanger, 1975b, pp. 321-322). Nevertheless, its availability dates 
back, at least, to the 1960s. Polymerase had been isolated by biochemist Arthur 
Kornberg in 1956 and applied to RNA and DNA sequence determination the subsequent 
decade49. Firstly, molecular biologists at Stanford and Cornell University A. D. Kaiser 
and Ray Wu50 used polymerase to determine the sequence of the sticky ends of the 
bacteriophage %, two short single stranded DNA fragments at the ends of its genome 
(Wu and Kaiser, 1968; Wu and Taylor, 1971). Secondly, the Zurich-based researcher 
Carl Weissmann applied to the RNA virus Qß a variation of the enzyme - RNA 
polymerase - able to duplicate ribonucleic acids (Billeter, Weissmann et al, 1969). 
49 The polymerase used by Sanger's group was, however, a chemically modified one to make it suitable 
for the copying procedure (Coulson, personal communication, 2005). 
50 For more information about Wu's research on sequencing see Onaga, 2005. 
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None of these researchers, however, used gel electrophoresis, despite this instrument 
being available at the time. In the case of Kaiser and Wu, the identification of the 
nucleotides was done by progressively adding one or two loose bases to the template 
DNA and quantifying their incorporation by polymerase. This way, the base with a 
higher rate - or rather its complementary - was the most likely to form part of the 
sequence. The data were contrasted with nearest neighbour analysis, in which they 
measured the probability of one nucleotide being beside another (Wu and Kaiser, 1968, 
pp. 528-34; Wu and Taylor, 1971, pp. 496-509). In the case of Weissman, the 
nucleotides were separated through two-dimensional ionophoresis, a similar method to 
that Sanger had applied to RNA (Billeter and Weissmann, 1969, pp. 1085-86). 
Kaiser, Wu and Weismann were, therefore, creating an approach to sequence 
determination based on reproducing a biological process - RNA and DNA replication 
with polymerase - rather than degrading and reconstructing the molecule. This approach 
was, however, combined with other non-biological instruments: the previous two- 
dimensional chemical separation in the case of Weismann and statistical-mathematical 
analysis by Kaiser and Wu. In Sanger's technique, the transition to biology would be 
more significant. 
This transition was, to a large extent, facilitated by the use of gel electrophoresis as the 
separation technique in Sanger's laboratory. This instrument was available since the 
1930s, having been invented and extensively applied to proteins by Tiselius, whose 
laboratory Sanger was visiting in 1947. Tiselius's centre, located in Uppsala, was 
devoted to the development of separation techniques by researchers with similar 
background as Martin and Synge (Thurtle, 1998; Kay, 1988; Pederson, 1983; Gordon, 
1977). Sanger sporadically used electrophoresis in different media - especially paper - 
during the development of his protein and RNA techniques. However, it was not applied 
systematically in his laboratory until the first attempts to determine DNA sequences in 
the late 1960s. 
Historian Howard Chiang has investigated the development of electrophoresis from its 
invention to the 1970s, when it began being extensively applied in molecular biology. 
According to him, the technique was given different identities between the 1930s and 
60s by researchers with equally distinct agendas. It was originally designed by Tiselius 
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as an instrument creating a "moving boundary" in which the separation of the molecules 
- by then mainly proteins - was not complete. During the 1940s and 50s, researchers in 
biochemistry and biomedicine tested different separation media - filter paper, starch 
grain and agar gel - and created the concept of "zone electrophoresis", in which the 
separation of the molecules was differentiated in independent areas on the surface. 
Electrophoresis, Chiang concludes, acquired its current identity of "molecular-sieving" 
technique in the early 1960s, when polyacrylamide gel emerged as the preferred 
medium (Chiang, 2007). 
During the 1960s, a number of researchers, mainly within biomedicine, used 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis for qualitative and quantitative analyses of nucleic 
acids. Among them, Wesley Dingman and Andrew Peacock, at the National Institutes of 
Health, applied gel electrophoresis for distinguishing between "several species" of 
nuclear and cytoplasmic RNAs, as well as determining their molecular weight 
(Dingman and Peacock, 1968a, p. 659; 1968b). They did so by dividing the gel in lanes 
and running a different RNA molecule - previously radioactively labelled - in each 
lane. By comparing their different mobility, they estimated the "species" of RNA 
molecule in the lanes, as well as their molecular weights (id., 1968a, p. 659 and 662). 
Sanger's group was the first in applying gel electrophoresis to DNA sequence 
determination during the early 1970s. Donelson, the first in using it at the LMB, had 
been a student of Wu involved in his early sequence determination attempts, but without 
introducing this instrument (Donelson and Wu, 1972ab). Sanger and Donelson 
incorporated a crucial change in the use of gel electrophoresis in sequence 
determination: instead of running various DNA molecules - one in each lane - to 
distinguish between them, they produced, from a single DNA template, fragments 
ending in each of the four nucleotides and used the lanes to separate the nucleotides and 
determine the sequence. This way, the lanes were not representative of a species of 
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Figure 9: Dingman and Peacock's (above left) and Sanger's group gel electrophoreses 
(above right). In the former, five different species of nuclear and cytoplasmic RNAs are 
separated, one in each lane. In the latter, a single DNA molecule is separated and each of 
the four lanes represents the fragments ending, respectively, in guanine, adenine, thymine 
and cytosine (Dingman and Peacock, 1968, p. 662; Sanger, Coulson et al, 1977) 
These differences in the use of electrophoresis at the LMB meant that its application in 
sequence determination and, especially, the interpretation of the results required certain 
competencies. Rafael Garesse, a Spanish molecular biologist and postdoctoral Icllow in 
Sanger's group during the early I 980s, has noted that both the preparation of the gels 
and the visual analysis of the bands to determine the sequence necessitated "much 
training" and was correctly achieved only "after a few attempts" (Garesse, 2005). This 
was due to Sanger and Donelson having introduced gel electrophoresis into a way of' 
work - sequence determination - whose performance required specific skills only 
available at certain laboratories. Both the way of' work and required skills, additionally, 
were beginning to change with regard to the previous protein and RNA sequence 
determination techniques. 
Gel electrophoresis, together with polymerase, was, hence, differently applied by 
Sanger rather than introduced for the same time. Both instruments, with the enzymes, 
had a recognisable tradition of use in sequence determination and other biological areas 
when Sanger began employing them in his t)NA techniques during the mid 1970s. This 
suggests that, rather than becoming available at that time, they were given a new use 
when Sanger's group at the LMB combined them in a particular way of work aimed to 
determine the sequence of DNA. 
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This way of work, additionally, was increasingly referred as sequencing since the early- 
mid 1970s. The term, initially used by Sanger in his 1975 paper on the plus and minus 
method51, was then introduced in the title of his article "DNA sequencing with chain 
terminating inhibitors", where he described the dideoxy technique (1977). It further 
spread among molecular biologists, being the dominant way of describing sequence 
determination during the 1980s. Sequencing, apart from its different name, had 
significantly changed its identity when compared with Sanger's previous degradation 
procedures for proteins and RNA. 
-2.6. Sequencing and the shift towards biology. 
Given that the technologies used in the copying procedure were already at hand since 
the 1960s and that their sole availability does not account for the development of 
Sanger's new approach, one may wonder what made him combine polymerase and 
electrophoresis in the way that resulted in his DNA sequencing techniques. A tentative 
answer is the new research environment of the LMB, where Sanger was immersed from 
1962 after being instructed - through the Golden Helix seminars and conversations with 
Smith - in the problems of DNA and its relation to RNA and proteins. If the dominance 
of chemical analysis and synthesis at the Dunn Institute shaped Sanger's degradation 
procedure, the new research problems, methodologies and instruments used at the LMB 
may have constituted the context that, beyond the technologies, affected the 
development of the copying approach. 
This context, since Watson and Crick's 1953 papers on the double helix, had been 
centred around DNA, its nature and role as directing molecule in the main mechanisms 
of the cell. The LMB had pursued this research line through three independent units 
since its foundation in 1962: Sanger's group, devoted to the determination of protein 
and nucleic acid sequences; a group doing x-ray crystallography, and Crick and 
51 Sequencing had previously been used by Wu in a 1971 paper (Wu and Taylor, 1971, P. 491). Its 
appearance was rather sporadic and the term was not systematically applied until Sanger's plus and 
minus, and dideoxy articles (1975-77). 
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Brenner's laboratory, called the Molecular Genetics Unit52. While still at the Cavendish 
Laboratory, Crick had been instrumental in unifying the aims of the three units by 
directing crystallography towards the analysis of DNA structure and pursuing, with 
Brenner, a research problem - the genetic code - which attracted Sanger to the LMB. 
During the early and mid 1960s, coinciding with the foundation of the LMB and 
Sanger's move, the Molecular Genetics Unit was shifting towards new research 
problems after the elucidation of the genetic code mechanism in 196153. One of them 
was cell division, pursued by Brenner in cooperation with Francois Jacob, another 
molecular biologist at the Pasteur Institute in Paris54. The entrance of Brenner and Jacob 
into this problem represented, according to the former, the shift of cell division from the 
perspective of biochemistry to that of molecular biology (Brenner, 2001, p. 108). 
Brenner justifies this statement in a change of the methods they used to analyse how 
DNA directs the copy of the cell by replicating itself. Shortly after Komberg's isolation 
of polymerase in the mid 1950s, a number of biochemists had introduced this enzyme 
and DNA into a test tube, aiming to analyse the process. Brenner and Jacob, rather than 
artificially reproducing the event, were seeking to understand how it worked in a living 
organism already used by the latter, the bacterium E. coll. In their investigations, started 
in 196255, they were also applying radioactive labelling, as Meselson and Stahl had 
done in their classic experiment, further followed by other molecular biologists. Jacob 
and Brenner also incorporated a technique which the latter had used in his 1950s genetic 
code experiments: producing mutations in E. coil's DNA and analysing their effects in 
the replication and cell division processes (ibid., pp. 108-115). 
52 The particular identity and connections between the three units have been investigated by de 
Chadarevian, for whom the "federative structure" of the LMB was the main reason of the diversity of 
molecular biology in Cambridge (de Chadarevian, 1996,2002). 
s' The mechanism of the genetic code was elucidated by Marshall Nirenberg and Heinrich Matthaei, 
biochemists at the National Institutes of Health (Kay, 2000, ch. 6). They did so by purely synthetic 
chemical means, not using any of the strategies formulated by Brenner and Crick, and consequently not 
needing to determine the sequence of proteins, neither of nucleic acids. 
sa Brenner had already cooperated with Jacob in the discovery of messenger RNA, an achievement linked 
to the investigations on the genetic code during the late 1950s and early 60s (Kay, 2000, ch. 5). 
 One year afterwards, Brenner also launched a proposal for a research project at the LMB aimed to 
determine the genetic causes of development and behaviour in the worm C. elegans. The main 
experiments, however, did not begin until the 1970s (see Chapter 2, Section 1.1). 
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Sanger, while these experiments were occurring (1962-63), was initiating his RNA 
technique through a procedure still framed in chemical degradation. This and his 
subsequent work was closely followed by Brenner, who maintained regular exchanges 
with Sanger. Brenner produced the first computer applications to compare RNA 
sequences and used Sanger's techniques to characterise E. coil mutants - by seeking 
alterations in the sequences of the messenger RNA produced by the mutated genes (see 
Chapter 2, Sections 2.3 and 2.4). 
If Sanger's early RNA assistants - Brownlee and Barrell - did not have the specific 
biochemical background of his former students, in 1967 a fellow with an even more 
differentiated specialisation arrived to his group. Alan Coulson had studied a degree on 
Applied Biology in Cambridge and was within the group of assistants more directly 
involved in the early development of the DNA techniques, with Murray and Donelson. 
The fact of Coulson not being a visitor made him stay in the laboratory until the 
emergence of both the plus and minus, and dideoxy methods, signing the papers as co- 
author (1975 and 77). The main reason for the success and pervasiveness of both 
methods, according to Coulson, was that they reproduced "the natural functioning of the 
cell" (Coulson, 2005). 
Coulson's statement suggests that sequence determination was abandoning its previous 
biochemical frame and beginning to be modelled on DNA replication, a fundamental 
problem of molecular biology. Additional evidence for this is Sanger's regular contacts 
with Brenner, who had also been involved in the investigation of this process. As the 
development of the protein methods had been shaped by an environment engaged in 
chemical analysis and synthesis, Sanger - with Coulson - was now adapting the 
research problems of the neighbour Molecular Genetics Unit, and incorporating 
polymerase and radioactive labelling in his techniques. 
After the move to the LMB, Sanger began using as the main publishing medium for his 
papers the Journal of Molecular Biology instead of the Biochemical Journal. The 
former publication had been founded in 1959 by another LMB member, John Kendrew, 
becoming the reference journal for molecular biologists. Sanger published there his 
main papers on RNA and DNA techniques and his references to problems of molecular 
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biology increased throughout the 1960s and early 70s. In a 1975 lecture - published in 
another journal - he began with the following statement: 
"DNA, the chemical component of the gene, plays a central role in biology and contains the whole 
information for the development of an organism, coded in the form of sequences of the four nucleotide 
residues. The lecture describes the development and application of some methods that can be employed to 
deduce sequences in these very large molecules" (Sanger, 1975b, p. 317)56 
Sanger has argued that the use of this language and reference to these problems were 
due to them being the "gospel" of molecular biology (ibid., 2005). According to this, he 
just assumed, without questioning, the concepts and concerns of his new home 
institution, without them affecting his way of working. In his experiments, Sanger 
claims, "it did not really matter" how he was "thinking on DNA" (ibid. ). The really 
important issue, in his view, was the development of the methods and the technologies 
he had available to incorporate in them. 
Being as it is probably true that Sanger was unaware of his transition to molecular 
biology, an analysis of his copying procedure shows that it did affect sequencing as a 
way of work. Firstly, in both the plus and minus and dideoxy methods, Sanger used part 
of the DNA nucleotides and the polymerase of E. coli, the same model organism as 
Brenner and Jacob (Sanger and Coulson, 1975a, p. 443; id., 1977, p. 5463). Secondly, 
instead of chemically intervening in the DNA template by breaking it with acids or 
enzymes, he just left polymerase to act on the molecule and reproduce the process of 
DNA replication. Thirdly, as Brenner and Jacob had done with the mutations, Sanger 
directed the replication process towards his desired outcome by introducing alterations 
in it - either adding-removing nucleotides or incorporating the dideoxy bases. Fourthly, 
he introduced radioactive labelling and electrophoresis to visualise the sequences, not 
having to chemically analyse them. And, finally, in 1975 Sanger began applying his 
methods to the DNA sequence of a living organism, the virus 0X-174, of the same type 
(bacteriophage) of those Brenner and Crick had used in their late 1950s genetic code 
experiments. 
56 Sanger was also referring to the role of DNA in the process of development from embryo to adult. This 
was also a main concern of Brenner and a research line in his project on the worm C. elegans, which had 
been launched in 1963 and whose experiments were just starting at that time (see Chapter 2, Sections 1.1 
and 1.4). 
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Sanger was, therefore, incorporating in his way of work the same methodology, 
instruments and problems that molecular biologists were using in the study of cell 
division. The development of his DNA copying procedure in the 1970s coincided with a 
transition from the working principles of chemistry to those of molecular biology, 
embodied in the Molecular Genetics Unit of the LMB, his new institution. While during 
the 1960s he had kept basing his techniques on analytical and synthetic chemistry, the 
contact with Brenner's research questions and role of assistants as Coulson made him 
introduce replication as the basis of DNA sequencing. Replication was not a novel 
strategy in biology, but represented a shift with Sanger's previous techniques, modelled 
on the opposite process of chemical degradation57. 
Sanger's transition towards biology was, however, not complete, since sequencing still 
possessed some of its original chemical features. The DNA, firstly, was not replicated in 
vivo, but in vitro and the necessary modifications of the dideoxy nucleotides required a 
large amount of analytical and synthetic chemistry. The process, secondly, still 
incorporated separation methods which were key for obtaining the desired outcome. 
This suggests that Sanger maintained part of the biochemical identity of this way of 
work, as well as its essential dichotomies between science and technology, and 
experiments and repetition. The problem of his disciplinary affiliation after his move to 
the LMB becomes, equally, partially solved: rather than continuing in biochemistry, as 
Sanger describes, he combined his previous chemical skills with those of molecular 
biology in order to create a new approach to sequencing58. 
Sanger's combination of skills introduced another dichotomy in sequencing between a 
chemical and a biological way of work59. Other researchers developing alternative 
57 Christopher Wills, in a popular account of sequencing, has suggested this idea by comparing Sanger's 
work with Chinese cosmology. He identifies Sanger's transition from proteins to DNA with a shift from 
yang (symbolising the male, active and destructive) to ying (representative of the female, passive and 
constructive) (Wills, 1991, pp. 40-45). 
58 Sanger's combination of his biological skills with new capacities squares with de Chadarevian's 
conclusion of molecular biology representing a confluence of disciplines, institutions, interests and 
practices (de Chadarevian, 1996). However, whereas she has focused her study on the conformation of 
the LMB, I have showed the impact of that confluence in the development of Sanger's DNA sequencing 
methods. 
s' This tension between biology and chemistry would also be visible in Kary Mullis's reaction towards 
Sanger's techniques and his further invention of the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) in the mid 1980s, 
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sequencing methods at the time conjugated both disciplines differently. Sanger's 
combination, however, was better adapted to the necessities of molecular biologists, 
more used to processes involving replication through polymerase than degradation 
using chemicals. This partially accounts for the pervasiveness of Sanger's techniques in 
the 1980s and their dominance over rival methods. 
-2.7. Rival attempts and the idea of `elegance'. 
At the same time Sanger was developing his plus and minus, and dideoxy methods, 
Walter Gilbert, with the help of Allan Maxam, was creating an alternative approach to 
DNA sequencing. Gilbert, as many early molecular biologists, had a background in 
physics, but due to his being younger had made the transition towards biology in the 
late 1950s, instead of post-World War II. He had met Watson in Cambridge (UK), 
where he did his PhD, and worked with him on the genetic code at Harvard University, 
where Gilbert was based since the 1960s (Gilbert, 1980). Nevertheless, Gilbert had a 
strong interest in chemistry and his development of sequencing techniques was inspired 
by the Soviet biochemist Andrei Mirzabekov, who was visiting his laboratory in 1975 
(ibid., p. 409; Cook-Deegan, 1994, pp. 61-64). 
This made his technique also combine chemistry and biology, but in a different 
proportion than Sanger's. Gilbert also used radioactive labelling and gel electrophoresis 
to produce a band pattern as an outcome which did not need to be chemically analysed. 
However, instead of applying polymerase, he submitted the DNA sample to chemicals 
which specifically cleaved the molecule at each nucleotide (Sanger and Dowding, 1996, 
pp. 343-44; Wills, 1991, pp. 45-47). The idea of using those substances was specifically 
suggested by Mirzabekov (Cook-Deegan, 1994, p. 64). By successively cleaving four 
groups of identical DNA samples at adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine, Gilbert 
obtained the same overlapping fragments Sanger had achieved with polymerase. The 
rest of the process was equal to that of the LMB: the fragments were separated by size 
through gel electrophoresis and the sequence deduced from the band pattern present on 
the autoradiograph (Maxam and Gilbert, 1977; Garesse, 1987, pp. 74-77; 1994, pp. 72- 
75). 
using the same strategy as sequencing, but framed in chemistry instead of biology (see Chapter 3, Section 
3.1). 
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Gilbert's technique, despite being available since 1975, was published in the same 
journal issue as Sanger's dideoxy sequencing in 1977. Both methods were tested in a 
number of laboratories during the late 1970s and early 80s. The assessment, initially, 
looked favourable to Gilbert, since Sanger's technique could only be applied to single- 
stranded DNA, while his method lacked that limitation60. However, the further 
automation of DNA sequencing in the mid 1980s was based on Sanger's procedure, 
relegating Gilbert's sequencing from the large-scale enterprises, such as the HGP 
(Cook-Deegan, 1994, pp. 64-77; see Chapter 3, Section 2). 
Neither researchers nor scholars have been able to explain this preference only on 
technical grounds. Whereas Sanger talks about being "lucky", his assistants - Barrell 
and Coulson - refer to his boss's method as "more elegant" (Sanger, 2005; Barrell, 
2005; Coulson, 2005). With elegant, they mean the procedure being "more easily 
applicable to a laboratory" (Barrell, 2005). The fact of the LMB being a molecular 
biology laboratory meant that the idea of elegance referred to the capacity of DNA 
sequencing to adapt to this discipline, where it found the bulk of its early users. 
This leads, again, to Coulson's remark of Sanger's sequencing reproducing "the natural 
functioning of the cell" (Coulson, 2005). Researchers on molecular biology were used 
to these sort of procedures, incorporating the workings of DNA, RNA and proteins to 
their experiments. Brenner had used firstly with Crick and then with Jacob the 
mechanisms of DNA expression and replication in his attempts to solve respectively the 
genetic code and cell division. This meant that, for these investigators, a technique 
using polymerase as a duplication agent seemed more natural and elegant than another 
method degrading DNA with chemicals. Gilbert's technique, on the contrary, was seen 
as "dangerous, messy and difficult to apply" to a laboratory (Barrell, 2005). Molecular 
6o Sanger's technique limitation was partially solved in the late 1970s, through the cloning of the DNA to 
be sequenced (normally double-stranded) in a single-stranded bacteriophage. This way, it was possible to 
obtain single-stranded template DNA relatively easily (Sanger, 1988, pp. 23-24; id., 1980, pp. 437-39). 
Nevertheless, the dideoxy method could not be directly applied to double-stranded DNA until the mid 
1980s, with the development of the denaturation techniques for separating the strands (Garesse, personal 
communication, 2005). 
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biologists symptomatically called it "the chemical method" of sequencing during the 
late 1970s and 80s (e. g. Garesse, 1987,1994; Smith, 2005)61. 
The preference for Sanger's techniques among molecular biologists points to another 
extra-technological factor in the development of sequencing: the specifics of DNA. The 
capacity of this molecule for expressing and duplicating itself made that first molecular 
biologists and then Sanger incorporate those mechanisms to their ways of working. This 
approach was seen as the natural and elegant way of sequencing and researching on 
DNA. Proteins and RNA, lacking the capacity of self-replication, should, consequently, 
be investigated through other procedures, such as chemical degradation. 
Sanger's sequencing was, thus, preferred for its greater engagement with the ways of 
work of molecular biology, framed at the same time in the processes of DNA expression 
and replication62. This made Gilbert's technique progressively abandoned and not used 
in the large-scale sequencing projects arising at the end of the 1980s. Sanger's dideoxy 
method, on the contrary, became the standard sequencing procedure, with a further 
impact in key areas of molecular biology. Investigations, since then, were increasingly 
directed towards the sequence of genetic information in different organisms and used 
other information technologies, such as the computer or the database, in their 
endeavours. 
61 Wills, in line with note 57, identifies Maxam and Gilbert's method with "the ultimate yang approach" 
(Wills, 1991, p. 45). 
62 The field of protein sequence determination witnessed exactly the opposite process: Edman's method 
was preferred over Sanger's. This may, equally, be due to Edman's technique being more framed in the 
way of work of biochemistry. Edman had better contacts with the Rockefeller Institute, a leading centre in 
the field, and, crucially, with Stein and Moore, the initiators of the automation of protein sequence 
determination. 
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-3. The impact of DNA sequencing: information, expectations and computers (1977- 
1983). 
The progressive introduction of sequencing during the 1980s had a profound impact on 
the aims and methods of conducting molecular biology. All these transformations were 
triggered by a change in what molecular biologists understood by genetic information 
induced by Sanger and Gilbert's techniques. Information had been associated in biology 
with the capacity of the genetic material - DNA since 1953 - for determining the 
structure of proteins and, in the last instance, hereditary traits. After the development of 
Sanger and Gilbert's techniques (1975-77), molecular biologists increasingly referred to 
information as the sequence of DNA itself, being therefore accessible through 
sequencing. This opened up the possibility - and created expectations - of biology 
becoming a computational rather than a experimental science. It also fostered the 
application of computers to store and process the new DNA data. 
This section will address the beginnings of all these transformations, with the 
developments beyond the early 1980s being investigated in the following chapters. In 
studying the impact of sequencing in molecular biology, I will complement the 
arguments raised in previous sections, which showed how different research 
environments had shaped the development of Sanger's techniques. I will now 
demonstrate how Sanger's technologies, representative of a particular way of work, also 
affected the nature of the investigations in molecular biology since the late 1970s. This 
will further reinforce the overall argument of my thesis, i. e. DNA sequencing being the 
result of a two-way interaction between technological development and its broader 
historical environment. 
-3.1. Sequencing and genetic information. 
Watson and Crick had suggested in their second 1953 paper that the "precise sequence" 
of DNA could be the "code" containing the "genetic information" (Watson and Crick, 
1953b, p. 964). This idea was not new, since as Kay has shown biologists had been 
referring to the activity of the genes as information transfer since after World War II. 
Due to the interaction of cybernetics and information theory with genetics, researchers 
in this latter field had began conceptualising hereditary transmission in the transfer of 
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electric signals, being the telegraph the preferred modelling device during the late 1940s 
and 50s (Kay, 2000, ch. 3). 
With Watson and Crick's elucidation of DNA as the genetic material, the transmission 
of hereditary information was increasingly associated with the mechanisms of gene 
expression. The genetic code and cell division concentrated the efforts of researchers 
within the emergent field of molecular biology. Crick and Brenner, with Jacob, were 
actively investigating these areas at the LMB during the 1950s and 60s. They repeatedly 
used expressions as information transfer, code or translation to refer to the replication 
mechanism of DNA, as well as its interaction with proteins (e. g. Crick et al, 1957, 
Crick, 1958). 
The fact of Sanger modelling his DNA techniques on the process of cell division made 
molecular biologists understand sequencing, from the beginning, in terms of 
information. Sanger himself seemed to have suggested this linkage when in his 1975 
lecture, he stated that DNA contained "the whole information" for the development of 
an organism and that sequencing allowed to "deduce" that information (Sanger, 1975b, 
p. 317). His papers, in which the techniques were presented, referred to the activity of 
visually interpreting the autoradiograph pictures as to "read off' the DNA sequences 
(Sanger, 1975a p. 443; 1977, p. 5463). Sanger, thus, was using informational 
vocabulary in his papers63, but the concept of information suggested was different from 
that previously used in molecular biology. 
In the context of the genetic code and cell division investigations (1950s and 60s), DNA 
had been considered information due to its capacity for determining other entities - i. e. 
directing the synthesis of proteins or its replication in an identical DNA molecule. The 
papers on the genetic code - among them those written by Brenner and Crick - talked 
63 Other analytical techniques contemporarily applied to DNA did not suggest, neither were received in 
terms of information. An example of this was Giorgio Bernardi's method to investigate the base 
composition of DNA, also developed during the mid-late 1970s (Macaya, Thiery and Bernardi, 1976; 
Thiery, Macaya and Bernardi, 1976, quote p. 220). Bernardi was based in the Institute of Molecular 
Biology in Paris, but his main interest was evolution. From his technique, he postulated a theory of the 
genome being a "mosaic" of various "discrete components" called isochores. The isochores were 
characterised by their high content of guanine and cytosine, and, due to their greater stability, were more 
abundant in increasingly evolved species (Bernardi et at, 1985; Bernardi, 2005). Bernardi's theory, 
therefore, suggested DNA being an assemblage of building blocks rather than a sequence of information. 
None of his isochore papers used informational vocabulary to refer to this molecule. 
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about "transfer of information" from DNA to RNA and proteins (Crick et al, 1957; 
quote from Crick, 1958, p. 153). These interactions were further coined by Jacques 
Monod and Jacob - with whom Brenner cooperated in his 1960s cell division 
experiments - as "transcription" and "translation" (Kay, 2000, ch. 5). In a previous 
cooperation between Jacob and Brenner, they had also referred to the RNA involved in 
the code as "messenger RNA" (Brenner, Jacob and Meselson, 1961). Genetic 
information, consequently, was identified with a series of instructions external to DNA 
which, once transmitted to RNA and proteins, determined a precise structure in these 
molecules. 
With the advent of Sanger's techniques, genetic information began to be seen as the 
sequence of DNA itself, an entity, therefore, decipherableTM. Genetic information, as 
Sanger stated in his 1975 lecture, was "coded" in the DNA molecule "in the form of 
sequences of the four nucleotide residues" (Sanger, 1975b, p. 317). Sanger was, hence, 
associating the concept of genetic information with the notion of sequence, as he had 
formulated it during his protein work. This latter notion had defined the sequence of 
insulin in the late 1940s as an undetermined structure which should be chemically 
analysed instead of mathematically predicted. DNA, equally, possessed an 
unpredictable structure which required sequencing methods, in this case mainly framed 
in molecular biology. 
This conjugation of concepts - sequence and information - mirrors the combination of 
instruments and methodologies of biochemistry and molecular biology during the 
development of Sanger's DNA techniques. The concept of sequence, associated to 
DNA, had been formulated by Watson and Crick in his second 1953 paper65, but 
molecular biologists - with a few exceptions such as those of Kaiser and Wu - had 
preferred to direct their experiments to cell division or the coding problem. Sanger's 
move to the LMB represented, thus, the incorporation into molecular biology of a way 
of work with the potential of being directed to the determination of DNA sequences. 
64 In a paper on the history of the concept of information in biology - based on a previous version of this 
thesis -I have identified this transition as a shift from the idea of message to that of text (Garcia-Sancho, 
2007a, pp. 21 and ff. ). 
65 Crick's interest in Sanger's work since his arrival to Cambridge in the late 1940s suggests him having 
taken from Sanger the concept of sequence, as formulated in his 1953 double helix paper. There is not 
direct evidence for this, but Crick may have read the term - associated to proteins instead of DNA - in 
Sanger's insulin papers or listened to it in lectures. 
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Since the development of his DNA methods, genetic information was also identified 
with the sequence of this molecule and the technologies to decipher it. 
The double concept of genetic information arising in the mid 1970s - as at the same 
time instructions external to DNA and its sequence of nucleotides - links with what 
philosopher of biology Lenny Moss has identified as a two-sided understanding of the 
gene. According to him, the concept of gene has been interpreted historically in two 
different ways: as a "preformationist" entity which helps "to predict phenotypes" - 
Gene-P - and as a "developmental resource that provides different templates 
for RNA 
and protein synthesis" -Gene-D (Moss, 2004, p. XIV). Moss's Gene-P understanding, 
based on the potentiality of DNA for determining biological features, squares with the 
concept of information used during the genetic code and cell division experiments. His 
Gene-D, which embodied the capacity of DNA for acting as a template, is closer to the 
concept of information derived from Sanger's techniques. 
Moss shows in his investigation that the concepts of Gene-P and Gene-D have suffered 
a "conflation" during the second half of the 20th century, due to the emergence of the 
"rhetoric" of DNA "as code and information". This rhetoric, according to him, has led 
to genes being conceived "at once" as both "molecular sequences and pieces of the 
phenotype" with a functional impact in the organism (ibid., pp. 44-50). Despite genes 
being understandable in both ways, their capacities as molecular templates and 
phenotypic determinants are embodied in different biological mechanisms. Whereas the 
templates (Gene-D) may be identified with the DNA sequences, these sequences are 
unable to act as phenotypic determinants (Gene-P) without the concourse of the 
complex machinery regulating gene expression. The DNA sequence, therefore, cannot 
be automatically associated to the phenotypic effects, just as these effects cannot 
directly be attributed to the sequence. The concept of genetic information, Moss argues, 
eases this misleading connection. 
The relationship between Moss's two-sided gene concept and the impact of sequencing 
in the understanding of DNA as information suggests that the conflation between Gene- 
P and Gene-D may be due to a misrepresentation by molecular biologists of the 
capacities of Sanger's techniques. This is a possibility since Sanger, due to his highly 
technical self-portrayal, remained away from the debates on the meaning of information 
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in biology and used this concept ambiguously. It is, consequently, possible his 
techniques having being identified by other scientists as leading to genetic information 
not necessarily embodied in DNA sequences. 
-3.2. Reading, reading off and the limits of the sequences. 
Sanger was remarkably loose when referring to information in his papers. This concept 
had been present since his protein work, but conveying different meanings. During his 
research on insulin (1940s and 50s), it referred to the results of the techniques, which 
provided "information" or "data" about the protein sequence (Sanger, 1949a, p. 573; 
1959, p. 1341). The use of information remained similar during Sanger's 1960s RNA 
work, but considerably changed when devising his DNA techniques. Coinciding with 
the development of his more biologically-oriented copying procedure (1975-77), he 
began suggesting the sequenced object - DNA - being information itself rather than the 
sequencing results offering information about the sequenced object. This information 
could be "read-off' by visually interpreting the autoradiograph (id., 1975b, p. 317, 
1975a p. 443; 1977, p. 5463). 
Sanger's use of information, hence, seems consistent when analysing his published 
materials. However, an investigation of his laboratory notebooks shows that during his 
protein experiments in the 1940s and 50s, he was using the term "read" to designate the 
action of taking different measurements from the chromatogram66. This term, not 
appearing in his papers at the time, referred to the extraction of different colorimetrical 
and quantitative values during the chemical process of amino acid analysis. The verb 
reading designated here the action of taking data from measurements rather than 
acquiring meaningful information. 
This previous use of reading suggests that reading-off in Sanger's DNA papers could 
equally refer to the action of taking data instead of information from the visual 
interpretation of the autoradiogram67. The outcome of sequencing, this way interpreted, 
' Sanger's notebooks have become available at the UK Biochemical Society in August 2007. Due to the 
short interval between their release and the submission of this thesis, the analysis offered here is very 
preliminary. 
67 Whether Sanger meant partial data or meaningful information with the term reading-off remains 
unclear. However, with the rise of his techniques after the late 1970s, he assumed again the dominant 
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would be a series of partial results needing - as the protein measurements - further 
elaboration to acquire their meaning. The DNA sequences, as the concept of Gene-D, 
would act as templates, but not directly leading to phenotypic effects. The elucidation of 
these effects (Gene-P or the meaning of the data) would require further interpretation of 
the sequences in the light of the other mechanisms mediating the expression of DNA. 
Not all molecular biologists, however, understood the limits of reading and sequencing 
in the same way. Gilbert, for instance, used these concepts differently when presenting 
his alternative DNA sequencing technique. In his 1977 paper, he referred to the verb 
reading instead of reading-off, for stating that the autoradiograph showed "a pattern of 
bands" from which the sequence could "be read directly" (Gilbert, 1977, p. 560). He 
insisted, all throughout the article, in the fact that the sequence could "easily be read" by 
visually interpreting the gel lanes (ibid., pp. 561). 
Gilbert's attitude towards sequencing in the years following his invention shows that his 
slightly different use of reading was significant. When receiving the Nobel Prize with 
Sanger and molecular biologist Paul Berg in 1980, he claimed that DNA sequence 
information was "the fundamental level" which underlay "all process in living cells". 
He expected scientists deducing from that information not "simply the primary structure 
of the gene products", but also "aspects of the functional structure of the proteins" (id., 
1980, pp. 408 and 424)68. In a further paper written in 1992 - two years after the 
launching of the HGP - Gilbert further elaborated on this expectation predicting that 
biology would become, to a large extent, "theoretical" in the subsequent years. 
Researchers, according to him, would be mainly engaged in "pattern recognition", 
deducing "from the genome sequence" how "the genes and their proteins" functioned 
(id., 1992, p. 92). 
discourse of molecular biology, claiming that DNA sequence analysis would directly lead to fundamental 
insights (see opening quotation of this chapter and Sanger, 1987b). 
68 Also in the early 1980s, Gilbert founded a company - Biogen - engaged in the medical exploitation of 
the DNA sequences. Murray and Weissman, developers of previous sequencing techniques, were also 
involved in the enterprise. This further shows the expectations that DNA sequence information was 
creating among molecular biologists (see Chapter 3, Section 2.4). 
became active in the field of biotechnology, founding the company Biogen with Weissman and Murray. 
The beginnings of the firm were difficult, with large losses and conflicts between Gilbert and Harvard's 
faculty (Chapter 3) 
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Gilbert was, therefore, attributing to DNA sequence information data and meaning, 
conflating its role as Gene-D with additional capacities represented by Gene-P. That 
understanding was spreading among molecular biologists throughout the 1980s, in the 
light of the expansion and application of the sequencing techniques to large-scale 
projects69. Sanger and Gilbert's methods, as those allowing to read the DNA sequences, 
embodied the growing expectations and were associated with other information 
processing technologies. This eased the convergence of sequencing with the computer, 
beginning in 1977 shortly after Sanger and Gilbert's papers. 
-3.3. The adaptability of sequencing to the computer. 
Sanger decided to apply the computer to his techniques in 1977, when he was 
sequencing, through the plus and minus and dideoxy methods, the genome - complete 
DNA molecule - of the virus OX-174 (Sanger et al, 1977; 1978). This large DNA 
piece, of various hundreds of nucleotides, justified some sort of automatic device for 
storing and processing the sequence. Despite Sanger's decision may seem logic and 
contingent, one may wonder why he did not introduce the computer before, when it had 
been in use at the Cavendish and the LMB since the early 1950s, being also repeatedly 
applied to protein sequence determination in the US the decade after (see Chapter 2, 
Section 2.4). Some of Sanger's assistants, additionally, had kept working on proteins 
during the 1960s and may have benefited from those computer applications. 
In his autobiographical paper, Sanger admits being "rather reluctant" in relation to 
computers, since they might "take some of the pleasure" of "looking through the 
sequences and seeing what could be made of them" (Sanger and Dowding, 1996, pp. 
344-45). This idea is reinforced by his attitude after computers being installed in his 
laboratory. Sanger, according to his colleagues, tended to work on the computer "very 
early in the morning", as if he wanted to hide and get it done "before anyone else was 
around" (Staden, 2002; Moody, 2004, p. 15). This reluctance suggests Sanger only 
employed computers when the volume of sequenced DNA was so large that it was 
impossible to handle it manually. 
69 These expectations have led Sarkar to consider sequencing in its application to the HGP as the 
"ultimate product of an extreme reductionist vision" of DNA in molecular biology (Tauber and Sarkar, 
1992, p. 228). The vision of there being a connection between the sequences of biological molecules and 
their function was also held by Sanger during his late insulin work. 
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Being the volume of sequences a factor for the introduction of the computer, one may 
also seek a complementary explanation in the differences between Sanger's DNA and 
previous protein and RNA techniques. The divergences between chemical and 
biological instrumentation and approach surrounding the development of the copying 
procedure made the outcome of the DNA methods considerably different from their 
antecedents: a one-dimensional autoradiograph divided in four lanes versus a two- 
dimensional chromatogram. The nature of the depicted bands or spots also varied from 
one separation surface to the others: whereas in the DNA autoradiograph each band 
represented a single nucleotide, in the protein and RNA chromatograms the spots 
corresponded to peptides or oligonucleotides - small sequences - which in the case of 
the amino acids should be further chemically analysed. This made that the DNA 
sequences could be read-off the autoradiographs, while the protein and RNA ones 
should be reconstructed through detection of the overlaps between the fragments. 
Sanger, in this sense, always compared protein and RNA sequence determination with a 
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Figure 10: Sanger's two-dimensional 
chromatograms for proteins and RNA 
(above) vs. his one-dimensional DNA 
autoradiographs (left). Whereas in the 
latter each band represented a single 
nucleotide, in the former two the spots 
corresponded to peptides and 
oligonucleotides (Sanger, 1955,1968 
and 1978) 
The capacity of reading the sequence directly off the hand pattern made the I)NA 
techniques especially suitable for the introduction of computers. Since there was not a 
considerable time gap in the elucidation of the sequence, the researcher could input it 
either alone or, more generally, with the help of a peer, who interpreted simultaneously 
the autoradiograph. The first program in Sanger's laboratory was directed towards this 
activity. It was introduced by his assistant Michael Smith, who designed it with the aid 
of his brother, who worked in the then emergent computer industry (Sanger and 
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Dowding, 1996, p. 344). The program's only application was allowing to manually 
introduce and store the sequences. The genome of OX-174 was its first input 
(McCallum and Smith, 1977). 
Sanger's team, consequently, presented the sequence of OX-174 - first large I)NA 
genome published in 1977 and 78 - as a printout reflecting a succession of characters 
and written in consecutive lines. This representation stood in marked contrast with that 
of the sequence of insulin. published between 1953 and 55, and preserving some of the 
three-dimensional structure of the molecule, together with the chemical bonds between 
the protein's chains. Equally, Sanger's RNA sequences. as well as others determined 
contemporarily by other research groups"U, also maintained the molecule's three- 
dimensional structure. 
TIH, NH, NH, YH. 
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Figure 11: Sequence of insulin as published by Sanger in the Biochemical Journal (above), 
together with that of 5s ribosomal RNA (below left) and OX- 173 DNA (below right). Whereas 
the first two preserve their three-dimensional structure, the DNA sequence appears as a 
linear succession of characters (Sanger et al, 1955,1968,1978). 
70 Especially relevant in this regard is Walter Fiers, biochemist at the University of Ghent who completed 
in 1976 the RNA virus MS2, first organism to be fully sequenced (Hers et al, 1976). Ills work is beint 
investigated by Jerome Pierrel in an ongoing Phi) dissertation at the University Louis Pasteur in 
Strasbourg. 
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By comparing these different representations, historian of biology Jerome Pierrel has 
argued that, in his transition from proteins to RNA and DNA, Sanger progressively 
overlooked the shape of the molecules, shifting towards an increasingly linear and one- 
dimensional representation of its sequence information (Pierrel, 2007). This partially 
squares with the shift the concept of DNA as information was experiencing in molecular 
biology - towards a decipherable sequence - but is also due to computers processing 
their inputs as one-dimensional strings of zeros and ones. The capacity of computers to 
process three-dimensional figures in the late 1970s - through graphic terminals - was 
very limited and they also tended to represent all the introduced information as linear 
successions of characters on the screen (Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 1996; Ceruzzi, 
1998). 
DNA sequencing, consequently, was easily adaptable to a string-based information 
processing machine as the computer, due to it being oriented towards the determination 
of information represented in the form of a one-dimensional and digital band pattern. 
This created another dichotomy in sequencing between a computer-based way of work 
centred in the analysis of linear information and a series of chemical and biological 
experiments oriented towards a three-dimensional molecule. Molecular biologists, 
throughout the 1980s, increasingly focused on the determination and storage of 
sequence information as a goal, overlooking the biological and chemical nature of 
DNA, as well as its structure as a three-dimensional double helix. 
-3.4. The development of the sequencing software. 
After the completion of OX-174, Sanger's team required more sophisticated software to 
move towards larger genomes. Due to the limited nucleotide capacity of the sequencing 
techniques at the time, any long DNA template had to be produced in various samples, 
cut into overlapping fragments which were sequenced separately and then reassembled, 
through detecting the overlaps, into a whole unit. The unmanageable number of 
fragments generated by large genomes made manual reassembling impossible after OX- 
174. It was, then, necessary to devise a computer program able detect the overlaps and 
assemble the sequences of the fragments. 
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Sanger's group lacked the necessary computing skills for producing complex 
applications and even the initial typing and storing program had required the assistance 
of Smith's brother. Sanger, thus, sent Barrell to the neighbour crystallography division 
in search for the necessary expertise (Sanger and Dowding, 1996, p. 344). After 
introducing into sequencing the instruments and methodology of the Molecular 
Genetics Units, he was, hence, incorporating the skills of the remaining LMB division. 
The x-ray crystallographers at the Cavendish and then the LMB had been using 
computers since the early 1950s. The pioneer of this use had been Kendrew, who in 
cooperation with mathematicians of Cambridge University devised a program to 
perform the necessary arithmetical operations to reconstruct the three-dimensional 
structures of proteins after their crystals being analysed with x-rays (de Chadarevian, 
2002, ch. 4). The software, written in punched cards and operated in a mainframe since 
1952, was used in Kendrew's determination of myoglobin, as well as Max Perutz's 
work on haemoglobin - both awarded with the Nobel Prize. It performed the 
mathematical operations "of addition and subtraction" in one and a half milliseconds, as 
well as "multiplication in six milliseconds" (Bennett and Kendrew, 1952, p. 109). 
The first computer expert Barrell approached at the crystallography division was 
Michael Levitt. He declined cooperating, since at that time - 1977 - he "felt that 
structure was just so much more interesting than sequence" (Levitt, 2001, p. 393)71. 
This rejection shows that the use of the computer as an instrument to produce, edit or 
store information - either in the form of a sequence or a written text - was not its 
dominant application in the late 1970s (Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 1996, pp. 105 and 
ff. ). Some researchers did not feel comfortable or excited with it and preferred applying 
computers to calculate structures, a more widespread use. It also demonstrates that the 
interest in information as a linear sequence contained in DNA was something exclusive 
of molecular biologists and not "self evident", as many investigators in this field - and 
popular accounts - have retrospectively claimed (Sanger, 2005; Coulson, 2005). Levitt, 
for instance, was more concerned with the three-dimensional structures obtained 
through x-ray crystallography. 
" Levitt has retrospectively admitted this having been "the greatest misjudgement" of his career (Levitt, 
2001, p. 393). 
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Barrell's offer was finally taken by Rodger Staden, a mathematical physicist and 
technician in the crystallography division "interested in sequences", according to Sanger 
(Sanger and Dowding, 1996, p. 344). Staden wrote the first assembly programs for the 
sequencing group between 1977 and 80. One of the main novelties of this software was 
it being stored in magnetic tapes instead of punched cards and run in personal 
computers instead of mainframes external to the laboratory. The introduction of 
personal computers considerably helped to overcome the resistance of Sanger towards 
this technology (Moody, 2004, pp. 15-16). 
Staden's programs, written in FORTRAN, were aimed to "ordering" and "storing DNA 
gel reading data" (Staden, 1979, p. 2601; 1980, p. 3673). They automatically searched 
for overlaps between DNA fragments, once their sequence had previously been 
manually introduced in the computer. The assembled sequences were then saved in 
magnetic disks as files measured in kilobytes. They could be opened on the screen, 
edited and compared (id., 1977; 1978). Garesse recalls the members of Sanger's group 
"queuing up" in Staden's office "to solve problems" during the early 1980s (Garesse, 
2005). 
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Figure 12: A screen of Staden's early sequencing software, which allowed to edit and 
compare DNA sequences on the computer screen (Staden, 1980, p. 3686) 
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At the time Staden developed his software, he was not aware of the work of "computer 
scientists" outside biology and should develop his algorithms - assembling commands - 
practically from scratch (Staden, 2002)72. In 1982, he presented an improved sequence 
assembly algorithm which consisted in estimating all the possible combinations 
between seven nucleotides (16,348) and placing them in a matrix in the form of single 
digits (1,2,3,..., 16,348). The sequenced fragments to match were then scanned by the 
computer only once, determining which combination numbers they had. If the digits 
matched, there was consequently an overlap (id., 1982, p. 4743). Staden claims having 
developed this algorithm during his thesis, submitted in 1984 (id., 2002). Both in his 
1982 paper and in the thesis, he presented the algorithm as follows: 
"The sequence can be considered as a series of 7 character words that overlap each of their neighbours by 
6 characters. Using an alphabet of 4 [the number of DNA nucleotides] it is possible to make 16,348 (4 to 
the power of 7) different words of length 7. If we have a table of 16,348 positions we can record whether 
or not each of the possible words of length 7 are present in the consensus [assembled sequence] (... ). In 
order to compare a gel reading [DNA fragment] with the consensus we simply look in the table to see if 
any of the gel's 7 character words are present" (Staden, 1982, p. 4743; 1984a, p. 73). 
Also in 1982, French biochemists Jean-Pierre Dumas and Jacques Ninio had presented a 
remarkably similar algorithm for assembling protein and DNA sequences. In their 
paper, they acknowledged that the same strategy had been used by the word processing 
software in the "searches of palindromes" and "hash-coding" (Dumas and Ninio, 1982, 
p. 197). These operations involved automatically searching for words starting with the 
same letters in a text - i. e. typing pupp* to search for both puppet and puppy. Word 
processing was experiencing a dramatic expansion in the early 1980s, linked to the 
development of the personal computer (Haigh, 2006). 
The confluence of Staden's sequencing software with the algorithms of word processing 
further shows that Sanger's techniques were being increasingly understood in terms of 
deciphering and processing information by the community of molecular biologists. 
This, together with DNA sequencing producing a one-dimensional and digital outcome 
which could be transformed in a string, eased the connections of these methods with 
72 The only research line outside the LMB Staden quoted during his early papers was a group at Cold 
Spring Harbor Laboratory also involved in sequencing software (Gingeras, Roberts et al, 1979). 
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other information processing instruments, such as the computer. Sequencing, as a way 
of work was, hence, being further transformed and introduced in the realm of 
computing. This made Sanger's methods increasingly tend towards the problems and 
strategies of information processing throughout the 1980s. 
-4. Conclusion: sequencing as an 
information technology. 
This chapter has shown how the different research environments of Cambridge's Dunn 
Institute of Biochemistry and Laboratory of Molecular Biology (LMB) shaped the 
development of Fred Sanger's sequence determination techniques, and how conversely 
sequence determination, as a particular way of work, also affected the form in which 
molecular biology was conducted during the late 1970s and 80s. Sanger's move from a 
biochemistry to a molecular biology centre, firstly, triggered a shift in his sequence 
determination - and then sequencing - techniques from being 
framed in chemical 
degradation to follow DNA replication. These techniques, secondly, fostered the interest 
of molecular biologists in the sequences of information of DNA, as well as the 
convergence of computing and biology through the development of the first sequencing 
software. The reciprocal interaction between Sanger's techniques and the research 
activity at the Dunn Institute and the LMB reflects, therefore, the overall argument of a 
two-way dialogue between sequencing technologies and their historical environment 
underlying this thesis. 
By the early 1980s, Sanger's sequencing had entered the working practices of molecular 
biology, being adapted to the strategic approaches and instruments applied at the LMB. 
It had been received by this community as an information processing technology, aimed 
to determine genetic information in the form of a linear sequence of nucleotides. This 
fostered the conjugation of Sanger's techniques with the computer and created a 
dichotomy between the representation of the sequence on the screen - as a linear string 
of characters - and the chemical and biological nature of DNA, together with its 
condition of a three-dimensional double helix. 
The impact of this and the other dichotomies in sequencing - between science and 
technology, between experimentation and a repetitive endeavour - will be investigated 
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in the following pages. Chapter 2 will analyse how the emergence of DNA sequencing 
contributed towards a shift in an ongoing research programme at the LMB focused on 
the worm C. elegans. The new investigations, initiated in the mid 1980s, not only 
intensively incorporated Sanger's technologies, but were also characterised by the 
routine and computer-based way of work they embodied. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE WORM C. ELEGANS AND THE IMPACT OF 
SEQUENCING ON MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (1963-1998) 
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"The worm meetings had taken place every two years since 1977, but this one [1989] had been special. 
Alan Coulson had unrolled the long scrolls on which we had mapped out the worm genome across the 
end wall of the (... )[Cold Spring Harbor] lecture theatre. For all three days of the meeting he was 
besieged by people wanting to check details and add information (... ). At one point, Jim Watson, co- 
discoverer of the double helix of DNA and then head of the Human Genome Project, visited the map. 'You 
can't see it without wanting to sequence it, can't you?, he remarked" (Sulston and Ferry, 2002, p. 1). 
Chapter 1 has shown how the emergence of DNA sequencing as a way of work in the 
late 1970s made molecular biologists increasingly direct their investigations towards the 
collection, storage and processing of information with the computer. One of the first 
research lines affected by these transformations was the project studying the worm 
Caenorhabditis elegans, based in the Laboratory of Molecular Biology of Cambridge 
(LMB), the same centre where Sanger had invented his DNA techniques. The 
investigations on this tiny earthworm, proposed in the early 1960s and initiated the 
decade after, shifted after 1983 from a project aimed to determine the genetic causes of 
development and behaviour to a computer-based DNA mapping and sequencing 
enterprise. The role of Sanger's techniques in this transition may seem obvious, 
especially when in the mid 1980s sequencing had considerably spread beyond his 
laboratory. However, a careful study of the development of C. elegans research shows, 
firstly, that it intensified the dichotomies already present in sequencing as a way of 
work and, secondly, that it was representative of a contemporary shift in the 
investigations on many model organisms towards large-scale mapping and sequencing 
projects. 
This chapter will investigate the transformations derived from the expansion of 
sequencing by analysing the project on C. elegans, but also seeking its linkage with 
other research lines in molecular biology. Its first section will explore the investigations 
on C. elegans during the 1960s and 70s, before its shift to mapping and sequencing. At 
that time, the project was framed in established disciplines such as genetics, brain 
histology and embryology. The chapter will then turn to the transition of the worm 
project toward mapping and sequencing, arguing that rather than a major redefinition of 
aims, it implied a shift in the way and instruments to achieve them: whereas in the 
1960s and 70s the project aimed to determine the genetic programme specifying C. 
elegans development and behaviour, since 1983 it implied the design of computer 
programs to translate the worm's DNA into map and sequence information. This 
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information, notably, was directed to researchers studying C. elegans development and 
behaviour. The last section of the chapter will show how this latter way of doing science 
was progressively internationalised and identified since the late 1980s with a new 
discipline - genomics - which aimed to map and sequence the DNA of different 
organisms. From this context, the Human Genome Project (HGP) arose with its social 
expectations and generous funding. 
In contrast to the chapter on Sanger, there is a body of historical and STS literature on 
C. elegans and the broader topic of model organisms in science. The main 
representatives of the scholarship on the worm73 are Rachel Ankeny and Soraya de 
Chadarevian (Ankeny, 1997,2000,2001; de Chadarevian, 1998,2000,2004). There are 
also a number of autobiographical accounts by the main actors of the project, namely 
Sydney Brenner and John Sulston (Brenner, 2001; Sulston and Ferry, 2002). Whereas 
these scientists, in line with the teleological accounts of genomics, raise a perfectly 
smooth and coherent path from the project's origin to its end (see Introduction, Section 
1), de Chadarevian postulates a project's redefinition in the mid 1980s, due to the 
failure of the notion of genetic programme (de Chadarevian, 1998, pp. 99-100). Ankeny 
frames the project within a "descriptive tradition" in biology, which paved the way to 
future "revolutionary" achievements in this discipline (Ankeny, 2001, p. 478). 
In this chapter, I will show that whereas descriptive terms - such as mapping or 
characterisation - were used at all the stages of the project to designate its aims, what 
was understood by these aims changed from the 1960s to the mid 80s onwards. This 
transformation was parallel to a shift in the use of the computer from a machine applied 
to mathematical and logical calculation to an information processing device. With the 
incorporation of Sanger's techniques by the C. elegans group (1983), researchers began 
to seek a digital characterisation of its DNA, producing a physical map and sequence 
which were circulated among the international worm community. Other research groups 
at the same time initiated programmes on E. coli and yeast also aimed to generate data 
from their DNA and distribute it with the aid of the computer. 
" This chapter will also draw on the broader historiography on model organisms, namely Drosophila fly 
(Kohler, 1994), the flatworm Planaria (Mitman and Fausto-Sterling, 1992) and the plant Arabidopsis 
thaliana (Leonelli, 2007a). I have also consulted a special issue on this topic of the Journal of the History 
of Biology (Lederman and Burian, 1993) and a paper by Ilana Löwy and Jean-Paul GaudilliPre on the 
capacity of mice for stabilising knowledge about cancer (Ldwy and Gaudillibre, 1998). 
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Figure 13: Three samples of the 
nematode Caenorhabditis 
elegans, a tiny earthworm 1 mm 
long and with an extremely short 
life cycle (de Chadarevian, 2002, 
p. 289) 
r 
-I. Classical disciplines with new aims: 
Sydney Brenner and the `genetic 
programme' of development and behaviour (1963-1983). 
The roots of the project on C. eleguns are much older than Sanger's I)NA sequencing 
techniques. Sydney Brenner, also based in the [MB and strongly interacting Kith 
Sanger in the late I 950s and 60s, proposed it for the first time in 1963.11 is aim vvas to 
use the worm as a model organism for addressing the new major problem in molecular 
biology", how genes control development and behaviour (Brenner, I963h, p. XII). Ills 
first investigations, following previous and contemporary work on bacteria in the 
context of the genetic code and cell division, were based on producing nematode 
mutants, locating the mutations in concrete genes and analysing their effects in the 
phenotype (each worm's physical attributes). This research was shortly Followed by 
systematic observations of C. eleguns using a microscope in order to determine its cell 
lineage - i. e. development of every single cell 
from embryo to adult - and the structure 
of its nervous system. From the findings ofthese studies, Brenner predicted, it would be 
possible to deduce the worm's development and behaviour from its genes (id., 1973, 
1974). 
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-I. LA bottle-neck for biology. 
Brenner's first proposal, presented in a June 1963 letter to Max Perutz (then Director of 
the LMB)74, was based on the assumption that "all the classical problems of molecular 
biology" had "either been solved" or would be solved "in the next decade". It was, 
hence, necessary to extend research "to other fields of biology, notably development 
and the nervous system" (Brenner, 1963a, p. X). These new areas should be explored 
through a model organism, preferably a ciliate due to its simplicity and similarity with 
mammals in terms of cell functioning. The investigations would begin with genetic 
analyses to be followed, as a "long term possibility", with the study of development and 
"even more long term" with the description of the nervous system (ibid, p. XII). 
The proposal was strongly endorsed by the other divisions at the LMB and included in 
an application for the extension of the centre in October of that year. That application 
had been requested by the Medical Research Council (MRC), the LMB's funding body, 
in an attempt to know which areas the centre's investigations would concentrate on in 
the next 15 years. The application's authors - the heads of all the divisions of the LMB 
- considered Brenner's proposed research "the most 
likely one to expand steadily as 
time goes on" (Various authors, 1963, p. 6). They shared the opinion of development 
and behaviour being the future top areas of molecular biology and used Brenner's plans 
as the main argument to request more space and money. 
The last pages of the application included a short statement signed by Brenner, referring 
to C. briggsae -a close variant of C. elegans - as a suitable model organism. Its 
multicellular nature, simplicity and short life cycle made it the most adequate for the 
project's methodology, i. e. "rapid genetic and biochemical" analyses (Brenner, 1963b, 
p. XII): 
"We want a multicellular organism which has a short life cycle, can be easily cultivated, and is small 
enough to be handled in large numbers, like a micro-organism. It should have relatively few cells, so that 
exhaustive studies of lineage and patterns can be made, and should be amenable to genetic analysis. We 
74 The letter had been preceded by extended conversations between Brenner and his laboratory fellow, 
Francis Crick, about the future of molecular biology (Ankeny, 2001, p. 474; de Chadarevian, 1998, p. 84). 
They were framed in the necessity of redefining aims at the LMB's Molecular Genetic Unit after the 
elucidation of the genetic code mechanism in 1961. 
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think we have a good candidate in the form of a small nematode worm, Caenorhabditis briggsae" (ibid, 
p. XII). 
C. briggsae was soon replaced (around 1965) by C. elegans, a similar species with the 
same features, but better adapted for laboratory work (id., 2005). Both worms had been 
thoroughly selected among other organisms by Brenner, who spent the first half of the 
60s looking at multiple sources (id., 2001, pp. 121-136). C. elegans was encountered in 
a textbook by E. C. Dougherty, a biologist at the University of Berkeley working on it 
since the late 1950s (Dougherty, 1963 pp. 321-24). Dougherty had been investigating 
transmission of hereditary traits in C. elegans through Mendelian genetics and sent 
Brenner the first species of the worm from his collection (Fatt and Dougherty, 1963; 
Ankeny, 2001, p. 475; de Chadarevian, 1998, p. 85). Brenner would maintain a large 
proportion of classical genetics in his investigations, adding nonetheless new methods 
and, especially, goals. 
Brenner's strategy of carefully selecting a model organism and conducting exhaustive 
investigations on it was not uncommon at that time in molecular biology. Since the mid 
1950s, this discipline had been characterised for conducting its experiments on living 
organisms instead of test tubes. Francois Jacob, Francis Crick and other prominent 
figures in this field made similar proposals in mice and E. coli contemporaneously to 
Brenner (de Chadarevian, 1998, p. 85; Crick, 1967). Jacob, with whom Brenner had 
cooperated in the investigation of cell division, proposed unsuccessfully C. elegans as a 
model organism at the Pasteur Institute before shifting to mice (de Chadarevian, 1998, 
note 11). 
It was neither unusual molecular biologists turning to new fields during the 1960s. The 
mechanism of the genetic code had been established in 1961 (Kay, 2000, ch. 6) and all 
the problems regarding how DNA specified proteins seemed, effectively, solved. 
Molecular biologists were, consequently, moving to other areas and, in this context, 
Brenner established his 1962 partnership with Jacob to elucidate cell division. One year 
later, after finishing those experiments, he wrote the C. elegans proposal, in order to 
address the influence of DNA not in proteins, but in the more complex processes of 
development and behaviour (Ankeny, 2001, pp. 475-76). 
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Other important figures in molecular biology, Seymour Benzer and Gunther S. Stent, 
proposed similar studies of genes, development and behaviour in Drosophila and leech, 
respectively, during the same period as Brenner. This situation prompted Warren 
Weaver, former President of the Rockefeller Foundation - one of the main funding 
bodies of molecular biology - to state in 1967 that this discipline could make "some 
extraordinary advances in the general field of molecular analysis and interpretation of 
neurophysiological problems". Attention, according to him, should be turned to "the 
mind, the brain and behaviour" through a new sub-discipline, "molecular 
neurophysiology"75, combining biological techniques, brain science and anatomical 
description (Weaver, 1967, p. 36). 
There was, hence, a general tendency in molecular biology of shifting to those sort of 
experiments and Brenner noted in his proposal that "many other" researchers were 
thinking "in the same way" at that time (Brenner, 1963a, p. X). However, there were 
aspects in his approach to the relationship between genes, development and behaviour 
which made his project unique. Brenner postulated the existence of a "genetic 
programme" directly linking C. elegans DNA with its phenotype. He, then, attempted to 
deduce the worm's development and behaviour from that programme by combining 
classical genetic experiments with observations (id., 1973,1974a). This approach would 
constitute the framework in which the early work on C. elegans developed during the 
1970s. 
-1.2. C. elegans and the hypothesis of a genetic programme. 
Shortly after submitting his proposal in 1965, Brenner went on sabbatical to Berkeley, 
where he was talking to Dougherty and other researchers working on "inheritance in 
flagellates" through classical genetics. What was more surprising about this trip was 
that he also read, "on the theoretical side", books on "automata theory and 
combinatorial mathematics" (Brenner, 2005). Both the contacts with other researchers 
and readings were crucial in the first experiments on C. elegans, initiated during the 
75 The development of the neurosciences in the early-mid 20th century and their interactions with biology 
are being investigated by Max Stadler in an ongoing PhD dissertation at the Centre for the History of 
Science, Imperial College, London (Stadler, 2007). I am indebted to him for much advise and feedback in 
the preparation of this chapter. 
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early 1970s76. In the first instance, Brenner chose the worm as a model organism and 
directed the methodology of classical genetics to new aims, by producing mutations in 
C. elegans and analysing their effects in its development and behaviour. Based on his 
readings, he postulated a "genetic programme" linking the worm's genes to their 
behaviour through a series of "logical" rules he would uncover with the experiments 
(id., 1973,1974a). 
Brenner expected to find a "simple relation" between genes and behaviour, similar to 
the one he and others had found between DNA and proteins in the genetic code (quote 
in id., 1973, p. 269; 1974a, p. 787). During the mid and late 1950s, this researcher and 
Crick had used other model organism, bacteriophage viruses, to attempt to match 
specific genes with amino acids in the structure of proteins. Through the same 
methodology, Brenner aimed now to associate the genes of C. elegans to particular 
features of its development and behaviour77. 
Between 1973 and 74, he published a series of papers describing the general approach 
through which the aims of the C. elegans projects would be achieved. In them, Brenner 
defined behaviour as the "result of a complex set of computations" initiated in the genes 
and "performed by the nervous system". These computations were executed by a 
"genetic programme" which possessed a "logical structure" and regulated the 
relationship between C. elegans DNA, its nervous system and the resulting behaviour 
(id., 1973 p. 269). By investigating this relationship in both wild type - non-mutated - 
and mutant worms, Brenner expected to elucidate this logic and find, firstly, how genes 
specified nerve cells and, secondly, how nerve cells interacted and formed the system 
ultimately regulating behaviour. All the cellular and environmental elements external to 
the genes, but mediating their connection with behaviour were considered a "separate 
question" at that moment (id., 1973, p. 271). 
76 Between 1965 and the early 70s, Brenner prepared the experimental techniques for C. elegans and 
conducted extensive work on the worm's anatomy (Brenner, 2005). 
" Brenner's first C. elegans papers focused on behaviour and referred to development only tangentially. 
This was due to him delegating the developmental part of the project to his subordinates. However, there 
is evidence of him considering the relationship between genes and development since the very beginning 
of the project: he produced developmental as well as behavioural worm mutants in his first experiments 
and initiated a parallel research line based on observations of C elegans development. 
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These early papers and the subsequent experiments performed by Brenner have led de 
Chadarevian to identify the concept of a genetic programme as the crucial aspect 
shaping the early work on C. elegans. The concept "pointed to the complexity of a 
genetic understanding of behaviour, but also indicated a route to it" (de Chadarevian, 
1998, p. 89). By elucidating the logical structure of the programme, Brenner expected to 
formulate a series of "general rules" allowing to predict the worm's behaviour from its 
genes (ibid., p. 100). This led him to concentrate his experimental efforts during the 
second half of the 1970s in seeking associations between genes and behavioural 
features, both in wild type and mutant worms. 
My research on Brenner's early experiments will support de Chadarevian's argument, 
but I will extend it by addressing the origins of his concept of programme. De 
Chadarevian just mentions, in passing, that both the methodology and approach to the 
early worm work was framed in Brenner's previous research on the genetic code and a 
"more general information discourse", which she does not analyse in her paper (de 
Chadarevian, 1998, p. 89). This information discourse, as I will argue, decisively 
shaped Brenner's understanding of the interactions between genes, nervous system and 
behaviour. 
The work Brenner and Crick had conducted on the coding problem during the mid-late 
1950s had been framed, as Lily Kay has shown, within the context of cybernetics and 
information theory. These branches of electrical and communications engineering 
proposed a series of mathematical rules for quantifying the transmission of information 
- in the form of an electric signal - 
from a source to a receptor. Geneticists and early 
molecular biologists had modelled on this scheme the transmission of hereditary traits 
by the genetic material - since 1953 by DNA. Crick and Brenner, in this context, had 
attempted to elucidate the genetic code exclusively by mathematical means (Kay, 2000, 
chs. 3-4). This was the origin of the first concept of information in molecular biology, 
as a series of instructions which, being external to DNA, determined the structure of 
proteins and, ultimately, phenotypic traits (see Chapter 1, Section 3.1). 
Although in the late 1950s and early 60s, Crick and Brenner had given up mathematics 
and were studying the code though biological experiments, they kept postulating a 
direct and simple relationship between DNA and proteins. According to it, genes 
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specified amino acids structures in a one-to-one fashion and without significant 
elements outside DNA mediating the process (Garcia-Sancho, 2007, pp. 18-19). This 
idea was implicit in Crick's sequence hypothesis and central dogma (1958, pp. 138- 
63)78, shaping Brenner's experiments on cell division. These experiments, as the ones 
he was proposing for C. elegans in his 1973 and 74 papers, implied mutating certain 
genes and studying their phenotypic effects, in order to establish a direct connection 
between the single mutated gene and its consequences in either cell division or the 
worm's behaviour. 
In the case of Brenner, there was, additionally, a clearer connection with cybernetics. 
This researcher was a declared admirer of John von Neumann and aware of his work on 
automata theory since 1951 (Brenner, 2005). Von Neumann's automata theory 
postulated the possibility of deducing all the features of an organism from a series of 
instructions specifying both the parts integrating it and their connections. These 
instructions could be formulated through a series of logical rules which allowed to 
understand the nature of the parts, their relations and outcomes of the relations. Given 
those rules, an automaton -electronic device - could replicate itself by executing the 
instructions (von Neumann, 1948). Von Neumann's theory inspired the early electronic 
computers, mainly used to perform mathematical computations. As automata, the 
computers could be fed - programmed - with arithmetic - logical - rules which allowed 
them to execute - compute - operations. 
Brenner's 1973 and 74 papers were directly inspired by von Neumann. His concepts of 
"genetic programme" and "computation" equalled, respectively, the instructions given 
to and executed by the automata. By determining the "logical" rules conforming the 
instructions, it would be possible to compute the behaviour of C. elegans (Brenner, 
1973, p. 271; 1974a, p. 787). Brenner was, hence, using the worm as a living early 
computer, i. e. as "a form from which the behaviour could be computed" by executing 
the logic of its genetic instructions (id., 2005). 
78 The contribution of the central dogma to the emergence of this DNA-centred and simplistic view of 
gene activity has been object of much controversy. Scientists and some STS scholars argue that this 
connection was due to a misrepresentation of Crick, whereas others consider that his theories implied 
DNA-centrism. A recent colloquium at the Institute for the History of Medicine and Health in Geneva 
explored this controversy. The papers will soon be published in a volume. Another interesting source in 
this regard is Sarkar's scholarship on reductionism and molecular biology (Sarkar, 1996,1998). 
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This approach was widespread in 1970s molecular biology. Brenner had based the 
orientation of his C. elegans project on Benzer's work on Drosophila, initiated in 1971 
and surrounded by controversy79. In his original paper, Benzer stated that his aim was 
finding out how "the one-dimensional information contained in the linear sequence of 
genes" was "somehow translated into a two-dimensional blastula [embryo]" which later 
folded "to produce a precise three-dimensional array of sense organs, nervous system 
and muscles" (Benzer, 1971, p. 1015). He was, hence, aiming as Brenner to compute 
the phenotypic features of the fly - in this case development as well as behaviour - 
from a series of instructions in the form of a string of information contained in the genes 
as a computer program. 
Brenner and Benzer's approach, as Ralph Greenspan has remarked, led them to dismiss 
the traditional electrophysiological techniques80 of the neurosciences. Those methods 
consisted in stimulating with electrodes certain parts of the brain and determining which 
neurons were activated (Stent and Weisblat, 1982; Greenspan, 1990, pp. 150-51). 
Benzer and Brenner, instead, had recourse to an innovative combination of classical and 
molecular genetics with other 19`h and early 20th century disciplines, such as histology 
or embryology. This way, they could systematically observe the neurons, trace back 
their origins to a single embryonic cell and determine the genes responsible for their 
differentiation (Hotta and Benzer, 1972; Brenner, 1974a, p. 786; Greenspan, 1990, pp. 
153-54). A fundamental part in Benzer and Brenner's methodology was the production 
of mutant flies and worms, in order to alter the normal pattern of development and 
analyse the genes involved. By so doing, they directed the tools of classical genetics 
towards the newly stated aims of molecular biology. 
-1.3. Early experiments: mutations and 
linkage maps. 
In his 1963 proposal - and again in 1973 - Brenner announced his intention of applying 
to the worm "the same approach" he had followed in bacteria the year before (quote in 
Brenner, 1963a, p. XI, 1973, p. 269). These experiments, directed to elucidate cell 
79 Benzer and Brenner's approach was criticised by Stent, for whom behaviour was not completely 
controlled by the genes. In his research on leech, Stent focused, through electrophysiological methods 
(see note below), on the complex interactions between the neurons rather than their specification by DNA 
(Stent, 1980; de Chadarevian, 1998, pp. 94-97 and Greenspan, 1990, pp. 154-55). 
80 For more information on the development of these techniques see Stadler, 2007. 
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division and similar to the ones conducted in viruses on the genetic code, consisted in 
producing mutant strains of E. coli, locating the mutations in a single gene and 
matching them with alterations in the DNA replication mechanism - or in the amino 
acid structure of the protein the genes synthesised in the case of the genetic code. In the 
experiments on C. elegans, the mutations were aimed to detect alterations in the worm's 
phenotype, in order to associate the affected gene with a given feature in the worm's 
development or behaviour. By linking these experiments with parallel observations of 
the worm's nervous system and differentiation from embryo to adult, Brenner expected 
to determine how genes directed the nematode's behaviour, as well as the 
developmental pathway of this connection. 
Brenner has claimed that the DNA mutants were "an important paradigm" for him (id., 
2001, p. 112). This affirmation suggests that way of experimenting he had used for 
many years being more than a series of practices. It reflected his deeper beliefs of genes 
working as programmes and their functioning obeying logical principles. Brenner 
summarises the mutation paradigm as follows in his autobiography: 
"[The mutants] showed exactly what you had to accomplish in any large-scale genetic experiment. Which 
was roughly speaking to isolate as many mutants as you can, classify them by complementation so that 
you've got all the mutants in the same gene, and then study them as deeply as you can in order to find out 
what they do. And that has flowed through all my work since the early 1960s -just that general approach" 
(ibid., p. 112). 
That general approach was shown again in Brenner's first paper on C. elegans reporting 
experiments (1974). The aim of the investigations was to determine "how genes might 
specify the complex structures" of higher organisms through studying "the effects of 
mutations" in the nematode's development and nervous system. Since the Introduction 
of the paper, Brenner announced he would achieve this "in much the same way as was 
done" during his previous work in bacteria. This led him to postulate, in line with the 
previous papers, a "genetic programme" governed by a complex "set of computations" 
whose logic would help determining the "mechanisms used to switch genes on and off' 
(id., 1974b, pp. 71-72). The functioning of that program was investigated by obtaining a 
large number of mutant nematodes affected in both aspects of development and 
behaviour - uncoordinated, roller, dumpy, small and long. The mutants were then 
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associated to different groups of genes - respectively gene unc-1, unc-2, (... ) unc-77 
gene rol-1, (... ) rol-3; gene dpy-I (... ) dpv-18; gene sma-I, (... ) , Yma--I, and genes ion-l, 
Ion-2) (ibid., pp. 75-84). Brenner characterised around 100 mutant genes in this first 
paper. 
Another aspect of Brenner's 1974 paper was the first reference to "mapping" and 
"characterising" the genes (id., 1974, pp. 71-72). Through complex crossing 
experiments, lie managed to construct a linkage map of the worm by analysing which 
mutations were inherited together. This permitted to locate six linkage groups or series 
of genes related in transmission from father to offspring corresponding with the worm's 
six chromosomes. By measuring the frequency of jointed inheritance. Brenner also 
determined which mutation genes were closer to each other in the chromosomes (higher 
frequency) and which farther (lower) (ibid, pp. 84-91). This representation was based on 
quantitative frequencies of inheritance rather than a structural analysis of' DNA. Despite 
its description as a map, the distances between the genes were not based on a physical 
scale - e. g. number of nucleotides - 
but rather on their frequency of joint inheritance. 
Brenner was seeking to reflect the connections between the worm's genes rather than 
their arrangement along the chromosomes. The physical map developed a decade after 




Figure 14: A number of mutant 
worms (Brenner, 1974, p. 76) 
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Figure 15: Brenner's linkage 
map (above) and a classical one 
constructed by T. H. Morgan and 
his disciples in 1925 (left) 
(Brenner, 1974, p. 88 and 
Morgan et al, 1925, p. 92) 
Brenner's way of' working during his early experiments on ('. c, /c, gan. s has been 
considered "traditional" and framed in "the classic route of' geneticists" by Ankeny and 
by Sulston, his subordinate at the LMR (Ankeny, 2001, p. 474: Sulston and Ferry. 2002. 
p. 8). 1.11. Morgan and other founders of classical genetics had used the same tools and 
strategies during the early 20'x' century. in the context of' their research on 1)ro. vo/thi/ti. 
They produced mutant flies and mapped the positions and effects of' their genes from 
the frequency of' jointed inherited features (Morgan et al. 1925). l3renner's early 
experiments, additionally, did not involve the use of' the techniques of' molecular 
biology on C. e/egans, particularly those of'sequence analysis of I)NA and RNA Sanger 
had just invented at the [M13. 
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De Chadarevian, however, has qualified these classical roots by stressing Brenner's use 
of some important features of molecular biology. He, firstly, directed his experiments to 
new problems - development and behaviour - as many molecular biologists were doing 
after the elucidation of the genetic code. More importantly, Brenner sought to reduce 
"complex phenomena to basic principles" through his notion of a genetic program (de 
Chadarevian, 1998, pp. 97-100). This notion, and the aim to compute development and 
behaviour from mutated genes, was based on the reductionist tradition which, according 
to Sarkar, has characterised the history of molecular biology - and also genetics (Sarkar, 
1998, chs. 4-6). 
Brenner's early work on C. elegans was, therefore, based on a combination of classical 
genetics with the 1950s and 60s tradition of molecular biology. His reductionist 
perspective, the influence of von Neumann and use of the same experimental approach 
applied in the genetic code and cell division placed him within a way of work 
characterised by functional analyses of DNA and far away from Sanger's concern with 
sequences, despite the regular contacts Brenner maintained with him. However, a 
parallel research line he introduced based on observing the worm's nervous system and 
development had been for some time distanced from genetics and rarely used in 
combination with molecular biology. This new research line was, again, based on early 
20th century disciplines - brain histology and embryology - being aimed to match the 
mutated genes with developmental or behavioural patterns. 
-1.4. Descriptions and general principles: the cell 
lineages. 
Both Brenner's 1963 proposal and his programmatic papers of the mid 1970s stated it 
was necessary to complement the genetic analyses with "cell lineages". By identifying 
"every cell in the worm" and tracing their origins to the embryo, he sought to match the 
mutations found in the worms with abnormalities in their development (quotes Brenner, 
1963b, p. XIII; id., 1973; 1974a). Brenner's investigations focused almost exclusively 
on brain and nerve cells, leaving the general developmental work to John Sulston, a 
young British researcher arriving to the LMB from the Salk Institute in 1969 (Sulston 
and Ferry, 2002, pp. 24-26). Through a complex system of observations designed 
during the first half of the 1970s and with the aid of various collaborators, Sulston 
managed to characterise and determine the fate of every single cell in C. elegans from 
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embryo to adult. The results, though, did not satisfy some of the early expectations of 
the worm project. 
Sulston's strategy, described in his first lineage paper (1976), was based on a systematic 
and strict schedule of observations. He placed a specimen of the worm on a Petri dish 
and added to the centre bacteria (its main aliment) in order to fix its position. With the 
help of a powerful microscope (Nomarski differential interference contrast optics), he 
traced the movements of each cell through the C. elegans transparent body (id., 1976, 
pp. 288-89)81. The position of every cell was recorded through sketches and pictures "at 
15 minute intervals" during the periods of "division" and every one or two hours during 
the "longer periods of quiescence" (ibid, p. 288; id., 2002, pp. 26-27). 
In further papers, Sulston framed his method in early 20th century embryology. He 
referred to a textbook describing similar strategies at the turn of the century and quoted 
E. B. Wilson as the precursor of that research line (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977, p. 110; 
Sulston et al, 1983, p. 64; Chitwood and Chitwook, 1974). Wilson, one of the founders 
of classical embryology, had been based in Columbia University one generation before 
Morgan, and was among the first users of cell lineages. A worm - Nereis - had been the 
first organism to which he had applied this technique as early as in 1892 (Maienschein, 
1978, p. 140)82. In a further book - the object of Sulston's quotation - Wilson justified 
the method in the large number of cases in which "a precise relation" existed between 
"the cleavage [cell] products and the adult parts" to which they gave rise. This 
coincidence opened the possibility to "predict the exact future of every individual cell" 
through lineages, among other research tools (Wilson, 1925, p. 1007). Wilson was, 
hence, postulating a direct and simple relation between embryonic and adult cells, 
similar to the one Brenner had raised between genes and behaviour. Sulston adopted 
Wilson's hypothesis by directing his observations toward a fix "pattern" of development 
in C. elegans (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et at, 1983). 
81 Richard Doyle has identified this transparency with "the postvital organism", where "interior and 
exterior, genetics and anatomy, implode under the gaze and touch of research" (Doyle, 1997, p. 14). 
82 Jane Maienschein credits C. O. Whitman, researcher at Woods Hole Marine Biological Laboratory, as 
the pioneer of the cell lineage technique applied by Wilson. The main contribution of both researchers, 
according to her, was clarifying the relationship between ontogeny (individual development) and 
phylogeny (development of a species) (Maienschein, 1978) 
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Another instrument of classical embryology partially adopted by Sulston were the fate 
maps. They consisted in representing together the embryonic cells and the organisms to 
which they would give rise. This method had been widely used by Benzer, who 
represented together the arrangements of Drosophila's cells in the embryo and the body 
parts they would generate in an adult fly (antenna, leg, wing, etc. ). In so doing, he was 
attempting to link the embryonic mutated cells of Drosophila with the alterations they 
would produce after development (Hotta and Benzer, 1972). In his papers, Benzer 
attributed the origins of fate maps to A. H. Sturtevant83, disciple of Morgan at Columbia 
who devised this technique for tracing the origins of a series of mutations in the fly 
occurring at very early stages of development (Sturtevant, 1929). Despite not directly 
using fate maps, Sulston selectively adapted some of their features by representing in 
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Figure 16: Benzer's fate maps 
(above left), Sulston's drawings 
(above right) and a series of cell 
lineages (below right) (Hotta and 
Benzer, 1972, p. 529; courtesy of 
Sulston and Sulston and Horvitz, 
1977). 
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Despite this inspiration by classical embryologists, Sulston and Benzer gave the 
lineages and fate maps a remarkably different use. They applied them to the 
determination of the genetic specification of development, whereas classical 
embryologists had been increasingly divorced from genetics since the early 20`h century. 
Historian of embryology Scott Gilbert has argued that when in 1911 Morgan set the 
foundations of classical genetics, he specifically separated this field from embryology. 
83 Sturtevant and Benzer also shared the use of mosaics, special flies partially mutated and partially wild- 
type (Hotta and Benzer, 1972; Sturtevant, 1929) 
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Genetics, according to Morgan, should be concerned "with the transmission of 
hereditary traits", while embryology shall deal with "the expression of those traits". 
Despite conducting some investigations in the latter field afterwards, Morgan never 
merged it with genetics84, which progressively evolved as an independent discipline 
(Gilbert, 1991, pp. 181-83, quote in 182; Morgan, 1934). The reconciliation, according 
to Richard Burian, occurred with the "transformation" experienced by embryology in 
the 1950s, leading to its "change of label" and the gradual emergence of developmental 
biology (Burian et al, 1991, p. 219). Similarly, the progressive molecularisation of 
genetics after World War II and its application to the issue of development in the 1960s 
eased the connection between molecular and developmental biology in Sulston, Benzer 
and other contemporary investigators. 
The convergence, however, was not immediate. In one of his mid 1970s programmatic 
papers, Brenner complained that while Morgan had "left embryology to enter the new 
field of genetics" in order to solve the problem of development, modern molecular 
biology had "completed Morgan's deviation", leaving "the same unsolved problems" - 
i. e. not accounting for how genes specify the transition from embryo to adult (Brenner, 
1974a, p. 786). This had led Brenner to make developmental biology an integral part of 
the worm project, combining it with his genetic experiments. The aim of the cell 
lineages was to provide detailed descriptions with which to specify the developmental 
effects of the genetic programme - i. e. which groups of cells were affected by the 
mutation of a particular gene. 
Sulston's observations, hence, sought to provide a connection between genes and 
development, in line with the aims of the C. elegans project. This differentiated his 
work from classical embryologists and led him to link the experiments with Brenner's 
postulation of a genetic programme. In the paper describing the post-embryonic 
development of the worm85, written in 1977 with the aid of Robert Horvitz, Sulston 
established that development followed a "rigidly fixed program" and the "pattern of cell 
divisions" was "essentially invariant" (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977, p. 110). He, 
ea Other geneticists, however, used the techniques of embryology, as Sturtevant - student of Morgan - 
who applied fate maps to address the origins of mutations in Drosophila. 
85 Sulston divided his early work on C. elegans in two stages: he first addressed a series of developmental 
changes occurring in the adult worm - and hence after embryonic development - and then tackled the 
embryonic development (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et al, 1983). 
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consequently, established a hypothesis of a developmental programme related to 
Brenner's postulation of an invariable and direct connection between genes and their 
phenotypic effects. 
The observations Sulston conducted, however, questioned or at least qualified the 
hypothesis of a developmental programme. Six years later (1983) and after completing 
the cell lineage through the determination of the worm's embryonic development - with 
the aid of various collaborators - Sulston admitted that the rules governing the 
developmental process had "numerous exceptions" and that the cells possessed 
"autonomy" (Sulston et al, 1983, p. 110). Instead of talking about a programme guiding 
development, he now preferred to postulate various independent sub-programmes: 
"The nematode belongs to an ancient phylum, and its cell lineage is a piece of frozen evolution. In the 
course of time, new cell types were generated from precursors selected not so much for their intrinsic 
properties as for the accident of their position in the embryo. Perhaps the mutations responsible for these 
novel developmental events acted directly upon the intrinsic behaviour of the precursors, but equally they 
may have operated via extrinsic regulative mechanisms. In this latter case, however, cell-cell interactions 
that were initially necessary for developmental decisions may have been gradually supplanted by 
autonomous programmes" (ibid., p. 110). 
These divergences between the expected programmes and the observed features in the 
worm's development were essential for the further redefinition of the project. In the 
light of them, Brenner and Sulston reformulated the strategies of the investigations 
during the mid 1980s. The necessity of that reformulation arose more imminently when 
the parallel observations of C. elegans nervous system, conducted by Brenner, led to 
similar contradictions. 
-1.5. The nervous system. 
Brenner's investigations on C. elegans nervous system were conducted at the same time 
of Sulston and in parallel with the genetic experiments. His technique, developed in the 
mid-late 1960s shortly after the submission of his proposal (Brenner, 2005), was, as the 
cell lineages, based on observations, but using the electron instead of the light 
microscope. It aimed to characterise all the neurons in the worm's brain, distinguishing 
their types - motor, sensitive, etc. - and determining the connections between them. 
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With the aid of his assistant John White, Brenner sliced the nematode in thin 
consecutive sections and photographed them with the microscope. A detailed analysis 
of the pictures permitted to characterise every single neuron in the worm and to 
"reconstruct" the connections between them (White, Brenner et al, 1976, pp. 328-29, 
White, Brenner et al, 1986, pp. 5-7. Sulston and Ferry, 2002, pp. 27-29). Brenner and 
White's pictures, unlike Sulston's cell lineages, represented a spatial fragmentation of 
the nematode's body and did not correspond to temporal processes - i. e. C. elegans 
development. This was due to Sulston's experiments being directed towards a dynamic 
process - the worm's transition from embryo to adult and from adult to death - in 









Figure 17: Electron microscope picture of C. elegans (right) and its reconstruction (left) (White, 
Brenner et al, 1986, pp. 34-35) 
Brenner used the same textbook as Sulston to historically frame his work. The manual, 
written at the time of the investigations by nernatologist B. G. Chitwood and including 
historical introductions in each section, was key in shaping the researchers' perception 
of the past. However, instead of focusing on the embryology section, Brenner consulted 
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the parts devoted to histology. They included references to similar observations 
conducted on a nematode, Ascaris, by the German-born geneticist Richard Goldschmidt 
in the early 20th century (Chitwood and Chitwood, 1974, pp. 160-61). 
Brenner and White explicitly dismissed the hypothesis formulated by Goldschmidt in 
their main nervous system paper, a compilation of more than 300 pages written in 1986, 
after more than 10 years of work. The German scientist had concluded from his 
observations that the nervous system was a syncytial network characterised by 
anastomosis - i. e. penetration of the neurons into each other, not having independent 
boundaries. Brenner and White rather endorsed an alternative structure formulated in 
the late 19th century by the brain histologist Santiago Ramon y Cajal, who argued that 
neurons were "mononucleate branched structures" and preserved their independent 
boundaries while interacting (White, Brenner et al, 1986, pp. 1-2, quote in p. 1). 
Brenner and White, therefore, were also quoting classical works of a discipline, brain 
histology, with significant developments in the late 19th and early 20`h century (Lopez 
Pinero, 2000; Williams, 1954; Andres-Barquin, 2001). However, like Sulston, they 
introduced important modifications in the postulations and procedures. They linked 
their preferred theory of brain structure with von Neumann and the hypothesis of a 
genetic programme underlying all the works on C. elegans. Cajal's formulated structure 
of the nervous system was suitable for understanding it as a circuit, in line with the 
apparatus on which cybernetic scientists had modelled their investigations (Kay, 2000, 
ch. 3). These latter researchers, and particularly von Neumann, had extensively written 
on brain science during the 1940s and 50s, applying to it their theories (e. g. Wiener, 
1948; von Neumann, 1958). Brenner and White's paper, consequently, was full of 
references to the "circuitry" and "connectivity" of the worm's brain, understanding its 
structure as a "wiring diagram" (Brenner and White, 1986, pp. 2 and 41-47). 
The incorporation of classical brain histology into cybernetics and the hypothesis of a 
genetic programme was done, as in Sulston's work, by expecting a fixed pattern of 
connections between the neurons. From the beginning of the investigations, Brenner and 
White postulated that, in line with the relationship between genes and behaviour, there 
were regularities in the connections between the neurons. Their article describing the 
structure of the worm's ventral cord - its main nervous organ and the first to be 
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addressed in 197686 - identified five classes of neurons, stating that "members of a 
given class are arranged in a regular linear sequence in the cord" and "form gap 
junctions with neighbouring members of the same class", but never with "neurons of 
another class" (White, Brenner et al, 1976, p. 328). 
This postulation was dismissed in 1986, when Brenner's team published the complete 
structure of C. elegans nervous system. The authors concluded that the "level of 
connectivity" between neurons "may be independent of neighbourhood, i. e. that a given 
neuron may make synaptic connections to more or less the same percentage of its 
neighbours no matter what class they may be". Such unpredictable nature made that "a 
knowledge of the detailed structure of a nematode's nervous system" did not in itself 
"provide any answers" to its functioning or origins (White, Brenner et al, 1986, p. 58)87. 
The research on the nervous system of C. elegans, hence, encountered the same 
contradictions as the observations of its development. The neurons, like the cells, did 
not follow a fixed pattern or programme in their connections and their functioning, as 
the worm's development, was, to a large extent, non-uniform. This meant that the 
developmental and neurological observations with which Brenner had expected to 
consolidate his idea of a genetic programme ended up questioning this hypothesis. 
Formulating it in disciplinary terms, the introduction of experimental practices of 
embryology and histology in a project originally framed in genetics and molecular 
biology undermined the reductionist foundation of these latter disciplines: that the 
functioning of the cell, as that of an automaton, could be logically computed from its 
genes. 
These contradictions forced Brenner and Sulston to reformulate the project during the 
mid 1980s. In this reformulation, the techniques and computer programs Sanger's team 
had developed in the LMB's neighbour sequencing division the decade before began 
entering the worm's research. The investigations on C. elegans shifted towards a DNA 
86 The ventral cord was the first part to be addressed in the developmental and nervous system 
investigations on C. elegans. This suggests a strong linkage between both lines, which is confirmed by 
Sulston and Brenner (Sulston, 2005; Brenner, 2005). 
87 Brenner's conclusion resembled the one Sanger had reached in his 1949 paper on insulin: that it was 
impossible to predict a structure a priori and it was, therefore, necessary to analyse it chemically in every 
case (Chapter 1, Section 1.3). The fact of Sanger's 1949 paper coinciding with his formulation of the 
concept of sequence, and Brenner's conclusion being parallel to the transition of the C. elegans project 
towards mapping and sequencing strengthen the parallelisms between both stories. 
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mapping and sequencing enterprise since 1984. Behind this transition lay a major 
reconfiguration of both the instruments applied to the project and the way of achieving 
its goals. 
-2. The shift to mapping and sequencing: John Sulston and the new approach to 
research and computation (1983-1984). 
In 1983, after completing the cell lineage of C. elegans and finding that it contradicted 
the hypothesis of a genetic programme, John Sulston decided not to pursue this research 
line any more. Not being "particularly keen to specialise further in the developmental 
biology of the worm", he was "driven by an obsession" that to construct a physical map 
of its genome "was the right thing to choose" (Sulston and Ferry, 2002, p. 44). This 
marked a transition in the worm investigations from the genetic, cell lineage and 
nervous system experiments to the recently created methods for mapping and then 
sequencing DNA (see illustration below for differences)88. The initial plans of looking 
for altered developmental patterns and neurological structures in mutant worms were 
never fulfilled89 and Brenner, together with the other members of the group, endorsed 
the transition, assisting Sulston in his early DNA mapping and sequencing learning. 
88 The transition of the project was accompanied by other transformations in its structure and size. Robert 
Waterston, a US postdoc at the LMB during the mid 1970s and then back on sabbatical between 1985 and 
86 claims that during his second stay the worm's group was "bigger, more formally organised and with a 
larger autonomy" (Waterston, 2006). 
89 There was, however, a limited number of research on development and nervous system structure of 
mutant worms, namely a paper in 1981 and a series of experiments conducted in parallel with the post- 
embryonic and embryonic lineages, consisting in destroying cells with a laser (Sulston and Horvitz, 1981, 
1977, p. 116; Sulston et al, 1983, p. p. 98-103). Such investigations were never systematically developed 
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Figure 18: DNA mapping and sequencing (elaborated by author) 
Mapping. Cutting the various samples of 
a DNA molecule into fragments and 
ordering them through detecting the 
overlaps. Permits reducing big genomes 
(e. g. C. elegans) to ordered and 
manageable units. It is normally followed 
by sequencing. 
Sequencing. Determining the structure 
of nucleotides in the DNA molecule. It is 
normally preceded by mapping and only 
done directly in small genomes (e. g. 
bacteriophage virus 0X-174). 
Historians and the scientists involved have interpreted differently this transition. 
Brenner and Sulston minimise it and raise an overall continuity in the project, 
suggesting that its main factor for change was technological development (Brenner, 
2005; Sulston, 2005). Ankeny seems to endorse this view, framing the early 
investigations on C. elegans within a "descriptive tradition" in biological research 
(Ankeny, 2001, p. 474; 1997,2000). De Chadarevian, on the contrary, argues for a 
renegotiation of aims within the project during the mid 80s, due to the non-fulfilment of 
the researchers' initial expectations - i. e. finding a genetic programme linking C. 
elegans DNA with its development and behaviour (de Chadarevian, 1998,2004). 
This section, in line with de Chadarevian, will present a shift in the C. elegans project, 
but showing that its context and effects were broader than those postulated by this 
scholar. By analysing the connections between Sanger's group and the worm scientists 
since the early 1980s, I will argue that the shift in C. elegans research was shaped by the 
introduction of sequencing as a way of work. The sequencing techniques and the early 
software to conduct this activity triggered a transformation in the way of understanding 
and achieving the aims of the worm project. Conversely, the post-1983 transformed C. 
elegans project introduced additional dichotomies and features in the practice of 
mapping and sequencing. 
-2.1. The nature and direction of the shift. 
Brenner and Sulston, the main investigators involved in the C. elegans project before 
and after the mid 1980s, suggest retrospectively that the necessity of mapping the 
worm's genome was in some way implicit in the previous work on this organism. They 
both argue for a continuity in the project's aims as presented in the original 1963 
proposal. For Sulston, achieving the "ultimate goal" of determining how genes direct 
development and behaviour "required a tool to locate genes". A physical map of C. 
elegans, ordering its genome in small fragments ready to be sequenced, would, hence, 
facilitate their location (Sulston, 2005). Brenner considers that "we were thinking in 
mapping and sequencing as desirable since the beginning of the project, but did not see 
a way of doing it". The emergence of Sanger's DNA techniques and other methods for 
directly manipulating this molecule in the mid 1970s - recombinant DNA technologies 
- were, according to him, the decisive step toward those goals (Brenner, 2005)90. 
Despite Brenner and Sulston's interpretations sharing the limitations of the accounts of 
genomics written by insiders - i. e. postulating a teleological straight line of progress 
based on technological development - there is evidence suggesting a continuity of aims 
throughout the whole C. elegans project. The mapping and sequencing enterprises 
during the 1980s and 90s were, firstly, developed at the LMB, the same centre where 
the previous investigations had been conducted. There were, secondly, researchers as 
Sulston who were involved in both stages of the project and, thirdly, Sulston's papers 
after his 1983 decision used the same vocabulary as Brenner to describe the 
investigations - they both raised "characterising" and "mapping" the worm as aims of 
their investigations (Brenner, 1974b, pp. 71-73; Coulson, Sulston et al, p. 7821). Sulston 
and Brenner, finally, produced a map as an outcome of their research, showing linkage 
groups in the case of the latter and a physical arrangement of DNA fragments in the 
case the former. 
The work on C. elegans development and behaviour, additionally, continued after 1983. 
It was followed by centres outside the LMB increasingly interested in the worm and 
constituting its growing international community. These centres used the new mapping 
and sequencing outcomes produced by Sulston and his associates in Cambridge as the 
main basis for their investigations. The C. elegans mapping and sequencing project, 
hence, indirectly fostered the original aim of determining the genetics of the worm's 
development and behaviour. 
90 Brenner's account, hence, links to Sanger's exclusively technological explanation of his transition from 
degradation to copying sequencing procedures. 
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This evidence supports Ankeny's interpretation of the early research on the worm. 
According to her, the work on C. elegans during the 1970s and early 80s was 
characterised by the aim of "establishing a complete description" of this organism. 
Brenner's genetic experiments and observations of the worm's development and 
nervous system emerged within a "pre-explanatory" context and marked the "return" of 
this researcher to a "naturalistic" tradition, in contrast with his previous involvement in 
molecular biology (Ankeny, 1997, pp. 4-5). C. elegans, Ankeny concludes, may be 
considered a "descriptive model" which, through "a series of idealisations", permitted to 
"ground explanations" about the development and behaviour of metazoa, the species 
within which it is contained (id., 2001, pp. S260- S262). 
Both Ankeny and the worm researchers' accounts point towards a continuity throughout 
the project. There is, however, other evidence suggesting a shift in the investigations 
after Sulston's 1983 decision. Firstly, the developmental and neurological research 
lines, despite being pursued in other centres, were not conducted any more by Sulston 
and Brenner, who initially planned to repeat their observations in mutant worms 
(Sulston and Horvitz, 1977, p. 155; White, Brenner et al, 1986, p. 59). The LMB 
researchers moved their focus to mapping and then sequencing the worm's genome, 
increasingly devoting full-time to this task and not addressing, at least directly, the 
relationship between C. elegans genes and its development and behaviour. 
The tools chosen for the worm's project after 1983 were, secondly, different: those of 
recombinant DNA, instead of classical genetics, brain science and embryology. The 
linkage and fate maps, together with the cell lineages, were substituted by Sanger's 
sequencing techniques and a mapping method derived from them. The aim of these 
methods, far away from creating developmental and behavioural mutants of C. elegans, 
was analysing - i. e. mapping and sequencing - the structure of its DNA. This strategy 
had been absent in Brenner's previous studies of C. elegans, directed towards a 
functional analysis of its genetic material. 
Thirdly, the original orientation of the project seemed to have been displaced. In a 1984 
interview, Brenner admitted that his hypothesis of a genetic programme was no longer 
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tenable and it was, therefore, necessary to find another approach for the investigation of 
C. elegans: 
"At the beginning it was said that the answer to the understanding of development was going to come 
from a knowledge of the molecular mechanisms of gene control. (... ) I doubt whether anyone believes that 
anymore. The molecular mechanisms look boringly simple and they don't tell us what we want to know. 
We have to try to discover the principles of organisation, how lots of things are put together in the same 
place. I don't think these principles will be embodied in a simple chemical device, as it is for the genetic 
code" (Lewin, 1984, p. 1327). 
Brenner's statement, together with the above discussed evidence for a shift, points to a 
renegotiation of the project during the mid 1980s, as has been suggested by de 
Chadarevian. At that time, according to her, the idea of a simple relationship between 
genes and phenotype in the form of a genetic programme was abandoned and 
researchers sought alternative approaches to C. elegans. They found them in the 
techniques of recombinant DNA, which showed the worm researchers that "molecular 
biology did not consist only of general rules" -as those suggested by the genetic 
programme- but "also comprised exhaustive descriptions", i. e. DNA structural analysis 
through mapping and sequencing (de Chadarevian, 1998, p. 100; id., 2000). 
De Chadarevian, thus, defends a transition of the project from explanatory to descriptive 
aims. According to her, the objective of finding general rules represented in a 
programme linking the worm's genes to its development and behaviour was substituted 
by that of mapping and sequencing its genome in the mid 1980s. This argument seems 
to conflict with the evidence for a continuity in the project's aims and Ankeny's 
characterisation of the early research on C. elegans as descriptive. The contradiction, 
however, may be solved by postulating that the meaning of description, as the specific 
aim of the project, shifted after 1983, creating two differentiated stages in the 
investigations on the worm. 
The remaining of the chapter will argue for this historical shift, showing that 
characterising and mapping the worm, stated by Brenner and Sulston as explicit aims in 
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their papers, embodied different tools, approaches and, especially, ways of work91. For 
Brenner, these aims represented finding a direct relation between C. elegans genes and 
their phenotypic effects in the worm's development and behaviour. Sulston, by contrast, 
began understanding the same aim of describing C. elegans after 1983 as applying the 
new mapping and sequencing techniques to its DNA. The outcomes of these 
applications would be gathered for other laboratories outside the LMB basing on them 
their further investigations on the worm's development and behaviour. The final aim of 
the project - C. elegans development and behaviour - was, consequently, the same, 
changing the way in which Sulston and Brenner specifically contributed to its 
achievement. 
This transition of C. elegans, additionally, was framed within a more general move in 
biological science towards Sulston's indirect way of goal achievement. During the 
second half of the 1980s, other investigations on different model organisms - yeast and 
E. coli - began shifting, similarly, to DNA mapping and sequencing enterprises. This 
context clarifies a passage in Sulston's autobiography, where he claims having acquired 
a new perspective on the worm's DNA before moving towards its mapping and 
sequencing (Sulston and Ferry, 2002, pp. 38 and ff. ). 
-2.2. The perspective of `genomics'. 
Sulston was not particularly keen on repeating his cell lineage experiments in mutant 
worms -following, hence, Brenner's approach - because in 1983, he considered that 
"with mutants alone, one would not be able to see everything" (Sulston and Ferry, 2002, 
p. 46)92. A few pages before in his autobiography, he gives a surprising definition of 
what he understood as everything: a whole characterisation of C. elegans DNA from 
one side of the molecule to the other (Sulston and Ferry, 2002, pp. 38-40). This 
91 This argument squares with a further paper of de Chadarevian, where she analyses the different maps of 
C. elegans, i. e. the linkage maps, cell lineages, nervous system structure, physical maps and sequences. 
According to her, all these representations showed a unity, since the "production and interpretations" of 
each one relied on its antecedents. However, they also belonged to "different experimental cultures", 
relying on independent "technologies, representational devices, work organisations, institutional set ups 
and patronage". As the project progressed, the maps "acquired new uses, which affected their meaning and 
status as a whole" (de Chadarevian, 2004, pp. 95 and 108). 
92 Another reason for Sulston not repeating the cell lineages was the "tedious" nature of this activity, as he 
explicitly admitted in his 1983 final paper on development (Sulston et al, 1983, p. 76). His claimed new 
perspective on C. elegans DNA may have contributed towards this negative perception. 
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characterisation stood in marked contrast with Brenner's interpretation of the worm's 
DNA as a series of independent genes responsible for differentiated behavioural or 
developmental features -dumpy, small, long or uncoordinated worms. Its evocation 
questions Sulston and Brenner's argument of a continuity throughout the project and 
suggests a shift based on that new view. 
Sulston's global perspective of C. elegans DNA arose, according to his autobiography, 
in the early 1980s, while listening to the drosophilist Matt Scott at a conference in the 
United States. Scott aimed to characterise, through a map, a region of the fly's DNA 
responsible for a mutation. Sulston realised that if that characterisation was done in C. 
elegans without the direct aim of finding a mutation, it could cover the whole DNA of 
the worm instead of a specific region: 
"Malt's group had been working for some time to map the antennapedia region of Drosophila -a region 
of the genome where mutations cause the fly to grow a leg on its head instead of an antenna. (... ) They'd 
done it by chromosome walking: working sequentially along part of the chromosome. And just listening 
to him describe his beautiful work, I could see with stark clarity that if you could cover the genome in 
parallel instead of serially, then for only a few times more effort you could map the whole thing" (ibid., p. 
38). 
Scott and Sulston, thus, shared the specific aim of characterising DNA, but differed in 
their final motivations and ways of approaching the task. The former, in line with 
Brenner's approach, sought to characterise the DNA containing the antennapedia 
region, in order to further investigate this mutation. He, consequently, began the DNA 
mapping in one particular part of the genome, extending it in both directions until 
covering the whole mutation area (Scott, 1983). Sulston, by contrast, considered that 
Scott was "discarding too much data" with that technique (Sulston, 2005). His 
characterisation of C. elegans DNA did not obey to the analysis of a mutation in a gene, 
but to the aim of locating all the genes and making them available to other researchers - 
whom, subsequently, would investigate mutations. This led Sulston to the idea of 
tackling simultaneously various loci in order to map the whole DNA molecule of C. 
elegans. 
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Figure 19: Chromosomal walking vs. Sulston's approach (elaborated by author) 
Chromosomal walking. - The genome is Sulston's approach. - The genome is 
approached at one site (generally responsible attacked simultaneously at various sites 
for a mutation) and mapped from there. randomly chosen. 
This perspective of characterising whole DNAs just for obtaining and further 
distributing the mapping results was not exclusive of Sulston at the time. Also in the 
early-mid 1980s, Maynard Olson at Washington University in Saint Louis and Yuji 
Kohara at Tokyo University decided to embark in similar whole mapping enterprises 
respectively in yeast and E. coli (Sulston and Ferry, 2002; Olson et al, 1986; Kohara et 
al, 1987). Their first results, together with Sulston's, were commonly presented between 
1986 and 87 as a "strategy" towards a "physical map" of the "complete genome" of the 
corresponding species (Coulson and Sulstom, 1986, p. p. 7821, Olson et al, 1986, p. 
7826 and Kohara et al, 1987). 
This strategy - and the use of the term genome93 -was becoming widespread in 
molecular biology at the time. Medical geneticist T. H. Roderick named it genomics in 
1986, choosing this term as the title for a journal his colleagues Victor McKusick and 
Frank Ruddle were planning to launch (Kuska, 1999). Genomics first editorial, 
published in 1987, presented Sulston, Olson and Kohara's approach as a "new 
discipline" engaged with "mapping / sequencing" large genomes. Many researchers, 
McKusick and Ruddle claimed, considered it "the way to go", since from the obtained 
"information", the "complexities of gene expression" and "genetic mechanisms of 
disease" could be "interpreted" (McKusick and Ruddle, 1987, p. 1). 
93 The roots of the term genome are older than the mid 1980s. It was first used by German biologist Hans 
Winkler in 1920 to refer, simultaneously, to gene and chromosome (Lederberg and McCray, 2001, p. 8). 
However, it was not generalised until the mid 1970s, neither used to designate a discipline or approach 
until the decade after. I am indebted to Bostanci for discussions about the origin of this concept, as well as 
that of genomics. 
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The growing popular and - still thin - academic literature on the origins of genomics 
has either focused on the technological factors or broader historical context of this 
discipline, without effectively balancing them (see Introduction, Section 1). This has led 
to accounts narrowly attributing McKusick and Ruddle's editorial to the development of 
DNA sequencing and its related mapping techniques (e. g. Judson, 1992; Wills, 1991) or 
to the intellectual, scientific or political debates of the mid 1980s, ignoring the concrete 
research programmes (Davies, 2001; Beatty, 2000; Domurat, 2000). Sulston's account 
belongs to the latter category, attributing genomics to an approach or idea - tackling 
whole genomes - without addressing the technical environment in which it emerged. 
This makes him claim that "as far as animals are concerned, we invented genomics", 
referring to a "small group of researchers" - among them Olson, Kohara and himself - 
which "came independently with the idea of tackling whole genomes" in the early-mid 
1980s. This approach "gradually became a field", as shown by the publication and first 
editorial of Genomics in 1987 (Sulston, 2005). Sulston's account constitutes an example 
of environmental element (emergence of the genomics approach) shaping the 
development of a technology (DNA mapping and sequencing). However, as I will 
argue, the technologies developed at the same time and during the preceding years at 
other LMB divisions also shaped Sulston's approach. 
Since the late 1970s, at the neighbour sequencing group, Sanger was applying his newly 
invented techniques to different microorganisms, as the bacteriophage virus OX-174. In 
so doing, he was tackling their whole genome and just pursuing result gathering and 
distribution in the same sense Sulston decided to do with C. elegans a few years later. 
Sanger's technical and modest persona led him not to create a disciplinary label for that 
approach, nor explicitly discuss it retrospectively. However, an analysis of the contacts 
between his and the C. elegans groups questions the transition in the worm project and, 
by extension, the origin of genomics being the exclusive result of the idea of a small 
group of researchers. Both processes may be, instead, placed within the spread of the 
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-2.3. Connections with Sanger's sequencing. 
Despite Sulston being "only vaguely" aware of Sanger's techniques at the beginning 
of the 1980s (Sulston, 2005), the more senior members of his laboratory had been in 
touch with the sequencing group since the foundation of the LMB in 1962. Even the 
decade before, Brenner and Francis Crick had been cooperating with Sanger in the 
context of the genetic code and Vernon Ingram's elucidation of the protein alteration 
causing sickle-cell anaemia. Brenner had carefully followed Sanger's RNA 
techniques during the 1960s and early 70s, using them to "prove mutations" of C. 
elegans in his early genetic experiments (Brenner, 2005). When the DNA methods 
became available, he sequenced a gene of C. elegans responsible for an 
uncoordinated mutant - one of the categories he had established to match gene 
mutations with behavioural effects (MacLeod, Brenner et al, 1981)94. 
The contacts between Sanger and Brenner's groups during the early experiments on 
C. elegans, as their previous cooperation in the 1950s and 60s, have mainly been 
explained from the perspective of the latter. The different personas of both scientists 
have led more eloquent Brenner's view to prevail of his worm project providing a set 
of problems where Sanger's techniques could be suitably applied. The C. elegans 
group, according to this interpretation, foresaw the worm's mapping and sequencing 
project, and incorporated Sanger's technologies once they became available 
(Brenner, 2001, pp. 116 and ff., 2005; Sulston and Ferry, 2002, pp. 52-71). 
Nevertheless, if Sanger's techniques are understood not as passive instruments, but 
as away of work capable of producing new scientific problems, it is possible to see 
that, in themselves, they played a major role in the transition of C. elegans 
investigations. 
Since the invention of the DNA techniques, between 1975 and 77, Sanger's group 
had been pursuing its own research agenda, not subordinated to the worm, but 
devoted to the sequencing of various microorganisms - namely bacteriophage 
viruses. This had led the team to introduce two new instruments in the dideoxy 
94 Waterston recalls having attended a "very exciting" laboratory talk of Sanger with other worm 
scientists in his first 1976 stay, shortly after the development of the plus and minus sequencing 
method (Waterston, 2006). 
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method: molecular cloning and enzyme cleavage. This incorporation, and the 
sequencing of the first genomes, was done while Sulston was completing C. elegans 
post-embryonic and embryonic cell lineages (late 1970s and early 80s). 
In Sanger's sequencing of microorganisms, many copies of the DNA were cut into 
overlapping fragments with enzymes. Each fragment was then inserted into a 
bacterium and cloned - letting the bacterium multiply - in order to yield various 
copies. The fragments were then sequenced through the didioxy method and 
reassembled by looking for overlaps (Sanger et at, 1980). Using this technique - later 
called the shotgun method - Sanger's group completed the bactoriophage OX-174 in 
the late 1970s, as well as the larger virus ? and human mitochondrial DNA during 
the early 80s (Sanger, 1988, pp. 25-26). The assemblage of the fragments 
concentrated the development of the early sequencing software. Rafael Garesse, a 
postdoctoral fellow working with the sequencing group in 1982, assures having seen 
Sulston and Brenner around Sanger's laboratory many times during that year 
(Garesse, 2005). 
When Sulston decided to characterise the whole genome of C. elegans in 1983, its 
even bigger size - 100 million bases - made impossible to directly apply Sanger's 
techniques. It was necessary to previously devise a method to order the extremely 
large number of fragments that the DNA cleavage would yield. That is why, when 
thinking about changing the direction of the worm's research, Sulston considered 
mapping instead of sequencing its genome. 
Physical mapping was a technique also available since the late 1970s in the context 
of biomedicine. Tom Maniatis and other researchers had used it to position, within 
the human genome, a number of mutated fragments, normally causing diseases 
(Lawn, Maniatis et al, 1978; Cook-Deegan, 1994, pp. 48-49). Since the early 1980s, 
Scott and other molecular biologists had applied it to Drosophila, departing from a 
mutation and walking both ways to adjacent DNA regions. 
The walking strategy was not suitable to Sulston's aim of characterising the whole C. 
elegans genome. His intention of tackling its DNA simultaneously from various sites 
required an alternative approach to mapping. After discussing the problem with 
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Brenner95 and other worm research fellow, Jon Kam, they suggested Sulston to adapt 
Sanger's procedure of sequencing microorganisms to the alternative aim of DNA 
mapping. By combining differently the same biological instruments Sanger's group 
was using in sequencing - enzymes, cloning and gel electrophoresis - Sulston 
created between 1983 and 84 the so-called fingerprinting technique, applicable to the 
mapping of whole genomes. 
The procedure started by cutting the molecule with enzymes, exactly as in Sanger's 
viruses and mitochondrial DNA technique. The resulting fragments were, then, also 
cloned by inserting them in bacteria and waiting for division. The set of cloned 
fragments was called a library. Each fragment of the library was cut again with 
different enzymes and the resulting sub-fragments separated through gel 
electrophoresis, as Sanger did in the last step of sequencing. The outcome of the 
mapping method was, hence, the same as in the sequencing group: an autoradiogram 
showing a pattern of dark bands (Sulston and Ferry, 2002, pp. 43-44). 
What distinguished the mapping and sequencing techniques was the preparation of 
the autoradiographs and interpretation of the bands. The worm researchers did not 
apply, as Sanger's group, polymerase and dideoxy bases to produce fragments 
ending respectively in adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine. They rather inserted 
in the different lanes of the gel the sub-fragments resulting from each fragments' 
cleavage. Then, instead of reading off the sequence, the C. elegans scientists 
compared the band patterns in each lane in order to find partial matches. If they 
found them, it meant that the fragments overlapped, since they possessed common 
sub-fragments which had moved equally on the gel. The aim of the C. elegans 
researchers was, hence, finding overlaps in all the fragments and reconstructing, 
consequently, their order and position in the genome (see physical map below the 
96 graph). 
95 Brenner progressively faded from the worm investigations during the 1980s. In 1985, he definitely 
left the project due to being appointed Director of a new Molecular Genetics Unit of the Medical 
Research Council independent from the LMB (Brenner, 2005,2001). 
96 The fingerprinting technique was substantially modified in 1988: the bacterial clones were 
substituted by Yeast Artificial Chromosomes (YACs, which permitted the introduction of longer DNA 
fragments) and the autoradiographs by hybridisation, a method also used in chromosomal walking. 
The aim, however, remained producing a continuous overlap of DNA fragments (Coulson, Sulston et 
al, 1988). 
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Figure 21: The fingerprinting mapping technique. 
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Figure 22: The physical map of C. elegans (at the bottom, the linkage map 
aligned with it) (de Chadarevian, 2004, p. 102) 
Sanger's sequencing methods were, hence, adopted as a model in the development of 
the first C. elegans mapping technique. The fingerprinting method incorporated 
many of the instruments of Sanger's procedure to sequence microorganisms - 
enzymes, cloning and gel electrophoresis - requiring a different preparation and 
interpretation of the autoradiograph picture to locate overlaps instead of reading off 
the sequence. This shaping power of the sequencing techniques was even reinforced 
with the move of Alan Coulson, Sanger's close assistant, from the sequencing to the 
C. elegans group. 
The move of Coulson is partially explained by Sanger's retirement in 1983 and the 
decision of appointing Bart Barrell -other close assistant - as new Head of the 
sequencing group (Garesse, 2005). Coulson's last notebooks while at Sanger's 
division were comprised of pages and pages of sequencing characters, without 
practically any additional information (Coulson, 1982; see Figure 24). This suggests 
his contribution to sequencing at that time being limited to repetitive routines, the 
move to the worm's group representing an opportunity of a more creative endeavour. 
The dichotomy between the repetitive and innovative ways of work coexisting in 
sequencing also accounts, thus, for the move. When inquired, Coulson defines it as a 
"natural step" in his career (id., 2005). 
Coulson, consequently, played again a key bridging role in the development of 
sequencing. If during the late 1960s and early 70s he contributed towards the 
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transition of Sanger's techniques from chemistry to biology, a decade later he eased 
the exportation of sequencing to the C. elegans project. The instruments he had 
combined with Sanger in the plus and minus and dideoxy techniques were first 
adapted to mapping and then directly applied to sequencing the worm's genome. 
Robert Waterston, a US researcher on sabbatical in Brenner's group between 1985 
and 86, claims that Coulson was "a clear bridge between the worm scientists and the 
methodology coming from sequencing" (Waterston, 2006)97. 
Coulson's migration, together with the adaptation of Sanger's techniques, suggests 
that the shaping power of sequencing in the transition of the worm's project was 
beyond that of a passive instrument. Sequencing, adapted in the fingerprinting 
mapping technique and then directly applied to C. elegans by Sulston and Coulson, 
introduced Sanger's way of work into the worm investigations. Other technology 
through which this introduction occurred was the computer, since the worm 
researchers also imported the early sequencing software developed in Sanger's 
group. 
-2.4. Changing use of the computer. 
The researchers on C. elegans, according to Sulston and Brenner, were "computer 
friendly people", always keen on applying the tools of informatics (Sulston, 2005; 
Brenner, 2005). This distinguished them from Sanger's laboratory, where computers 
were only used as the last resource. The worm group was experiencing different 
computer applications for the project during the 1970s and 80s98. This is a further 
demonstration of Sanger and Brenner's contrasting personas. The curiosity, charisma 
and contacts with other researchers led Brenner to be one of the first LMB staff in 
97 Waterston also recalls Barrell and other members of the sequencing group regularly visiting the 
office he shared with Sulston and Coulson during his mid 1980s sabbatical (Waterston, 2006). This 
suggests a parallel impact of C. elegans mapping project in the further development of sequencing at 
the LMB. 
98 This opposite reaction towards computing supports de Chadarevian's argument of the LMB being a 
centre integrating various research cultures (de Chadarevian, 2002). The conservative and more 
traditional environment at the sequencing group contrasted with the permeating and innovative 
atmosphere of the C. elegans laboratory. 
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having a personal computer, in contrast with Sanger's more conservative attitude 
towards this technology (Sulston and Ferry, 2002, p. 29)99. 
Brenner, additionally, had modelled on a computer the approach chosen in his first 
experiments on C. elegans. Both his 1960s early application and programmatic 
papers written the decade after intended to use the worm as a sort of biological 
computer to deduce behaviour from its genetic programme. Following cybernetics 
and especially von Neumann's automata theory, Brenner aimed to compute C. 
elegans phenotype from its genes by assuming that the relationship between DNA 
and behavioural-developmental features (e. g. uncoordinated or long mutant worms) 
was mediated by a logical structure similar to the one used by early computer 
programs to perform their activities. 
This modelling of Brenner was inspired by the early applications of computers after 
World War II and, particularly, their use in the LMB's crystallography group. Both 
John Kendrew and the early computer users during the 1940s and 50s - among them 
von Neumann and other cyberscientists - applied this machine mainly to perform 
mathematical and other numerical operations. In the case of Kendrew, the computer 
was used to calculate three-dimensional protein structures by operating with the data 
obtained from x-ray analysis of crystals. Its functioning was based on programs 
containing a series of logical rules which the computer was able to run at high speed. 
Through those rules, the computer deduced a series of outputs from inputs introduced 
by the user. If, for instance, the structure of the program included the arithmetical 
rules - the most usual case - the computer could sum or multiply the inputs 3 and 2, 
deducing as an outcome of 5 or 6 respectively. 
Brenner intended to determine the set of logical rules mediating the functioning of C. 
elegans genetic program. This would allow him to deduce - as would a computer - 
the behavioural and developmental outputs of a given genetic input. His strategy, 
similar to the algebra of an equation, consisted in introducing alterations in the inputs 
- mutating the genes - and 
investigating the outcomes - production of dumpy, small 
99 Until the late 1970s and early 80s, it was fairly unusual researchers having a personal computer, 
since the bulk of the programs were written in punched cards and run in big mainframes external to 
laboratories (Ceruzzi, 1998, ch. 3). Rodger Staden, pioneer in sequencing software at the LMB, was 
the first in writing programs for personal computers in this centre (Moody, 2004, p. 15). 
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and other mutant worms. This way, as the computer deduced the outcome by 
operating with the known inputs, Brenner intended to match the genes he had 
previously mutated with their behavioural and developmental effects, gaining at the 
same time an insight of the logical rules mediating this transformation. C. elegans, 
therefore, was used as a computational machine in all the process, operating through 
a genetic program whose logic Brenner believed was equivalent to the arithmetic 
rules used by early computers. 
The applications of the computer began to be extended from those of mathematical 
calculus in the late 1950s and 60s. Historians of computing Martin Campbell-Kelly 
and William Aspray have noted how an increasingly powerful hardware and 
emergent software industries transformed the computer in "an electronic data 
processing machine rather than a mathematical instrument" in the face of the 
necessities of their main clients - insurance companies, banking corporations and 
government offices (Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 1996, pp. 105 and further). The 
transition10° coincided with the development of the first protein sequence 
determination software. 
This software, which considerably predated DNA sequencing, emerged after 
Sanger's determination of insulin and the automation of amino acid analysis by 
William Stein and Stanford Moore (mid-late 1950s). One of its pioneers was Robert 
Ledley, founder of the US National Biomedical Research Foundation and previously 
involved in the development of electronic medical instrumentation (Strasser, 2004, p. 
110). Between 1962 and 64, he devised a number of punched card programs to 
compare protein sequences, as well as to assemble the fragments resulting from 
Sanger and Edman's sequence determination techniques (Dayhoff and Ledley, 1962; 
Dayhoff, 1964). 
Key in this biological application and, more generally, in the expansion of the 
computer from calculation to data processing was dynamic programming, a strategy 
10° This shift in computer science, and its effects in sequence determination, will be investigated in 
detail in Chapter 4. There, I will partially qualify Campbell-Kelly and Aspray's arguments by 
showing that information processing had been an application since the origins of computer science 
and that calculation kept being an important strategy in both the general and sequencing software (see 
Chapter 4, Section 2.1). 
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for software design. It had been invented during the early 1950s, in the context of 
operations research, a branch of mathematics engaged with the organisation of 
complex tasks, mainly within the military missions of World War II and the Cold 
War. Dynamic programming had first been presented as an optimisation method to 
deal with complex problems outside computing and then introduced as a software 
strategy by computer programmers (Beale, 1985, pp. 357-58)101. 
In dynamic programming, the complex task to deal with was decomposed into 
subroutines, which represented all the possible actions to solve it. Many of the 
subroutines overlapped, in the sense that they addressed parts of the task already 
solved by other actions. For instance, if the task were moving a car and the 
subroutines a) entering the car, b) starting the engine, c) pushing the car, d) towing 
the car with other vehicle and e) pressing the accelerator, subroutines b, c, d and e 
would overlap. The aim of dynamic programming was creating an algorithm - set of 
standardised procedures - minimising the number of subroutines and, therefore, 
optimising the execution of the task, i. e. only including actions a, b and e in the 
example (Cormen et al, 2001, ch. 15). 
The use of dynamic programming in protein and then nucleic acid sequence 
assemblage was partially due, I argue, to the remarkable similarities that both 
activities presented. Sequence determination, as dynamic programming, involved 
decomposing an element -a biological molecule instead of a task - into parts, 
finding overlaps between the parts and, finally, matching the overlaps, in order to 
construct a linear and non-repetitive arrangement. In fact, a classical problem to 
which dynamic programming had been applied in computer science was string 
matching, consisting in finding coincidences in any linear arrangement of discrete 1°2 
units (Cormen et al, 2001, ch. 32; Sammet, 1969, pp. 92-94). This particular 
application would be the one used in the early sequence determination software. 
101 The inventor of dynamic programming, Richard Bellman, defined it as applicable to the sort of 
problems "which require that a bounded or unbounded sequence of operations be performed", 
independently of the computer being used for their performance (Bellman, 1952, p. 716). 
102 The concept of string had been established since the origins of informatics as one of the possible 
data inputs with which computers could operate. It corresponded with any linear arrangement of 
discrete and distinguishable units (Sammet, 1969, pp. 92-94). 
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However, due to the lack of contacts between computer scientists and biologists 
involved in software development, dynamic programming was not generalised in 
sequence determination until the 1970s (Smith, 1990, p. 706; Moody, 2004, p. 15). 
During this decade, a number of either biologists interested in computing or 
physicists-mathematicians working in biological centres began devising dynamic 
programming algorithms for comparing and aligning protein, RNA and later DNA 
sequences (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970; Sankoff, 1972; Smith and Waterman, 
1981; Gotoh, 1982). Many researchers, yet, kept creating their algorithms from 
scratch, as Rodger Staden did with his early sequencing software. This resulted in 
considerable duplication of efforts with the computer industry. 
All these applications represented a shift in the use of the computer in biology. The 
main function of computers during the late 1970s and 80s was no longer 
mathematical calculation - as in Kendrew's time - but the processing of linear 
strings of data in the form of biological sequences. This triggered a parallel transition 
in the strategies of software design. Logic and mathematics, though still important, 
were not the only way of deducing features from the introduced input information. 
The fact of this information being no longer independent x-ray analysis figures, but 
strings of interconnected data made detection and comparison of patterns within 
these data an increasingly important strategy 103. The storage of the strings firstly in 
external media - tapes, magnetic discs, CDs - and then in hard drives also gained 
significance'°4. 
-2.5. From the genetic to the computer program. 
The use of the computer as an information processing machine did not square with 
Brenner's approach to the worm project during the 1960s and 70s - i. e. "computing" 
C. elegans behaviour from a "genetic programme" (Brenner, 1963b, 1973,1974a). 
103 The 1970s and early 80s sequencing software kept using a considerable deal of mathematical and 
statistical tools combined with pattern recognition algorithms. It included matrices and probability 
analyses for estimating the number and frequency of matches between sequenced fragments and 
excluding the possibility of the matches occurring by chance (Sankoff, 1972; Smith and Waterman, 
1981; Gotoh, 1982). The mapping and sequencing software used in C. elegans also combined 
mathematical and pattern recognition algorithms. 
104 Also key to the development of storage devices was sequence information and other computer 
inputs being perceived as valuable by both the scientific community and society (see Section 3.4). 
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At that time, however, while keeping the aim of using the worm as a computer, 
Brenner began to apply his personal computer - i. e. the actual electronic device - in 
a completely different way. During the late 1960s, while Sanger was devising his 
RNA techniques, Brenner wrote a program to "compare sequences" (Brenner, 2005). 
The decade after, with the help of his assistant John White, he attempted to 
computerise the reconstruction of the worm's nervous system from the electron 
microscope pictures (White, 1974)105. 
These uses, closer to information storage and pattern comparison than algebraic 
calculation, did not alter, however, the general orientation of Brenner's project. The 
sequence comparison software, as the use of Sanger's techniques by Brenner in the 
1970s and early 80s, sought to "prove mutations" in the worms' RNA and DNA 
sequences. Equally, the program developed with White was framed within the 
general aim of linking Brenner's genetic experiments with altered nervous system 
structures. 
The situation changed with the transition of the project in the mid 1980s. Sulston, in 
preparing the mapping technique, always considered a priority "digitising the 
fingerprint information", as well as hunting "for overlaps automatically" (Sulston 
and Ferry, 2002, p. 43). This, together with the incorporation of Sanger's instruments 
and the arrival of Coulson, made Staden, responsible for software development at the 
sequencing division, the obvious person to consult. Sulston approached him in 1983 
and they both agreed to adapt together the sequencing software to mapping. 
One year before being approached by Sulston, Staden had published the paper 
introducing in his sequencing programs the algorithms of word processing's hash- 
coding. These algorithms, as many of the tools used in the then emergent software to 
process written text106, were based on dynamic programming and, hence, the 
increasing shift of computer applications towards pattern comparison. In 1984, 
Staden sought to semi-automate the inputting of the sequence in his programs 
105 This program never worked, partially for the computers of the time not being "powerful enough" to 
store and process images (Sulston, 2005; Brenner, 2005). White would use it more successfully in the 
reconstruction of the structure of mitochondria from yeast (Stevens and White, 1979). 
106 The programs devoted to text typing, editing and storing had experienced a dramatic rise since the 
late 1970s, linked to the development of the personal computer (Bergin, 2006ab; Haigh, 2006b; 
Chapter 4, Section 3.4). 
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through a stylus which hit the autoradiograph bands and recorded their positions in 
the computer (Staden, 1984b). 
Sulston and Staden based on that latest version of sequencing software their 
adaptation to mapping. The program started with the researcher touching with the 
stylus all the bands of the autoradiograph. In the case of sequencing, the positions of 
the bands were translated to DNA nucleotides, whereas the adapted version for 
mapping - modified by Sulston - automatically searched for matches in the positions 
of the bands. When those matches occurred in different lanes of the autoradiograph, 
that meant that the corresponding DNA fragments overlapped (Sulston, 2005; 2002, 
pp. 50-51). The aim of the program was looking for contigs, a word introduced by 
Staden in the context of his previous sequencing software and designating 
successions of overlapping DNA fragments (Staden, 1980, p. 3676). The final 
physical map would be finished when all the fragments were reduced to a single 
contig107. The next step was sequencing each fragment in the correct order, 
progressively obtaining the sequence of the whole C. elegans genome. 
Sulston has explained this coincidence of mapping and sequencing software, and 
techniques in the fact of both activities being inspired by "the same philosophy" 
(Sulston, 2005). The matching of the sequenced fragments, he argues, depended in 
both cases on information entered in the computer: 
"There is no such a big difference between sequencing and mapping. In a certain sense, it is looking at 
similar things. In the sequencing, you have a barcode [band pattern on the autoradiograph surface] 
where every base is represented. In our worm map, we had barcodes where [DNA] restriction 
fragments were represented. But you can see some similarities in the sort of data: in both cases, you 
need to enter information from the library [of cloned DNA fragments]" (ibid). 
Sulston's claim suggests the transition of C. elegans project being shaped by 
sequencing as a way of work. The worm's mapping project, firstly, was oriented 
107 In 1988, Sulston released an updated version of the software which incorporated a graphics 
terminal and interfaces to visualise the contigs on the screen. It also further automated the processing 
of the autoradiographs through a scanner (Sulston, Coulson et al, 1988). This second generation of 
mapping software incorporated the Viterbi algorithm, based on dynamic programming and used in the 
then developing speech recognition programs (ibid., p. 126). The Viterbi algorithm was introduced by 
the then PhD student Richard Durbin, who had previously worked in the computer industry (Durbin, 
2005). 
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towards the transformation of DNA into data, the same aim that Sanger's techniques 
had triggered among molecular biologists'08. These data, secondly, was gathered 
stored and analysed by the computer, used as an information processing rather than 
an algebraic calculator. The C. elegans investigations, thirdly, were tending towards 
a repetitive endeavour in which Coulson applied the mapping techniques -a similar 
sort of task to those conducted in the sequencing division - and Sulston analysed the 
data with the mapping software. 
In the first paper published together (1986), Sulston and Coulson presented their 
method as "a technique for digital characterisation and comparison of DNA 
fragments" covering the whole C. elegans genome. They repeatedly referred to the 
results of the mapping technique as "data" which were stored into a "data base" once 
processed by the computer (Coulson, Sulston et al, 1986, p. 7821). At the end of the 
paper, Sulston and Coulson estimated how long it would take to map the whole C. 
elegans genome by successively repeating the same activity over time (ibid., pp. 
7824-25). The worm project had, hence, been transformed in a routine way of work, 
oriented towards computer-based information gathering and processing109. 
This way of work, additionally, contrasted with Brenner's previous investigations. 
Sulston and Coulson's intended digital characterisation and mapping of the worm 
was different from Brenner's 1970s "mapping" and "characterisation" (e. g., Brenner, 
1974b). Despite the terms suggesting similar descriptive aims, they reflected a 
different understanding of what constituted a description and distinct ways of 
achieving it. Whereas Brenner used the worm to attempt to compute the genetic 
program characterising C. elegans development and behaviour, Sulston and Coulson 
wrote programs to be run in an electronic computer. The aim of these programs was 
to yield the mapping data which, once interpreted by others, would characterise the 
worm's development and behaviour. Brenner, hence, was using the worm as a 
108 This data, additionally, corresponded with matches in nucleotides and was, consequently, 
embodied in the sequence of DNA itself, the information molecular biologists were seeking after the 
generalisation of Sanger's techniques. Brenner's hypothesis of a genetic programme, on the contrary, 
suggested the older concept of information, i. e. instructions external to DNA and directed to the 
phenotype. 
109 In the same journal issue where Sulston and Coulson published their paper, Olson reported his first 
mapping results on yeast. The paper had analogous features, insistently talking about mapping "data", 
describing a similar computer application to process the DNA fragments and also making future 
predictions (Olson et al, 1986). Kohara's paper on E. coli appeared one year later (Kohara et al, 1987) 
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computer to mathematically deduce development and behaviour, while Sulston and 
Coulson applied another sort of - renewed and electronic - computer able to 
transform DNA into storable, editable and transmissible information. 
The transition of C. elegans research towards mapping in the mid 1980s reflected, 
thus, the dichotomy of sequencing as a way of work based on biological experiments 
generating new knowledge, but also on the repetitive application of computer-based 
methods yielding the same sort of data. As the mapping project developed, other 
peculiarities arose and were incorporated into sequencing as an increasingly 
integrative way of work. The next section will analyse those additional peculiarities, 
linked to the internationalisation of the C. elegans project and to the growing social 
impact of sequencing and the worm investigations. 
-3. C. elegans, genomics and their impact (1984-1998). 
The introduction of C. elegans into the way of work of sequencing had a profound 
impact in other aspects of the project, namely its international dimension. After the 
initiation of the mapping enterprise in 1984, the already existing international 
community of worm researchers grew and increasingly gravitated around the LMB. 
This had a double effect in the worm project. Sulston and Coulson, firstly, 
exclusively oriented their work to producing data - i. e. mapping outputs - for others 
deriving from them new knowledge about C. elegans biology. Secondly, the worm 
community was increasingly founded on information exchange - mapping and then 
sequencing data - between the LMB and the other worm researchers. 
This section will analyse the transformations and exchanges around the C. elegans 
community, investigating how they affected its way of working. For so doing, I will 
focus on a series of correspondence between the LMB and other C. elegans 
researchers during the second half of the 1980s, i. e. the early mapping project. These 
records, recently catalogued at the LMB Archive, have not been studied before by 
historians or STS scholars. In the remaining of the section, I will explore how DNA 
mapping and sequencing - as ways of work renewed within the C. elegans project - 
became increasingly widespread activities in molecular biology. Similar 
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contemporary projects had arisen in the mid 1980s and a new discipline - genomics 
- was proposed at the end of the decade. Society and politicians endorsed the new 
mapping and sequencing enterprises with large investments, which had their climax 
in the HGP. 
-3.1. Internationalisation and the LMB's leadership. 
Sulston and Coulson's 1986 paper, apart of proposing "a physical map" of C. 
elegans, aimed to "facilitate cross-indexing of clones [DNA fragments] emanating 
from different laboratories" (Coulson, Sulston et al, 1986, p. 7821). This suggests 
that a main objective of their map was enhancing the already existing international 
cooperation around the worm. Since the mid 1970s, researchers mainly from the 
United States previously working with Brenner as post-doctoral fellows - e. g. 
Waterston - established their own C. elegans laboratories after returning to their 
countries (Waterston, 2006; de Chadarevian, 2004, pp. 98-100). The peculiarities in 
the history and development of the worm project made this community different 
from the international groups arising around other model organisms, especially after 
the transition towards mapping. 
The international C. elegans community, despite having some points in common 
with that described by Robert Kohler for Drosophila, was also different in many 
respects. The worm researchers shared a "moral economy" of cooperation - 
sometimes more rhetorical than real (Kohler, 1994, pp. 134-35) - with the 
drosophilists, but their organisation and exchange mechanisms evolved in a radically 
different way. The fly community began with a clearly defined nucleus - Morgan's 
group at Columbia University - and progressively evolved toward a "multicentred 
system" (ibid., p. 167). The C. elegans network, in contrast, kept centralised over 
time. The type of materials both communities exchanged also gradually diverged. 
They both began sharing "mutants and know-how" (ibid., p. 133) and as time went, 
the worm scientists substituted the exchange of specimens by the circulation of 
mapping and sequencing data about them. 
The centralisation of the C. elegans community was mainly due to the researchers 
working on this organism being former members of the LMB. This made the 
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network gravitate around this centre since the beginning of the project's 
internalisation in the late 1970s'10. With the initiation of the mapping project in 1983, 
this centralisation shifted from being based on Brenner's leadership of the 
investigations to being based on Sulston and Coulson's monopoly of the mapping 
instruments. Both the fingerprinting mapping technique and the software had been 
developed at the LMB. Furthermore, the mapping data - i. e. information about the 
overlapping fragments - was being generated by Sulston and Coulson, which meant 
that the other US researchers had to approach them to access the results. 
This situation slightly changed in the late 1980s, when the mapping project became a 
joint effort of the Cambridge group and Waterston, former postdoc of Brenner and 
then based at Washington University in St. Louis (Sulston and Ferry, 2002, pp. 53- 
54; de Chadarevian, 2004, p. 99; Waterston, 2006). Waterston had become interested 
in C. elegans mapping since his 1985-86 sabbatical at the LMB - which coincided 
with the early stages of the project - and decided to join Sulston and Coulson in the 
production and circulation of data in 19881 
". The network, since then, acquired a 
new nucleus, though the remaining centres continued gravitating around the LMB 
and St. Louis. 
The dominance over the mapping project transformed the LMB - and then 
Washington University - in Latourian "centres of calculation". The activity of 
Sulston, Coulson and Waterston comprised the interpretation of inputs coming from 
outside the laboratories and their redistribution to the wider research community. The 
LMB and Washington University groups were, then, obligatory points of passage for 
10 Other scholars have interpreted differently the structure of the worm community. Simon 
Pickvance, former member of the LMB group and analysing it from a Marxist perspective in the 
1970s, does not see the nematode as centralised, but rather as divided in parts - gut, pharynx, ventral 
cord - each one addressed by a different laboratory. This makes him conceive C. elegans - and more 
generally biological knowledge - as "a commodity in capitalism", reflecting the division of labour and 
other features of this type of society (Pickvance, 1976, p. 140). De Chadarevian also considers the 
fractionation of the worm and the division of research among centres a central feature for analysing 
the project both in the 1970s and after the transition to mapping and sequencing (de Chadarevian, 
1998, p. 92; 2004, pp. 104-106) 
111 Waterston's interest in mapping was partly due to his laboratory in St. Louis being next door to 
Olson's, responsible for a similar project on yeast. The connection Waterston-Olson and Waterston- 
LMB was key in the transition of the mapping technique from fingerprinting to Yeast Artificial 
Chromosomes, also taking place in 1988. 
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accessing an object of nature - the worm's DNA - once submitted to the mapping 
12 technique (Latour, 1987, ch. 6; 1988, pp. 59-60)1. 
This sort of privileged position was not alien to Cambridge. From Watson and 
Crick's elucidation of DNA structure onwards (1953)113, the Cavendish Laboratory 
first and the LMB then had become the Mecca of molecular biology (de 
Chadarevian, 2002)114. In the case of the worm's mapping project, however, there 
was an important difference in the form in which this leadership was exerted: it was 
not based on epoch-making discoveries or theories - as the double helix or the 
central dogma - but on the distribution of data from the LMB to the C. elegans 
research community. The analysis of the mapping project's correspondence during 
the mid and late 1980s shows how this distribution of data worked and its impact on 
the investigations on the worm. 
-3.2. Collective research and the postponement of aims. 
Sulston has insisted that the "only reason" for constructing the map was "making the 
data available" to other researchers (Sulston, 2005). This led him and Coulson to 
orient the project to "genomic communication" - as they called it in their 1986 paper 
- as much as to the application of the technique (Couslon, Sulston et al, 1986, p. 
7825). The worm community grew exponentially since 1984"s. Among its main 
groups were one at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and another at Harvard 
Medical School led by Sam Ward, a former postdoc of Brenner during the 1970s. 
"Z My analysis of the international community of worm researchers differs in many respects from 
Bruno Latour. Whereas this scholar has focused on the effects of the centres of calculation in other 
research institutions, I will rather concentrate in the impact that the LMB, as a centre of calculation, 
had in sequencing as a way of work. 
113 The leadership of Cambridge, and concretely the Cavendish Laboratory, is even older: during the 
late 19`h century it had exerted a similar control in the spread of electrical standards (Schaffer, 1992). 
114 The prestige and power of an institution or researcher (as the LMB, Sulston or Coulson) is a factor 
for the spread - or failure - of a model organism. Mitman and Fausto-Sterling have studied this in the 
dismiss of the flatworm Planaria and emergence of Drosophila as the universal model of early 20`h 
century genetics (Mitman and Fausto-Sterling, 1992). Other similar studies are those of LSwy and 
Gaudilli8re on mice, as well as Leonelli on the plant Arabidopsis thaliana during the 1980s (Lowy 
and Gaudilliere, 1998; Leonelli, 2007a). 
"s Neither Sulston nor Brenner have been able to quantify this growth (personal communication, 
2007). However, a search of the term "Caenorhabditis elegans" as a title keyword in PubMed 
retrieves 217 papers published between 1970 and 82 and 2030 between 1983 and 95 - three years 
before the publication of the worm's sequence. Andrew Brown, in a popular history of C. elegans, 
states that in the first worm international meeting, held in 1977, there were 24 attendees and 1600 in 
2001 (Brown, 2003). 
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The areas of interest of these and other teams were the genetics of C. elegans 
development and neurology, i. e. the same fields the LMB had left to embark in the 
mapping project. 
Sulston and Coulson received from the other laboratories requests for positioning 
within the worm's genome the genes they were working on, normally postulated to 
be responsible for key developmental or behavioural mutations. The queries were 
attached to cultures of DNA fragments integrating those genes or lying near them. 
The Cambridge researchers applied to the fragments the mapping techniques and 
compared their resulting autoradiographs with data from other DNA pieces already 
analysed and introduced into their computer. If one or various matches in the bands' 
positions were detected, it meant that there were overlaps, and Sulston and Coulson 
forwarded to the centre the representation of the contig - i. e. the sent fragment 
together with the DNA pieces with which it overlapped (Correspondence a, b and 
c)116 
The messages were initially exchanged by post, fax or phone. In the late 1980s, 
researchers began using ARPANET and BITNET, electronic academic networks 
which predated the e-mail. This made the number of senders grow and the 
correspondence became increasingly schematic and impersonalised. 
... In the few cases in which researchers asked for the whole map - and not only for the contig within 
which their fragment was contained - Sulston sent them a tape with the files and programs to open 
them. He, nevertheless, previously requested to sign an agreement in which the researchers committed 
not to forward the materials without permission (Correspondence a). Sulston has remarked that this 
concern was not a matter of proprietary rights, but of avoiding the circulation of conflicting map 
versions (personal communication, 2007). In the correspondence, he admitted feeling "uneasy" about 
these sort of signed arrangements (Correspondence, a). 
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Figure 23: Correspondence 
between the members of C. 
elegans international community, 
including a postal and electronic 
request (top and bottom left), as 
well as a response attaching a 
contig (above) (LMB storage). 
Both the LMB and the other centres benefited from the exchanges. The latter could 
situate their fragments within the worm's genome and know which other DNA 
pieces were beside them. Their further task was normally sequencing the fragments 
in order to find a nucleotide arrangement characteristic of the gene and mutation. The 
LMB refined its map by placing the received fragments and, especially, gathered 
knowledge about the location of the genes. ']'his was done by aligning the physical 
map with Brenner's previous linkage map, which showed the estimative distances 
and locations of genes within the chromosomes. "Through these alignments, Sulston 
and Coulson matched the estimative locations of the linkage map with a series of 
overlapping DNA fragments which may constitute the genes (see Figure 22)117. 
1" The C. elegans electronic database, established in the 1990s, reflected this structure. It led, through 
consecutive clicks, from the linkage to the physical map and then to the sequence (Waterston, 2006). 
This organisation reminds the structure of the World Wide Web (Durbin, 2005) and links to de 
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Sulston and Coulson, hence, were devoting a significant part of the project to 
gathering and circulating information. This increased in the late 1980s, when 
Waterston's joined the mapping project. His arrival implied a "division of labour", 
with Waterston assuming the mapping of the remaining genome of C. elegans, and 
Sulston and Coulson focusing on updating the map and circulating the data 
(Waterston, 2006). Through internal exchanges, Waterston transmitted the mapping 
results to the LMB scientists and they incorporated them into the computer, releasing 
the data to the remaining C. elegans community 118. 
The increasing engagement of Sulston and Coulson with the production and 
circulation of information further shows the connection between the transition of C. 
elegans research and the ways of work characteristic of sequencing. The LMB 
researchers progressively delegated the application of the mapping technique and 
focused on the interpretation and distribution of data through the computer. This shift 
in Sulston and Coulson's work also reflects the dichotomy in sequencing between a 
biological activity based on experiments and an endeavour oriented to information 
processing through the computer. 
This was not, however, the only transformation in the LMB worm group induced by 
the connections with Sanger and his sequencing techniques. Sulston and Coulson, in 
developing the mapping project, had also shifted towards a way of working in which 
the results of the experiments - i. e. the mapping data - were distributed to other 
researchers instead of used by their own producers. The main consequence of this 
was the new knowledge derived from those results being not immediate, but 
achieved only upon reception and interpretation of the data by the other scientists 
over a period of time. Sulston and Coulson had, thus, introduced new peculiarities in 
the way of work embodied in sequencing by adapting Sanger's techniques and 
software to a new aim - DNA mapping - and engaging in an international project 
which led them to share the data with other researchers. 
Chadarevian's argument of each map introducing changes, but also relying on the previous one (de 
Chadarevian, 2004). 
18 During the late 1980s and early 90s, when the volume of both the community and the map had 
considerably increased, Sulston and Coulson began to circulate periodical updates of the whole map, 
apart of attending requests (Sulston, 2005; Waterston, 2006). 
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The fact of the majority of these researchers working on the areas abandoned by the 
LMB - C. elegans development and behaviour - reinforces the argument of the mid 
1980s transition of the project being a shift in the way of achieving its aims rather 
than in the aims themselves. Brenner sought to fulfil the project's goals himself and 
to do it immediately, while Sulston and Coulson preferred to allow others, in the 
future, achieve the findings through their worm's mapping and sequencing 
information. Brenner and the mapping scientists, consequently, understood 
differently what constituted a description of the worm: for Brenner, it equalled an 
explanation of its development and behaviour, while Sulston and Coulson identified 
it with a set of data from which others would explain these processes. These data, 
additionally, was fundamentally different from the information other researchers had 
exchanged in the past. 
-3.3. Maps, sequences and information exchange in biology. 
The members of the C. elegans community circulated biological molecules - DNA 
fragments - together with information - mapping data. This sort of distribution was 
common in other biological exchange networks and had been usual throughout the 
history of science. However, in the case of the worm there was something special 
which made the circulation different. The relationship the worm researchers 
established between the DNA fragments and the mapping contigs diverged from 
those set in previous scientific stages and contemporary networks. For addressing 
this, it is necessary to previously draw on the scholarship on scientific representation. 
Historians and STS scholars have analysed pictures, diagrams and other 
representations in science as a sort of non-verbal communication that researchers 
transmit - normally accompanied by texts - and is essential to understand the 
meaning of their investigations. These representations, however, have sometimes 
been neglected in scholarship narrowly focusing on texts when studying the activity 
of scientists (Rudwick, 1976, pp. 181-82; Mazzolini et al, 1993). According to 
Renato Mazzolini, "mathematical notation, chemical symbolism and diagrams" have 
with time "acquired a universal character" and become an "intrinsic part" of 
scientific activity. This transforms them in "semiotic systems" necessary for 
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understanding what researchers aim to state in a precise moment, as well as the 
complete impact of their investigations (ibid., p. VIII). 
The semiotic analysis of representation has been championed by Francoise Bastide, 
for whom the scientific paper is marked by a "double movement from the figure to 
the text and from the text to the figure". In this transition, the figure "validates the 
experimental protocol" and the text explains "how to read the figure", giving it "its 
meaning" (Bastide, 1988, p. 193). Bastide devotes much of her scholarship to the 
different "choices" of figures available for investigators - pictures, tables, graphs or 
diagrams - discussing how they refer differently to the research objects (ibid., pp. 
211-228). Her study, I argue, is framed within scientific realism, since it implies that 
representations refer already existing objects, enhancing or hiding their objective 
features. In the remaining of the section - and more generally in the thesis overall -I 
will show how, rather than addressing objective objects, diagrams, tables and 
pictures shape and configure the object, as well as the scientific practices behind it119. 
For this purpose, Charles Sanders Peirce's categories of symbol, icon and index are 
of special utility. Peirce, a father of modern semiotics, established them in the mid 
19th century for classifying the distinct ways in which a sign -or representation - 
may refer to its object. Pierce's concept of symbol referred to those signs with an 
arbitrary relationship with their object (e. g. words with respect of the entity they 
designate). His notion of icon pointed to signs physically describing the object (e. g. 
pictures with respect of their referent), whereas indexes were signs causally related 
with their object (e. g. smoke in connection with fire) (Peirce, 1934, vol. 5, pp. 50- 
52). Peirce's categories allow to deduce what was different in the mapping data with 
respect to both contemporary and historical representations in biology and past 
periods of the C. elegans project120. 
19 This argument has been suggested by Hans-Jörg Rheinberger in his history of "epistemic things", 
as well as in his scholarship on experimental systems (Rheinberger, 1997). 
120 Rheinberger, in commenting Kay's research, has briefly investigated through Peirce's categories 
the development of the relationship between the concept of genetic information and DNA. At the end 
of his paper, he points to the necessity of more STS scholarship on molecular biology following this 
approach (Rheinberger, 2000). 
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A semiotic analysis of the cell lineages and micrographic pictures produced and 
circulated in the previous stage of the worm project easily shows that they were 
either symbols or icons. The representations attempted to reproduce mimetically C. 
elegans cells and neurons - pictures and sketches - or to describe them in written 
language - cell lineages and explanations of the connections between the neurons. 
These sort of materials - pictures and written descriptions - were commonly 
exchanged between the 18th and the 20th century in natural history, embryology, 
cytology and biomedicine (Müller-Wille, 2003; Spary, 2000, Hopwood, 2003; 
Gilbert, 2004; Landecker, 2003,2006). 
On the contrary, a similar analysis of the representations Sulston, Coulson and 
Waterston distributed since 1983 shows that they laid between both categories, 
without strictly fitting them. The mapping contigs were neither symbols - they 
attempted to physically reproduce the genome - nor icons - the reproduction was not 
mimetic. Their production, unlike the brain pictures and the developmental sketches, 
was not based on observations and further reproduction of what was seen. It was 
mediated by the computer, which transformed the DNA fragments into position 
parameters. The final representation of the physical map, with its linearity and 
overlaps between fragments, overlooked features such as DNA being a continuous 
double helix. However, on the other hand, the map attempted to reproduce the 
fragments as they were located in the DNA molecule. 
A similar contradiction arises when analysing C. elegans DNA sequence, produced 
at the LMB and St. Louis since 1989 (see next subsection). This representation did 
not square with icons - the DNA nucleotides were translated into sequence 
characters - nor with symbols - the arrangement of the characters sought to 
reproduce the natural disposition of the nucleotides throughout the molecule. 
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Figure 24: The descriptions and pictures exchanged during the first stage of the C. 
elegans project (top, left to right) compared a physical map and sequence conrculated 
after 1983 (bottom, left to right) (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; White, Brenner et al, 1986; 
de Chadarevian, 2004, p. 102; Coulson's notebooks). 
The non-fulfilment of Peirce's categories by neither the map nor the sequence shows 
that their relationship with the object - the DNA molecule - was different from the 
previous representations produced in the C. ele cans project. The map and the 
sequence did not refer iconically or symbolically to their object, as the micrographic 
pictures or cell lineages did with the worm's nervous system and development. They 
were created to stress a feature of their object - the information encoded in [)NA - 
partially reproducing the molecule but going beyond its physical appearance. This 
shows that information, as the data embodied in the genes and the aim of the way of 
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work represented by sequencing, was becoming a research object per-se rather than 
solely in reference to the DNA molecule'21. The map and the sequence were being 
progressively abstracted from their physical referents and becoming the sole objects 
of research, as shown by the growing disengagement of Sulston and Coulson with 
the mapping activities. This mapping and sequence information, additionally, was 
gaining value, not only scientifically, but also in politics and society. 
-3.4. The sequencing project, the HGP and the social expectations towards 
genomics.. 
The beginnings of the C. elegans mapping project coincided with the first meetings 
in which the issue of sequencing the human genome was debated. These gatherings, 
starting in Santa Cruz (1985), always counted with representatives of the LMB's 
worm group (Cook-Deegan, 1994, part II; Sinsheimer, 1989). Sulston and Coulson 
saw in them an opportunity for guaranteeing the continuity of the C. elegans project. 
Brenner, who had left the LMB in 1985 for directing a new laboratory, adopted them 
as the basis for his next proposal: a physical map of the human genome (Brenner, 
2001, pp. 162-173)122. The human genome sequencing meetings developed in a 
context marked by the emergence of large-scale mapping projects (yeast, E. coli and 
C. elegans), as well as the proposal of genomics as a scientific discipline. The worm 
scientists used this atmosphere for securing the necessary funding to complete the 
map and pursue the sequencing of C. elegans. 
One of the main British representatives in the early HGP meetings - held almost 
exclusively in the US - was Sulston, who since the mid 1980s informally discussed 
121 Product of this separation of genetic information from its object, Claude Emmeche and Jesper 
Hoffineyer have argued that DNA is a natural sign which may be analysed semiotically. Both scholars 
have criticised the "narrowness" of the traditional notion of sign, only concerned with entities 
"established within our social and cultural domain". In this traditional sense, the genetic code and 
other biological objects are understood "merely as concepts in the mind of scientists". These 
biological objects may, instead, be conceived as semiotic entities, "to the extent that they include 
processes that today are described (... ) as involving coding, information processing, communication, 
sign exchanging and interpretation" (Emmeche, 1991, pp. 325 and 333; Hoffineyer and Emmeche, 
1991). Their argument squares with Ulrich Stegmann's realistic interpretation of the concept of 
genetic information (Stegmann, 2005). 
Z In his applications for the new proposal, Brenner stressed his "experience with the nematode 
genome", which provided "a useful benchmark" for assessing "the scale" of mapping human DNA 
(Brenner, 1986, p. 2; undated). The UK Government approved his proposal in 1986, becoming the 
Human Genome Mapping Project, antecedent of the British participation in the HGP (Cook-Deegan, 
1994, pp. 188-90). 
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in them the feasibility of sequencing the worm (Coulson, 2005; Sulston, 2005). 
However, the first explicit connection between C. elegans and the HGP took place 
during an international worm community conference in 1989. In it, Sulston and 
Coulson intentionally exhibited the map for James Watson, then coordinator of the 
US Government activities towards the HGP, seeing it during a visit to the 
conference. His reaction after examining the map - exclaiming "you can't see it 
without wanting to sequence it" (quoted in Sulston and Ferry, 2002, p. 3) - shows 
that Watson, as the bulk of molecular biologists at the time, was seeing a connection 
between DNA mapping and sequencing, as well as between sequencing the worm 
and sequencing the human. Sulston, Coulson, Waterston and Watson signed an 
agreement for the HGP funding a pilot project to sequence the first three million of 
the 100 million bases of the worm's genome. This project would be framed within a 
series of initiatives aimed to assess the technology and the feasibility of sequencing 
different organisms before the human genome (ibid, pp. 1-2)123. 
The availability of large research funds to sponsor C. elegans - as well as the 
existence of the HGP, its funding source - shows that sequencing and its way of 
work were gaining political and social acceptance during the second half of the 
1980s. Olson and Kohara's mapping projects on yeast and E. coli also received 
funding from the HGP to support their transition towards sequencing and serve as 
pilot studies towards the human genome124. The journal Genomics, launched shortly 
after the Santa Cruz meeting and before the HGP's funding of all these projects, had 
proposed in its first issue a "new discipline" engaged with the mapping and 
sequencing of large genomes. This was the way their editors, McKusick and Ruddle, 
defined the proposed field: 
"Mapping all expressed genes (... ) regardless of whether their function is known, sequencing these 
genes together with their introns, and sequencing out from these is seen by many as `the way to go'. 
The ultimate map, the sequence, is seen as a rosetta stone from which the complexities of gene 
expression in development can be translated and the genetic mechanisms of disease interpreted. For 
123 The sequencing of the first three million bases of C. elegans was concluded in 1992. Sulston and 
Coulson presented it as part of a series of "pilot systems for evaluating technology and also provide 
information essential for interpreting the human sequence". The "information obtained in the 
nematode", they stated, would be "relevant to understanding the biology of man" (Sulston et al, 1992, 
p. 37). 
124 The sequencing of yeast and E. coli was concluded between the late 90s and early 2000s, 
coinciding with the completion of C. elegans and the human genome 
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the newly developing discipline of mapping / sequencing (including analysis of the information) we 
have adopted the term GENOMICS" (McKusick and Ruddle, 1987, p. 1). 
The advent of genomics shows that in the mid-late 1980s there was an extraordinary 
faith in the power of mapping and sequencing. This faith was founded on the belief 
that the information obtained from the DNA would lead, as a "rosetta stone", to the 
understanding of the mechanisms of development and disease (ibid., p. 1). The 
proponents of genomics used this belief to construct and publicly present a series of 
promises in which mapping and sequencing - as well as the way of work they 
embodied - were presented as worthy science. This worthiness was based on the 
potential of the DNA data for resulting in fundamental scientific insights and 
treatments against fatal conditions. 
Society and politicians believed those promises125 and growing expectations around 
the power of genomics arose during the late 1980s and 90s. Genomics, mapping and 
sequencing were also considered as worthy and priorities by the US Congress, which 
committed three billion dollars to fund the HGP, an unprecedented figure for a 
biological project (Watson, 2003, ch. 7). This initiative was accompanied by human 
genome enterprises in all the developed countries (Cook-Deegan, 1994, pp. 188-90). 
In Britain, the Government approved Brenner's proposal of a physical map of the 
human genome in 1986 and the Wellcome Trust founded the Sanger Centre in the 
early 90s, where Sulston and Coulson concluded the sequencing of C. elegans and 
developed the UK participation in the HGP126. Both the Wellcome Trust and the 
Government's Medical Research Council invested over 200 million pounds in the 
human genome sequencing enterprise throughout the 1990s (Fletcher and Porter, 
1997). 
125 Essential for this acceptance was the above discussed development of the personal computer and 
associated perception of us living in an information society. Such perception, raised by sociologists 
and widespread among the general public during the 80s and 90s, stated that the control and access to 
information were becoming the fundamental sources of productivity, knowledge and power in society. 
Its historical roots, older than the personal computer, and impact in biological research will be 
discussed in Chapter 4 
126 Sulston has claimed that the sole reason of his early involvement in the HGP was "finishing the 
worm" (Sulston, 2005). The fact of him and Coulson moving to a new centre for developing the large- 
scale sequencing of C. elegans and the human genome reflects many interesting features about the 
nature and perception of research at the LMB, which will be analysed in next chapter when addressing 
the automation of sequencing 
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Sulston and Coulson concluded their worm project within this environment in 1998 
(C. elegans sequencing consortium, 1998). Its sequence was the first of a 
multicellular organism to be completed and appeared two years before the first draft 
of the HGP - in which both of them were actively involved. The extended 
institutional and financial support received by Sulston and Coulson shows that 
something was changing in both the perception and form of conducting science 
during the late 1980s and 90s. Mapping and sequencing, as ways of work 
characterised by technologically intensive repetitive activities aimed to gather 
information which would be exploited by other researchers in the future, was 
increasingly gaining favour among scientists and politicians. The transformation of 
the worm's investigations since 1983 constitutes, as I have shown, a suitable case to 
illustrate this important shift. 
-4. Conclusion: from computing the worm to computing computers. 
This chapter has shown how the mid 1980s transition of the investigations on C. 
elegans at the LMB from experiments and observations aimed to determine the 
genetics of development and behaviour to a mapping and sequencing endeavour was, 
to a large extent, the result of the progressive introduction of the way of work 
embodied in Sanger's techniques. The adaptation of Sanger's sequencing instruments 
into the C. elegans mapping method, the migration of Coulson from the LMB 
sequencing division and the shift in the use of the computer from a mathematical to 
an information processing machine resulted in researchers reorienting the worm's 
investigations towards data gathering and circulation since 1984. The history of the 
C. elegans project, hence, represents a suitable case for investigating the impact of 
sequencing - and the way of work it represented - in the form of conducting 
biological research. 
This impact, nevertheless, was not one-directional. Following the general argument 
of my thesis, the research environment of the worm project accentuated some of the 
dichotomies of sequencing, also introducing additional peculiarities in this way of 
work. The growing orientation of Sulston and Coulson towards computer-based 
generation and exchange of DNA data during the late 1980s increasingly separated 
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mapping and sequencing from biological experimentation and the resulting 
information from its object - i. e. the double helical DNA molecule. Furthermore, the 
international nature of C. elegans project made mapping and sequencing endeavours 
increasingly oriented towards the provision of data for other researchers further using 
them in biological discovery. This, consequently, decreased the individuality and 
immediacy of the production of new knowledge through sequencing. 
The incorporation and reconfiguration of sequencing as a way of working through C. 
elegans was just an example of its expansion in molecular biology. Research projects 
focused on other model organisms - yeast and E. coli - experienced similar shifts 
during the mid-late 1980s, and the HGP arose with its enormous budget. The 
proposal of genomics as a new scientific discipline in 1987 further illustrated the 
expectations generated around mapping and sequencing, together with the claimed 
potential of the resulting DNA information. In this context of excitement and hopes, 
a US research group and start-up company developed an automated DNA sequencer, 
which will be the subject of next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
COMPUTERS, AUTOMATION AND THE BEGINNINGS 
OF THE MECHANISATION OF SEQUENCING 
(1980-1993) 
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"Molecular biology is sophisticated conceptually, but the routine tasks are repetitive, manual labour. The 
human genome project [HGPJ is developing many automated techniques for molecular biology, including 
those for mapping and sequencing. In addition, thanks to the project, critical new computational tools for 
biology are being invented and the most sophisticated approaches in computer science are being applied 
to biology. (... ) Moreover, the HGP is training a new type of interdisciplinary biologist who understands 
technology as well as biology. I believe these multidisciplinary biologists will be among the scientific 
leaders of the 21st century" (Hood, 1990a, p. 13). 
The mapping and sequencing methods applied during the 1980s to C. elegans (Sulston 
and Coulson), and to microorganisms (Sanger) were manual in all their stages. The 
researchers had to carry out the reactions in test tubes, carefully prepare the gels, apply 
electrophoresis, make the autoradiograph picture and, finally, use the computer to 
transform the band pattern into data (either visually interpreting the autoradiograph and 
typing the sequence or applying a semi-automatic interface, such as the stylus or the 
scanner). There were, however, investigators who since the generalisation of Sanger and 
Gilbert's techniques in the late 1970s, aimed to automate the sequencing process and to 
eliminate the routine aspects of human intervention. This chapter will focus on the most 
successful automation attempt, developed at the California Institute of Technology 
(Caltech) and the company Applied Biosystems (ABI) between 1980 and 1986. 
The presence of a commercial firm in the team conducting automation raises a 
fundamental difference with respect to the Laboratory of Molecular Biology of 
Cambridge (LMB), the setting of both the manual sequencing techniques and semi- 
automatic mapping. The Caltech and ABI researchers significantly modified the LMB's 
approach to sequencing when automating it. They, concretely, introduced the computer 
into the sequencing process, not just using it as a device to store the data once obtained 
on the autoradiograph. Later in the process, during the early 1990s, the team also 
incorporated the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), another method which allowed the 
application of automatic sequencing to the large-scale projects, among them the HGP. 
Both Caltech and ABI's differential use of the computer and the introduction of PCR 
triggered important modifications in sequencing as a way of work. 
The following pages will explore the development of the Clatech-ABI technique, the 
incorporation PCR and their impact on sequencing as a way of work. I will, firstly, 
analyse the different environment in which the automatic method was invented, in 
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comparison with the LMB-based mapping technique and manual sequencing. The 
chapter will then turn to the development of the automatic technique during the 1980s, 
addressing how the Caltech and ABI researchers modelled it on the computer as an 
information processing machine. I will also explore the entrance of companies into 
sequencing, their specific place in the biotechnology market and why the Caltech-ABI 
technique was more successful than other contemporary automation attempts. PCR, also 
emerging in the early-mid 1980s, will be the last analysed instrument. I will investigate 
the fact of it arising - as Sanger's techniques did" from chemistry rather than biology 
and its conjugation with sequencing, which introduced into this way of work another 
feature from computers: their capacity not only to process information, but also to 
repeat indefinitely the same task. 
Clatech and ABI's modelling of the sequencing process on the computer and the 
introduction of PCR triggered the dissolution of this way of work as it had been 
developed by Sanger between the 1940s and 70s. Sequencing was no longer a human- 
led activity conducted on the bench and based on chemical and biological dexterity. It 
was tending towards the mechanical modes of production, with increasingly fewer 
scientists dominating the manual process. The previously required bench-based and 
manual skills were being gradually substituted by other sort of capabilities as the 
operation of the automatic machine - by technicians - and the interpretation of the 
computer-derived sequences - by researchers. 
Due to the automation of sequencing and PCR being relatively recent, there is little 
historical literature on them. The Caltech-ABI method has been object of an interesting 
sociological paper by Peter Keating, Camille Limoges and Alberto Cambrosio, while 
Making PCR constitutes an anthropological study of this technique by Paul Rabinow 
(Keating, Limoges and Cambrosio, 1999; Rabinow, 1996)127. The discussion of this and 
other secondary literature will allow me to develop a historical argument, as well as the 
investigation of a number of archival materials held at Caltech and ABI. ABI's records, 
belonging to personal files of its founders and staff (Andre Marion and Steve Fung), 
have not yet been catalogued, nor previously used by scholars. Due to the involvement 
127 Other valuable sources on both phenomena are a series of video-recorded interviews with the main 
researchers involved in automatic sequencing and PCR held at the Smithsonian Institution Archives. They 
have not been directly used in this chapter, in which I conducted my own oral histories. 
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of commercial firms in this story, the chapter will also draw on business history, apart 
127 of the usual history of science and STS. 
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Figure 25: One of the members of the Caltech-ABI 
team, Lloyd Smith, with the first prototype automatic 
sequencer (left). Above, one of the first commercial 
sequencers released by Applied Biosystems (courtesy 
of Lloyd Smith and ABI). 
-1. Manual and automated sequencing. 
The automatic sequencing techniques were invented by a remarkably different team 
from that developing the previous manual methods. Manual sequencing was, to a great 
extent, product of Sanger, a British investigator working in a purely basic-research 
institution - the LMB - whereas the automatic technique was developed under Leroy 
Hood, a US entrepreneur scientist, based in a technical school - Caltech - with strong 
links to the business world 128. By comparing the work of both researchers - respectively 
taking place during the late 1970s and 1980s - it is possible to see that they held 
different attitudes towards science and technology, which derived in also divergent 
ways of working. This led Hood to seek from the beginning the automation of 
sequencing and not to wait, as Sanger did, until being forced by circumstances. The 
computer, therefore, was part of the automatic technique since its inception and 
127 From a business history perspective, I will exclusively focus on the offer side of the story - i. e. the 
production and commercialisation of the automatic sequencer. The demand side - i. e. the requirements of 
users - will only be tangentially covered, due to it falling beyond the scope of this thesis. 
128 Sanger and Hood's were not the only manual and automatic sequencing methods at the time. Sanger's 
manual sequencing was accompanied by Gilbert's technique, while Hood's method had a number of rival 
automation attempts. These latter alternatives will be discussed throughout the chapter. 
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modelled the remaining features of the method. Sanger, by contrast, had only 
incorporated computers once the manual techniques were invented and when he had no 
alternative given the extension of the sequences to determine. 
-1.1. Beyond national stereotypes. 
Michael Hunkapiller, a member of Hood's group, claimed during the early 1980s that 
the basis for automating a scientific process was reducing it to "cycles" which were 
"repeated periodically" and "optimising the output of each cycle" (M. Hunkapiller, 
1981). His statement epitomised the research approach of Hood's team at Caltech, based 
on inventing instruments which automated the routine activities of the laboratory and on 
exploiting the profits - including economic - of the resulting devices. The manual DNA 
sequencing methods, which had been invented the decade before by Sanger and the 
Harvard researcher Walter Gilbert 
129, were soon seen as suitable for that scheme. 
Manual sequencing, shortly after its emergence in the late 1970s, had been extensively 
used in Hood's laboratory, devoted to the study of immunology (Caltech, 1978,1979). 
This researcher soon perceived the importance of these techniques, as shown by a series 
of recorded talks in the 1980s, in which he announced a "revolution in biology" based 
on the application of "technologies" to handle DNA, among them sequencing. In those 
same talks, he defended the strong focus on instrument development of his group, 
stating that scientific achievements were always "accompanied by advances in 
techniques". The investigators engaged in the development of these techniques should 
also consider the "business opportunities" arising, since industry could provide 
"valuable resources to academia" (Hood, 1982,1983,1988). 
Hood's attitude stood in marked contrast with that of Sanger and the other researchers 
who had been working on manual sequencing at the LMB during the 1970s. These 
scientists spent all the beginning of the next decade applying their manual techniques to 
microorganisms and human mitochondrial DNA. Alan Coulson, one of Sanger's closest 
`Z9 Given the fact that the Caltech scientists based on Sanger's techniques their automation attempts, my 
comparison between manual and automatic sequencing will not include Gilbert. However, Section 2.4 
will discuss the problems this latter investigator faced when creating the company Biogen. These 
problems suggest some of the conclusions for Sanger - especially those regarding his institutional 
background - may also apply to Gilbert. 
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assistants, developed with John Sulston DNA mapping, an also essentially manual 
technique derived from sequencing and applied to the worm C. elegans since 1983. 
While this was happening, Hood's disciples in Caltech were developing an automatic 
DNA sequencer, a possibility that the LMB researchers have not ever considered. 
Sanger, additionally, never intended to create or cooperate with a company and devoted 
all his life to academia, making his methods freely available to other scientists through 
sequencing protocols (Sanger, 1987a; 1992). This latter feature was shared by Coulson 
and, especially, Sulston, who during the 1980s and 90s became a main advocate of the 
separation between public science and commercial activity. Hood, by contrast, held a 
strongly favourable position to the commercialisation of research and in 1981 founded 
ABI, a start-up company with the explicit aim of marketing his scientific instruments. 
The contrast between the LMB scientists and Hood, together with tem being 
respectively based in Britain and the US, evokes historical stereotypes about science 
and technology in these countries. J. R. Ravetz has claimed in a classical essay on the 
industrialisation of research that this phenomenon - visible, in his opinion, since the 
early 1970s - could involve the re-emergence of "national styles in science", the US one 
characterised by the "organisation of work and management" and the UK by its leading 
institution - the Royal Society - "still resembling a club" (Ravetz, 1971, p. 410). 
Ravetz's statement has been followed by a large body of literature about British and 
American science, characterised by the emphasis in the difficulties of contemporary UK 
researchers to find industrial applications to their work 
130, in contrast with the 
entrepreneurial nature of their US colleagues131. 
130 David Edgerton has critically summarised this widespread perspective of British science, calling it 
"declinism" (Edgerton, 1996, p. 7). Especially relevant within this doctrine is the belief hold by a series of 
scholars that contemporary Britain has been dominated by an anti-technological culture (Wiener, 1981; 
Barnett, 1986). The declinist view of British science has led to debates about the "failure" of this country 
to patent technologies such as antibiotic penicillin or monoclonal antibodies, critically reviewed by 
Jonathan Liebenau, Robert Bud and Soraya de Chadarevian (Liebenau, 1987; Bud, 2000; de Chadarevian, 
2002, pp. 353-362). David Mowery has compared UK and US industrial performance in the 20'h century, 
concluding that it was clearly favourable to the latter, in a paper also contested by Edgerton (Mowery, 
1984; Edgerton, 1987, p. 88). 
13' There is, conversely, a standard view of contemporary US science, characterised by entrepreneurship 
and widespread contacts with industry. Examples of it are David Noble and T. P. Hughes, who from 
different viewpoints investigate the business initiatives of American scientists since the late 19th century, 
characterising them - critically in the case of Noble - as national myths or heroes (Noble, 1979; Hughes, 
2004). This clich¬d image contrasts with the scholarship of Nathan Reingold, who reflects a long tradition 
of academic science in early and mid 20th century US (Reingold, 1981,1991). Garland Allen, Philip 
Pauly and two collected volumes edited by Keith Benson, Jane Maienschen and Ronald Rainger show 
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However, a closer analysis of 19th and 20th century science in the US and Britain shows 
not only that their history is full of exceptions to the stereotypes 
132, but also that 
Cambridge, the setting of manual sequencing, has had a long tradition of 
entrepreneurship and contacts with industry. Simon Schaffer has shown how the 
Cavendish Laboratory - to some extent the antecedent of the LMB - maintained a 
fruitful cooperation with the telegraphic industry during the late 19th century. Its 
researchers were happy to accept paid assignments from companies - namely the 
measurement of electrical standards - but made a big emphasis in their activities being 
distinguished "from the work of a factory" (Schaffer, 1992, p. 25). This clear distinction 
between the assembly line and the university would also shape the contacts between the 
Cavendish and the business world in the 20th century, especially intense in the context 
of radar and atomic energy research before the World War II (Sanderson, 1972, pp. 341- 
48; Allibone, 1984). 
The separation between the factory and the laboratory was not so rigid at Caltech. Since 
its foundation in 1920, this institution was conceived as a technical school incorporating 
not only linkages with industry, but also industrial practices within its walls. The 
institute's founders, Robert A. Millikan, G. E. Hale and Arthur Noyes, were strongly 
opposed to public funding of research and sought full support for their activities from 
industry and California-based local businessmen (Goodstein, 1991, ch. 5). This led to a 
marked company-oriented organisation of the centre. Lily Kay has argued that Caltech 
showed, during its first years, a "problem-oriented approach to science", as well as 
preference for the "corporate models of management". Within the Biology Division, 
founded in 1928, T. H. Morgan - its first Director - was chosen not only for his 
scientific merits, but also for his "effective scientific management", and contacts with 
the business world and private foundations (Kay, 1993, pp. 14 and 12). 
that this academic tradition also existed in biology (Allen, 1975; Pauly, 2000; Benson, Maienschen, 
Rainger, 1988,1991). 
132 A British counter-example close to the biological sciences is Sir Almroth Wright, who established during 
the first years of the 20th century a self-funded laboratory based on the commercialisation of vaccines at St. 
Mary's Hospital, London. This centre would be the environment where Alexander Fleming conducted his first 
experiments on penicillin (Chen, 2002, pp. 248-73). In the US side, within the sequencing field, Robert 
Waterston - Sulston and Coulson's fellow in C. elegans - and James Watson represent researchers defending 
the public and disinterested nature of science (see next subsection). 
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The nature of Caltech and Cambridge University as research environments seems, 
hence, to have framed the attitude of their researchers towards science and technology 
more specifically than their national contexts. In the case of sequencing, this argument 
is reinforced when the financial schemes of Hood's group and Sanger's laboratory are 
examined. The tendency of Caltech towards corporate models led to a contract-based 
funding system which contrasted with the permanent Government granting of the LMB. 
-1.2. Funding schemes and attitudes towards big science. 
The industry-based organisation and functioning of Caltech resisted the radical changes 
in the US scientific system during and after World War II. The war had largely 
increased the presence of the state in the funding and planning of university research, 
promoting basic science easily transferable to industry (Guston and Keniston, 1994; 
Leslie, 1993). Despite being one of the main receptors of Federal money 133, Caltech 
maintained its policy of also seeking private funds and introducing industrial expertise 
and practice into its investigations. During the post-war and Cold War years, its 
activities were supported "through a wide network of grants and contracts from 
government, pharmaceutical companies and agricultural industries, as well as by gifts 
and endowments from Southern California's business community" (Kay, 1993, pp. 236- 
37). 
This hybrid nature between public funding and business orientation crucially affected 
Hood's group research at Caltech in the 1970s and 80s. Although the Government's 
funding agencies played a major role in the support of its investigations, Hood never 
renounced to private money and actively sought it through agreements with companies 
(Beckman Instruments, AmGen) or private foundations (American Cancer Society, 
Arthritis Foundation) (Caltech, 1975-1987). According to Hood, the US Federal 
agencies rejected a grant application he submitted to automate DNA sequencing and this 
133 Caltech received 83 million dollars in public research contracts during the war. One of the main 
contractors of the Government in the post-war and Cold War periods was the institute's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, with which Hood's group actively cooperated during the automation of sequencing. Millikan 
and Hale had played an important role in the organisation of research in the US during World War I 
(Leslie, 1993, pp. 4 and 6-8). 
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led him to fund this research line exclusively with private money, first from Monsanto 
(late 1970s and early 80s) and then from ABI (mid 80s) (Hood, 2006)134. 
Hood's attitude towards funding was coherent not only with Caltech's policy, but also 
with his own position towards big science - i. e. large and multidisciplinary research 
enterprises involving both academic and industrial actors (Galison and Hevly, 1992, pp. 
1-17). Despite not considering large-scale sequencing big, but "interdisciplinary 
science" (id., 1990a, p. 15), Hood was always supportive of this type of research and 
claimed, in the 1980s, that biologists should take the opportunities of business as 
"engineers and physicists" had done "in the past" (id., 1982). His research teams at that 
time were also big, ranging between 30 and 70 members and highly 
multidisciplinary 135. Hood was one of the main supporters of the HGP - considered the 
big science enterprise of biology (Lenoir and Hays, 2000; Beatty, 2000) - when it was 
first proposed in the mid 1980s (Hood, 1990ab). 
Hood's attitude towards big science and institutional setting were almost the opposite of 
Sanger's. The latter scientist had spent the pre and post World War II years at the Dunn 
Institute -a strictly pure research institution at Cambridge University - and moved to 
the LMB in the early 1960s. The LMB had just been created by the British Government 
at that time, in the face of the important discoveries that a group of scientists at the 
Cavendish Laboratory were achieving in the field of biology. Like Caltech and the US 
universities during the Cold War, it received large amounts of state funds through a 
central body, in this case the Medical Research Council (MRC) (de Chadarevian, 2002, 
ch. 7). There was, however, a crucial difference with Caltech. 
134 There was, however, a press controversy regarding this issue. The US Government accused Hood's 
group in 2000 of having used Federal funds in the development of the sequencer and urged ABI - the 
sequencer's manufacturer - to return part of the public money invested in these instruments during the 
HGP. Hood and other Caltech representatives admitted having received a National Science Foundation 
grant in 1985 "to automate DNA sequencing", but claimed that when the money arrived the sequencer 
was already operative (Gosselin and Jacobs, 2000; Koonin, 2000). The issue is still under litigation and 
Caltech's officers declined to specify the funding of the automatic sequencer projects, officially initiated 
in 1984 (Caltech's Administration, personal communication, 2006). 
135 Hood has always complained about the narrow mindedness of some scientific institutions, which were 
"against big science". He left Caltech in 1992, due to its authorities "not supporting sufficiently the big 
science project" he wanted to pursue (Hood, 2006) and moved to Seattle for heading a large-scale centre 
funded by Bill Gates (Caltech, 1991b; Hamilton, 1991). The centre has recently split from the University 
of Washington and been transformed into the Institute for Systems Biology (see 
www. systemsbiology. org) 
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Whereas Caltech received its Government funding on a contract-basis - i. e. for concrete 
research projects - the MRC granted all the activities of the LMB over large periods of 
time (Kay, 1993, pp. 222-25; de Chadarevian, 2002, pp. 336-44)136. This forced 
Caltech's scientists to the entrepreneurial activity Hood exemplified, continuously 
seeking funds (public or private), while their British colleagues had their resources 
assured. The MRC, furthermore, had traditionally favoured a strict "basic biomedical 
research" policy, not pressing for immediate clinical applications of the investigations it 
funded, neither for short-term transfers to industry (Austoker and Bryder, 1989, pp. V- 
VII)137. 
These peculiarities of the MRC policy and funding created a particular environment at 
the LMB, shared - to a greater or lesser extent - by its members 
138. Researchers at this 
institution - including Sanger and Coulson - have always stressed the "freedom" of 
deciding the research to conduct without bothering for further applicability of their work 
(Sanger, 2005; Coulson, 2005). Sulston has suggested a "tradition" at the LMB based 
on long-term academic work, "not done in pursuit of any ulterior motive, financial or 
otherwise" (Sulston, 2002, p. 14). This tradition was coherent with his personal support 
to the generous public expenditures in scientific and social policies which marked 1960s 
Britain11: 
136 The funding arrangements of the MRC during the 1960s were informal and based on trust rather than 
thorough applications. They were monitored through periodical reviews of the groups. For instance, the 
1963 application for the extension of the LMB - where Brenner included his C. elegans proposal (see 
Chapter 2, Section 1.1) - was the result of the MRC Officers asking the heads of the divisions at the 
Laboratory to plan their space and financial necessities up to their retirement, 15 years ahead (Various 
Authors, 1963). 
137 Linda Bryder has shown how the creation of the MRC - substituting the Medical Research Committee 
in 1919 - coincided with a shift 
in research policy toward a more fundamental orientation, partially 
leaving tuberculosis as a priority and favouring non-clinical investigations (Bryder, 1989). Jonathan 
Liebeneau has studied the relationship of the MRC with the pharmaceutical industry during the 
development of insulin (1920-30s) and penicillin (1940-50s), stressing its ambivalence, due to the lack of 
a defined model of interaction (Liebenau, 1989). 
138 Soraya de Chadarevian has identified the LMB environment with a "culture" marked by the 
"federative interactions" between its divisions, the disciplines they represented and their respective 
research agendas (de Chadarevian, 2002, ch. 9; see Chapter 1, Section 2.2). 
139 The LMB culture and the socio-political perspectives it favoured was crucial in the opposition that this 
institution - and more generally the MRC - showed to an attempt of introducing the contractor principle in 
Britain during the early 1970s. At that time, the Conservative Government drastically reduced the budget that 
the State councils - including the MRC - could directly devote to research centres and established that a large 
proportion of the funds should be justified in concrete contracts. The LMB scientists and their allied MRC 
Officers sought by all means to avoid that scheme and managed, in 1981, to return to the previous long-term 
and non-project-oriented mechanism, being the only UK council to do so (de Chadarevian, 2002, pp. 339-353; 
Wilkie, 1991, pp. 81-88). 
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"I sometimes describe myself as a child of the sixties. (... ) My experience of the sixties (... ) was a matter 
of not living lavishly but enjoying what you had, growing things with your hands, working hard but not 
being tied to a nine-to-five job, and generally feeling that there's more to life than money. And all this 
was set against a background (in the UK) of sufficient spending on public services, which gave a great 
sense of security. I regret that nowadays we seem to have lost much of that, and live in a world in which 
we are materially richer but apparently nothing matters except next year's bottom line" (ibid., pp. 19-20). 
The apparent cohesion within the LMB does not mean that all its members had the same 
attitude towards research. The positions of Sanger and Sulston towards big science, for 
instance, were markedly different, to some extent due to their generational gap. The 
former preferred to head small and disciplinary homogeneous groups during his entire 
career, in marked opposition to Hood. Sulston, by contrast, triggered the international 
growth of the C. elegans project under his leadership and was further involved in the 
HGP140. This involvement did not develop in the LMB, but in another institution - the 
Sanger Centre - created in the early 1990s to host the British participation in the human 
genome sequencing. Its funding not only came from the MRC, but especially from the 
private foundation Wellcome Trust (Sulston, 2002, ch. 3; Fletcher and Porter, 1997). 
Sulston's involvement in a big science enterprise, hence, resulted in a new institutional 
setting, fostering different attitudes towards research and funding than the LMB. 
Sulston's position towards big science, however, can be distinguished from Hood's. The 
former always defended - and still defends - the public nature of the human genome 
sequence and, for that reason, was always reluctant to the entrance of private companies 
into the investigations. An example of this was an event occurring in the early 1990s, 
when Hood, in association with the businessman Frederick Bourke, proposed Sulston 
and his US collaborator Robert Waterston heading a company in Seattle which would 
finish the sequencing of C. elegans and begin the human genome. Sulston and 
Waterston rejected the offer, partly because it would relegate C. elegans in favour of the 
more practically-oriented human genome and partly because the DNA data were meant 
to be patented (ibid., 2002, pp. 81-85; Waterston, 2006). Sulston considered that they 
"were simply going to be scientific directors of a commercial sequencing organisation" 
and did not see "the point of making money for its own sake" (Sulston, 2002, p. 85). 
140 Sanger has explicitly admitted that his early retirement - at the age of 63 - was due to him being 
interested in the development of sequencing methods rather than in their application in large-scale 
projects, which he considered a rather administrative task (Sanger, 1992; 2004). 
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Another US public research defender, James Watson, finally arranged for Sulston's 
investigations being supported with public funds from the HGP'41. 
-1.3. Research values and styles of work. 
The different research environments of Hood's group, Sanger, Sulston and Coulson, as 
well as their divergent attitudes towards big science and the commercialisation of 
research show that they all held a series of specific values on the nature of science and 
technology. These values lay beyond national stereotypes, being partially individual and 
partially framed in the peculiarities of their research institutions, together with the 
funding schemes under which they operated. More importantly, they shaped their 
respective ways of working, as well as the sequencing instruments resulting from them. 
Evidence of this is Sulston and Coulson defining themselves as "discoverers", while 
placing Hood's team under the label of "inventors". The distinction between the two 
categories, according to them, is discoverers being concerned with the determination of 
new facts and developing automation "only to the extent" it is necessary for that aim. 
When Sulston and Coulson were involved in the research on C. elegans, for instance, 
they automated the techniques and software solely as much as they needed it for the 
mapping and sequencing of the worm (Sulston and Coulson, 2007). At the same time - 
mid to late 1980s - Hood was first producing and then commercialising a sequencer 
invented not for a personal scientific necessity, but on the basis of a prediction that 
larger genomes will be addressed in the future 
142. 
The instruments both groups developed were, consequently, different. Hood's technique 
automated the sequencing process as much as possible, was protected under different 
patents and commercialised once the prototype machine was ready (Smith et al, 1985, 
1986; Caltech, 1984, pp. 62-63; 1985, p. 83; 1986, pp. 73-74). Sulston and Coulson's 
method, together with Sanger's, was freely made available to the research community in 
the form of protocols which were not identified with a particular apparatus. They, 
141 Waterston and Watson's positions further show the inadequacy of national stereotypes for analysing 
attitudes towards science and technology (see Section 1.1). 
142 These sort of predictions were recurrent in the way of working of engineers. I am indebted to Andrew 
Rabeneck, PhD Candidate at Imperial College, for suggesting me this idea. For more on the ways of 
working of engineering and their introduction to sequencing see Chapter 4, Section 1.5. 
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additionally, always had a human check over the mapping or sequencing results: their 
associated software allowed the review of the sequencing data on the screen, whereas 
Hood's sequencer directly offered the results without that possibility (Sanger et al, 
1975,1977: Coulson et al 1986: Sulston et al 1988: Coulson, 1982). 
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Figure 26: The technologies in which the different ways of working of Hood's group 
and the LMB scientists were embodied, respectively an automatic machine (left) vs. 
a protocol to be followed by the researcher (right). Sources: ABI files and LMB 
Storage. 
It may, therefore, be concluded that the different research values held by Flood's group 
and the LMB scientists resulted in also divergent styles of work'4 leading to 
historically different sequencing instruments. Whereas the LMB scientists believed that 
science was a public service endeavour always implying personal involvement, the 
Caltech and ABI researchers considered it could and should be automated and used as a 
source of income. Accordingly, the LM13 scientists understood technology as protocols 
to be always handled by researchers, while Hood's group identified it with autonomous 
and sellable devices. The LMB researchers, thus, only automated the parts of' the 
sequencing technologies which were necessary for the science they were conducting 
and which could personally check. They produced a protocol which may be freely 
replicated by any other researcher. Ifood's team, by contrast, sought to eliminate human 
"" This concept of style of work links with what Jonathan Harwood has referred as styles of scientific 
thought. In analysing the emergence of the German classical genetics community, this scholar distinguishes 
various research schools marked by particular and recurrent "ontological and/or epistemological 
assumptions", sometimes due to the schools' leaders and sometimes to institutional habits. These assumptions 
embody different styles of thought which affect the organisation of the schools' "respective institutes, their 
sources of funding and their responses to political pressure" (Harwood, 1993, pp. 9-10 and 7). In the case of' 
the manual and automatic sequencing groups, the divergences were also framed in their institutes' different 
traditions and in their leaders' personas. These differences led to distinct funding schemes, structure of the 
groups, and attitude towards cooperation and funding by private institutions. 
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intervention from sequencing and produced an apparatus which could conduct research 
autonomously after being purchased by the user. 
Nevertheless, despite these divergences, both Hood's group and the LMB researchers 
directed their instruments to the DNA sequence data. They, consequently, shared the 
general orientation of sequencing as a way of work towards information gathering and 
analysis. Yet, their different values and styles led them to solve the problem of how to 
process this information differently: whereas Sulston, Coulson and Sanger analysed the 
DNA molecule chemically and biologically for then submitting the resulting 
autoradiograph to the computer, Hood's team incorporated the computer from the 
beginning of the process. This made the researchers model the automatic method on the 
requirements of the computer technology. 
-1.4. Information processing and technological modelling. 
A recurrent feature of the public statements Hood delivered during the 1980s was him 
understanding DNA in terms of information. More concretely, he considered the cell an 
"encyclopaedia with three million letters" and DNA a molecule which unfolded 
"through a choreography of information". Until the emergence of the recombinant DNA 
techniques - 1970s and 80s - there was "no way of directly accessing that information", 
but the sequencing methods and other instruments his group was developing would 
allow to "pick up the right word" and "analyse its structure" to see how it dictated "its 
instructions". That made the "industry of Bioinformation" a potential business 
opportunity which "in ten years' time" would have a crucial role in science (Hood, 
1982,1983,1988). 
The way in which Hood defined DNA was coherent with molecular biology. Since the 
elucidation of the double helix by Watson and Crick in 1953 - and even before - 
molecular biologists had referred to DNA expression and replication in terms of 
information transfer. The advent of Sanger and Gilbert's sequencing techniques in the 
mid-late 1970s had created a new concept of information identified with the sequence of 
DNA itself. It was, hence, not unusual to see the decade after molecular biologists 
comparing DNA with texts or associating strong expectations to the control and access 
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of sequence data. Gilbert himself, together with the proponents of genomics, was one of 
the main advocates of this discourse. 
Hood's informational thinking, however, had different roots from molecular biology. 
Since the completion of his PhD, this researcher - and his group - had focused on 
immunology and used informational vocabulary in the context of these investigations 
during the 1970s (Caltech, 1975-1979). Unlike molecular biology, immunology was not 
only concerned with the sequence of DNA, but with a whole system of cells, antigens 
and antibodies surrounding it. 
In his 1970s research reports, Hood considered this immunological system a matter of 
"information handling", i. e. "organisation, expression and evolution of information in 
complex and multigenic systems" (Hood, 1977; Caltech, 1975, p. 76). His view did not 
differ much from the information concept of molecular biology in this regard, as a series 
of instructions embodied in the genes and directing the assemblage of antibody proteins. 
The aim of Hood in analysing that information was, nevertheless, addressing 
"interesting membrane systems", which gave the immune cells their unique properties 
(id., 1977, p. 48). This second implication of his view differed from that of molecular 
biology, since it did not only refer to DNA, but to the cell as a whole. 
William Dreyer, biochemist and Hood's PhD supervisor, was crucial for the 
development of this approach to immunology. Since the 1960s, Dreyer had been 
investigating the mechanisms mediating the recognition between cells during 
embryological development, being the formation of the immune system one of his main 
areas of interest. After the constitution of Hood's group, he actively collaborated with it 
and both jointly devised, at the end of the 1970s, a theory which identified immune cell 
recognition in development with the area code system used by the telephone companies. 
The area code, for Dreyer and Hood, consisted in a series of membrane molecules 
which provided the immune cells with "distinct cell surface addresses". These addresses 
were the "basis for the specificity in cell-cell recognition" during the conformation of 
the immune system in the embryo (Caltech, 1977, p. 44; Hood, Huang and Dreyer, 
1977). Cells with the same area code, tough different, would be able to recognise their 
membranes during embryological development, just as it is possible to recognise an area 
code, despite the subsequent phone number being unknown. This allowed the 
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conformation of a complete immune system in the adult, able to respond to a 
multiplicity of antigens. 
Dreyer and Hood's description of the immune cells in terms of information handling 
and area codes shows, firstly, that the concept of information was not something 
exclusive of molecular biology, as some scholarship has suggested (Sarkar, 1996,1998; 
Kay, 2000; Fox Keller, 1995). Other fields had already developed or were developing 
similar notions during the second half of the 20th century. Secondly, it illustrates how, in 
the 1970s, the concept of DNA as information shifted due to the interactions of 
molecular biology with the techniques, interests and practices of other disciplines. As 
happened with Sanger's techniques and way of work - coming from biochemistry - the 
entrance of Hood and Dreyer into the problems of molecular biology - intending to 
explain the genetics of the immune system - led to transformations in the form of 
conceptualising and approaching the role of DNA in the conformation of antibody 
proteins. Moreover, Hood and Dreyer, like Sanger, came from a discipline - 
immunology - whose origins had been far away from any informational view. 
Researchers on immunology during the late 190' and early 20`x' century had traditionally 
identified the properties of the immune system with certain three-dimensional 
configurations in the atomic structure of its components - namely genes, proteins and 
antigens. This view, to which Kay refers as the discourse of specificity, had its 
maximum expression in the lock-and-key hypothesis (1890s) and the work of Linus 
Pauling between the 1930s and 1940s144. According to Kay, the understanding of 
specificity in terms of three-dimensional structure was an antecedent to the 
informational discourse of molecular biology. With the emergence of this discipline, 
genes, proteins and their connections began being referred in terms of information (Kay, 
2000, ch. 2). Dreyer and Hood, therefore, were contributing toward this recasting by 
redefining the immune processes through information and phone prefixes. The 
specificity of genes and immune cells in their investigations began depending not only 
on the molecules' shape, but also on certain codes generated in the genes and contained 
in the cells' membranes. 
144 The father of the lock-and-key hypothesis was Emil Fischer, who also postulated the peptide theory 
and inspired Sanger's early work on protein sequence determination (see Chapter 1, Section 1.1). 
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More importantly, Dreyer and Hood described a biological process in terms of an 
information technology. Historian Evelyn Fox Keller has shown how molecular 
biologists were doing this since the 1950s, by "situating the organism" between the 
telegraph and the computer. After the World War II, Fox Keller claims, researchers in 
this discipline began modelling the activity of genes on different mechanical devices. 
They firstly used the telegraph for then shifting to the more complex digital computer in 
the 1970s (Fox Keller, 1995, quote p. 80). A detail not noticed by Fox Keller is that, 
with the advent of cybernetics and the rise of communication systems in post-World 
War II Europe and the US, this technological modelling dominantly shifted towards 
information technologies'45. 
Fox Keller's paper, together with Dreyer and Hood's area code, suggests a tradition of 
modelling research objects on the technologies scientists encounter in their daily lives. 
This tradition was not exclusive of molecular biology, but with the rise of this science 
and computing between the 1940s and 60s, biological molecules and processes began 
being increasingly conceptualised in terms of information technologies. The telegraph, 
with its transmitting power, was chosen in the case of the genetic code; a phone, with its 
expansive area and sub-area code mechanism, in the case of the immune system, and a 
computer, with its digital nature and capacity for storing information, in the case of the 
DNA sequence. 
The modelling of sequencing on the computer was, however, not immediate. Sanger 
remained away from this technology during the development of all his sequence 
determination methods (proteins, RNA and DNA), and only used it since 1977 to apply 
these methods to a large genome (virus 0X-174). The use of the computer in his 
laboratory, thus, was limited to analyse a sequencing outcome - the autoradiograph - 
produced exclusively by chemical and biological means. The further applications of the 
computer at the LMB, through Staden's software and the C. elegans project, remained 
within these limitations. 
"s Before World War II, scientists chose other sort of technologies. Robert Brain and Norton Wise have 
shown, for instance, how Hermann Helmholtz modelled his mid 19" century physiological experiments 
on muscle on James Watt's engine (Brain and Wise, 1999). 
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This use of the computer made the LMB researchers develop certain craft, dexterity and 
manual skills to transform the autoradiograph in data suitable to be electronically 
processed. Sanger and his assistants, in the late 1970s and early 80s, manually read-off 
the autoradiographs and typed the sequence on the keyboard. Sulston and Coulson, 
since the origins of the C. elegans mapping project in 1984, operated also manually a 
device - stylus or scanner - which acted as an interface. These procedures allowed them 
to check for the accuracy of the sequence before introducing it. 
The LMB's skills and visual-manual dexterity were not suitable for Hood's group. Its 
belief in automated science and machine-like technology called for a differentiated use 
of the computer. Since the mid 1980s, Hood and his associated researchers developed 
an alternative approach to sequencing which, from the beginning, included the computer 
as an integral part of the process. The chemical and biological reactions of sequencing 
were, consequently, adapted for their outcomes better suiting the capacities of this 
technology. 
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-2. The development of the automatic sequencer 
(1980-1990). 
The first prototype automatic DNA sequencer was jointly developed by Hood's group at 
Caltech and the company ABI between 1983 and 85. ABI released, in the following 
year, a commercial version, which was further improved through different models 
during the 1990s. The development of the sequencer required a radical transformation 
of Sanger's manual procedures, in order to automate the reconstruction of the sequence 
from the dideoxy-derived DNA fragments. The following pages will show that all the 
required modifications of Sanger's sequencing approach may be explained in the 
necessity to obtain, from the biological and chemical steps of sequencing, an outcome 
which could be directly processed by the computer, without the necessity of human 
intervention. This adaptation triggered the introduction of the instruments, problems and 
strategic approaches of computing into sequencing as a way of work. 
The section will also investigate the commercialisation of ABI's automatic sequencer, 
derived from the prototype the company jointly developed with Caltech. Assembling 
this apparatus - not clearly successful until the early 1990s - and launching it to the 
market implied organising big and multidisciplinary teams of biologists, physicists, 
engineers and marketing experts. For so doing, ABI's executives recurred to the 
managerial models created during the 1960s and 70s by the geographically close 
computing and electronics industry of Silicon Valley. This knowledge transfer further 
shows the introduction of the strategies of computing into sequencing as a way of work. 
It also reflects how aspects surrounding sequencing, as the organisation of its 
manufacturing, were increasingly gaining importance, overcoming the sequencing 
process itself. 
-2.1. Out of the `autoradiograph world'. 
Hood's group had been using manual sequencing in the context of its immunological 
investigations during the 1970s. Researchers determined the sequence of proteins and, 
from the end of the decade onwards, DNA in order to study antibody properties and 
match them to certain genes (Caltech, 1977, p. 48; 1980, pp. 43-44). Unlike in the case 
of Sanger, who enjoyed manual sequencing and found certain charm in this activity 
(Sanger and Dowding, 1996, pp. 344-45), Hood's investigators considered sequencing 
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"boring" and "monotonous", aiming since the very beginning to avoid it and concentrate 
in other aspects of their investigations (Smith, 2006; T. Hunkapiller, 2006). This 
fostered a research line in the laboratory directed to automate the sequencing 
instruments. 
Hood's researchers dislike of sequencing and their strong focus on instrument 
development were consequence of their values and attitudes, favouring the automation 
of science and the development of machine-like technologies. While they were 
conducting their experiments on sequencing automation in the early and mid 1980s, 
Sanger and his disciples at the LMB were enthusiastically applying the manual 
protocols to viruses and human mitochondrial DNA (Caltech, 1980, p. 52; Sanger et al, 
1978; Sanger, Coulson et al, 1982; Anderson, Barrell et al, 1981). 
Hood's team, however, coincided with Sanger in first focusing on proteins and then 
shifting to DNA as its research object. Automatic protein sequence determination was 
developed at Caltech and ABI during the 1970s in cooperation with Dreyer and 
consisted in perfecting already existing commercial apparatuses 
146. The shift to DNA 
began in 1980, when the manual techniques had already spread among molecular 
biologists. Both lines unfolded in parallel with the immunological research, despite 
automatic DNA sequencing gradually gaining importance (Caltech, 1980-87). 
The first attempt of automating DNA sequencing at Caltech was performed by Henry 
Huang, a biochemist with interest in engineering and former student of Dreyer 
147. In 
1980, shortly after moving to Hood's group, he sought to automate the processing of the 
autoradiogram band-patterns produced by both Sanger and Gilbert's methods. Huang's 
technique consisted in exposing the autoradiograph picture to a source of ultraviolet 
'ab The development of a protein sequencer had begun in the 1960s, shortly after William Stein and 
Stanford Moore's automation of amino acid analysis. It was, equally, based on Pehr Edman's sequence 
determination procedure, alternative to Sanger's (see Chapter 1, Section 1.6). At the time of Caltech's 
research (mid-late 1970s), the most widespread machine was being commercialised by the chemical 
multinational Beckman Instruments and treated the amino acid peptides with a series of gases. Hood's 
team, in cooperation with Dreyer and leaded by Michael Hunkapiller, improved Beckman's sequencer, 
making the process faster and, crucially, allowing it with smaller protein sample quantities (Dreyer, 1976, 
1999; Caltech, 1979, p. 43; Caltech, 1980, pp. 40 and 52; Hood and M. Hunkapiller, 1979; Hwick, M. 
Hunkapiller, Hood, Dreyer, 1981). 
14' Huang had previously been involved, with Dreyer and Hood, in the development of the area code 
hypothesis. He, consequently, shared the feature of modelling biological processes on information 
technologies (Hood, Huang and Dreyer, 1977). 
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radiation and measuring the grade of light absorption by each band. These 
measurements were meant to give an estimation of the nucleotide represented by each 
band (Caltech, 1980, p. 52). Huang's attempt failed for the signals derived from the 
bands being too weak for a proper estimation and he left Caltech shortly after 
concluding his experiments (Cook-Deegan, 1994, p. 65). 
The sequencer project was retaken in 1983 by a team formed by biophysicist Lloyd 
Smith, biochemist Michael Hunkapiller, his brother Tim Hunkapiller - evolutionary 
biologist interested in computing - as well as other scientists and engineers at ABI. All 
these researchers coincided in considering the manual methods "inelegant" and in the 
necessity of a "new approach" to sequencing in order to achieve automation (Smith, 
2006; M. Hunkapiller, 2006; T. Hunkapiller, 2006). The idea of elegance, hence, re- 
emerged, but with completely new connotations from its previous use by Sanger's 
assistants. These latter researchers - Coulson and Bart Barrell - had considered 
Sanger's late 1970s manual techniques more elegant than those contemporarily created 
by Gilbert, since they better adapted to the natural functioning of the cell. A few years 
later, sequencing should adapt to a completely different process to be considered elegant 
by the Caltech and ABI researchers. 
Manual sequencing, according to Hood's collaborators, was inelegant for the 
autoradiographs being "too big" and "inaccurate". Their size made them difficult to be 
processed by an automatic apparatus and also their structure, since the bands were not 
perfectly separated and "smiled" (Smith, 2006; T. Hunkapiller, 2006)148. The smiling 
effect consisted in the DNA fragments at the central lanes of some gels moving faster 
than those at the edges. This made difficult to extract sequence data from the subsequent 
autoradiograph picture, since the central spots were unjustifiably below their 
neighbours. Whereas the researcher's eye, given the craft, skills and experience 
associated to manual sequencing, could easily correct their positions, an automatic 
device had enormous difficulties to account for such an unpredicted movement, 
especially due to it occurring randomly and not systematically in all the gels. 
148 Another aspect in which Caltech and ABI's researchers were especially critical with manual 
sequencing was the use of radioactivity to label the DNA fragments (T. Hunkapiller, 2006; Smith, 2006). 
This issue only became a problem in the context of the automation of sequencing in the US during the 
1980s and neither Sanger nor Sulston considered it dangerous or inconvenient for their techniques. The 
different attitudes to radioactivity may, hence, have also been mediated by the distinct research values and 
environments in Hood's team and the LMB. 
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Instead of trying to systematise the randomness of the gels and automate them 
according to predictions, Caltech and ABI researchers decided to seek a new sequencing 
strategy. In reflecting retrospectively about it, Tim Hunkapiller claims that they were 
abandoning the "autoradiograph world" for entering into a "reappraisal of the whole 
sequencing process" (ibid. ). Considering manual sequencing a world -a view also 
shared by Smith (2006) - implies these scientists understanding Sanger's techniques as 
something more than a series of combined instruments. It means at least implicitly 
acknowledging the way of work Sanger's techniques embodied, involving repetitive and 
routine activities manually performed according to craft and skills which required 
training and dexterity. It also means perceiving the values on which this way of work 
was founded: the belief in science as a human-led activity which required the researcher 
checking every step in the process. 
Hood's disciples, hence, created a new approach to sequencing based on their belief in 
the automation of science and machine-like technology. The new approach resulted in a 
transformed way of work, also repetitive and routine, but in which the activities were 
avoided by man and performed by an apparatus. The dexterity and skills of sequencing 
were, consequently, substituted by the mechanical performance of the apparatus, as well 
as the ability to run it. The computer, a technology heavily used in Hood's group and in 
which Tim Hunkapiller was especially competent, was the apparatus in which automatic 
sequencing - and its new way of work - were based. 
-2.2. Colour strings and digital 
decoding. 
Caltech and ABI's new approach to sequencing arose from a series of meetings between 
Hood, Smith and the Hunkapiller brothers during the mid 1980s. In them, Tim 
Hunkapiller proposed making the black bands of the autoradiogram - representing the 
different DNA fragments - distinguishable through a series of colour dyes and merging 
them in a single gel lane. This way, the sequencing outcome would not be excessively 
big - one instead of four lanes - and the smiling and other blurring effects would be 
avoided (Cook-Deegan, 1994, p. 68; Wills, 1991, p. 152; M. Hunkapiller, 2006; T. 
Hunkapiller, 2006). 
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All the meeting attendees had previously been working with fluorescent dyes, particles 
of different colours which could be attached to molecules. In Hood's group, they were 
normally used to label antibody proteins, in order of them being detected in the cell 
(Caltech, 1974-83). By labelling each of the four dideoxy nucleotides with a different 
colour - e. g. blue-adenine, green-cytosine - and merging the fragments resulting from 
the dideoxy reaction in a single gel lane, it was possible to obtain a linear colour pattern 
corresponding with the DNA sequence. 
Tim Hunkapiller, the alleged pioneer of the idea149, had been pursuing the introduction 
of computers into Hood's laboratory since his arrival, in the 1970s (T. Hunkapiller, 
2006). At that time, the personal computer was emerging and biological laboratories 
beginning to be equipped firstly with shared workstations and then with individual 
devices (Ceruzzi, 1998, chs. 6-9). In this context, Rodger Staden and other researchers 
interested in computing working in biological institutions had designed the first 
software to sequence DNA. Tim Hunkapiller shared this background between biology 
and computing 150 and had fostered the use of sequencing software in Hood's group 
during the application of manual sequencing to immunological problems in the late 
1970s and early 80s. 
A common feature of the sequencing programs was defining the DNA sequences as 
"character strings" (Staden, 1977, p. 4038). The concept of string, present since the 
origins of informatics, referred to any linear arrangement of discrete units and was one 
of the possible data types computers could process (Sammet, 1969, pp. 92-94). With the 
advent of the personal computer and the previous transition in the use of this device 
from mathematical calculation to information processing, the problem of operating with 
strings gained increasing significance in informatics (Cormen et al, 2001, ch. 32; see 
149 There is a controversy regarding who had first the idea of labelling each nucleotide with a different 
colour dye. According to various scholars and the Hunkapiller brothers, it emerged from conversations 
between themselves, Hood and Smith, being Tim Hunkapiller the first in realising its advantages (Cook- 
Deegan, 1994, p. 68; Wills, 1991, p. 152; M. Hunkapiller, 2006; T. Hunkapiller, 2006). Dreyer, Smith 
and Huang, on the contrary, sustain that the latter had already proposed dye colouring prior to the 
meetings, during his 1980 automation attempt. He even ordered some dyes - according to this version - 
but never incorporated them into a viable sequencing techniques (Dreyer, 1999, pp. 89-90; Gosselin and 
Jacobs, 2000, p. A 19). Hood claims having suggested dye colouring to Huang in the early 1980s (Hood, 
2006). Huang has recently sued the inventors of the DNA sequencer, claiming intellectual rights over the 
dideoxy coloured fragments (Smith, personal communication, 2006). 
150 Tim Hunkapiller developed the idea of merging the nucleotides in one lane after reading an article in 
the magazine High Technology. The piece described a method to separate molecules into a thin tube filled 
with silicon, the material used to manufacture computer chips (T. Hunkapiller, 2006). 
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Chapter 2, Section 2.4). This coincided with the development of the first sequence 
determination software, directed to proteins in the 1960s and increasingly applied to 
RNA and DNA in the subsequent decades. The early sequencing software developers, 
therefore, made of the processing of strings in the form of biological sequences one of 
the signs of identity of their programs. 
However, despite the DNA sequencing software considering this molecule a string, the 
manual techniques did not produce a string as an outcome. This was due to Sanger's 
initial reserves towards the computer and him only applying this device once his 
methods had been completely developed. The sequencing techniques, consequently, 
were exclusively based on the ways of work of chemistry and biology, producing as an 
outcome a band pattern on a polyacrylamide gel. The sequencing software developers - 
with a different expertise from Sanger - should transform this band pattern into a one- 
dimensional string. This was easier than in the RNA and protein techniques, since in the 
DNA pattern the sequence could be directly read off. Yet, the pattern was spread in four 
lanes and the software operator should either manually type the sequence or submit the 
pattern - also manually - to an interface, in the form of a stylus or scanner. 
Tim Hunkapiller, by proposing to label the nucleotides with different colours and 
merging the DNA fragments into a single gel lane, transformed the results of 
sequencing into a string. This brought the computer science concept of string and the 
practice of its processing into the way of work embodied in sequencing. DNA 
sequencing was no longer a chemical and biological technique further adapted to the 
computer. It now produced a colour string as and outcome and, as a 1984 ABI report 
noted, permitted the computer to "read the sequence directly off the column". (ABI, 
1984b). This was due to the computer being now introduced into the sequencing process 
and not operated by an independent researcher with computer expertise, as it had 
happened with Sanger and Staden. 
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Figure 27: The autoradiograph world (left) vs. the four colours merged in one gel lane 
(right). Beside them, the ABI 1984, report in which one of the perceived advantages of 
fluorescence is to "read the sequence directly off the column". Source: ABI Archive, 
Steve Fung's collection. 
Despite the string being a suitable data format for the computer, the automatic 
processing of the sequence pursued by Hood's team required a device to transfer the dye 
colour information to the hard drive. This instrument did not come from informatics or 
immunology - as the string concept or the dyes - but from biophysics, a field in which 
Smith had been working before arriving to Caltech. 
Since the late 1970s, Smith had used lasers in Stanford University for detecting 
"molecular motion" of lipids in cell membranes. The lipids were attached to fluorescent 
particles - similar to dyes - and the membrane successively exposed to lasers. The laser 
excited the fluorescent particles and permitted to determine the lipids' position at each 
time of exposure (Smith et al, 1980,1981, quote. p. 139). 
This use of the laser, as a detector of biological molecules, had started in the field of 
medical diagnosis the decade before. Historian Joan Lisa Bromberg has shown how 
since the late 1960s, lasers initiated "a long-term shift from being predominantly 
military to being largely civilian". Developed during the 1950s with a clear Cold War 
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military focus, lasers gradually moved from being used as weapons, in 
telecommunications or as radar devices to being applied to the improvement of 
materials, environmental science or chemistry (Bromberg, 1991, pp. 208-219, quote 
208). In this context, practitioners increasingly submitted their patients to laser exposure 
in order to destroy or detect diseased tissues (e. g. tumours), often previously labelled 
with fluorescent molecules (Deutsch, 1988). Smith's investigations at Stanford were, 
therefore, a derivation of this medical line. 
The use of the laser in sequencing did not seem obvious within this application as a pure 
detection device. This led Smith to seek strategies of sequencing automation not 
incorporating this technology during his first years in Caltech. One of them, developed 
between 1983 and 84, implied visualising the colour string with a camera. By making 
the nucleotides visible, Smith postulated, it would be easier to introduce them into the 
computer (Smith, 2006). This attempt was within the ways of work of Smith's previous 
research in Stanford and within the autoradiograph world. Smith sought to detect the 
colour string - i. e. to make it visible - in order to transform it into an input to be directly 
processed by the computer. 
A few years before the development of these experiments, however, the laser had begun 
to expand again from its identity as a detector to being increasingly used as an 
information technology. Laser diodes had been applied since the 1970s by the computer 
industry to "read digital data on discs". This data, additionally, was stored as a 
succession of "spots about 1 micrometer in diameter". The "reflection of the beam" 
created "readable information" which could be transmitted to a computer (Guenther et 
al, 1991, pp. 232-33). The structure of the data stored in these early computer discs - as 
linear arrangements of discrete spots - mirrored the colour strings in which Tim 
Hunkapiller transformed the DNA fragments. 
During the early-mid 1980s, coinciding with Smith's arrival and first experiments in 
Caltech, personal computers were beginning to introduce disc readers and the 
sequencing software used this medium to store the DNA data (e. g. Staden, 1982). Other 
common instruments of daily life - such as CDs or barcodes - were incorporating the 
same information processing application (Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 1996, ch. 7). 
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This application was, thus, becoming the dominant use of the laser and the foundation 
of the emergent and increasingly individualised information technologies. 
The prototype sequencer developed by Smith in 1985 copied this application to transfer 
the colour string to the computer. The apparatus incorporated a laser beam at the bottom 
of the gel which detected the colour dyes of the DNA fragments as they moved down 
the single gel lane. The laser transmitted the wavelength of each colour to the computer, 
which deduced from this information the corresponding sequence of nucleotides - e. g. 
blue-adenine, green-cytosine, yellow-guanine, etc (Smith et al, 1986). 
Figure 28: The automatic sequencing technique 
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In a 1986 report, Smith still referred to the laser source as a "detector", but made clear 
that the outcome of that detection was "information" (Caltech, 1986, pp. 73-74). The 
aim of the laser was exciting - and, therefore, detecting - the dye labelled nucleotides, 
but only to the extent in which this excitation could serve for transmitting and storing 
data about their colour in a computer: 
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"This instrument [sequencer] uses laser excitation of fluorescence to detect bands of DNA present in 
polyacrylamide gels. The DNA fragments generated in the enzymatic sequencing reaction are labelled 
with one of four fluorescent dyes, a different dye being used in each of the four different sequencing 
reactions. The four reactions are (... ) co-electrophoresed in a polyacrylamide gel. The fluorescence 
detector measures the fluorescence at each of four different wavelengths, and this information is stored in 
a microcomputer. The DNA sequence is inferred from the temporal sequence of DNA bands" (Caltech, 
1986, pp. 73-74). 
The use of the laser by Smith, therefore, had shifted from that of a detector of motion in 
molecules to that of a detector of information embodied in the DNA sequence. This use 
incorporated into the way of work of sequencing another practice with increasing 
importance in the computing and emergent information technology industry: that of 
decoding the information stored in different media. With this capacity, the prototype 
sequencer could process the DNA data and store it in the computer without human 
intervention. The barrier between sequencing and its computer processing had, 
consequently, been overcome. 
The introduction of the computer as an integral part of the prototype automatic 
sequencer by Caltech and ABI, thus, fostered the convergence between sequencing and 
information technologies. This was achieved by incorporating concepts, practices and 
problems of these latter technologies into the ways of work embodied in sequencing. If 
in the 1970s, the modelling of sequencing on DNA replication by Sanger had triggered 
a shift in this way of work from chemistry to biology, Hood's team adaptation of the 
sequencing process to the computer incorporated in it the practices of string processing 
and digital decoding the decade after. Other attempts to automate sequencing during the 
1980s did not succeed in overcoming this gap between sequencing and the computer. 
-2.3. Rival automation attempts. 
At the same time Hood's team was developing its prototype (mid 1980s), other 
laboratories were attempting to automate sequencing. All of them coincided in not 
completely leaving the autoradiograph world and, consequently, not overcoming the 
gap between sequencing and the computer. The attempts, in line with Sanger's 
techniques, produced as an outcome a band-pattern spread in four lanes which required 
further transformation to be processed by the computer. Despite the resulting sequencers 
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having some initial acceptance, all of them were finally superseded by ABI's 
commercial apparatus. 
Caltech and ABI's rival automation attempts were based on two different strategies. The 
first one, represented by Akiyoshi Wada in Tokyo University, sought to automate the 
reading off of the black and white radioactively labelled autoradiograph (Wada, 1984, 
1987). The other, headed by Wilhelm Ansorge at the European Molecular Biology 
Laboratory in Heidelberg, did use dyes, but labelling all the DNA nucleotides with the 
same colour. Its outcome, hence, was still a monochromatic pattern spread in four lanes 
in which the sequence, as in an autoradiograph, was determined according to the 
position of the dyes (Ansorge et al, 1986,1987). 
Both attempts had certain impact during the late 1980s. Whereas Wada's apparatus 
spread in Japan, Ansorge's one - commercialised by the Swiss company Pharmacia - 
competed with ABI's sequencer in Europe up to the early 1990s (Cook Deegan, 1994, 
pp. 65-72)l51. One of the reasons of the initial acceptance of these apparatuses was them 
processing the sequencing outcome as Sanger's techniques. This made researchers 
previously involved in manual sequencing used to their procedures and, crucially, more 
confident in their results. 
The researchers could reverse the activity of the machine and check the sequences 
against the outcomes of the apparatus, an autoradiograph in the case of Wada and a dye- 
labelled spot pattern also spread in four lanes in the case of Ansorge. For so doing, they 
did not require additional skills: just the same craft, learning and dexterity they had 
applied in manual sequencing. At a time - late 1980s - in which computers were not yet 
completely integrated in daily life, researchers saw the automatic processing of the 
sequences with suspicion. ABI's sequencers did not contemplate human verification and 
this initially undermined their acceptance. 
I" Sulston also produced, at the LMB, a device for automatically processing autoradiographs which was 
going to be commercialised by the company Amersham. However, the prototype was never launched, 
partially because of the disagreements between scientist and firm (Sulston and Coulson, 2007; Durbin, 
2005). This further shows Sulston's more reluctant attitude towards the commercialisation of research, 
especially when compared with Hood and ABI's fruitful relations. 
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Nevertheless, ABI was successful in overcoming these reserves and progressively 
established its fully automated approach as standard. The colouring of each nucleotide 
with a different dye and their merging in a single gel lane became the referent in 
sequencing, especially in an improved DNA sequencer launched in the early 1990s 
which clearly overcame its competitors 
152. This increasingly withdrew the researcher 
from the sequencing process and opened the door to mechanisation in the HGP and 
other large-scale sequencing projects (see Section 2.6). 
In analysing ABI's success over its rivals, sociologists Peter Keating and Alberto 
Cambrosio have argued that "successful automation" does not imply "automated 
mimicking of human operations", but a "substitution of one process (... ) by another". 
The object of automation, they claim, is no longer the activity previously performed by 
the scientist, but a new sort of procedure which "redistributes actions between humans 
and machines and between the humans themselves" (Keating et al, 1999, p. 132). This 
leads them to distinguish the automation of only certain parts of a scientific process - 
with the process continuing to be performed as manually - from the attempts in which a 
whole series of activities in a laboratory are automated - and, therefore, the way of 
conducting the process changes (ibid., pp. 127-28). 
Caltech and ABI's attempt clearly squares with the automation of a full process. 
However, Keating and Cambrosio do not address what led Hood's team to substitute the 
manual sequencing process for a new approach based on colour dyes and laser 
decoding. The reason, as I have argued, was placing the computer at the centre of the 
automation of sequencing. All the modifications introduced by Caltech and ABI sought 
to adapt sequencing to the ways of working of the computer, automatically processing 
the DNA sequence as a string. This capacity was the basis of ABI's model better 
performance and its preference over rival attempts once the reluctances of some 
scientists towards computing were overcome. 
112 Other competitors of Caltech and ABI during the late 1980s and early 90s were a group of researchers 
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, who created ways for visualising the DNA nucleotides. 
These techniques were derived from the application of crystallography, tunnel-microscope and other 
instruments from physics to the DNA molecule (Wills, 1991, pp. 153-56). They yielded pictures of DNA 
in which the nucleotides could, allegedly, be seen. ABI's early 1990s improved sequencer also overcame 
them. 
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Keating and Cambrosio neither show the will to automate a whole scientific process 
and, therefore, fully transform it being mediated by values. Hood's team entirely 
founded its approach on a belief in the automation of science and the possibility of 
sequencing being fully conducted by machines. The rival attempts, by contrast, 
identified science with a human activity and allowed the user to check, at any point, the 
results of the apparatus with the same skills as in the manual techniques. Wada and 
Ansorge's sequencers, therefore, were based on partially automating the biological and 
chemical practices of the manual techniques, whereas ABI implemented a new 
sequencing process based on the ways of working of the computer. 
In conclusion, Hood's team and its rival sequencing attempts offer what David Noble 
has coined as different "technological possibilities" or alternative paths in the 
development of a technology. Current technological devices, he argues, should be seen 
as the result of a series of choices shaped by a dominant ideology - or set of values 
(Noble, 1986, quote p. XIV). In the case of sequencing, one possible path of 
development was automating the reading of the autoradiographs and only developing 
automation as it was necessary to perform human-led scientific discoveries. It was 
represented by Sanger and the LMB scientists, and also reflected in the automation 
approaches of Wada and Ansorge. The other possibility was creating a fully-automated 
approach to sequencing, concentrating more efforts in automation than those required 
by discovery. Hood's group embodied this second option, with was justified not in 
immediate scientific necessities but in a prediction of future large-scale sequencing 
projects, which would allow substantial economic and scientific revenues. The further 
commercialisation of the sequencer by ABI addressed these emergent financial 
opportunities. 
-2.4. Biotechnology and the marketing of the sequencer. 
The DNA sequencer was not the first instrument commercialised by ABI. The company 
had been founded in 1981 after a series of meetings of Hood with venture capitalists in 
San Francisco already involved in the emergent field of biotechnology. ABI had, 
consequently, witnessed the development of the protein sequencer at Caltech and 
launched in 1983 a commercial version of this instrument, together with a DNA 
synthesiser invented in the University of Colorado (Cook-Deegan, 1994, pp. 66-67; 
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ABI, 1983, pp. 2-7 and 17). The success of both instruments encouraged ABI's 
managers to pursue the commercial DNA sequencer, which was in their business plans 
since the foundation of the company (Marion, 2006). 
The history of ABI is parallel to that of a series of small companies - start-ups - created 
in cooperation with universities during the late 1970s and early 80s, in the context of the 
development of biotechnology. Biotechnology has usually been presented as an 
unprecedented episode of cooperation between academe and private business (Kenney, 
1986), but there are a number of historical antecedents. The chemical and 
pharmaceutical industries, respectively emerging during the 19th and early 20th 
centuries, are obvious examples. 
In analysing the first US pharmaceutical companies, John Swann has shown how 
despite the "fundamentally different priorities" of those firms and university scientists, 
there were "opportunities for mutual benefits" when both instances "collaborated". This 
cooperation, not exempt from difficulties, fostered the emergence of joint "biomedical 
research programs" during the early 20th century which consolidated in the interwar 
years and satisfied the interests of academe and industry (Swann, 1988, pp. 3 and 1). 
Alfred Chandler Jr. considers both the chemical and pharmaceutical industries examples 
of innovative "organisational capabilities" adopted by a group of companies over a short 
period of time. A number of chemical and pharmaceutical firms during the late 19th and 
early 20th century - Du Pont, Merck, Pfizer or ICI - managed to combine, in a profitable 
way, their "technical" and "functional capabilities", i. e. their research and production 
resources. This created "powerful barriers to enter" for new companies, making the 
chemical and pharmaceutical markets a matter of a few "core companies" and early 
followers (Chandler Jr., 2005, pp. 3-12). 
Both cooperation and organisational skills were also crucial for the emergence of 
biotechnology and, more concretely, the success of ABI. The former factor made the 
new business especially flourishing in the US, in comparison with other European 
countries as Britain. When the opportunity to commercialise genetically engineered 
products emerged in the mid 1970s - with the advent of recombinant DNA' 
53 
- US 
153 Robert Bud has convincingly shown that biotechnology existed before the emergence of genetic 
engineering, namely linked to products derived from fermentation (Bud, 1993). However, the business 
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universities and companies already had a model of interaction within the biological 
sciences, as shown by Swann's account of the US pharmaceutical industry. Britain, on 
the contrary, had experienced difficulties in these contacts during the development of 
commercial insulin and penicillin between the 1920s and 40s. Its model, as Jonathan 
Liebenau has argued, was not consistently defined and this created barriers in the 
perception of joint business opportunities between university and industry (Liebenau, 
1989; 1987). This made biotechnology being almost unanimously perceived as a new 
market by US entrepreneurs, whereas the bulk of British company managers saw it "not 
as a new business, but as a set of very powerful techniques" to be applied to the 
traditional chemical and pharmaceutical fields (Dart, 1989, p. 599; Bud, 1993, pp. 185 
and further)154. 
The emergence of US biotechnology was also helped by the Government's involvement. 
This support, however, was not immediate, but triggered by the menacing position of 
Japan as a competitor. Since the mid 1980s, when Japanese products began jeopardising 
US leadership, large Federal funds were made available to universities which, in their 
turn, created start-ups to exploit the commercial opportunities of their achievements 
(Collins, 2004, pp. 1-12; Bud, 1993, pp. 199-202; OTA, 1984). This scheme remarkably 
resembled the organisation of US science during the Cold War, when the 
Administration widely funded academic researchers who, subsequently, formed 
partnerships with industry to develop products. Nevertheless, instead of having a 
dominantly military orientation, this cooperation was focused around the new 
techniques of molecular biology, among them sequencing'55. Business historian Luigi 
Orsenigo has placed the confluence of "interests, beliefs and strategies" of the actors 
involved in biotechnology as a key factor for its success (Orsenigo, 1989, p. 2). In the 
explosion associated to this field arrived with the invention of the recombinant DNA techniques around 
1975. Many of these techniques - e. g. DNA sequencing or monoclonal antibodies - originated, 
paradoxically, in Britain, a country where the proliferation of biotechnology companies was lower than in 
the US. 
15" This dichotomy can be seen, locally, in the different reactions of the LMB and Caltech towards 
biotechnology. The Medical Research Council - sponsor of the LMB - created in 1980 Celltech, a 
biotechnology company which developed a DNA synthesiser prior to ABI (Bud, 1993, pp. 205-206 and 
personal communication, 2006; Dogson, 1990). Instead of commercialising it, Celltech's managers 
launched to the market the costume DNA sequences the synthesiser produced, as well as other non- 
machine products as monoclonal antibodies (Celltech, 1981-86). ABI, by contrast, marketed its later 
synthesiser, which became one of its most profitable products in the mid 1980s. 
S In a book reflecting about biotechnology in 1986, Martin Kenney significantly used the expression 
"university -industrial complex", paraphrasing US President Dwight Eisenhower's 1961 farewell address, 
warning about the potential dangers of the "military industrial-complex" of Cold War science (Kenney, 
1986, Leslie, 1993, pp. 2-3). 
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case of the US, the interaction between scientists, government and companies originated 
what Steven Collins has called a favourable "national innovation system", providing the 
"institutional, organisational, and knowledge resources" needed for entrepreneurs to 
create new markets (Collins, 2004, p. 7). 
The West coast, and particularly Silicon Valley in the Bay Area of San Francisco, was 
the setting where US biotechnology best emerged. This zone had experienced a 
previous business development, in the 1960s and 70s, focused on electronics and 
computing. The new commercial activity generated the funds from which the first 
biotechnology firms arose, since the leaders of the previous industry became venture 
capitalists sponsoring the new companiesls6. It also created a set of skills, expertise and 
strategies which would turn valuable for the new biotechnology industry and, 
especially, ABI (Lecuyer, 2006, pp. 5-8). 
Universities in the Bay Area - e. g. Berkeley, Stanford or UC San Francisco - were, 
additionally, less reluctant than their East counterparts to cooperate with industry, as 
reflected by Hood's activity at Caltech during the 1970s and 80s. The opposite example 
was Harvard, home institution of the co-inventor of manual sequencing Gilbert, who in 
the early 1980s had created the medical biotechnology company Biogen 157. From the 
beginning, Gilbert faced criticisms of Harvard and had to base the general headquarters 
of the company in Switzerland instead of Massachusetts. Harvard's authorities were 
fiercely opposed to private entrepreneurship and in 1980 had refused to create of a self- 
owned biotechnology start-up158. They forced Gilbert to leave his academic position in 
1982, despite him returning to Harvard two years afterwards, in the face of the initially 
156 ABI's venture capitalists had not been involved in Silicon Valley's 1960s and 70s electronic industries, 
but leaded previous biotechnology companies such as AmGen, Biogen or Genentech (ABI, 1983, back 
page). 
157 Gilbert, co-inventor of manual sequencing, founded a medical instead of an instrument-based 
biotechnology company. This suggests him sharing the attitude towards science and technology of the 
LMB and seeing sequencing as a tool applicable to human-led medical discoveries rather than as a 
technique suitable to result in an automatic machine. Other leading figures in sequencing, as Carl 
Weissmann or Ken Murray, were also involved in the creation of Biogen (see Chapter 1, Section 2.3; 
Hofschneider and Murray, 2001). 
158 Caltech researchers were nor allowed to own companies, but could combine more easily science and 
business by becoming external consultants (Cook-Deegan, 1994, pp. 67-68). Harvard's opposition to 
create a biotechnology company, together with the MRC's foundation of Celltech (see note 154), shows 
how misleading national stereotypes are when analysing attitudes towards technology: some US 
institutions were more reluctant than their British counterparts to cooperate with industry. 
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uncertain fate of the company (Watson, 2003, pp. 114-120 and 169-170; Mendelsohn, 
1992, pp. 17-19). 
The US Bay Area, therefore, was a particularly privileged environment for the 
development of biotechnology and in this setting ABI arose. Unlike in the case of 
Biogen, Caltech - its university partner - fostered instead of hindering its creation. 
There were, additionally, a wide variety of companies - both in biotechnology and the 
previous electronics industry - which served ABI's managers as a model. However, this 
proliferation also resulted in increased competition and forced ABI to establish a 
particular set of relations with both fellow biotechnology and electronics companies. 
These relations, apart of permitting the company survive during the first half of the 
1980s, further transformed sequencing as a way of work. 
-2.5. ABI. " market opportunities and IT knowledge transfer. 
The many applications of recombinant DNA had led some biotechnology companies to 
set, in the late 1970s and early 80s, excessively ambitious goals upon their foundation. 
They intended to focus, at the same time, on manufacturing instruments, producing new 
drugs and developing products for diagnosing genetic diseases (Bud, 1994, pp. 190-95; 
Rabinow, 1996, pp. 31-37,46-53). ABI, by contrast, defined itself since its foundation 
as a company manufacturing and marketing "fine biochemicals and automated 
instruments" for "biochemistry, molecular biology and biotechnology research and 
applications" (ABI, 1984, p. 1). More concretely, it focused on "the most important and 
frequent laboratory activities in biotechnology", i. e. "protein and DNA sequencing" 
together with "protein and DNA synthesis" (id., 1983, p. 4)I59. 
159 ABI also reflected an interest in diagnostics and developed some instruments in that area, but always 
subordinated to its main markets of instrumentation and reagents (ABI, 1983, pp. 7-8; 1991, pp. 11.13). 
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Figure 29: A draft of ABI's goals written in 1981, when the company was planned to be 
called Geneco. The focus on instrumentation and reagents was present from the very 
beginning of the firm. Source: ABI Archives, Andre Marion's collection. 
This avoided ABI the problems of other emergent biotechnology companies, which 
shortly after their foundation had to tighten their goals due to lack of capacity. It also 
saved having to compete with other start-ups and multinationals which had previously 
entered the biotechnology business. The main market targets of' these firms were the 
development of drugs - pursued by traditional pharmaceutical companies and 
newcomers as Genentech - or diagnostic kits - aimed by the newly-founded Cetus (also 
developing PCR) and established instrument-making corporations. None of these firms 
had shown interest in the production of sequencers or synthesisers, for them being 
apparatuses without a direct linkage to the medical field. 
ABI, therefore, occupied a position in the market that no previous company had aimed 
to assume. Before his 1981 conversations with the venture capitalists, I lood had otfcred 
the license of the protein sequencer to AmGen and Beckman Instruments - respectively 
a start-up also created by Caltech and an instrument-making multinational. Both 
rejected the offer, the former for preferring to focus on drug development and the latter 
for already having a commercial protein sequencer (Cook-Deegan, 1994. pp. 67-68; 
note 27). A131's managers were not "captives of the tradition or past", as one of its 
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founders, Andre Marion, remarks. They were able to assess the market "in a wider 
sense" and saw "an opportunity in a new technology", while Beckman had other 
projects to attend (Marion, 2006). 
ABI's focus on instrumentation was also consequence of its founders' previous business 
experience. The first two Presidents of the company - Marion and Sam Eletr - had 
worked, the decade before, in Hewlett Packard (HP), one of the main companies of 
Silicon Valley. Marion was a manager of engineering processes, while Eletr worked as 
an engineer in the division of medical instrumentation160. The first thought of Marion 
when the venture capitalists proposed him directing ABI in 1981 was "if we [HP] are 
currently the leaders in the production of instruments for electronics, why not becoming 
the leaders in the production of instruments for biology? " (Marion, 2006). 
This suggests a transfer of knowledge from HP to ABI and turns especially important 
for my argument, since the former - as many of the 1970s firms at Silicon Valley - was 
a company engaged with the production of information technologies. The penetration of 
sequencing by the ways of work embodied by these information instruments may, 
hence, have overcome the level of the string or laser decoding, for leading Marion and 
Eletr to manage ABI as an information technology (IT) company. Marion claims the 
production and working processes of ABI being "remarkably similar" to those of HP 
and having brought "many of the practices" he had learnt there (Marion, 2006). 
First evidence of this impact of HP is ABI using strong informational vocabulary in all 
its records during the mid and late 1980s. In the company's annual reports, the 
instruments produced were defined as "systems to automate information handling and 
processing for life sciences applications" (ABI, 1983, p. 4; 1986, central triptych; 1987, 
p. 4). Even in the technical literature on the DNA sequencer, the part of the gel that 
entered in contact with the laser was coined as "read region" and the different dyes 
attached to the bases as "colour codes" (id., 1987b, pp. 4-9 and 4-12). 
160 Robert Ledley, one of the pioneers in the introduction of the computer in biology, had also worked in 
medical instrumentation before joining the National Biomedical Research Foundation in the early 1960s 
(see Chapter 2, Section 2.5). This, together with Eletr's background and ABI's further incorporation of 
the computer in their commercial sequencer suggests medicine being the field in which the confluence 
between life-biology and electronics first occurred. 
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ABI's functioning as an IT company was also reflected in its organisation and working 
practices. Marion has stated that during the production of the DNA sequencer, he 
always conceived it "as a system" beginning in the first manufacturer and ending "in the 
user". This led him to bring to the company '`a strategy" he had already used in HP to 
develop a product from production to commercialisation". It consisted in organising the 
staff differently from the "highly functionalised firms" and to form teams combining 
biochemists and molecular biologists - to refine the sequencing reactions - electronic 
and mechanical engineers - to design the actual apparatus - and marketing agents - to 
make the sequencer attractive and easy to use by the costumer (Marion, 2006). 
The presence of engineers and, especially, marketing experts distinguished ABI's DNA 
sequencer group from that of Caltech. The sequencer at ABI was "aimed to be 
commercialised as an apparatus and not only used by a small group of researchers" 
(ibid. ). This led the company to give costumer support a privileged role, with 
specialised teams solving the sequencers' problems and training courses directed to 
familiarise users once they had purchased the apparatus (ABI, 1983, p. 9,1986b). 
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Figure 30: Organisational 
chart of the group working on 
the DNA sequencer at ABI, 
combining biologists and 
chemists (top left), engineers 
(top right) and marketing 
agents (bottom left). Source: 
ABI Archives. 
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The association of research and engineering with marketing in combined teams had 
been a managerial novelty introduced, among others, by Silicon Valley's electronics 
industry. Business historian Christophe Lecuyer has shown how Fairchild 
Semiconductor pioneered the design of organisation techniques which "closely coupled 
product development with market demands" during the late 1950s and 60s. This strategy 
was adopted the decade after by the integrated circuit companies Intel and National 
Semiconductor (Lecuyer, 2006, pp. 165 and 292-94). In so doing, these firms were 
developing the "managerial revolution" in American business, as described by Chandler 
Jr. (Chandler Jr, 1977). 
This scholar has shown, in a classical work on business history, how during the first 
decades of the 200' century, the "traditional family firm" was gradually substituted by 
the multiunit enterprise, administered by "a hierarchy of middle and top salaried 
managers". These managers were responsible for the different functions of the firm - 
production, transportation, external relations, etc. - and gained increasing prominence 
after the World War II (ibid., pp. 1-12). Silicon Valley's electronics industry began to 
merge the units since the 1950s and associate the firms' managers in combined teams. 
This tendency was widely adopted in the 1980s by the biotechnology industry and other 
sort of companies 161. 
The participation of ABI in this second managerial revolution shows that the 
incorporation of the ways of work of computing in sequencing did not only affect the 
development of the apparatus. The organisation of the sequencing centres began 
adopting the managerial and production models of the information technology 
industry 162. In a recent paper, Christophe Bonneuil and Jean-Paul Gaudilliere have 
argued that current genomic centres are tending towards organisational models 
increasingly based on "team networks". The impact of these networks in their research, 
they claim, is equivalent to "that of cybernetics" in biology "after World War IP" 
(Bonneuil and Gaudilliere, 2007). These heterogeneous networks, as I have shown, are 
161 The conformation of combined marketing and research teams became a widespread corporate strategy 
in the mid 1980s. Geoffrey Jones and Alison Kraft have analysed its impact in the successful 
commercialisation of Clearblue, a home pregnancy test marketed by Unipath, subsidiary of the British 
multinational Unilever (Jones and Kraft, 2004). 
162 In a 1986 account of biotechnology, Martin Kenney remarked that the new biological companies were 
"information intensive" and squared with a society increasingly dependent on information control after 
the development of the personal computer (Kenney, 1986, p. 4). He was, hence, indirectly reflecting this 
adoption of the information technology models by the then emergent biotechnology firms. 
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the result of the introduction of the ways of work of the information technology industry 
into sequencing during the 1980s. At the end of the decade, these forms of organisation 
and functioning were crucial in the acceptance of the automatic sequencer by the 
community of molecular biologists. 
-2.6. The commercial sequencer and its reception. 
One of the main topics addressed by ABI's teams of researchers, engineers and 
marketing experts was the representation of the data in the sequencers. As Steve Fung - 
member of the DNA sequencer team - recalls, they were "discussing different ways" in 
which the instruments may offer the sequence output to the users (Fung, 2006). The 
team finally devised a graph which reflected, on the computer screen, the different 
wavelength peaks of the dye-labelled DNA fragments as they moved down the gel, 
together with the corresponding nucleotide letter on each peak. 
This representation contrasted with Sanger and Gilbert's techniques, which offered an 
autoradiograph as an outcome. The autoradiograph, instead of a series of wavelength 
peaks, reflected a two-dimensional band pattern which should be visually interpreted by 
the researcher to yield the sequence. ABI's team was aware of these differences and 
advised in the instructions manual of the first commercial sequencer - 370A, released in 
1986 - that both the sequencer and the resulting data should not be interpreted as the 
manual techniques: 
"Do not be confused! The Model 370A DNA Sequencer is a real-time electrophoresis detector. It should 
NOT be thought of in terms of the standard sequencing gel or gel reader. With the 370A, the bands 
(reaction products) are detected with a laser within a single (optimal) horizontal plane on the gel, AS 
THEY PASS THAT POINT. The information is stored by computer. At the end of the run, the data 
collected will be displayed on the screen and analysed. Note that it is not necessary (... ) to be concerned 
about the separation of all the bands after a certain period of time. It is not necessary to save the gel as a 
'picture' of your sequence information" (ABI, 1987b, p. 2-3). 
These differences conditioned the reception of the sequencer in its first years of 
commercialisation. A significant part of the users, unexpectedly for ABI's managers, 
was unhappy with the 370A during the late 1980s. These reserves were especially 
intense among researchers who had been previously involved with the manual 
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techniques and were, consequently, "more comfortable with a two-dimensional 
representation of the gel than with the peaks" (Fung, 2006)163. The picture of the gel 
where the colour strings of the automatic technique separated - representing a different 
sequence in each lane - was preferred by those researchers, since it could be interpreted 
with similar reading off mechanisms as Sanger and Gilbert's autoradiographs. The 
wavelength peaks were "not understood" by these users, many of whom neither trust in 
the interpretation of the sequence by the computer (ibid. ). A simple note in a users' 
handbook, therefore, was not going to chance almost a decade of practice. 
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Figure 31: The peak view 
vs. the gel view of the DNA 
sequence (above left and 
right). On the left, a 1992 
advertisement of a rival 
sequencer of ABI's, 
stressing the advantage of 
representing the sequence 
as an image of the gel (ABI's 
Archives and Keating, 
Limoges and Cambrosio, 
1999, p. 134) 
163 Conversely, the young researchers starting in the sequencing field usually embraced the automatic 
methods. Among the most enthusiastic supporters was Craig Venter (Fung, 2006; M. Hunkapiller, 2006), 
who ten years later would massively use ABI's sequencers in the private HPG effort of Celera, becoming 
a rival of Sulton (Sulston, 2002, chs. 4-5). 
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Wouldn't It Be Nice If Automated 
DNA Sequencers Spoke The Some 
Language As Researchers). 
The initial cold reception of the 370A was framed in the different attitudes of 
researchers to science and technology. As Fung recalls, the most critical scientists 
towards the new apparatus were the "sequencing stars" - i. e. the researchers who had 
built a reputation with the manual methods (ibid. ). Michael Hunkapiller, who had 
moved from Hood's group to become an ABI executive in 1983, evokes a discussion 
with Sanger's former assistant, Barrell, in which the latter was arguing that a human 
check would always yield better results than a completely automatic device (M. 
Hunkapiller, 2006). The LMB scientists and other defenders of manual sequencing 
were, hence, shaping their reluctance towards the 370A in their exclusion of automation 
and machines from science. Sequencing without verification by a scientist, they argued, 
would become a matter of "technicians" (T. Hunkapiller, 2006). 
Another factor of rejection was the reserve towards the commercialisation of science 
among the 370A critics. Establishing this apparatus as the standard sequencer implied 
ABI controlling the interpretation of the sequencing results - through the computer's 
automatic attribution of characters to the peaks - and, more importantly, the lucrative 
market of the reagents - gels, dye-labelled fragments, polymerase etc. This control 
seemed inappropriate to researchers defending the public side of science and Sulston 
confesses in his autobiography having once hacked into the 370A to steal the electronic 
image of the gel (Sulston, 2002, pp. 93-95). The justification he gives reflect his belief 
in a human-driven and predominantly non-commercial science: 
"I could not accept that we should be dependent on a commercial company for the handling and assembly 
of the data we were producing. The company even had ambitions to take control of the analysis of the 
sequence, which was ridiculous. (... ) So, one hot Summer Sunday afternoon, I sat on the lawn at home 
with printouts spread out all around me and decrypted the [Applied Biosystems] file that stored the trace 
data. (... ) I came in on Monday morning and said, `Look, this is how we get the file data'. Within a very 
few days, [our programmers] had written display software that showed the traces [of the sequences] -and 
there we were" (ibid., p. 94). 
Sulston's critiques, together with the more general reserves towards the 370A, reflected 
new dichotomies in sequencing emerging with its automation in the mid-late 1980s. The 
performance of this activity by an autonomous and commercial apparatus created 
conflicts between a human-led way of work involving manual skills and a mechanical 
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endeavour. It also confronted the identification of sequencing with pure basic science by 
transforming it in a commercial activity. If the previous dualities of sequencing - e. g. 
between routine and innovation, between biology and computing - had coexisted 
harmonically in the C. elegans project and Sanger's career, these new dichotomies 
created conflicts between the defenders of one or the other ways of work. 
ABI's managers deployed considerable efforts to overcome these conflicts. Their 
initiatives were based on the company's characteristic cooperation between research, 
engineering and marketing in the team responsible for the manufacturing of the 
sequencer. This team had, since the 1986 release, used ABI's extensive consumer 
support networks to make researchers more favourable to the sequencing conditions of 
the 370A. Free training courses among users purchasing the sequencer were hold during 
all the second half of the 1980s (ABI, 1986b). 
The reserves, nevertheless, persisted and the team, after extended discussions, decided 
to give a more radical step. It introduced the gel view, together with the peak view of 
the DNA data, in the next generation of sequencers, the 373A, released in 1990 (id., 
1990, p. 3; 1990b, p. 1; Fung, 2006). This apparatus was a success and overcame the 
reserves of researchers. It became an almost universally accepted technology and the 
most profitable instrument of the company. Sulston, one of the main critics of the 
previous model, extensively used 373A machines in the initial stages of the C. elegans 
sequencing project". 
164 Sulston's use of automatic sequencers had been preceded by a "world tour" in 1989 where himself, 
Coulson and Waterston visited and tested Ansorge's apparatus and ABI's sequencer at Venter's 
laboratory, then at the NIH. The researchers finally purchased one of each machines and simultaneously 
operated them during the early 1990s. They finally chose the latter for the sequencing of C. elegans and 
the initial stages of the HGP, conducted at the Sanger Centre and Washington University in St. Louis 
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Figure 32: ABI's 373A model (above left) compared with Caltech's prototype (above 
right). Below, ABI's sales per product between 1988 and 92. The DNA market 
(including the sequencers) clearly overcame the protein market since 1991. 
Sources: ABI, 1986 and courtesy of Lloyd Smith. 
The 373A represented, hence, a compromise solution between two different and 
conflicting ways of work embodied in sequencing. It kept automating the processing of 
the sequence through the computer, but yet included the possibility of human 
verification through the interpretation of the gel view of the DNA data165. This way, it 
satisfied the values of its inventors -believing in the automation of science through 
autonomous apparatuses - and also of a significant part of its users - stressing the 
superiority of the scientist and the necessity of the machine being monitored. The 
divergences between Caltech and ABI's attitudes, and those of the LMB had, therefore, 
achieved a mutual understanding during the early I990s'66. 
Nevertheless, the importance of ABI's hybrid teams and support networks combining 
marketing and research suggests that something had changed in sequencing as a way of 
165 The gel view, paradoxically, did not correspond with a mimetic - or more real - representation of the DNA 
fragments. Due to their variable mobility in each gel lane - i. e. the smiling effect - Caltech and AEI's 
researchers had introduced "correction factors" in the migration of the fragments. The colour spots, 
consequently, appeared regularly aligned on the computer screen when this regularity was not occurring on 
the gel surface (Smith et al, 1986, p. 678; T. Hunkapiller, 2006). 
166 This understanding referred exclusively to the dichotomy in sequencing between a craft-oriented and a 
mechanical way of work. The conflict between a pure science and commercial activity persisted and even 
intensified during the 1990s. The rivalry in the HGP between the public consortium and Celera, as well as 
between Sulston and Venter, reflected this tension. Its development is beyond the scope of this thesis and 
has been widely addressed by both popular and academic works on genomics (e. g. Bostanci, 2004; Cook- 
Deegan, 1994). 
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work after its automation. Vincent Ramillon, in analysing the automation of a number 
of techniques in molecular biology - including sequencing - notes that "the 
organisation and management of the laboratory" became crucial during the late 1980s 
and 90s (Ramillon, 2007). In this process, I argue, some of the scientific activities 
conducted in the laboratory simultaneously decreased in importance, due to their 
growing automation. 
In the case of ABI, the efforts of the company since the late 1980s were concentrated in 
the marketing of the apparatus rather than in the sequencing technique itself. The main 
changes introduced in the sequencer at that time were aimed either to improve its 
performance or its acceptance by users, not involving any significant transformation in 
the method as invented by Hood's team. This was parallel to the emergence of a new 
sort of professionals offering training and support to users, but not being directly 
involved in the development of the technique. 
This suggests that, due to its automation, sequencing was dissolving as invented by 
Sanger and Gilbert, and giving rise to other ways of work. These new ways of work 
were related to, but not directly involved in the activities now performed by the 
automatic machine. Other technique with a key role in this dissolution was the 
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), incorporated for the first time in the 373A model 
after a difficult introduction into sequencing. 
-3. The troubled introduction of PCR (1983-1994). 
An analysis of DNA sequencing written in 1991 by biologist Christopher Wills 
expressed doubts about the success of Caltech and ABI's technique. The "length of 
sequence" which could be processed with that method was, in his view, "the same as 
with the original Sanger technique" - 300 to 400 bases - and there were scientists 
claiming that "a well-organised team" equipped with manual procedures would produce 
"as much usable sequence as one using the much more expensive" fluorescence 
machines (Wills, 1991, p. 152). Wills's remarks, apart of reflecting the reserves that the 
automatic techniques still raised among molecular biologists (see above), shows that the 
early automatic sequencers were perceived as limited at the beginning of the 1990s. 
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Their reduced sequencing capacity was especially worrying at a time the HGP and a 
number of large-scale projects were being initiated. This forced ABI to refine and 
expand its machines throughout the decade167 and a key achievement was the 
introduction, in its 373A model (1990), of a technique to rapidly copy DNA based on 
the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). 
The introduction of PCR, which had been available since the mid 1980s, was, 
nevertheless, not straightforward. The technique, firstly, had been developed in a 
context completely alien to sequencing - biomedical diagnosis - and, secondly, had 
encountered resistances when received by molecular biologists. This section will show 
how PCR entered the context of sequencing and overcame these resistances, by 
analysing its previous use and the transformation of its identity when introduced in 
ABI's 373A machine. This investigation will draw on an anthropological study of the 
technique written by Rabinow (1996), but with different aims and approach. Whereas 
Rabinow sought to reconstruct the medium in which PCR emerged - the company 
Cetus Corporation -I will study its incorporation to sequencing from the perspective of 
ways of working used in the overall thesis. I will, then, show how PCR affected 
sequencing and, conversely, this particular way of working also transformed the original 
Cetus-based identity of the technique as a diagnostic tool. 
-3.1. Kary Mullis: inside chemistry and DNA synthesis. 
The history of PCR is inevitably linked to that of his inventor, Kary Mullis. Nearly all 
the accounts about this technique - including Mullis's autobiography - have stressed his 
odd personality, mainly his unpredictable changes mood and controversial relations he 
maintained with his colleagues. This has led scholars - and Mullis himself - to 
characterise him as an outsider, i. e. an eccentric and lonely genius misunderstood by 
mainstream biologists (Watson, 2003, pp. 173-76; Cook-Deegan, 1994, pp. 72-77; 
Mullis, 1998). Being true that Mullis's investigations were outside the main biological 
trends of the 1980s - molecular biology and the emergent genomics -a careful analysis 
167 ABI launched three new DNA sequencers during the 1990s: the mentioned 373A, the 377 and the 
3700 (ABI, 1994,1999b, 1999c). The latter, marketed in 1998, was the most intensely applied to the 
HGP, being its key advantage the substitution of the gels for thin capillary tubes. 
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of his work may place it inside a precise scientific environment: that of organic 
chemistry applied to a biotechnological company where he synthesised DNA. 
Mullis, who completed a PhD in Biochemistry in Berkeley, has always considered 
himself a chemist rather than a biologist. His autobiography proudly evokes his 
Chemistry undergraduate years in the 1960s, working in a friend's garage on the 
synthesis of organic chemicals that they then sold. "Chemists", he claims, "get 
emotional about other chemists because of the language they have in common and the 
burns on their hands" (ibid., pp. 30-31). When describing PCR, he considers that it was 
"little more than an extension" of the things he had "started doing as a child" (ibid., p. 
24). This is part of a more general argument in which Mullis argues that the technique 
was a purely chemical method, devised with tools and, especially, a strategic approach 
essentially different from biology. 
In 1979, after many years in Berkeley and other academic biochemistry departments, 
Mullis was hired by the recently founded biotechnology company Cetus Corporation. 
There, he headed the DNA synthesis laboratory of the firm, in charge of the production 
of custom short sequences for the research staff. The job, for Mullis, was exciting 
because "DNA was becoming chemical" and its synthesis had turned similar to that of 
any other organic molecules - e. g. the ones he produced in the garage as an 
undergraduate (quote in Rabinow, 1996, p. 89). As in the case of Hood's group (see 
above), he spent the first years in the laboratory automating and optimising its activities 
(ibid., pp. 90-93; Mullis, 2006). This reflects a key common point with researchers at 
Caltech, in the form of a will to automate the routine laboratory activities168. 
PCR emerged from this necessity of rapidly synthesising oligonucleotides -i. e. short 
DNA sequences. Conceived by Mullis in 1983, it allowed to achieve unlimited copies of 
any given DNA piece. The technique started with the heating of the DNA sample in 
order to separate its two strands. Then Mullis surrounded the region he aimed to 
duplicate with primers - small DNA sequences where polymerase, the duplicating 
enzyme, initiated its activity. Polymerase progressively incorporated nucleotides to each 
168 This will to automate was widespread in Cetus. One of its founders, Don Glaser, had since the 1960s 
devoted his research to automate many procedures in cell biology and focused the early strategy of the 
company (1970s) on automation (Aebersold, 1998, pp. 7-9). This suggests a similar belief in the 
automation of science in Caltech and Cetus. 
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strand and when it has concluded its action, Mullis cooled again the sample in order to 
re-attach the DNA strands. The result was two complete -double stranded- DNA 
molecules. If the process was repeated successively, the molecules grew exponentially - 
2,4,8,16... -, being their sequence the same of the one comprehended between the 
primers (Cook-Deegan, 1994, pp. 74-76; Rabinow, 1996, pp. 3-8). 






Figure 33: The PCR process as outlined by Kary Mullis: the region of DNA to amplify is 
bracketed by primers and submitted to the action of polymerase, which incorporates 
nucleotides to each strand (top left); the resulting two double-stranded DNAs are separated 
again, bracketed and duplicated with polymerase (bottom left); if the process is repeated 
periodically, the DNA molecule grows exponentially (top and bottom right). Source: Mullis et 
al, 1986. 
In all his accounts, Mullis has attributed PCR's invention to a Eureka moment. 
According to it, the idea came, as an illumination, while he was driving his car "along a 
moonlit mountain road" of Mendocino County, in California's outskirts (Mullis, 1990, 
p. 36; 1998, ch. 1). This account, coherent with the misunderstood-genius image himself 
and popular literature have attempted to create, has been challenged by Rabinow, who 
considers Cetus and Mullis's work on oligonucleotide synthesis "the experimental 
milieu" from which PCR arose (Rabinow, 1996, ch. 3). Rabinow's concept of a milieu 
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squares with the characterisation of Mullis as an insider. From both perspectives, PCR 
emerges, firstly, not as an accidental idea, but as set in a context which was far away 
from sequencing. This context was, secondly, framed in Mullis's chemical synthesis of 
oligonucleotides and, therefore, separated also from biology. 
-3.2. PCR as a chemical technique. 
Mullis himself seems to reinforce the idea of PCR emerging within a milieu when he 
insists the technique being "chemistry and not biology". The difference between these 
disciplines, Mullis claims, lies in biological processes being progressive and performed 
by "the cell or an organism", while chemical ones being repetitive and "controlled by 
the researcher" (Mullis, 2006). In PCR, the scientist "set the conditions" under which 
"polymerase acted" by successively heating-cooling the sample and forcing the enzyme 
to start or stop. The technique was also based on "repeating the process", in order to 
achieve multiple copies of the molecule (ibid. ). 
The method from which Mullis distinguished PCR was, precisely, sequencing. This 
scientist was aware of Sanger's techniques since 1981, but rather reluctant of them for 
being too grounded in biology. Sequencing, according to Mullis, was "intellectually 
stimulant", but he disliked "the chemistry". This was due to Sanger, in sequencing, "just 
letting polymerase act" and the scientists being unable "to control the process", as it 
occurred in PCR (ibid. ). 
Mullis's preference for chemistry also affected his understanding of DNA. Far away 
from its conception as information or a computer string - dominant in molecular 
biology - he saw it as a three-dimensional substance. This view, according to him, was 
essential for the development of PCR: 
"I felt different from biologists because they didn't like chemistry. (... ) I saw DNA as a three- 
dimensional chemical thing with loops and not as a linear molecule. I think biologists were losing features 
with that linear view. When conceiving PCR, for instance, it was nice to think in the two strands of DNA 
and not just in one" (Mullis, 2006). 
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This identification of DNA with a double stranded molecule instead of a linear string 
had also consequences in the way Mullis linked PCR to the computer. His like for 
automation - shared by Hood's team- had led Mullis to develop software shortly after 
his arrival to Cetus, in order to perform the routine activities of his laboratory. In his 
autobiography, Mullis claims having modelled PCR on the computer as Caltech and 
ABI scientists contemporarily did with automatic sequencing. However, the application 
of the computer Mullis chose for that modelling were the iterative processes - i. e. the 
capacity of software for consecutively repeating the same activity at high speed - 
instead of information processing. The functioning of PCR, repeating once and again 
the same activity, mirrored those processes and Mullis claims having been inspired in 
them when conceiving the technique. "Instead of a list of statements in BASIC or 
FORTRAN run on a computer", he claimed, "I had to arrange a series of chemical 
reactions" to be performed repeatedly (Mullis, 1998, p. 5). This use was, therefore, far 
away from the string processing on which Hood's team had modelled sequencing. 
The identification of Mullis's PCR with chemistry mirrors the framing of sequence 
determination within this discipline before Sanger's move to the LMB. Between the 
1940s and 60s, Sanger based his protein and RNA techniques on the ways of work of 
chemistry, consisting in the breakage and reassembling of molecules. PCR, as a 
technique founded on the successive separation and reassembling of DNA strands, also 
seemed to square with those principles. Chemistry and biology, despite various attempts 
to foster mutual understanding, remained essentially separated during the 1980s and 
Nobel Prize in Biochemistry Arthur Kornberg had defined them as "two cultures". He 
had further compared their gulf with that denounced in the late 1950s by C. P. Snow 
between humanities and natural sciences (Kornberg, 1987, quotes pp. 6888 and 90). 
The parallelisms between PCR and Sanger's pre-DNA methods suggest that the 
introduction of Mullis's technique into sequencing may equally be explained as a 
transition from chemistry to biology. Investigating this requires analysing the use and 
identity of PCR before and after its application to sequencing. Around 1983, just when 
Mullis first conceived the technique, PCR's identity was set into the context of Cetus, 
which shortly before had decided to focus its activity on biomedical diagnosis. 
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-3.3. The invention and its applications. 
PCR's original distance from sequencing was due to Mullis's activity in the early-mid 
1980s being rather directed towards Cetus diagnosis group. That group had recently 
been reinforced as part of a corporate strategy, consisting in focusing Cetus on a few 
profitable markets, among them that of health related products (Rabinow, 1996, pp. 46- 
53 and 80-81). Henry Erlich and Randall Saiki, leaders of the department, constantly 
requested Mullis synthetic DNA sequences to use as probes for many genetic diseases. 
The synthetic sequences were complementary to the mutations causing the conditions 
and tested in DNA samples extracted from the patients. If they attached to those 
samples, it meant that the patient had the mutated sequence in his DNA and was, 
consequently, susceptible of suffering the disease. 
Mullis became increasingly interested and involved in the main project of the 
department, consisting in creating more sensitive methods to detect sickle-cell anaemia. 
These methods would be subsequently sold as lucrative diagnostic kits by Cetus. 
Rabinow has considered the sickle-cell mutation and its detection "the system" in which 
Mullis's invention took place within Cetus milieu (ibid., pp. 81-83). According to him, 
detecting the disease was the original aim which shaped the invention of PCR, as well 
as the initial identity of the technique. 
Detecting sickle-cell anaemia accurately implied increasing the visibility of the mutated 
DNA fragment. The traditional methods - namely the Southern Blot- relied on small 
synthetic sequences which were radioactively labelled169 and attached to the mutated 
gene. Making them visible required large template samples and, consequently, extensive 
blood extractions in the patient. According to Rabinow, that problem was in Mullis's 
mind during his 1983 Eureka moment. A technique as PCR, allowing unlimited 
amplification of DNA would permit to detect the disease with smaller quantities. The 
technique, for Rabinow, was therefore initially thought as a tool for making DNA 
fragments more visible in diagnosis tests (ibid., pp. 93-94). 
169 Both PCR and automatic sequencing sought to avoid radioactivity their its operation. Researchers 
considered it "dangerous" and not advisable to be included in the techniques (Smith, 2006; Mullis, 2006). 
Sanger, Sulston and other researchers previously and contemporarily had used radioactive labelling, never 
mentioning the potential hazards. This suggests that a perception - the undesirability of radioactivity - 
may have also contributed to the development of Caltech-ABI and Cetus techniques. 
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There is evidence supporting Rabinow's argument. Firstly, the first published paper on 
PCR - in 1985 and with Saiki as the first author - presented the technique as part of an 
ultra-sensitive method for sickle-cell anaemia detection (Saiki et al, 1985). Secondly, a 
further patent claim - one year later and signed by Mullis, Erlich and Saiki, among 
others - specifically mentioned the sickle-cell anaemia application and defined PCR as 
a technology for "detecting" as well as "amplifying" DNA (Mullis et al, 1986a, pp. 3 
and 1). This and future papers described the technique as a means for detecting a weak 
"signal" - the sickle-cell anaemia mutation - within a "noisy background" - the DNA 
molecule (id., 1986b; Mullis and Faloona, 1987)170. 
Other sources, however, question - or at least qualify - Rabinow. Mullis has always 
defended having anticipated the wide applications of PCR immediately after his 1983 
Eureka moment and not being just thinking in diagnosis (Mullis, 1990, p. 41; 1998, pp. 
7-8; 2006). The fact of him filing a single-author patent generally describing the method 
in 1985 - one year before the joint application with Erlich and Saiki - seems to support 
this claim. The terms sickle-cell anaemia, detection or diagnosis were absent in the 
whole document (id., 1985), suggesting that Mullis was seeking full-credit for the 
further applications of the technique. Furthermore, at about the same time, Nature and 
Science had rejected publishing a single-authored paper in which Mullis generally 
described PCR, without referring to sickle-cell anaemia. A reason for the rejection was 
the prior acceptance of Saiki's 1985 paper - indirectly reporting the invention - so after 
this Mullis became confronted with this scientist (id., 2006)171. 
A possible solution to this apparently contradictory evidence is Mullis having 
effectively foreseen wider applications for PCR, but not being able to precisely 
formulate them. In his own words, the rejected papers in Science and Nature did not 
discuss the potential of the technique beyond diagnosis, but formulate a "general 
description" (Mullis, 2006), in line with his single-authored patent. This was the main 
170 Detection, signal and noise were common terms in the vocabulary of engineering and also appeared in 
Caltech and ABI's sequencing papers (e. g. Smith et al, 1985; Hood et al, 1985). This coincidence, as well 
as the concern with automation, represents points in common between Mullis and Hood's groups. 
'7' This first confrontation between Mullis and Saiki was followed by increasing difficulties in the 
relationship between the former and Cetus's staff. Mullis left the company in 1986, not being, 
consequently, involved in the further commercialisation of PCR (Rabinow, 1996, pp. 104-10; Aebersold, 
1998, pp. 89-91). 
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argument for the journals rejecting his manuscript1'. Nature's Editors, after reading 
Saiki's piece, considered Mullis's paper too technical: 
Dear Dr Mullis 
Thank you for sending us a copy of your paper in press with 
Science. I am afraid that Peter Newmark and I agree that 
as the Science article describes not only an application 
of your new DNA amplification technique but also the technique 
itself, we do not consider that a further, albeit more gener- 
alised, description of the technique belongs in Nature. 
In the circumstances we feel the manuscript you have sent 
us would more appropriately be published in a more specialised 
journal, and so that you can resubmit your manuscript else- 
where without further delay I am returning it herewith. 
We have retained the Science paper with a view to asking 
someone to comment on it in News and Views when it is pub- 
lished. If this meets with your approval please let us know 




Figure 34: Nature's rejection letter of Mullis's paper, written in 1985. With the "Science article", the 
authors refer to Saiki's paper describing the application of PCR to sickle-cell anaemia diagnosis, 
which appeared also in 1985 and became the only published record about the technique for one 
year. Source: courtesy of Kary Mullis. 
This interpretation is historically relevant, since it suggests that the further applications 
of PCR -intuited, but not explicitly formulated by Mullis- were subsequently 
constructed by its users. The first identity of the technique, as suggested by Rabinow, 
was that of a diagnostic tool, but in the years following Saiki's sickle-cell anaemia 
paper, researchers gave PCR increasingly wider applications. Erlich stated in the early 
1990s that since 1985, the technique had shifted from a sickle-cell anaemia detector to a 
method almost universally used in biology (Erlich et al, 1991). 
172 Many stories of PCR - especially those written by scientists - have fallen into whiggism and 
considered unacceptable Nature and Science rejecting Mullis's paper (e. g. Cook-Deegan, 1994, pp. 73- 
74). They overlook the fact that, in line with the introductory paragraphs of this section, the applications 
of PCR were not self-evident in the mid 1980s. Mullis's invention, hence, could be perfectly considered 
at that time a technique without a generalised scientific interest. 
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In this process, the reception of PCR by molecular biologists was essential for the 
construction of its identity as a sequencing tool. This issue is only briefly addressed in 
Rabinow's study, which, again, focus mainly on the use of PCR within Cetus. The next 
subsection will investigate this confluence and how Mullis's technique not only 
changed its identity, but also introduced transformations in sequencing as a way of 
working after its incorporation. 
-3.4. The introduction into sequencing. 
The awareness of PCR among molecular biologists between 1983 and 86 was non- 
existent and those few knowing the technique had normally a negative opinion towards 
it. PCR at that time was dominantly seen as a medical tool without direct interest for 
molecular biology. When Mullis attempted to change it explaining its more general 
features, molecular biologists based in Cetus reacted with indifference and even 
hostility. Biologists, Mullis recalls, "were not comfortable with repetitive processes", 
not only because of the differences with chemistry, but also for considering them the 
realm of technicians. These latter actors, with whom Mullis had an especially good 
relationship, were the first in favourably acting towards PCR (Mullis, 2006). 
The few Cetus scientists acknowledging the wider applications of the technique 
interpreted them as an intrusion. Paul Aebersold, a researcher in the company during the 
mid 1980s, recalls some colleagues murmuring offensive comments during a 
presentation of Mullis, since a "biochemist'- or rather a chemist - was "trespassing on 
their molecular biology turf' (Aebersold, 1998, p. 71)173. Mullis's ambiguous status at 
the company - head of a technical laboratory rather than investigator and increasingly 
questioned for his conflicts with Saiki and other colleagues - neither helped. PCR was, 
after all, a technique rather than a standard discovery in molecular biology. 
Mullis's invention, hence, was clearly within the ways of working of chemistry in the 
mid 1980s, being rejected by molecular biologists, which considered it an invasion 
when not irrelevant. The beginnings of the bridging came from the high executives of 
173 These tensions between chemists and molecular biologists were usual and have an extended history in 
the biotechnology industry. Robert Bud and Viviane Quirke have reported similar confrontations since 
the 1940s, when biologists began substituting chemists in the high hierarchy of the companies (Bud, 
1993, pp. 192-93; Quirke, 2007). 
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Cetus, who advised Mullis to submit the rejected Nature and Science manuscript to a 
special issue of Methods Enzymology. The Editor of that issue was Ray Wu, molecular 
biologist who had preceded Sanger in the development of DNA sequencing methods 
and immediately accepted the article. At the same time, Cetus executives also persuaded 
James Watson to accept Mullis's participation in a 1986 Cold Spring Harbor 
symposium on the molecular biology of Homo sapiens (Rabinow, 1996, pp. 126-28). 
His paper was the first publicly delivered on PCR with Mullis as a first author 
174. 
Mullis's paper began with a general description of PCR, linking it to other important 
instruments of molecular biology, as restriction enzymes or cloning (Mullis et al, 1986b, 
p. 263). Its second part - in contrast with the 1985 patent and the rejected manuscripts 
in Science and Nature - commented concrete applications of the technique, among them 
DNA sequencingl75. PCR's utility in sequencing, however, was confined to that of a 
means to "analyse the individual products of (... ) amplification" -i. e. confirm with 
sequencing that the template's multiplication had been correct. Other potential use was 
understanding "the molecular basis of genetic polymorphism and disease susceptibility" 
(ibid., pp. 269-70). PCR's application remained, hence, widely limited to diagnosis. 
This situation began changing after the symposium. In the late 1980s, Hood, who had 
been attending it, with Maynard Olson - responsible for the mapping of yeast, parallel 
to C. elegans - proposed applying PCR to the projected physical map of the human 
genome. That enterprise, first step towards the HGP preceding sequencing, had 
encountered difficulties in coordinating the efforts of the various involved centres and in 
managing the large sets of DNA fragments. PCR, according to the authors, would 
permit to amplify a series of micro-sequences unique of each DNA fragment to be 
mapped. By making them detectable, it would, then, be possible to unequivocally 
characterise the fragments, consequently easing their circulation through different 
centres and location into the map (Olson, Hood et al, 1989, p. 1434). 
"4 The paper in Methods Enzymology was published, with considerable delay, the year after, in 1987 
(Mullis and Faloona, 1987). 
1's Rabinow has claimed that this second part of the paper was written by Saiki and Erlich, co-authors 
with Mullis (Rabinow, 1996, p. 127). Mullis has vehemently rejected this version, adducing that Erlich 
and Saiki were of little help in the development of PCR (personal communication, 2007). 
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Hood's interest in PCR fostered a research line in ABI seeking its application to the 
automatic sequencer. At that time (1989), there was considerable concern in the 
company, since a rival apparatus by Du Pont176 was challenging the pioneer 370A 
commercial model, already troubled for its problems of acceptance (Prober et al, 1987). 
Du Pont's sequencer, unlike Wada or Ansorge's machines, was also based on a full 
automation of the sequence processing by the computer and had the potential for 
overcoming the 370A (Fung, 2006). 
In 1990, ABI's managers acquired the licence of PCR's patent, which had been 
previously sold by Cetus to the instrument making multinational Perkin-Elmer'77. From 
it, ABI's researchers developed a kit which, based on thermal cycles, combined PCR 
with the dideoxy sequencing reaction and fluorescent labelling. The kit, by heating and 
cooling the sample of template DNA as in PCR and simultaneously submitting it to 
polymerase and fluorescent-labelled dideoxynucleotides, was able to repeat the 
sequencing reaction unlimitedly without human intervention. This advantage was 
incorporated to ABI's improved 373A sequencer and overcame Du Pont's model, 
confirming Caltech's start-up as the leading manufacturer (ABI, 1990bde; 1994b, p. 5). 
The introduction of PCR into sequencing further increased the tendency of this way of 
work towards mechanisation. It, concretely, incorporated into ABI's sequencer the 
exponentially growing repetitions which characterised Mullis's technique. Sequencing, 
since then, was not only performed automatically, but also conducted repeatedly at high 
speed, yielding massive results 
178. The HGP and other large-scale sequencing projects 
which had emerged since the end of the 1980s benefited from this transformation and 
were invariably conducted with sequencers incorporating PCR. 
176 Du Pont had also challenged Cetus's PCR patent in the late 1980s by claiming that the technique had 
been introduced into the public domain by biochemist H. Gobid Khorana. In a series of 1970s papers, this 
scientist had described a process for DNA amplification similar to Mullis's technique. Cetus brought Du 
Pont to court and won the case in 1991 (Mullis, 1994; 1998, ch. 4). 
117 Three years later, in 1993, ABI and Perkin-Elmer signed a merger for mutually benefiting from their 
products respectivelly based on sequencing and PCR. The aim of the merger was the resulting 
multinational becoming "the most comprehensive and advanced line of products for DNA analysis in the 
world" (ABI and PE, 1993, p. 22). 
178 Both characteristics, automation and repetition, were modelled on the computer, despite Hood's group 
and Mullis having chosen different applications of this device: whereas the former based its sequencing 
technique on the capacity of the computer for automatically processing information, Mullis was inspired 
by its rapid and repetitive iterative processes. 
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This also fostered the dissolution of sequencing as the human-led way of work which 
Sanger and Gilbert had proposed, with its associated craft and dexterity. Since the 
1990s, all the activities involved in sequencing - the reactions, the separation of the 
fragments on the gel and the determination of the sequence - were performed by the 
sequencer, a fully automated apparatus. This machine was operated by technicians 
instead of scientists and present in large numbers in centres devoted to the 
determination of increasingly bigger genomes (Fortun, 1999)179. Sociologist Andrew 
Bartlett has interpreted this phenomenon as "the alienation of the scientist", suggesting 
that the scientific work involved in sequencing has growingly tended towards 
mechanical activities. Ramillon, in analysing the papers on sequencing written since the 
1990s, has shown how scientists were increasingly concerned with productivity, 
"manpower" or "high throughput" technologies, variables previously absent from 
science (Ramillon, 2007; quotes from Hood, 1992). 
Sequencing, hence, became the factory oriented activity which Maxwell had sought to 
avoid for the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge one century before (see Section 1.1). 
More importantly, Cambridge-based researchers opposed to that sort of endeavour - as 
Sulston and Coulson - embraced mechanised sequencing despite initial resistance. The 
mechanisation had been possible by the introduction of the ways of working of Caltech, 
ABI and Mullis into this activity during the 1980s. These ways of working were 
founded on a strong belief in the power of automation and modelled on different uses of 
the computer. In the 1990s, sequencing no longer looked as the activity it was upon its 
invention fifteen years before. It had entered a frenetic and mechanised race to sequence 
larger and larger genomes. 
179 These mechanised genomic centres have been identified with assembly lines by the popular literature. 
However, Bonneuil and Gaudilliere associate them with the "post-Fordist modes of production", based on 
networks rather than a linearly conducted activity (Bonneuil and Gaudillibre, 2007). 
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-4. Conclusion: values, ways of work and mechanisation. 
This chapter has shown how the automation of DNA sequencing at Caltech and Applied 
Biosystems (ABI) in the 1980s was mediated by different attitudes towards science and 
technology by the researchers in these institutions when compared with those 
developing the previous manual techniques. Hood's group belief that science, when 
repetitive, should be performed by machines not necessitating human intervention and 
susceptible to be sold decisively contributed to the development and commercialisation 
of its automatic sequencer between 1985 and 86. This, in line with the overall argument 
of the thesis, shows how particular research environments - Caltech, ABI or the LMB - 
may shape the development of different sequencing technologies - i. e. automatic vs. 
manual sequencing. In this chapter, however, I have focused on individual and 
institutional values - attributed to the research activity and its commercialisation - 
rather than disciplinary frameworks. 
The development of the automatic technique also fostered the convergence of 
sequencing with informatics, since it placed the computer, for the first time, at the 
centre of the process instead of a mere device to store the DNA data. Hood's group 
adaptation of sequencing to the computer - rather than applying the computer to an 
already invented method, as Sanger had done - triggered the incorporation to the 
automatic technique of string processing and digital decoding, ways of work emerging 
within the information technology industry. It also resulted in the adaptation, by ABI, of 
the organisational and managerial models of that industry, showing that the influence of 
the ways of work of computing was beyond the level of the practices or the techniques. 
The introduction of the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) into the automatic technique 
also brought the high-speed and repetitive iterative cycles of the computer into 
sequencing. 
Caltech and ABI's automatic and computer-based apparatus increasingly mechanised 
sequencing, especially after the introduction of PCR in 1990. This conflicted with the 
previous identity of sequencing as a human-led way of work which required manual 
skills and dexterity. The dichotomy between both ways of working resulted in conflicts, 
manifested in the reserves that the first commercial sequencer - 370A - generated 
among researchers previously involved with the manual techniques. 
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The new mechanical identity of sequencing also triggered the dissolution of this way of 
work as it had been originally developed by Sanger and Gilbert, inventors of the first 
manual techniques. In the 1990s, sequencing was fully performed by a machine - the 
sequencer - with a whole range of new activities emerging around it and conducted by 
technicians or professionals without a biological background. Chapter 4 will address a 
parallel episode in this mechanisation, by investigating the emergence of the first DNA 
sequence databases and the staff responsible for their maintenance. 
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CHAPTER 4 
INFORMATION ENGINEERS AND THE ADAPTATION 
OF THE DATABASE TECHNOLOGY TO SEQUENCING 
(1965-1987) 
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"The genome is already a database with information waiting there to be stored Our sequence databases 
are just another way of organising the information naturally contained in the DNA " (Clay, 2005). 
"The concept of 'the genome' as a unique entity is not quite firm, which further complicates matters. 
Humans derer from one another in about one nucleotide in one thousand In addition, recombination 
makes it difficult to maintain genomic material in a static condition. For these reasons, genomic sequence 
databases must necessarily be more fluid than our current database 'world view. New models of 
sequence are required, and some people, including database staffs, have already begun to think about 
these problems" (Waterman, 1990, p. 701). 
The automation of DNA sequencing and its application to increasingly large organisms 
throughout the 1980s generated an increasing volume of sequence data. This triggered 
the development of technologies to process and store the incoming information. For the 
former task - processing the DNA sequences - computer applications and software had 
been designed since the emergence of manual sequencing in the late 1970s. For storing 
the sequencing results, European, US and Japanese institutions created, during the early 
1980s, the first DNA sequence databases. Both databases and software were already 
existing information technologies adapted to DNA and reshaped by the specifics of this 
molecule. However, the history of the sequence databases remarkably differs from that 
of the software and, therefore, also affected differently DNA sequencing as a way of 
work. This chapter will explore the effects of the database technology in sequencing, 
focusing on how it diverged from the convergence with other information technologies, 
namely the computer. 
For this purpose, I will focus on the initiative to create a centralised DNA sequence 
database in Europe, developed at the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) 
during the 1980s1ß0. The first section of the chapter will compare the database initiative 
with other projects at the EMBL and show how it fostered the entrance into sequencing 
of professionals not only lacking a biological background, but also nor belonging to any 
academic discipline. Section two will turn to previous database initiatives during the 
Cold War, showing that similar endeavours to that proposed by the EMBL already 
existed in biology during the late 1960s and 70s. In section three, I will investigate the 
180 The US and Japan ran parallel database initiatives to the European (Smith, 1990) which the chapter 
will consciously overlook. This will be done in order to properly characterise the impact of the database 
technology in sequencing through a concrete case. However, I will seek to offer the main features of the 
American and Japanese efforts by comparing them to the European. 
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transformations that the EMBL professionals introduced in the database structures and 
software to adapt it to the storage and management of DNA sequence data. 
The three sections will offer a different picture from the interaction of sequencing and 
computing, addressed in all the previous chapters and, particularly, in Chapter 3. They 
will show that the EMBL staff, rather than modelling the sequencing process on the 
computer - as it had been done during its automation - adapted the database technology 
to the specifics of DNA. I will also stress the different background of the database staff 
and how it introduced into sequencing non-academic ways of work, as those of business 
and public administration. Finally, I will raise that through different historical paths, the 
computer and the database triggered a common end: the mechanisation of sequencing 
and its dissolution as a way of work, at least as it had been developed by its inventors. 
The chapter will rely on the little historical literature on databases181 and, particularly, 
on the scholarship of Thomas Haigh and Bruno Strasser. The former has investigated 
the development of business oriented databases between the 1950s and 70s, whereas 
Strasser has framed the application of this technology to biology within a revival of the 
natural history tradition in the late 20th century (Haigh, 20001,2006a; Strasser, 2006). 
My account will link Haigh's developments to the application of database technology to 
biology, showing that the data structures created in public administration and private 
business were inadequate for DNA. I will also argue, in connection to Strasser's 
argument, that biological and concretely sequence databases not only revived, but also 
transformed the ways of work of natural history. A valuable primary source for the 
development of this chapter will be a previously unexplored personal archive of Graham 
Cameron, one of the founders of the EMBL database (Cameron's archive a, b, c and 
d)182. 
181 This scarcity contrasts with the increasingly abundant contemporary works on biological databases, 
especially from the perspectives of sociology of science and bioethics (e. g. Ganett, 2005; Lewis, 2006; 
Heeney, 2007; Chadwick and Berg, 2001). 
182 Another unpublished source of considerable help will be the Summer school Gathering Things, 
Collecting Data, Producing Knowledge, held in 2005 at the Anton Dohrn Zoological Station in Ischia 
(Italy) and exploring the history of the practice of collecting in the life sciences. See http: //www. mpiwg- 
berlin. mpg. de/ws/ischia/prospectus. html. 
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-1. The origins of the European database (1980-83). 
The creation of a centralised DNA sequence database in Europe was first discussed in a 
meeting in Schönau, a town close to Heidelberg, one of the main locations of the 
EMBL. In this gathering, held in 1980, other initiatives apart of the database were 
proposed, such as automating DNA sequencing and initiating a large-scale sequencing 
project (Cameron's archive, a; Smith, 1990, pp. 703-4). The success and generalised 
acceptance of the database proposal contrasted with the reserves towards the other 
initiatives. In this section, I will argue that the database success was due to the 
international nature of the EMBL and the database effort being developed not by 
biologists, but by a new sort of professionals external to the life sciences and academia: 
the "information engineers" and "systems men" (Cameron, 2007; Haigh, 2001). 
-1.1. The EMBL: computing and sequencing development. 
On 5th March 1980, Ken Murray, then researcher at the EMBL, proposed a number of 
scientists involved in sequencing to attend a workshop on "the use of the computer as an 
aid to sequence determination". His letter stressed the new opportunities computer 
technology and software opened to seek "correlations between sequences and biological 
features". Among the topics to be discussed, Murray referred "databanks and user 
centres", as well as "the development and possible automation of methods for sequence 
determination". The definite agenda, established a month afterwards, set "sequence data 
banks" and "sequence determination" methods as the main features of the meeting. The 
attendees would also discuss the EMBL initiating a large-scale sequencing project 
(Cameron's archive, a). 
The focus on computing was not a consequence of Murray's enthusiasm. This scientist 
had arrived to the EMBL a year before183 and was not particularly fond of this 
technology (Murray, 2007). John Kendrew, former researcher at the Laboratory of 
Molecular Biology in Cambridge (LMB) and first Director General of the EMBL - 
since the foundation of this institution in 1974 - was leading this orientation towards 
informatics. Kendrew had been a pioneer in the application of computers to biology 
183 Murray arrived to the EMBL with a three-year visiting fellowship, the main mechanism this institution 
used to attract prestigious international researchers (Strasser, 2003, pp. 2 and further). 
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when in the 1950s, he proposed to use them to perform the necessary mathematical 
computations in x-ray crystallography. His move to the EMBL in the 1970s resulted in 
this institution developing a strong "computing and software" division (ibid. ). 
Murray's arrival in 1979 reinforced the presence of sequencing at the EMBL. This 
scientist had also been working at the LMB in Cambridge, but in Fred Sanger's group 
instead of the crystallography division. In fact, Murray was the first in attempting to 
sequence DNA in Sanger's laboratory during the late 1960s. In the subsequent decade, 
he had moved to the University of Edinburgh and continued to use Sanger's techniques 
in the context of his research on the hepatitis B virus 184. Kendrew and Sydney Brenner - 
the latter also a LMB scientist - had persuaded Murray for a long-term visiting position 
at the EMBL in order to transfer his expertise there. This had resulted in an emerging 
"instrument and method development" research line at the Heidelberg centre (ibid. ). 
The EMBL's computing and technological orientation, however, had the particular 
signature of Cambridge and, more concretely, the LMB, where Kendrew and Murray 
had hitherto been based. Scientists at this institution always placed discoveries over the 
technologies used to achieve them and believed in a human-led science where the 
researcher retained control over the instruments applied in his investigations (see 
Chapter 3, Section 1.3). The sequencing and computer divisions at the EMBL were, 
consequently, basing their research on the procedures of Sanger's manual techniques 
rather than attempting to create a completely new approach to sequencing, as Leroy 
Hood was simultaneously doing at Caltech. 
An example of this is the automatic technique Wilhelm Ansorge - leader of sequencing 
development at the EMBL - was attempting to create at this institution. This scientist 
managed to automate the determination of the sequence from the DNA fragments after 
their migration on the gel by substituting radioactive labelling for fluorescent dyes. 
However, given that he used the same colour in all the dye labels, the pattern he 
obtained was similar to the autoradiographs produced in the manual techniques and 
difficult to process by computers. Hood's simultaneous approach at Caltech overcame 
184 Murray's research on the hepatitis B virus led to the first experimental vaccine against this disease in 
the early 1980s, commercialised by Walter Gilbert's biotechnology company Biogen. Murray himself had 
been among the founders of this firm (Hofschneider and Murray, 2001). 
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these difficulties by labelling the fragments with different colours, merging them in a 
single gel lane and, subsequently, creating a colour string which was much more 
adequate for computer processing. The EMBL's ambivalent attitude towards 
automation shaped the agenda and outcome of the Schönau meeting, particularly 
favourable to the database project. 
-1.2. Database, automation and large-scale sequencing: the meeting in Schönau. 
The definite programme for the 1980 workshop included beside the "automation" 
headline a comment by Murray questioning "how far is this desirable and what are the 
limitations? ". Murray also stated that the attendee scientists would debate the 
convenience of applying automated sequencing to a large genome, such as that of E. 
coli (Cameron's archive, a)185. The hesitant and negotiating attitude of the EMBL - 
debating whether automation and large-scale sequencing were desirable- contrasted, 
hence, with Caltech's researchers, who saw both objectives as an unquestionable priority 
since the late 1970s. 
Neither automation, nor the large-scale sequencing project received a significant 
support in the workshop. After its conclusion, Murray explained in a letter to the 
attendees that the EMBL would maintain its commitment with the development of 
sequencing methods, but, while uncompromising regarding automation, he explicitly 
rejected the large-scale project: 
185 This debate was related to Project K, proposed in the late 1960s to the EMBL by Francis Crick as the 
"complete solution" of E. coll. The project raised a full analysis of this organism, finding out everything 
scientifically achievable, including its DNA sequence (Francis Crick's Papers, Wellcome Trust, file 
number PP/CRIIW4/12; Crick, 1973). Many European scientists expressed their reserves about this 
research line (Smith, 1974). 
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well suited to this range of sequence reading. We are discussing the 
possibility of developing a totally automatic nucleotide sequenator, but before 
making a decision on this, we would certainly like to know what is being done 
elsewhere. We would welcome any information that you could pass on concerning 
individuals, or companies, you know with whom we might discuss this matter. 
We are not yet prepared to commit ourselves to the determination of a major 
nucleotide sequence. There are attractions and temptations, but also 
considerable worries in what were termed projects K and H and at present we 
are not prepared to embark upon either. We do expect, however, to become 
increasingly heavily involved in DNA sequence determination and see little 
difficulty in providing useful material to feed any foreseeable work in the 
area of method development. 
Yours sincerely, 
/Cam 
Postfach 10.2209 1ýleyerhofstrasse 1 K. Murray 
6900 Heidelberg Germany 
Telephone (6221) 387 331 (d, rtCU 
(6221 3N 71 {via exchange) 
Te! ea 461613 (emhr (1) 
C. Automation. How far is this desirable and what are the limi- 
tations? Sample preparation, labelling and application to 
gels; fractionation and detection of oligonucleotides and 
comparative analyses of multiple gels. 
7. The marriage of method development and automation to a yroblcri 
of ? '-isic biological interest. Should the EMBL undertake the 
dr- 
Lor ination of the nucleotide secl>>PTce of the genomc of 
Escherichia cola, or some other organism? 
Figure 35: Ken Murray's letter summarising the conclusions of the 1980 Schönau 
meeting. Below, extracts of the meeting's programme regarding automation of DNA 
sequencing and involvement in a large-scale sequencing project (Graham Cameron's 
personal archive. Collection a, regarding the Schönau workshop). 
The EMBL's "worries" and reserves towards automated and large-scale sequencing 
contrasted with the efforts Hood's group was initiating at Caltech that same year (1980) 
and of which Murray was aware (Murray, 2007). This contrast is even more surprising, 
given that the EMBL - unlike Cambridge's LMB - had the staff and means to automate 
and massively apply DNA sequencing. Ansorge's group managed to launch a 
commercial DNA sequencer marketed by the Swiss firm Pharmacia during the mid 
1980s. However, its support was always lower than the sequence database, never 
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becoming an official EMBL project oriented to the European molecular biology 
community. Ansorge's instrument, hence, was finally overcome by Applied Biosystem's 
sequencer in the early 1990s. 
Murray has explained his post-Schönau letter in "some people at the EMBL" expressing 
reserves towards automation in 1980. Many scientists wanted "to decide themselves 
whether there came an A [adenine] or aT [thymine] in the sequence" rather than 
leaving the job to a machine (Murray, 2007). Regarding the large-scale sequencing 
project, Murray argues that it was difficult to find the appropriate staff, since scientists 
were reluctant to "put aside what they were doing in order to embark in such a big 
enterprise" (ibid. ). 
Murray's reasons confirm the similarities between the research environments at the 
EMBL and the LMB regarding attitudes towards science and technology. The EMBL, 
due to the presence of Kendrew and Murray, had a strong commitment to computer and 
sequencing development. However, the previous background of this researchers at the 
LMB had led them to place instrument development as always mediated by scientists 
and subordinated to scientific achievements. Automation and large-scale sequencing, 
consequently, would only be pursued as far as it allowed human decision upon the 
sequence and enough time for other research commitments. 
The abandonment of these initiatives contrasted with the more favourable outcome of 
the Schönau meeting towards the database project. Key to this success was the EMBL 
presenting the centralised database as a service to the European molecular biology 
community rather than as a technology to be developed by its researchers. In this regard, 
the international nature of the EMBL made this institution been perceived as the 
appropriate centre for the effort by the Schönau attendees. The European database 
would assume and coordinate other national projects facing an uncertain fate. 
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-1.3. International institution and database success. 
Murray's 1980 conclusions letter also stated that the EMBL had "decided to establish a 
nucleotide sequence data library". The details of this project were discussed in a further 
workshop in Schönau the year after and the first release of the database was launched in 
1982 (Cameron's archive a; Hamm and Stüber, 1982). There was among the meetings' 
attendees a consensus that the international nature of the EMBL, together with the 
involvement of the European governments in its organisation and funding, made it the 
suitable centre for a centralised and shared database. 
The perception of a transnational and European biological research had not, however, 
been historically permanent. John Krige and Bruno Strasser have shown how the 
emergence of the EMBL from the European Molecular Biology Organisation (EMBO) 
in the mid 1970s faced numerous difficulties (Strasser, 2003; Krige, 2002). According 
to the latter, the EMBO had been created the decade before as an informal "club of life 
scientists". During the 1960s, it did not have unified plans for a centralised laboratory, 
nor a clear financial support of European governments. The main funding source for 
EMBO during those early years were private actors and especially the Volkswagen 
Foundation, which was supporting the move of physicists and chemists "into biology". 
The rationale behind this support was that "powerful instrumentation" would become 
"crucial for the life sciences" and hence the commitment of further EMBL to 
technology development (Strasser, 2003, p. 3). The influence of the Volkswagen 
Foundation also helps to explain the EMBL's openness to engineering, which would be 
crucial in the further development of the database. 
The entrance of public actors and funding into EMBO occurred in the late 1960s, when 
the European Molecular Biology Conference - an organism including the main 
European governments - was created. This movement, according to Strasser, followed 
the Schuman doctrine of creating "common interests in order to strengthen political ties" 
(Strasser, 2003, p. 4). It also coincided with the development of the then European 
Economic Community and its first extension in 1973, including, among other states, the 
UK. The EMBL was created one year afterwards with the support of 14 countries: 
Sweden, Switzerland, the Federal Republic of Germany, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 
France, Israel, Norway, the Netherlands, Spain, UK, Greece and Italy. From the 
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beginning, the EMBL received a large amount of visiting scientists funded by EMBO 
fellowships. Among the early comers was Murray, the first in proposing a centralised 
DNA sequence database in this institution 187. 
This idea had, nevertheless, been proposed and pursued before at a national level by a 
number of institutions. Olga Kennard, pioneer of an early biological database in 
crystallography, had been approached by Sanger in the mid 1970s - shortly after the 
invention of his plus and minus method - with a proposal of creating a DNA sequence 
database in Cambridge. The project was raised to Brenner, then Director of the LMB, 
but he declined the initiative since "it was not the sort of thing to be done by the 
Medical Research Council (MRC)" - the body of the British Government funding all 
the activities of the Laboratory (Kennard, 2007). 
Brenner further supported enthusiastically the European database project, 88. In a 1981 
letter, he claimed that it was "exactly the sort of thing that EMBL should be doing" 
(Brenner, 1981). This suggests the international nature of the EMBL being the main 
reason of Brenner's contrasting position - rejecting a UK Government funded database, 
but endorsing a European one. Other French and German researchers who were 
maintaining small-scale databases of DNA sequences equally supported the EMBL 
initiative, since their departments lacked the necessary funds to maintain the national 
projects (Cameron's archive, a) 
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The international nature of the EMBL was, thus, crucial for the database project, which 
emerged as an initiative to support the European molecular biology community 
190. 
187 The pioneers of the idea of a European DNA database, according to Murray, were Heinz Schaller and 
Hermann Bujard, investigators at the University of Heidelberg who approached him shortly after his 
move to the EMBL (Murray, 2007). Schaller maintained a local DNA sequence collection used by his 
research group (see note 189). 
188 Brenner has confirmed him having declined Kennard's proposal, but justifying this rejection in him 
being already committed to the European and US database projects (Brenner, personal communication, 
2007). Kennard was attending the Schönau meetings and, according to her, directly proposed Kendrew 
the European database (Cameron's archive, a; Kennard, 2007). 
189 These local collections were being maintained by Richard Grantham, Heinz Schaller and Kurt Stöbert 
respectively at the Universities of Lyon, Heidelberg and Cologne (Cameron's archive, a). Whereas Stöbert 
was actively involved in the further EMBL database, Schaller was the first in proposing the idea to 
Murray (see note 187). 
190 Things were slightly different in the parallel US DNA sequence database. There, the project was 
undertook by Los Alamos National Laboratory, which was not an international centre, but also served a 
large research community - American biologists beyond any particular university or research centre. The 
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Unlike in the previous national collections, the DNA sequences in the European 
database were not primarily intended for research at the EMBL, but, more broadly, to be 
used by international molecular biologists. This way of working, i. e. collect resources 
not mainly to research on them, but to make them available to other scientists, was 
becoming increasingly important and endorsed in biology during the 1980s. John 
Sulston and Alan Coulson would soon begin to pursue it when in 1983 the mapping of 
C. elegans started at the LMB190However, a crucial difference between the EMBL and 
the worm project was the European database effort being developed not by biologists, 
but by a different sort of professionals. 
-1.4. Interdisciplinary or non-disciplinary? 
The only condition Murray mentioned for the establishment of the European database in 
his 1980 letter was the possibility of the EMBL "recruiting the necessary staff' 
(Cameron's archive, a). The definition of the database as service to the community in 
the Schönau meetings had led him to propose hiring a specific sort of professional for 
the effort. This way, the EMBL researchers and European biologists would not have to 
leave other investigations aside for the development of the database, which would be 
done by specialised staff offering the service. A job offer attached to Murray's letter 
showed that these new sort of professionals should not necessarily come from biology: 
EMBL and Los Alamos databases actively cooperated and shared, from the beginning, their entries 
(Smith, 1990). 
190 Sulston and Coulson developed a database of DNA mapping and then sequence information of C. 
elegans. However, this effort was pursued much after the EMBL database, not starting until the mid 
1980s in the case of mapping and the end of the decade with worm sequences. The LMB had rejected a 
centralised DNA sequence database in the mid-late 1970s for considering it had to be pursued by the 
EMBL. 
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Laboratoire Europb. nde Blologle MolBculaire 
European Molecular Biology Laboratory 




Applications are invited from nationals of the member states of EMBL for the 
following post in Heidelberg. 
Position vacant: RESEARCH ASSISTANT / DATA LIBRARY MANAGER 
Grade: 7 or 8, depending on age, qualifications 
and experience 
22ty Station: Heidelberg, Germany 
Commencing date: As soon as possible 
, ]ob 
Description: Establishment and maintenance of a nucleotide 
sequence data library, available for distribution; 
collection of published sequence data; development 
of algorithms and programs for computer analysis 
of sequence data; investigation of theoretical 
problems related to nucleotide sequences. 
Qualifications 
and Uperience: Candidates should have a background, and 
preferably a doctorate, in mathematics, physics 
or computer science, or related fields; and 
should either have made, or wish to make, the 
transition to research in molecular biology. 
A particular interest and previous experience 
in theoretical problems surrounding nucleotide 
sequences and the structure of nucleic acids is 
desirable. Familiarity with the application of 
numerical and statistical analysis and with the 
development of computer programs is required. 
Figure 36: Job offer for the first database staff at the European Molecular Biology 
Laboratory (Graham Cameron's personal archive. Collection a, Schönau meetings). 
The candidates, hence, should compulsorily have a background in computer science, a 
very recent discipline at that time which had been previously fragmented in some 
branches of physics and mathematics - also accepted as qualifications. They must also 
have used mathematical and statistical analysis, but it was not necessary them having a 
PhD - in fact, the selected candidate would have the hierarchy of a Research Assistant 
or a Manager, rather than an ordinary researcher. Biological expertise was a merit, but 
neither a requirement for the job. 
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None of the professionals hired by the EMBL in the early 1980s was a doctor, neither 
had extended biological expertise. The first database staff, Greg Hamm, had studied a 
merged degree in biology and engineering, but worked for many years upon graduation 
in the US software industry. His role there was "writing software for various military 
projects, from radars to missiles". Hamm had arrived to Heidelberg in the mid 1970s as 
the result of a leisure trip. He, then, decided to extend his stay and found a part-time job 
at the EMBL in sequencing software. With it, he "just wanted to get some money", 
rather than pursuing a research career. When the database vacancy arose, he applied and 
was surprised of being successful, since "other candidates seemed stronger, with PhDs 
in biology" (Hamm, 2007). 
Graham Cameron, hired in 1983 to help Hamm, had abandoned a degree in Psychology 
and worked in social sciences statistics at the University of Essex, maintaining a 
database with household information. He was, therefore, familiar with the database 
technology, which at that time was closer to the world of government administration, 
business and technical skills than to academic research. Cameron defines himself as an 
"information engineer", specialised in dealing with and organise large amounts of data, 
but with no expertise in biology or academic science (Cameron, 2007). 
Both Hamm and Cameron agree that biological skills were not necessary during the 
early years at the EMBL191. For the latter, the crucial database problem was 
"understanding information", being secondary whether this information was biological 
or of another sort (Cameron, 2007). For Hamm, managing a database was a matter of 
engineering systems, similar to the ones he had worked with in the computing industry, 
and did not require any specialised knowledge in biology: 
"I was probably the only one who was looking at [the database] as an engineering task rather than a 
scientific task. Obviously, there was an important scientific content, it was necessary to understand the 
science, but basically I thought it as an engineering task in which the problem was how to collect, edit, 
curate and distribute the body of scientific data around DNA sequencing. And I think this didn't require 
any new discovery about how nature worked, it required an awful lot of systematic work around handling 
and refining data" (Hamm, 2007). 
191 Hamm, nevertheless, has admitted that in further years, when biology "turned more complicated", they 
had to hire biologists for the database (Hamm, 2007). 
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The entrance of Hamm and Cameron into sequencing, together with their increasing 
importance in this way of work, contradicts many accounts of genomics which consider 
its development a matter of "interdisciplinarity". According to this, the interaction 
between various academic disciplines with a common biological orientation - molecular 
biology, biochemistry, biomedicine or bioinformatics - fostered a new area of expertise 
engaged with DNA mapping and sequencing, and formally called genomics in the late 
1980s (e. g., Cook-Deegan, 1994; Wills, 1991; Sulston, 2002). These interpretations not 
only ignore non-biological researchers, but also non-disciplinary professionals who, as 
Hamm and Cameron, were external to the academic world. 
Hamm and Cameron's lack of links with academia distinguished them from the 
developers of the first sequencing software. These latter researchers, despite having in 
some cases non-biological background, were already working in life science institutions 
when designing their programs. Rodger Staden, for instance, was a mathematical 
physicist, but had been working at the LMB's crystallography division when starting his 
sequencing software for Sanger. He pursued an academic career -becoming a doctor in 
the mid 1980s - and his work was always considered research by other scientists. 
Hamm and Cameron, by contrast, were seen by molecular biologists as "secretariats" 
serving DNA sequences. Their work was neither identified with research by funding 
agencies and had to be supported by the budgets devoted to scientific infrastructures, 
much more scarce and undefined than the scientific grants (Cameron, 2007). 
Hamm and Cameron non-disciplinary affiliation further shows the integrative nature of 
sequencing. Their contribution to DNA databases confirms sequencing being the result 
of the confluence of practices rather than the evolution of biological disciplines. 
Sequencing did not emerge from the development of molecular biology and its 
interaction with other disciplines retrospectively called bioinformatics, biotechnology or 
bioengineering. It was rather a particular way of work in biochemistry, embodied by 
Sanger and other contemporary researchers and arising in the mid 1940s. With its 
historical development and application to DNA, it benefited from practices - rather than 
concepts or theories - not only from biology, but from other non-biological disciplines 
- such as computing or engineering. The role of the new EMBL database staff shows 
that practices outside academia were also incorporated to sequencing during the 1980s 
and, therefore, also relevant for its development. 
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The lack of disciplinary affiliation by Hamm and Cameron also makes the history of 
their background especially obscure in STS literature. Whereas the pre-EMBL activity 
of the former was linked to systems engineering, Cameron's worked within business 
and administrative oriented information management. Both fields had experienced a 
considerable expansion after World War II, but occurring mainly outside academia. 
Their analysis opens the history of sequencing to fields beyond university, and portrays 
it as a history of ways of work rather than academic disciplines. 
-1.5. Information engineers and systems men. 
In conceiving the database as a series of interrelated variables, Hamm was bringing to 
DNA the approach of systems sciences. David Mindell has shown how such an 
approach derived from different "engineering cultures" which emerged in the late 19th 
century and "coalesced as the [World War II] ended" (Mindell, 2002, p. 8). The cultures 
had in common conceptualising the interaction between men and machine as a system 
marked by exchanges of information through which the operator sought to lead the 
device towards a desired response. The military firing control mechanisms, the early 
computers or the telephone were all, according to Mindell, inspired in the same 
principle. Each one evolved independently until the World War II and triggered 
multiple post-war applications under the common umbrella of systems sciences (ibid., 
pp. 7-11). 
Hamm's defence programming was one of those applications. By using the computer, he 
analysed the variables involved in the movement of a missile or radar target - weather 
conditions, shape, mechanical attributes - to predict its behaviour. This way, the missile 
or radar operators could use the computer to determine the future positions of the target 
in order to either track or shoot it. This system analysis of interrelated variables, 
according to Hamm, could also be used to handle DNA sequences without knowing 
biology (Hamm, 2007). 
The application of systems sciences to DNA in the database project was not a novelty. 
Biologists in the 1950s, as Lily Kay has shown, were adapting the notions of control, 
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feedback and information theory to investigate gene action 192. They were, concretely, 
using Norbert Wiener's control systems and Claude Shannon's mathematical theory of 
communication to analyse the genetic code -i. e. the interactions between genes and 
protein products. By quantifying the exchanges of information between genes and 
proteins through mathematical methods, it would be possible to predict which proteins a 
gene codified without the necessity of using biology (Kay, 2000, chs. 3-4). 
The use of systems sciences by post-war biologists had, nevertheless, been dominantly 
linear. Shannon and Wiener's communication models presupposed a one directional 
flow between the information source and the destination, with or without the possibility 
of feedback. The interaction between DNA and proteins in the genetic code seemed to 
suit this model between the 1950s and 60s. Hamm's application, on the contrary, raised 
multiple interrelated variables interacting at the same level. As in studying the trajectory 
of a missile target, the user of a genetic database could make predictions of DNA by 
connecting its sequence with other sorts of information in biology -e. g. related 
sequences or positions of the genes. This principle would inform the design of the post- 
war biological databases, approaching them to a network model rather than a straight 
line193. 
The transition from linear to network in the application of systems sciences to biology 
links to Evelyn Fox Keller's shift from telegraph to computer as the technology in which 
scientists modelled the organism during the 20th century (Fox Keller, 1995). Wiener and 
Shannon's communication systems better adapted to the linear transmission pattern of a 
telegraph, whereas Hamm's set of interrelated variables was more suited to the network 
of circuits and transistors informing the functioning of the computer. The development 
of the concept of system in biology has, consequently, been parallel to that of the 
information technologies used to model genes and body. 
192 The concept of system in biology is, nevertheless, older. Jon Umerez has shown how Ludwig von 
Bertalanffy, precursor of the general system theory, had contact with many of the researchers grouped in 
Cambridge's bioteheoretical gathering during the 1930s. Bertalanffy himself worked in theoretical 
biology and wrote a book on this field in 1928, translated to English by the biotheoretical gathering 
member J. H. Woodger (Umerez, 2007). 
193 M. Olazaran has identified a similar shift from linear to network in the brain sciences during the 1970s 
and 80s. Symbolic artificial intelligence was gradually substituted by connectionism and neural networks. 
This transition, according to Olazaran, coincided with the arrival of the multi-task computers, in which 
computation no longer meant linear, but parallel processing of tasks (Olazaran, 1996, pp. 643-48). I am 






















Figure 37: An early anti- 
aircraft application of 
systems science (above) 
developed during the 1950s in 
contrast with Shannon and 
Weaver's 1949 mathematical 
model of comnmunication 
(left). The linearity of the 
latter contrasts with the 
network structure of the 
former (Haigh, 2006a; Kay, 
2000, p. 97). 
This transition from linear to network was favoured by other civil post-war application 
of systems sciences. During the 1950s and 60s, a number of large company owners - 
also outside academia- began hiring computer and systems engineers to organise the 
records of their multiple offices. Thomas Haigh has coined these new professionals as 
"systems men", marked by the will of transforming information management in a 
predictive science. They, concretely, aimed to create a "totally integrated management 
information system", shifting "from a simple clerk-replacing processor of data into a 
mighty irfbimation system", providing the company managers with "vital intelligence" 
about the firm (Haigh, 2001, pp. 15-16). As in Hamm's programming, therefore, they 
were seeking to make predictions from comparisons of different types of information - 
interrelated variables in missile software and office records in the new management 
science. 
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Cameron's label of "information engineer" originated within these new business experts 
(Cameron, 2007; Haigh, 2001, p. 18; Kline, 2006, p. 528). The emergent information 
management science had also penetrated public administration - government offices, 
universities and libraries - the realm where Cameron had developed his work. He was, 
then, familiar with designing systems interrelating different types of data - citizens, 
properties, gender, age - and deriving knew knowledge from this interrelation - e. g. 
which citizens had the largest amount of properties and what was their age. 
Hamm and Cameron's move to the EMBL, therefore, represented the entrance into 
sequencing of the ways of work embodied in systems sciences and administrative 
information management. These ways of work consisted in combining, in a network 
rather than in a linear fashion, data obtained from many different sources. Through that 
combination, they expected to obtain new knowledge not deducible from the individual 
data. The extended use of the computer, and linkage to business and public 
administration by these new sort of professionals accentuated, thus, the repetitive and 
routine nature of sequencing, as well as its orientation towards electronic data gathering. 
The information engineers and systems men, however, not only intensified, but also 
created a new dichotomy in sequencing as a way of work. The form in which the 
database project had been proposed by the EMBL and defined in Schönau made 
sequencing being perceived as a service rather than as a science. Researchers, when 
associating sequencing to Hamm and Cameron, did not identify it with a scientific 
activity, but with a form of assistance in the hands of less qualified staff. By contrast, 
Suiston and Coulson, who conducted a similar sort of endeavour on C. elegans since the 
mid 1980s were always well respected scientists and considered fathers of revolutionary 
genomics. A hierarchy, hence, was beginning to emerge in sequencing, with various 
categories of actors around it194. These sort stratifications and service-oriented ways of 
work had, nevertheless, existed in previous biological database projects. 
194 This hierarchy explains Hamm and Cameron being seen as secretariat by other biologists, as well as 
their work not being considered as research (see previous subsection). Sulston, on the contrary, was 
awarded the Nobel Prize in 2002 for his work on C. elegans and the HGP. 
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-2. Earlier biological collections. 
When Cameron and Hamm started their work at the EMBL, there had already been 
other database initiatives in biological science, namely in the fields of crystallography 
and protein sequencing' 95. These initiatives also extensively used the computer and 
were aimed to deduce new knowledge from comparison between the information stored 
in the database. However, a key difference was the previous projects being headed by 
scientists with expertise in the corresponding fields - x-ray crystallographers or 
biochemists - instead of the new information engineers and systems men. The DNA 
database emerging from the EMBL efforts during the early 1980s would be a 
combination between the ways of work derived from these previous initiatives and the 
new expertise introduced by Hamm and Cameron. 
This section will analyse the first part of the combination, i. e. the ways of work 
embodied in earlier biological databases. I will, concretely, focus on two projects, one 
developed by Olga Kennard in the field of x-ray crystallography in Cambridge since 
1965 and another contemporarily initiated by Margaret Dayhoff in the US, compiling all 
the available protein sequences (e. g. Kennard, 1997; Eck and Dayhoff, 1966). The use 
of the computer in both Kennard and Dayhoff's projects during the late 1960s and 70s 
was shaped by a contemporary transition in this device from an instrument to perform 
mathematical computations to one more broadly applied to information processing. This 
latter application distinguished Kennard and Dayhoff's databases from earlier biological 
repositories 196 more oriented to collect and operate with specimens than with data. 
-2.1. Kennard's crystallographic database: from calculations to data management. 
One of the oldest modern biological databases was - and is - that created in 1965 by 
Olga Kennard in Cambridge to store the results of the computations following x-ray 
195 Other important databases originating from the 1960s onwards were Victor McKusick's Mendelian 
Inheritance in Man -a catalogue of hereditary disorders - and the brain science data repositories 
(Strasser, 2006, p. 109; McKusick, 1998; Beaulieu, 2004). McKusick was further involved in the 
foundation of the journal Genomics. 
196 Database is a remarkably loose concept which embodies a wide variety of products and formats. In this 
chapter, I have identified it with computer database, including all the electronically processed products 
from Dayhoff and Kennard's punched cards to the early EMBL software packages. With repositories, I 
mean the older collections of specimens, written descriptions and statistics in the life sciences (e. g. in 
natural history, epidemiology or classical genetics). 
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crystallography analysis. Kennard was a natural science graduate from Cambridge who 
had worked in the late 1940s with the Cavendish Laboratory crystallographer Max 
Perutz on the structure of haemoglobin. She founded the creation of her Cambridge 
Structural Database (CSD) on the "belief that the collective use of data would lead to 
the discovery of new knowledge" which transcended "the results of individual 
experiments" (Kennard, 1997, p. 1). Kennard was, hence, sharing the idea of systems 
sciences that comparison of interrelated variables - in this case the data stored in the 
CSD - would result in predictive power. 
The first location of Kennard's database was Birkbeck College (London), where she set 
a manual facility with the aid of crystallographer J. D. Bernal. Bernal, according to 
Kennard, was instrumental in her belief in the power of central information repositories, 
allowing comparisons between different sorts of data (id., 2007). This idea was gaining 
acceptance during the 1960s, in the face of the development of data management and 
systems sciences in business and engineering. The Cold War context gave it a political 
perspective and the different world blocs -US, Europe and the Soviet Union- created 
specialised bodies on scientific and technical information. Their aim was to "meet the 
threat" of "supposedly superior information-retrieval" systems by designing better ones 
(Kline, 2006, p. 528). 
In the mid 1960s, Kennard claims, there was concern in Europe of "scientific 
information being monopolised by US and USSR institutions" (Kennard, 2007). The 
main European governments agreed to fund a series of centres specialised in data 
gathering and management, each country focusing on a different scientific field. The 
UK was responsible for crystallography and the British Government proposed Kennard 
to develop her manual facility in Cambridge. This was the origin of the Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC), founded in 1965197. 
197 During the 1970s, Kennard was involved in the creation of another database based in the US and 
specifically storing protein crystallographic structures (Protein Data Bank, 1971,1973). Its entries 
incorporated the protein sequence information of Dayhoff s database (see below; Bernstein et al, 1977, p. 
538). 
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A feature of the CCDC was its extensive use of the computer. Kennard stored in 
punched cards1`'s all the database entries, which corresponded with numerical 
crystallographic computations -electron density coordinates and symmetry relations of' 
the molecule. These data, together with other information as the molecule's name and 
bibliographic reference, was obtained by manually scanning the literature and coded 
into a precise perforation pattern across the cards. The cards were then run into 
mainframe computers for information retrieval 
'99. From the beginning of the centre, 
Kennard devised methods -firstly manual and then computerised- which "checked the 
records against the literature" in search for "errors and inconsistencies" (Kennard, 1997, 
pp. 3-5). 
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198 Kennard had previously used punched cards at the Birkbeck facility, but within a manual system. 
Together with Bernal, she applied a commercially available kit in which the cards had a series of linear 
square perforations at the edges. The researchers opened or left untouched the perforations according to 
the molecules' features. Then, by piercing a needle through the perforations and raising the cards, those 
with the same features fell or stayed on (Kennard, 2007). 
""' Kennard's team attempted during the first years of the CSD an alternative retrieval system which used 
the same mechanism of the football result-prediction coupons. The records, a series of cards with spot 
patterns, were taken to a centre in Liverpool which also processed the football coupons. The system was 
abandoned in the late I960s for not being effective (Kennard, 2007). 
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In designing her database, Kennard was contributing to an ongoing shift in the use of 
the computer, which had already been applied in the context of crystallography since the 
years of Birbeck's manual facility (1950s and early 60s). Kendrew, followed by other 
researchers, had used this device to perform the "simple arithmetical operations" of 
addition, subtraction and multiplication necessary for x-ray analysis in "milliseconds" 
(Bennett and Kendrew, 1952, p. 109). Kennard applied punched cards - not necessary 
for Kendrew's use - to store a series of entries and applied the computer to compare 
those entries at high speed. The computer, hence, was shifting from a device to perform 
arithmetical operations to one for storing and processing information through a series of 
records: punched cards then transformed in electronic files. This transition, 
nevertheless, was taking place within a broader context. 
Historians of computing Martin Campbell-Kelly and William Aspray have described 
how during the 1950s "the computer was reconstructed -mainly by computer 
manufacturers and business users- to be an electronic data processing machine rather 
than a mathematical instrument". The emergent information engineers, main early users 
of punched cards, were the protagonist of this shift by applying computers to the 
necessities of the new management science rather than academia (Campbell-Kelly and 
Aspray, 1996, pp. 105 and further)200. This argument is qualified by Mindell, who 
claims that whereas calculating was the main objective of mathematicians, engineers - 
20° Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, however, acknowledge information processing devices prior to the 
computer, as the punched cards to handle the American census (Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 1996). 
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the other main actor in early computer design- conceptualised from the beginning the 
device as an information system. Engineers "did not build electronic digital computers 
simply as calculators" and always had in mind the notion of information exchange 
201 (Mindell, 2002, p. 10). 
A possible solution to this controversy is acknowledging that mathematics was also a 
form of information processing and that the 1950s shift, rather than one from 
mathematics to data processing, was in the nature of the processed information: from 
quantitative to qualitative data. Engineers within systems sciences overcame the original 
mathematical use of the computer -employing it to make predictions from multiple 
variables-, but the variables they analysed were mainly quantitative -sizes, trajectories 
or temperatures. The new management experts began introducing qualitative variables 
to the computer -e. g. payees or genders-, but continued operating it in a predominantly 
quantitative way (Haigh, 2006a, pp. 6-7). They used the computer to estimate numbers - 
of females, of payrolls- rather than to detect features -e. g. errors- from those numbers -a 
female on maternity leave being paid the full salary. The transition from a dominantly 
quantitative to a qualitative use of the computer was gradual and Kennard's database 
illustrates en early example in this process. 
The main task of the CSD staff was storing and maintaining the internal consistency of 
a series of records. In this sense, the computer was used as an information processing 
machine, but both the records and the rules to maintain their consistency were 
numerical. Internal consistency was a concept from mathematics based on establishing 
impossibilities in the relation between a series the numbers. In the case of the CSD, the 
mechanism of x-ray measurement made that certain coordinates had to be always higher 
or lower than others, and the symmetry always present in crystals allowed to deduce 
some data from others. It was, therefore, possible to write programs for the computer 
verifying those regularities, i. e. checking for impossible higher-lower relationships 
between the stored data, as well as breakage of the symmetry rules. The rules of 
computer operation, consequently, remained dominantly quantitative. 
201 David Anderson has seen a similar dichotomy between mathematicians and "engineering culture" 
during the design of the Manchester baby, the first stored-program computer, emerging in the late 1940s. 
The project faced multiple tensions between each community, which diverged in "working practices" and 
"academic respectability" (Anderson, 2007). 
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Kennard, additionally, also used the computer as a calculator to do experiments with the 
data. This scientist divided 50% of her time to "database work" and the remaining half 
to "conduct experiments with the entries". This made that the CCDC staff, apart of 
clerical workers202, also included "PhDs and graduate students in Chemistry" with 
similar schedule arrangements (Kennard, 2007). In fact, the bulk of the papers in 
Kennard's research career correspond with investigations derived from calculations 
using the CSD data (e. g. Kennard et al, 1966a, 1966b, 1970). 
The use of the computer in Kennard's crystallographic database shows that during the 
late 1960s this device, though beginning to expand its applications towards information 
processing, remained mainly within its original domain of mathematical calculations. 
Kennard's use of punched cards allowed the computer to store data apart of conducting 
arithmetical operations with them, distinguishing her project from Kendrew's previous 
use of the computer in crystallography. However, the bulk of the actions Kennard 
performed with her database entries were either numerical comparisons to check their 
consistency or computations to conduct research. Dayhoff's contemporary protein 
sequence repository presented similar features, despite storing qualitative instead of 
quantitative information. 
-2.2. Dayhoffs protein sequence database: qualitative information and consistency. 
Dayhoff's database, initiated the same year as Kennard's (1965), derived from her 
interest in evolutionary biology. Quantum chemist by background, she had used 
computers during her PhD and early career to calculate the composition of the 
atmosphere at different historical moments. In the early 1960s, due to her interest in 
computing, Dayhoff joined the National Biomedical Research Foundation (NBRF), a 
recently created institution headed by Robert Ledley. Ledley had heavily used the 
computer during his previous work on operations research and at the US National 
Bureau of Standards (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4). At the Government request, he 
created the NBRF to explore the application of computers to biology and in 1965 wrote 
Uses of Computers in Biology and Medicine, a classical work in this area (Strasser, 
2006, pp. 110-11; Ledley, 1965). Dayhoff and Ledley were pioneers in protein sequence 
202 The technical staff performing the routine manual operations was, at that time, mainly integrated by 
women and referred by Kennard as "the girls" (Kennard, 2007). 
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determination software at the NBRF during the early 1960s (Dayhoff and Ledley, 1962; 
Dayhoff, 1963). 
Dayhoff's application of computers to the life sciences was led by her interest in 
evolutionary biology, a field which was experiencing a dramatic change during the mid- 
late 1960s. Evolutionary researchers had been engaged since the late 19`h century in the 
deduction of evolutionary pathways from observations and comparisons of interrelated 
species - either fossils or contemporary specimens. This area had 
been called 
systematics and the main format in which the pathways were deduced phylogenetic 
trees, where the lines of ancestry among species and evolutionary times in 
diversification were reconstructed. 
Historian Edna Suarez has shown how in the post-World War II years there was a 
controversy between different schools in systematics - pheneticists, cladists and 
taxonomists, among others - regarding different morphological criteria for comparison. 
The entrance of molecular biologists into the field, she argues, established protein and 
then nucleic acid sequences as a superior mechanism of evolutionary analysis. 
Sequences were seen by the newcomers as a truly quantitative and objective criterion, 
for them being decomposable into units and their comparison requiring less 
interpretation than the external observations. In this context, the first computer 
applications and protein sequence determination software was developed with its 
comparison algorithms during the 1960s and 70s (Suarez, 2007)203. 
Dayhoffs database emerged within this transformation of evolutionary studies. Since 
the software developed with Ledley had led her to accumulate a large number of protein 
sequences, she decided to publish the Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure, a 
catalogue of all the available materials in this field204. Protein sequences had grown 
203 Suarez uses this episode to claim, in line with the overall argument of this thesis, that evolutionary 
biology should also be considered a discipline with impact in genomics, and not only molecular biology. 
Being this claim plausible, I would argue, however, that the transformation of the evolutionary techniques 
in the 1960s was due to the spread of sequence determination and the ways of work it embodied rather 
than molecular biology. Sequence determination at that time was framed in biochemistry (see Chapter 1, 
Sections 1.5 and 1.6). 
204 Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison have associated the emergence of the atlas in late 19`h century with 
the collection of pictures (Daston and Galison, 1992). Dayhoff s introduction of protein sequences in this 
gender links to the transition in natural history from collecting specimens and descriptions to collecting 
data (see next subsection). 
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exponentially since Sanger's elucidation of the primary structure of insulin and the 
automation of amino acid analysis in the mid and late 1950s. Dayhoff began publishing 
her Atlas in 1965 and updated it roughly every year. Despite heavily using the computer 
in its preparation, she distributed it initially in paper, as Kennard was doing with the 
CSD205. 
Dayhoff used the computer in two ways for the Atlas. Like Kennard, she kept the 
records in punched cards and created a series of programs to check for their internal 
consistency. The entries reflected the amino acid sequence of the protein (letters instead 
of numbers) and text referring not only to the protein's name and bibliographic origin, 
but also to structural features (nature of the chains' ends, bonds between amino acids or 
slight sequence variations among the species). This represented a difference in the 
nature of the stored information, from Kennard's dominantly quantitative database to a 
more qualitative orientation. Dayhoffs second use of the computer would confirm this 
qualitative tendency. 
Each volume of the Atlas, apart of the sequences, included computer analyses ranging 
from alignments and sequence variation matrixes to evolutionary phylogenetic trees 
deduced from the data (Eck and Dayhoff, 1966, Dayhoff and Eck, 1968; Dayhoff, 
1972). The analyses were presented in the form of papers in which Dayhoff and her 
team commented on the evolutionary significance of the sequences' comparisons (e. g. 
Dayhoff, 1968.1969). In the prologue of each Atlas, Dayhoff stated that protein 
sequences were "living fossils". "Hidden" in the variations within each sequence family 
laid "the story of its evolution" (Dayhoff and Eck , 1966, p. V). The inferences derived 
from the computer analyses of the sequences were, hence, an integral part of the 
Atlases, as important as data collection for Dayhoff. 
tos Both databases gradually shifted towards electronic format since the 1970s, first in magnetic tape and 
then in CDs and the Internet (1980s-90s). Hamm and Cameron's European DNA sequence database was 
from the beginning distributed electronically - initially through magnetic tapes. 
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This second use of the computer contrasted from its application in crystallography. The 
object of Dayhoff s comparisons - the protein sequences stored in the database - were 
processed as strings of interconnected characters. In this sense, they diff red from 
Kennard's crystallographic coordinates, operated by the computer as independent 
numbers. The comparisons, consequently, were more complex in Dayhofl's databases, 
since a sequence of discrete units required a more thorough analysis than a higher or 




The comparisons in Dayhoff s software remained, however, mainly quantitative. The 
computer just estimated the number of differences and their position within the 
sequence. It was the researcher, by analysing these differences, who deduced the 
qualitative estimations - i. e. their evolutionary significance - and reflected them in the 
analysis papers and phylogenetic trees accompanying the sequences in the Atlas. This 
squared with the use that evolutionary biologists were doing of protein sequences at that 
time. As Suarez has shown, during the 1960s sequences were considered a quantitative 
comparison resource, since researchers were pursuing these sort of comparisons, 
identified with more rigour. It would not be until the decade after that computers - 
within the transformations their use experienced - began doing qualitative inferences 
from the sequence differences (Suarez, 2007). 
Dayhoffs protein sequence database, therefore, overcame Kennard's in introducing 
qualitative features in the software, but the use of the computer remained within that of 
a mathematical calculator, dominant in the 1950s and 60s. The programs to analyse 
protein sequences incorporated the new sequence comparison algorithms of 
evolutionary biology, but the nature of those comparisons kept dominantly quantitative. 
The computer estimated the number of differences and their position, but could not 
deduce features from the sequence patterns. As in Kennard's consistency checks, the 
computer just analysed the similarities or differences between a series of data, being the 
task of the researcher to draw conclusions from these comparisons. 
The aim of both Kennard and Dayhoff was deriving new knowledge from the computer 
analyses. This has led scholars to place their work within a tradition of natural history, 
consisting in devoting large efforts to collecting specimens and seeking to perform 
discoveries -i. e. to find new facts- from comparisons between the specimens. However, 
if one analyses both the specimens Kennard and Dayhoff collected and the sort of 
analyses they perform, it is possible to see substantial differences between their 
endeavour and previous natural history collections. 
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-2.3. Natural history and 20`h century databases. 
Both Dayhoff and Kennard's collections show the increasing importance of databases in 
biological research since the late 1960s. This has led historian of biology Strasser to 
conclude, in analysing Dayhoff's career, that the "natural history tradition", usually 
considered as old fashioned, "still played a role" in the development of late 20th century 
life sciences. Biological databases, Strasser argues, were not "just repositories": they 
were used by Dayhoff and further researchers as "tools for producing knowledge". This 
is shown by the fact of Dayhoff conducting evolutionary investigations from the 
compiled data (Strasser, 1996, p. 106-108). 
Strasser uses this argument to challenge the common confrontation in historiography 
between natural history - mainly descriptive and dominating since the Renaissance - 
and experimental biology, emerging in the late 19th century and, supposedly, displacing 
all other traditions206. Natural history and experimentation may be seen as 
complementary instead of alternative scientific practices. For Strasser, they have 
fruitfully interacted since the 17th century and the contemporary biological databases 
may be seen as the "the continuation of a long tradition of natural history" used in 
combination with experiments (ibid., p. 119). Strasser takes Pickstone's concept of 
"ways of knowing" for arguing that the history of science "is not a matter of successions 
or the replacement of one kind of knowledge by another" -i. e. natural history vs. 
experimentation-, but rather of "cumulation and simultaneous variety" (Pickstone, 2001, 
p. 9). 
Being Strasser's remarks about the combination of description and experimentation 
true, it is also certain that a close examination of Dayhoff's work qualifies its belonging 
to the natural history tradition. In the second volume of her Atlas, Dayhoff presented her 
206 This confrontation has further been dismissed by a whole body of literature on natural history, which 
stresses the diversity of this discipline. Nicholas Jardine and Emma Spary have argued against the standard 
characterisation of natural history as "amateur, popular" practices, commonly linked by the activities of 
collecting, describing and comparing. They have stressed the diversity of traditions embodied in this 
discipline, which have changed both historically and according to local contexts (Jardine and Spary, 1996, 
pp. 3-4). Among these practices, in operation from the 10h to the 20th century, it is possible to distinguish 
between gift exchange networks, systematics, overseas expeditions, research in museums and gardens, as 
well as laboratory activity. All of them have their own historiographical problems, having actively 
interacted with experimental sciences (e. g. Simili, 2005; Spary, 2000; Ratcliff, 2005; Müller-Wille, 2003; 
Corsi, 1988; Beretta, 2005; to Hessen, 2005; McOuat, 2005; Star and Griesemer, 1989). 
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sequences as a means for overcoming the traditional natural history criteria in 
evolutionary research, based on observations of the external shape of the species: 
"Each amino acid link is a trait by which we can trace the species evolution. By comparison, the 
traditional taxonomic criteria are extremely vague and uncertain. In the case of distant relationships, they 
often break down completely. A truly quantitative and inclusive system of phylogenetic classification 
would be of great help for comparative physiologists and other students of evolution" (Dayhoff, 1968, p. 
VI). 
Dayhoff was, concretely, arguing against comparative anatomy and morphology, two 
disciplines rooted in the natural history tradition and emerging in the mid 19`h century. 
Despite being based on different - and even controversial207 - principles, they shared 
believing in a unity between species and principles linking the external shapes of their 
bodies and organs. This allowed that, by observing and comparing interrelated species - 
in the form of skeletons, fossils or specimens - the researcher could reconstruct their 
anatomical structures, either by laws of form - morphology - or principles of 
correlation functionally connecting their body parts - comparative anatomy (Appel, 
1987, ch. 1; Russell, 1916, chs. III and V). 
Historian Toby Appel has shown how after the publication of Charles Darwin's Origin 
of Species (1859), the emergent evolutionary biology synthesised and adopted as a main 
methodological tool the principles of morphology and comparative anatomy (Appel, 
1987). This tendency, embodied in systematics, was maintained during the 20th century, 
despite the transformations introduced by the rediscovery of Mendel's laws208. 
Evolutionary biologists, to a large extent, continued to base their studies on observation 
207 The origins of morphology and comparative anatomy were marked by a heated dispute between their 
main proponents, Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire and George Cuvier, in 1830. Whereas the former 
proposed a "philosophical anatomy" in which the structure of the species was derived from 
"morphological laws", Cuvier was convinced that it was the function - and not the form - which 
determined the shape and position of the organs within the body (Russell, 1916, chs. III and V). This 
controversy, according to Toby Appel, was settled down in the mid-late 19'h century and both disciplines 
synthesised in the study of evolution. 
208 The combination of evolutionary observations and experiments in 20'h century biology further shows 
the impossibility of considering natural history in isolation with experimentation and other ways of 
knowing. In this sense, Lynn Nyhart has shown how the emergence of the laboratory and the rise of an 
experimental scientific practice in late 19`h century biology was accompanied by the development of 
zoology, a discipline which proposed "life history studies of animals". Such studies considerably helped 
the new biological experimentalists and fostered multiple connections between laboratories and the 
zoological collections in the museums during the first decades of the 201h century (Nyhart, 1996, pp. 426- 
27; Star and Griesemer, 1989). 
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and comparison of the external features of interrelated species. These observations 
constituted the basis of the phylogenetic trees and taxonomies - classifications of 
species - before Dayhoff (Hull, 1988; Sober, 1988). They were also adopted, in 
combination with classical genetics and other disciplines, in the early investigations 
directed to C. elegans development and behaviour209. 
However, the advent of protein sequence determination and its increasing automation 
radically transformed the methods of evolutionary biology since the second half of the 
1950s. Emile Zuckerkandl, one of the main advocates of the application of the new 
tools, published in 1965 a paper with Linus Pauling in which molecules were 
considered "documents of evolutionary history" (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965). With 
this, they referred to the advantages of protein sequences over external observations as 
mechanisms for evolutionary inference. There was, hence, a will among a number of 
researchers coming from the new biological disciplines - biochemistry and molecular 
biology - to overcome the traditional methods of natural history as applied to evolution 
(Suarez, 2007). 
The Atlases, also initiated in 1965, were inspired by this tradition. Dayhoff's collection 
and construction of phylogenetic trees through computer-aided comparison of protein 
sequences also aimed to overcome natural history. In this sense, Strasser's argument 
should be qualified. Dayhoffs studies, as based on deriving new knowledge through 
collection and comparisons, may be placed within a way of knowing dominated by 
natural history. However, her aim of overcoming the observations of morphologists and 
comparative anatomists points to a renewed natural history tradition marked by a 
different method and approach. 
This method and approach were, crucially, based on the collection of information and 
its analysis through computer programs. The fact of Dayhoff orienting her aims towards 
the data embodied in protein sequences and using information technologies in this 
endeavour suggests her - and researchers as Zuckerkandl and Pauling - sharing the 
ways of work of sequence determination. This shows, firstly, the history of sequence 
determination and its derived software - as Suarez also suggests (2007) - not being only 
209 One of Ankeny's papers on C. elegans is symptomatically entitled "The natural history of C. elegans 
research" (Ankeny, 2001). 
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intertwined to molecular biology, but also to earlier disciplines as evolution. Secondly, 
the development and spread of sequence determination since the 1960s onwards were 
triggering a shift in natural history from collecting specimens to collecting information. 
-2.4. From things to data collections. 
The transition of natural history towards information had already started in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries within the fields of epidemiology and classical genetics. 
Researchers, apart of collecting samples on the spread of a condition or inheritance - 
diseased tissues or Drosophila flies-, began compiling statistics illustrating these 
features. The tools for that collecting became essential in the creation of new concepts 
and meanings for the samples, transforming collecting in a "socially organised activity" 
(Mendelsohn, 2005). The use of statistics also created a tension between the individual 
specimens and the "abstractions" or ideal types referred by the descriptions (Allen, 
1986; quote from Müller-Wille, 2005). 
Dayhoff and Kennard's 1960s databases further increased this shift of collecting 
towards information. Their entries were no longer specimens or descriptions of them 
through statistics or written texts. They were data attempting to penetrate into the 
specimens' inner structures - atomic configuration or protein sequence210 - and to store 
them in a database. The referent of this data was more ambiguous than in the case of the 
specimens and the written or statistical descriptions. 
The database entries, as the physical map and sequence of C. elegans, had an 
ambiguous semiotic status in relation with their referent (see Chapter 2, Section 3.3). 
Both the crystallographic and protein sequence entries were neither icons (image-like 
representations of the object), nor symbols (descriptions of it using a different system of 
signs, e. g. statistics or written language). The entries, on the one hand, attempted to 
capture the iconic original properties of the object -molecule's structure and sequence's 
shape- but, on the other, translated it into a form which permitted database storage. 
210 Michel Foucault has argued that from 1800 onwards, natural historians progressively abandoned 
external descriptions and attempted to penetrate the inside of the specimens (Foucault [1969] 2002; quote 
in Jardine and Spary, 1996, p. 7). Whereas comparative anatomists and morphologists explored the 
internal organs of the species, Dayhoff and Kennard penetrated their molecular structures. 
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This form, as in C elegans map and sequence, did not play a referential role with 
respect to the specimens (explaining an aspect of it with a picture, number or text) but 
rather one of translation. The crystallographic coordinates and protein sequences were 
transformed into number and letters which, once stored into the database entries, 
allowed further manipulation through computer processing. That manipulation, often 
consisting in comparisons, resulted in new knowledge - the molecule's three- 
dimensional structure or the protein's evolutionary pathway - not contained in the 
original coordinates and sequences. 
-2.5. The scientific and social concern with information. 
The growth of computer-based information in biological collections coincided with a 
time in which data storage and exchange began being seen as socially valuable 
activities. Kennard's crystallographic database derived from an initiative to foster 
European strength in availability and circulation of scientific data, while Dayhoff, in her 
Atlases, talked about an "explosion of information" in biology and the necessity of a 
new discipline to handle it (Dayhoff and Eck, 1966, p. XI). During the mid-late 1960s, 
there was, consequently, an increasing perception of the importance of transforming 
scientific objects into information and making them available to the community through 
databases. 
This links to the first debates on the so-called information society during the 1950s and 
60s211. Historian of technology Ronald Kline has shown how this concept, present in 
Norman Wiener's post-war books on cybernetics (Wiener, 1948,1950), extended 
among social scientists and business men in the subsequent decades. Sociologists, 
journalists and the new management experts increasingly argued that they were living in 
a time when "information, rather than matter or energy", had become "the key element 
of economic and social life" (Kline, 2006, p. 518). The notion of information society 
permeated the expanding systems sciences and, especially, their application to company 
management in the 1960s and 70s. It was increasingly associated with an economy 
Z" The social concern about information is a recurrent topic in history. D. Rosemberg and other scholars 
have investigated the problems that a perceived "information overload" created during the Renaissance. 
Manuel Castells has named the late 1970s, 80s and 90s as the "information era", a period which coincided 
with the emergence of genomics (Rosenberg, 2003; Castells, 1996). 
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driven by knowledge and a new form of post-industrial society. The first civil business- 
oriented databases arose in this context (Kline, 2006, pp. 518-19)212. 
The perception of information as a valuable resource shows that, during the 1960s, the 
social conditions for the development of sequence determination were beginning to 
emerge. An way of work engaged in repetitive activities oriented towards data gathering 
and transmission, and extensively using information technologies was likely to generate 
interest. In this context, Kennard and Dayhoff's database projects emerged, and the 
protein sequence determination techniques invented by Sanger and Pehr Edman spread 
among the biochemical community (see Chapter 1, Section 1.6). This challenges the 
scholarship which has seen information society as a phenomenon exclusively linked to 
the development of the personal computer (e. g. Castells, 1996) and the literature 
considering the emergence of sequencing as restrictively associated with genomics and 
the HGP (Judson, 1992; Cook-Deegan, 1994). In both cases, the emergence of the way 
of work embodied in sequencing and the social conditions fostering it are placed in the 
1980s, without considering their long history. One of the aims of my thesis is 
uncovering this historical line213. 
The 1960s social concern with information had not permeated, however, the biological 
funding agencies. Both Dayhoff and Kennard's databases faced financial difficulties at 
the end of the decade, due to database development not being considered research by 
the usual granting bodies in biology. Neither the MRC nor the National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) were keen on devoting large sums of money214. Kennard's CSD lost its 
Cold War budget in the late 1960s and Dayhoff had to fund her Atlases with grants 
devoted to military rather than biomedical research (Kennard, 2007; Strasser, 2006). In 
the 1970s, both researchers had to commercialise their database entries to survive. 
Whereas Kennard traded the crystallographic coordinates with the pharmaceutical 
industry and big publicly-funded "national [scientific] centres", Dayhoff directly sold 
the Atlases to individual scientists (Kennard, 1997, p. 5; Strasser, 2006, pp. 114-18). 
212 Other consequence of the 1960s debate on information society was the emergence of media studies, 
epitomised by Marshall McLuhan, a very influential figure at the time (Kline, 2006, p. 519). 
213 There is a parallel research line in sociology and STS seeking to trace the origins of the perception of 
an information society back to the post-World War II or even earlier periods in history (e. g. Kline, 2006; 
Rosenberg, 2003; Black et al, 2007). 
214 In the 1960s, additionally, there was not a defined research infrastructure budget within which the 
databases could have perfectly squared. 
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The situation changed in the late 1970s and early 80s. The developments in computing, 
together with parallel achievements in company-oriented database technologies further 
spread the perception of information being an essential social resource. Kline has 
argued that the main difference with the previous period was during the 1980s 
information society being identified with a precise technology: the personal computer, 
increasingly present in every single home215. This made the perception of the advent of 
an information era especially pervasive and shared at that time (Kline, 2006, p. 520). 
Also during the 1980s, there was a growing tendency of molecular biology towards 
information. Sanger's move to the LMB and the development of his sequencing 
techniques made this way of work shift from biochemistry to molecular biology. 
Molecular biologists increasingly concentrated their efforts towards DNA sequence data 
and used information technologies - the computer and the database - to store and 
process this data (see Chapter 1, Section 3.1). During the mid-late 1980s, the funding 
agencies awarded unprecedentedly generous grants to large-scale mapping and 
sequencing projects. A discipline was created - genomics - engaged with this activity, 
increasingly perceived as worthy science among the scientific and lay communities (see 
Chapter 2, Section 3.4). 
This situation created a more favourable environment for Cameron and Hamm's 
European DNA sequence databases. The project received, from the beginning, a specific 
and permanent budget from the EMBL and was identified with a universal platform to 
be made available among researchers without restrictions. This made Cameron and 
Hamm present their project as a "freely available" resource for biologists since the first 
release of the database in 1982 (Hamm and Stüber, 1982). Both the nature of the DNA 
sequence database as a freely distributed and accessible service, and the official 
sponsorship of the EMBL - an international centre aimed to support the European 
community of molecular biologists216 - made Hamm and Cameron's effort different 
from their antecedents. 
215 Kline's second notion of information society coincides with its use, between the late 1970s and 90s, by 
a number of scholars, notably the Spanish sociologist Manuel Castells (Castells, 1996; Parker, 1973; 
Danzin, 1979; Quah, 1997; Webster, 1997). 
216 Despite the EMBL being specifically oriented towards the European community of molecular 
biologists, Hamm and Cameron's database was, from the beginning, conceived as a broader international 
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The wider support of Hamm and Cameron's database when compared with Kennard and 
Dayhoff's points to the social concern with information as a factor shaping the 
development of sequencing and its perception as a revolutionary technique in the mid 
and late 1980s. Despite the three database initiatives sharing similar ways of work, 
Hamm and Cameron's EMBL effort emerged within a context in which the perception 
of information gathering as a valuable activity had permeated the biological funding 
agencies. In the case of Kennard and Dayhoff, there was already talk on information 
society, but the debate remained away from biology. This allowed Hamm and Cameron 
to present their database as an international resource, freely and universally available to 
the biological community, whereas Dayhoff and Kennard, due to insufficient funding, 
had to charge for the entries and limit their scope. 
Kennard and Dayhoff, additionally, attempted unsuccessfully to develop DNA sequence 
databases during the late 1970s and 80s. The former proposed a database project in the 
LMB storing Sanger's and other incoming DNA sequences. The initiative was not 
considered appropriate by the Laboratory's authorities and, after the approval of the 
EMBL project, Kennard became the link between the European DNA database and the 
British scientific community (Kneale and Kennard, 1984; Kennard, 1985). Dayhoff 
presented a bid to develop a parallel project for a centralised DNA sequence database in 
the US, sponsored by the NIH. She lost the contract in the early 1980s against the less 
experienced Los Alamos physicist Walter McGoad, among other reasons for 
maintaining the intention of charging for database access (Dayhoff et al, 1980,1981; 
Orcutt, George and Dayhoff, 1983; Strasser, 2006, pp. 110-119)217. 
The failed attempts of Kennard and Dayhoff are partially explained in their inability to 
adapt to the renewed social perception of information during the 1980s. Kennard, in line 
with her original Cold War crystallographic facility, proposed a database in a national 
laboratory - the LMB - when political institutions and biological funding agencies 
perceived scientific information as a universal resource to be distributed through 
international centres. The LMB considered her project inappropriate for a MRC 
project. The European database cooperated with the parallel US repository for the DNA sequences stored 
in one being accessible from the other (Cameron, 2007). 
2' The failure of the bid had a tremendous emotional impact on Dayhoff, who prematurely died shortly 
after the NIH outcome (Strasser, 2006). 
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application and supported instead the EMBL initiative. Dayhoff maintained her 
intention of charging for database access when information was identified with a free 
resource to be made available without restrictions to the scientific community. This 
created tensions with biologists, who considered this arrangement inadmissible 
218, and 
the NIH preferred to award the contract to McGoad's project, guaranteeing the gratuity 
of access to the database. 
The social factors alone, however, do not account for the EMBL project success. Hamm 
and Cameron's background in systems science and information management was also 
key for their database overcoming the quantitative comparisons and numerical 
consistency checks in which Dayhoff and Kennard's efforts had been based. For this 
purpose, they used their expertise in computing to adapt the available database 
structures to the specifics of DNA during the first half of the 1980s. This adaptation 
coincided with the confirmation of the computer as a qualitative information processor 
and permitted the database to deduce features from the patterns of the stored sequences. 
218 Dayhoff s DNA project also raised problems of credit, since the sequences would be entered in the 
database prior to their publication in the literature. Hamm and Cameron, together with McGoad, solved 
them through agreements with the main molecular biology journal Editors (Strasser, 2006). 
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-3. Adapting database technology to DNA (1980-86). 
When Hamm and Cameron began their effort at the EMBL in the early 1980s, they 
found that none of the database models with which they were familiar suited the 
specifics of the DNA sequences. These models, contemporary to Kennard and 
Dayhoff s projects (1960s and 70s), were intended to manage independent numbers 
rather than a continuous string of characters as data entries. They were designed for 
Government departments, travel agencies or insurance companies, which required 
databases to deal with independent records - e. g. number of citizens and their properties 
- rather than a DNA sequence. Hamm and Cameron, therefore, adapted the available 
database structures to store and analyse the DNA entries during the first half of the 
1980s. In so doing, they contributed to the transition from quantitative to qualitative in 
the use of the computer, developing algorithms able to deduce features from the DNA 
sequence patterns. 
This section will investigate Hamm and Cameron's adaptation, firstly reviewing the 
development of the database technology during the 1960s and 70s. In the context of the 
growth of management science, computer manufacturers and an emergent software 
industry expanded their database applications - originally restricted to the Army - 
among their increasing civil clients, mainly government offices, libraries and 
commercial firms (CODASYL, 1969). I will, then, show that none of the available 
models for managing the database entries in the early 1980s - hierarchical, network or 
relational - was suitable for Hamm and Cameron's aims when they started the EMBL 
DNA sequence database. The section will finally analyse Hamm and Cameron's efforts 
to adapt the database technology, for which they encountered in the emergence text 
processing software - and particularly its spell checking tools -a suitable ally. 
-3. I. From `buckets' to software packages: the origins of the database systems. 
The database was a crucial means in the development of systems sciences after World 
War II. It was one of the main tools of the military applications of this field: control 
systems which permitted to predict the outcome of multiple interrelated variables and to 
optimise the response -e. g. determine the trajectory of a missile according to weather 
conditions and shoot the defence batteries. Historian of computing Thomas Haigh has 
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shown how between the 1950s and 60s, the first computer database, used in an anti- 
aircraft mechanism, was gradually adopted in the business world, firstly by large 
banking and transport corporations. This shift triggered a change of identity in this 
technology from a military control system to being metaphorically associated with 
"hubs, buckets and pools", all of them imprecise terms referring to its capacity for 
storing data. Only in the 1970s, the database began being identified with a software file, 
firstly individually and then within a "package" which included other linked databases 
and programs to manage the entries (Haigh, 2006a, pp. 33-36). 
The first database application emerged during the 1950s within the SAGE project, an 
anti-aircraft network designed for the US Army. The system, linked to the development 
of early on-line and real-time computers, allowed to check, at any moment, for the 
positions of the various enemy "bombers, fighters and bases". The data were stored in a 
central computer and could be accessed by any user, as well as compared with previous 
records. The SAGE network, as a control system, also allowed certain automation in the 
response of the anti-aircraft defences according to the enemy's movements (ibid., p. 35; 
Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 1996, pp. 165-69). 
The impact and success of SAGE led one of its designers, System Development 
Corporation (SDC), to create related products for the then emergent "systems men" -i. e. 
business administrators. SDC, a pioneer software company, had created the programs to 
run SAGE and promoted among the new corporate experts "computer-centred data base 
systems". These applications would become a "veritable bucket of facts" and allow the 
administrators' dream of a "totally integrated management information system". The 
system would, concretely, replace the clerks and middle managers, permitting more 
qualified workers to check the operations of the company at any time. By combining the 
checked facts, it would be possible to make well-informed decisions affecting future 
directions of the overall firm (Haigh, 2006a, p. 33 and 35-36; id. 2001)219. 
The early database systems were adopted, during the mid-late 1960s, by an increasing 
number of companies, mainly passenger carriers, banks or insurers, with a large number 
219 The totally integrated system dreamt by administrators was never fulfilled, Haigh argues, partly due to 
the conflation between the managerial "idea of information as a generalised quantity" and the "more 
constrained capabilities" of the database technology (Haigh, 2006, p. 34). 
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of records to handle. Also public administration and libraries220 used them for 
bureaucratic and cataloguing purposes. One of the first civil database users was 
American Airlines, which commended to Information Business Machine (IBM), in the 
late 1950s, an automatic reservation system. The system was "fully operational in 1964" 
and permitted to update, in real time, the available places in thousand of flies. It 
substituted the previous manual records and "reservations clerks", which both checked 
for availability and updated reservations by contacting a central office of the company. 
The real time application also replaced the previous, also electronic, "batch-processing" 
system in which the computer, to save money, did not process a reservation or task until 
a number of similar operations had accumulated (Campbell-Kelly and Aspray, 1996, pp. 
174-76; Campbell-Kelly, 2003). 
The database technology, therefore, had by the late 1960s been adopted by an increasing 
number of civil commercial firms and public offices commonly concerned with 
automating the administration of their records. This had led to a change in its identity, 
partially abandoning the military and being associated with an undefined part of the 
computer - bucket, hub or pool - storing and organising files. During the 1970s, the 
growing software companies and divisions of computer firms created programs to 
automatically order the files according to various criteria. The databases began by then 
to be identified with a software package including these programs, as well as and the 
electronic structure allowing to store the records (Haigh, 2006a, pp. 33-34). 
220 The use of the database in libraries is of paramount interest, since due to the nature of the processed 
information, they may have anticipated the transition from a quantitative to a qualitative storage and 
management of the data. Strasser is currently investigating this use in the context of an upcoming book. 
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-3.2. Hierarchical, network and relational. 
The software to order the database records consisted in algorithms which established 
relations between the entries and permitted to organise them accordingly. The first 
programs in arising, during the late 1960s, were based on the so-called hierarchical and 
network models, which represented the data "by records and links" (Date, 1981 [1975], 
p. 70). The former created various subordinated levels of information (e. g. for American 
Airlines, an entry of each client incorporating below data about his chosen itinerary and 
ticket price). The network model allowed different types of horizontal and vertical 
relations (e. g. entries of clients with their respective itineraries and the possibility of 
ordering them according to paid price) (ibid., pp. 67-73). 
Also in the late 1960s, IBM programmer E. F. Codd created a new database approach 
coined as the relational model (Codd, 1970). In his own words, it was based on the 
"application of relations (in the mathematical sense) to database management" (Codd, 
1990, p. V). The relational databases linked all the data types horizontally and 
vertically, so it was possible to search by any variable and to find all the related records 
(in the American Airlines example, finding which clients had chosen a particular 
itinerary and paid a determined price, or, alternatively, the corresponding itinerary and 
price paid by a client). Codd's disciple J. D. Date developed and popularised the 
relational model, which became a database icon during the 1970s and 80s. 
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Figure 40: The relational database model (above left) compared with the hierarchical 
and network ones (above right and below, respectively) (Date, 1981 [1975]) 
Codd's relational model became the basis of the first database software packages, 
developed since the I 970s, mainly within the emergent information technology industry 
of Silicon Valley. In 1977, entrepreneur Larry Ellison22' adopted this model for his 
newly created database company, Oracle, which in the subsequent decades became one 
of the most successful ventures in the area (Wilson, 1997). Oracle was also perceived as 
a symbol of an information society in which control and management of data - the 
services offered by Ellison - were becoming the main strategies for business success. 
The expansion of the databases and the fact of them squaring with the perception of an 
information society made developers and users see this technology as the foundation of' 
a new form of computerised world. Date described database systems as follows in a 
handbook written during the mid 1970s: 
'`' Ellison shares many features with Cameron and Hamm. He also left university before finishing his 
degree and learnt computer science as a self-taught and low level industry employee (Wilson, 1997, ch. 
1). 
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"Computers have already had a considerable impact on many aspects of our society. Medicine, law 
enforcement, government, banking, education, transportation, planning -these are only some of the fields 
in which computers are already playing a highly significant role. Over the next few years we can expect a 
vast increase in the range of computer applications and a corresponding increase in the effect computers 
will have on our daily lives. The two areas of computer technology that will make the new applications 
possible (... ) are telecommunications and the integrated database" (Date, 1981 [1975], p. IX). 
Databases, by the late 1970s, had therefore become an increasingly pervasive 
technology, identified with the social importance of information and present in almost 
all the realms of life222. Biological laboratories, on the contrary, remained away from 
that tendency, since with the exceptions of Kennard and Dayhoff this technology was 
not incorporated in the laboratory. Cameron and Hamm, together with McGoad in the 
US and later the Japanese effort, would fill that gap with the DNA sequence repositories 
during the first half of the 1980s. Nevertheless, the database technology would need 
adaptations to travel from public administration and the business environment to the 
biological laboratory. 
-3.3. Filling the biological gap. 
The absence of databases in biological laboratories, as well as more generally the late 
introduction of computers, has been explained in the gap between the life and computer 
sciences between the 1950s and 70s. Scholars and myself have shown how the lack of 
computer experts in molecular biology centres made that the use of this device - in the 
form of workstations and personal computers - was not generalised until the 1980s (see 
Chapter 1, Section 3.3 and Chapter 2, Section 2.4; Moody, 2004; Chow-White, 
2006)223. Robert Cook-Deegan has argued, in this regard, that biologists and computer 
scientists "struggled to overcome vast cultural differences" since the World War II, for 
222 This identification of databases with information society continues nowadays. Sociologist of science 
Peter Chow-White has shown how the increasing dependence of biology on database consultation has 
made this discipline tend towards data mining and information gathering instead of the usual wet 
experiments (Chow-White, 2007). 
223 An exception to this was what Date coined as "medicine" (Date, 1981 [1975], p. IX). The medical 
instrumentation industry incorporated, from the beginning, sophisticated computing technology and was 
an area of expansion of information technology firms as Hewlett Packard (see Chapter 3, Section 2.5). It 
may, therefore, be seen as the field mediating between computing and biology, through figures as Robert 
Ledley. 
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them having "traced their lineage through different tribes" with "vastly different norms" 
and "languages" (Cook-Deegan, 1994, p. 285). 
The argument of a cultural gap between biology and computing explains, as it has been 
shown throughout this thesis, many key episodes in the history of sequencing. It 
accounts, for instance, for Sanger not developing protein or RNA sequence 
determination software in his laboratory during the 1960s and early 70s. It also explains 
the original separation between the sequencing techniques and the computer software, 
originally developed by staff in biological laboratories, not linked to the computer 
industry - e. g. Staden. In this chapter, the fact of Kennard and Dayhoff being biologists 
and not computer scientists explains them not quoting database experts in their papers, 
nor incorporating immediately the hierarchical, network or relational models. 
Nevertheless, Hamm and Cameron also incorporated the entries as "flat files" -i. e. data 
without any connections between them- in the first releases of the EMBL database 
(Hamm and Stüber, 1982; Hamm and Cameron, 1986, pp. 6-7)224. The fact of them not 
being biologists, but professionals coming from the computer industry and information 
management field suggests the cultural gap argument not being sufficient for explaining 
their refusal of sophisticated database technologies. Hamm was aware of that 
technologies during his previous work in control systems, whereas Cameron had used 
the hierarchical model while maintaining the University of Essex household database. 
Their first database updates, surprisingly, only linked the stored DNA sequences 
through paper indices which grouped them per species, journal or keyword, among 
others (ibid., p. 7). 
In a 1986 database release, Hamm and Cameron justified the flat file structure in 
making the data "usable by human readers as well as by computer programs" (ibid., p. 
7). This apparently trivial explanation hid the technical reason for the EMBL team not 
incorporating relations to its database. In making the database inputs operative for the 
computer, Hamm and Cameron needed to modify the hierarchical, network and 
224 Hamm and Cameron only began incorporating the relational model during the second half of the 
1980s. In the 90s, they signed an agreement with Oracle and it became - until nowadays - their provider 
of database technology (Cameron, personal communication, 2007). 
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relational approaches, creating a new set of rules for organising the entries according to 
the specifics of DNA. 
This new set of rules transformed the way databases had operated during the 1960s and 
70s. Their traditional linkage to business and administration had made them reflecting a 
"table view of the world" (Hamm, 2007). The database entries were independent data - 
ages and genders in the case of Governments, titles and loan times in libraries, prices 
and products in companies- which were correlated by the operator through the 
hierarchical, network or relational models. DNA functioned "in a completely different 
way", being a continuous large entry of already interrelated nucleotides (ibid. ). The aim 
of the operator, rather than establishing relations between the nucleotides was, therefore, 
finding patterns in them and attributing certain features -e. g. the presence of a gene. 
Hamm and Cameron named this activity as "annotating", being their main endeavour 
with the EMBL database (Cameron, 2007; Hamm, 2007). 
Annotating turned out to be the "most problematic activity" in comparison with the 
more mechanical tasks of searching the sequences in the literature and typing them into 
the computer (Cameron, 2007) 
225. This was due to the main computing tools of the 
database industry -designed to deal with table-like independent variables- being 
inadequate for their aim. The EMBL team should, then, create a series of routines "on a 
day-to-day basis" which were then compiled into programs systematising the 
management of the stored sequences (Hamm, 2007). 
225 Since the mid 1980s, the journals and scientists began sending the sequences directly to Hamm and 
Cameron in computer-readable format. This allowed a considerable save of time and effort, but also met 
with resistances, due to problems of publishing scientific credit (EMBL, undated). 
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Figure 41: Routines daily developed by Graham Cameron and Greg Hamm at the 
EMBL during the early 1980s (together with reports and meeting memos) (Graham 
Cameron's personal archive, collection b, regarding daily programming routines, reports 
and memos). 
Hamm and Cameron, therefore, transformed the way of operation of the databases by 
adapting them to the specifics of the DNA sequences. The traditional software of the 
1960s and 70s - directed to establish correlations between discrete entries - was 
substituted by an aim of deducing features from the entered sequences. This led the 
EMBL team to seek inspiration in computer tools - algorithms and programs - allowing 
pattern search and recognition in strings of characters. Those tools also incorporated a 
more qualitative way of operation in the computer, comparing to Dayhoff and 
Kennard's analyses and consistency checks. 
-3.4. Text processing and DNA handling. 
Hamm and Cameron's task was transforming a series of data-processing structures and 
programs designed to deal with tables in others adaptable to sequences. For so doing, 
they did not start from scratch, but periodically checked the literature of computer 
science, which in the early 1980s published algorithms linked to the emergence of the 
personal computer. The EMBL team also used a textbook written in the mid 1970s by 
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the Bell Laboratories programmers Brian Kernighan and P. J. Plauger, entitled Software 
Too1s226. 
The book described a series of commands that the writers had used "every working day" 
and could, therefore, be transformed into multi-purpose programs (Kernighan and 
Plaugher, 1976, Preface). Kernighan and Plauger justified their necessity as follows: 
"Suppose you have to convert a 5000-line Fortran program from one computer to another and you need to 
find all the format statements (... ). How would you do it? One possibility is to get a listing and mark it 
up with a red pencil. But it doesn't take much imagination to see what's wrong with red pencilling a 
hundred pages of computer paper. It's mindless and boring busy-work with lots of opportunities for error. 
And even after you've found all the format statements, you still can't do much, because the red marks 
aren't machine readable. 
Another approach is to write a simple program to find format statements. This is an improvement (... ), 
[but] the trouble is that the program is so specialised that it will be used once by its author (... ). No one 
else will benefit from the effort (... ), and something very much like it will have to be reinvented for each 
new application. 
Finding format statements in Fortran programs is a special case of a general problem, finding patterns in 
text. Whoever wanted format statements today will want read and write statements tomorrow, and next 
week an entirely different pattern in some unrelated text. (... ) The way to cope with the general problem 
is to provide a general purpose pattern finder which will look for a specified pattern and print all the lines 
where it occurs. Then anyone can say find pattern" (ibid., p. 1). 
Kernighan and Plauger, therefore, aimed to automate the routine programming activities 
they daily faced and to provide easy-to-use tools to fellow researchers and clients of 
Bell Laboratories. They complained that many contemporary programmers were still 
"red pencillers", whose use of the computer was "so clumsy" that they did "things by 
hand that should be done by machine" (Kernighan and Plauger, 1976, p. 1)227. 
Kernighan and Plauger shared the attitude towards the automation of science held by 
226 The book was reedited in 1981 under the title Software Tools in PASCAL. Hamm and Cameron used 
both versions, but the text is practically identical (Kernighan and Pauger, 1981; Hamm, 2007). 
227 Kernighan and Plauger's will to make their programs universally usable contrasts with the attitude of 
Rodger Staden, early bioinformatics expert at the LMB in Cambridge. Staden stuck with his sequencing 
software models during the 1980s and refused moving to the Sanger Centre the decade after. His funding 
was finally withdrawn by the Medical Research Council due to the gap between his software and that 
further experts had created in the subsequent years. This led him to abandon the LMB and accept early 
retirement (Sulston, Coulson and Durbin, personal communication, 2005). 
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Hood's group at Caltech and ABI. In applying their algorithms to the European 
database, Hamm and Cameron partially adopted this attitude, contrarily to the EMBL 
authorities, reluctant to the automation of sequencing and large-scale sequencing 
projects. 
Another feature of Software Tools was the adoption of the UNIX operating system, also 
developed at Bell Laboratories during the late 1960s. UNIX incorporated a very 
rudimentary text processing program which allowed to type and manage written 
documents as well as software instructions. Kernighan and Plauger acknowledged 
having "tested the programs" and "typeset the manuscript" all "within UNIX". In one of 
the chapters, they described a "text formatter" which was "a (much smaller) version of 
the program used to set the type" for their book (Kernighan and Plauger, 1976, Preface 
and p. 5). 
Kernighan and Plauger's use of text processing software reflected a broader shift in 
computer science. As Haigh has shown, the possibility of handling text as well as 
numbers was present since the origins of the computer, which technically could process 
either strings of characters or numbers. Early programmers in the 1960s and 70s had 
used for their job text editors which allowed "displaying text on a video screen, storing 
text for easy retrieval on a tape or disk, printing formatted text on a printer within 
established margins, numbering pages, editing text by inserting or deleting characters 
and applying operations such as search and replace". These editors, nevertheless, were 
"never applied to general-purpose office work" (Haigh, 2006b, p. 12). 
This lack of application is mainly explained by the early perception of the computer as a 
dominantly numerical machine. Post-war management experts sought to automate all 
the office activities through the computer, but left word processing in the hands of 
clerks or secretaries equipped with typewriters. During the 1960s and early 70s, these 
latter professionals evolved to "specialists" and the technologies to teletypes, electronic 
typewriters or dictating machines, but without being incorporated to the general 
computing activities. The only text computers routinely processed outside programming 
were "short fields such as `title' or `last name"' which were incorporated into the 
punched cards and subsequently shown "in the appropriate places on paychecks, 
invoices, and printed reports" (Haigh, 2006b, pp. 6-7 and 13). 
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The text processor, as a program to type and edit written documents, did not emerge 
until the advent of the personal computer in the late 1970s and 80s (Bergin, 2006ab; 
Rubinstein, 2006). Kernighan and Plauger's text formatter, as well as the first 
sequencing software, were earlier solutions to be used by a small group of researchers 
for a concrete purpose - editing a book at Bell Laboratories or sequencing DNA- 
proteins in a biological centre. The emergence of a generalised, multi-purpose text 
editor epitomised the transition in the use of the computer from predominantly 
quantitative to dominantly qualitative operations. In the case of biology, the numerical 
comparisons of Kennard and Dayhoff's time gave rise to algorithms able not only to 
quantify differences between the sequences, but to deduce features from those 
differences. 
Hamm and Cameron, despite not using UNIX, were initially typing and editing the 
database entries in an early text processor (Hamm, 2007). In so doing, they realised the 
possibilities of this technology to manage the stored sequences. The use of word 
processing algorithms by the EMBL team coincided with the application of the same 
tools in sequencing software. Hamm and Cameron, however, gave the search and spell 
checking algorithms of word processing a broader use than that of comparing 
sequences. 
Rodger Staden, Pierre Dumas and Jean Jacques Ninio had been among the pioneers in 
introducing word searching into sequencing. In 1982, they proposed a series of 
sequencing programs which incorporated hash-coding, an algorithm used in the text 
processing software to look for words starting or ending with the same letters. By 
adopting that algorithm, they checked for overlaps between the sequenced DNA 
fragments - i. e. sequence similarities at their beginnings or ends - in order to assemble 
them into a whole sequence. The hash-coding based sequencing programs offered more 
versatility than those inspired in the traditional sequence comparison algorithms, 
developed the preceding decades by Ledley and Dayhoff among others. 
Also in the early 1980s, the EMBL team was introducing hash-coding algorithms into 
the database, but not just to compare sequences, but to locate genes and restriction sites 
within them. Given that genes were always surrounded by specific DNA sequences 
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(initiation and termination codons) and that the cutting restriction enzymes always acted 
at the same sequence sites, it was possible to locate these areas by asking the computer 
to search for the codon and restriction sequences within the database entries. The 
located points were, then, automatically annotated as genes or restriction sites 
(Cameron, 2007: Hamm, 2007). 
Hamm and Cameron were, consequently, overcoming both the traditional sequence 
comparison algorithms pioneered by Dayhoff and the contemporary use of hash-coding 
in sequencing software. They were not only performing quantitative comparisons -i. e. 
determining number and location of differences as in Dayhoff's Atlases-, neither 
assembling sequences through common patterns -i. e. similar starts or ends in sequenced 
fragments. The EMBL team was using the available biological knowledge -initiation 
and termination codons, restriction sites- to adapt the word processing algorithms to the 
specifics of DNA, allowing the database to automatically deduce features from the 
stored sequences. In so doing, they were effectively applying the achievements of 
computer science -comparison algorithms- to the specific objects of biology - 
peculiarities of the DNA molecule functioning as a sequence. 
Another example of this adaptation was the introduction of spell checking algorithms to 
automatically scan the entries. The early text processing software incorporated a "very 
rudimentary" tool to locate misspells and substitute them by the correct world (Hamm, 
2007). Hamm and Cameron adapted it to automatically check the stored sequences and 
replace possible typos228. They did it by shifting the foundations of the algorithm from 
the English orthography rules to the available knowledge about DNA sequence 
behaviour -e. g. known sequence of genes always surrounded by codons or duplications- 
common areas between sequences of different species (Cameron, 2007). The EMBL 
team was, hence, again adapting a computing tool to the specifics of DNA. 
The database entries needed also to be adapted to the new data management software. 
All the features automatically deduced by the database were incorporated in the so- 
called "feature table". In a standardised format and always in the same entry area, this 
'2a Other tools similarly used by the EMBL team were the thesaurus, widespread in library classifications. 
This instruments automatically substituted a series of words (e. g. biology, biomedicine, biotechnology) 
by a standardised one (e. g. life sciences books). Hamm and Cameron used thesaurus to unify the 
denomination of genes and other sequence regions (Hamm, 2007). 
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table summarised the biological knowledge about the sequence, e. g. the known genes, 
their name and position -first and last base number. The feature table, absent in 
Kennard and Dayhoff s previous repositories, reflected the transition from a database 
structure adapted to tables -i. e. series of discrete variables- to one adapted to an 
interconnected sequence of nucleotides. The entries could not only store the collected 
sequences, but also extract their main features in a specific area and under a formalised 
format: 
user perception 
EMP# DEPT# SALARY 
El DX 45K 
E2 DY 40K 
E3 DZ 50K 
E4 DY 63K 






EMF'# DEFT # SALARY 
El DX 45K 
E3 DZ 50K 
E5 DZ 40K 
EMP# DEPT# SALARY 
E2 DY 40K 
E4 DY 63K 
physical storage physical storage 




ID MMIG20 MUS. MUSCUL. IG. MOPC41; DNA; 350 BP. 
xx 
DT 82.01.01 (first entry) 
xx 
DE First two exons in immunoglobulin light chain genes from 
DE cell line MCPCu1. 
xx 
KW differentiated gene; immunoglobulin. 
xx 
OS Mus musculus (house mouse, souris domestique, Hausmaus) 
OC Eukaryota; Metazoa; Chordata; Vertebrata; e--rapoda; 
DC Mammalia; Eutheria; Rodentia. 
xx 
RN [1j (bases 1-350) 
RA Aitenburger W. , Stei:, metz X.. Zac au H.:,. , 
RT "Functional and non-furs __cnal 
RT chain genes of a mouse myeloma"; 








Sequence 350 BP; 80 A; 82 C; 122 T; 66 G. 
CGTGACCAAT CCTAACTGCT TCTTAATAAT TTGCATACCC TCACTGCATC GCCTTGGGGA 
CTTCTTTATA TAACAGTCAA ACATATCCTG TGCCATTGTC ATTGCAGTCA GGACTCAGCA 
TGGACATGAG GGCTCCTGCA CAGATTTTTG GCTTCTTGTT GCTCTTGTTT CAAGGTTAAA 
ATGAAACTTA AAATTGGGAA TTTTCCACTG TTTCCAACTG TGCTTAGTGT TGACTGGCAT 
TTGGGGGATG TCCTCTTTTA TCATGCTTAT CTATGTGGAT ATTCATTATG TCTýCACTCC 
TAGGTACCAG ATGTGACATC CAGATGACCC AGTCTCCAT_C CTCCTTATCT 
From To ýesc. ,; _ý>n 
126 176 first exon (leader peptide) 
303 >350 second exon (variable part) 
Figure 42: A sample entry in a database following Date and Codd's model 
(above) compared to the one developed by Hamm and Cameron (below). The 
table structure of the former contrasts with the latter, in which the DNA sequence, 
at the bottom, is preceded by the feature table (FT) (Date, 1990 [1987]; Hamm 
and Cameron, 1986). 
After adapting the database structure and software to the specifics of the stored DNA 
sequences, Hamm and Cameron sought to link their entries to other protein collections. 
This was done since the mid 1980s in cooperation with Amos Bairoch, researcher at the 
University of Geneva who designed a program to translate DNA into protein sequence. 
The deduced sequences, and others obtained from Dayhoff's and alternative protein 
collections, were then stored in a database designed by Bairoch with the same EMBL 
format (Moore, Bairoch, et al, 1988; Bairoch, 1991). This homogeneity permitted to 
easily associate the DNA sequence entries in Hamm and Cameron's database with the 
corresponding protein in Bairoch's collection. 
Hamm and Cameron's cooperation with Bairoch was soon succeeded by the unification 
of formats between the European and US DNA sequence database, which had been 
developed in parallel to the EMBL by McGoad at Los Alamos Laboratory. Despite 
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since the early 1980s, an entry in one database could be accessed from the other, the 
annotation systems used by the Los Alamos team differed from the EMBL, especially 
with regard to the design of the Feature Table (Cameron, 2007). Both systems, and 
consequently the database entries, were unified in a 1987 meeting, which also 
incorporated into the consensus the more recent Japanese DNA sequence database 
(Cameron's archive, d). 
The DNA sequence databases, therefore, had been transformed by the late 1980s from 
mere collections of flat files - i. e. unrelated records - to interfaces not only mediating 
between human and machine language, but also between these and the specifics of 
DNA. The mediation between human and machine had been a common characteristic of 
the database technology, but in adapting it to the DNA sequences, Hamm and Cameron 
allowed to deduce features from their patterns. The computer, consequently, could 
detect genes and deduce protein sequences from the stored DNA, presenting them to the 
user in a human-readable and increasingly unified format. The progressive unification 
of formats made the databases also shift from isolated collections to networks, 
translating one set of data into others and linking them through increasingly unified 
229 structures. 
The specifics of DNA - i. e. the particular features of its functioning as a sequence - 
were, then, shaping again the development of a technology. If Sanger had modelled his 
manual sequencing techniques on the replication process of DNA - something which 
differentiated both the method and the molecule respect proteins and RNA - Hamm and 
Cameron were adapting their database to the particularities of its expression - the 
surrounding of genes by defined codons and the universality of the genetic code, which 
made DNA triplets always determine the same amino acids. They were doing so by 
adapting the algorithms of computer science and attempting to capture in them the 
biological knowledge over the DNA molecule. The database would, consequently, be 
able to deduce this knowledge from the stored sequence and present it to the user 
through its characteristic human-machine interface. This capacity of deducing features 
229 The linkage between various databases was also eased by the development of various bio-ontologies 
since the late 1980s. These are standardised languages which capture the nomenclature of the interactions 
between DNA, RNA and proteins - e. g. expression, transcription, translation - as well as their 
relationships - coding, assemblage, determination (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000; Stoeckert Jr. et al, 
2002). Scholars have been increasingly concerned by the effects of these formal models in biological 
research (e. g. Laubichler, 2005; Leonelli, 2007b). 
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from the entries further intensified the mechanisation and dissolution of sequencing as a 
way of work triggered by the automatic techniques. 
-4. Conclusions: the database men and the further dissolution of sequencing. 
This chapter has shown how the development of the European centralised DNA 
sequence database at the EMBL during the 1980s represents a new episode in the 
interaction of sequencing with information technologies. As the contemporary 
automation of Sanger's techniques triggered the conjugation of sequencing with the 
computer, the necessity of storing the growing DNA data spread among European 
laboratories fostered a parallel convergence with the database. However, unlike in the 
case of automatic sequencing - led by biologists - this convergence was conducted by 
Greg Hamm and Graham Cameron, professionals external to academia and competent 
in information management rather than biology. The - incorporation of these 
professionals supports my overall argument of sequencing being a way of work not only 
derived from biology or the development of disciplines, but also from a whole range of 
practices external to the life sciences and academic research. 
Hamm and Cameron had been engaged in similar ways of work to sequencing before 
their entrance in this field. Within the emergent system sciences and information 
management in business and administration, they had also conducted repetitive 
activities of data collection and analysis with the computer aimed to obtain new 
knowledge. This, together with the emergence of other biological database endeavours 
in the 1960s - Olga Kennard and Margaret Dayhoff's projects - shows that the way of 
working of sequencing was not a simple consequence of revolutions in molecular 
biology, genomics or recombinant DNA. There were similar endeavours inside and 
outside the life sciences before these revolutions occurred, the biological ones oriented 
towards x-ray crystallography and protein sequence determination. Nevertheless, during 
the late 1970s and 80s, Hamm and Cameron benefited from the development of the 
personal computer and an increasing social concern with information control and 
access, which enhanced their funding possibilities. 
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The EMBL database professionals also introduced new practices and dichotomies in 
sequencing as a way of work. Due to their non-academic background, biologists began 
perceiving sequencing as a service provided by lower qualified staff rather than 
scientific research. However, these same biologists kept admiring the academic 
scientists conducting sequencing - e. g. John Sulston and Alan Coulson - and believed 
in the revolutionary promises of genomics when this new discipline was proposed in 
1987. This suggests that sequencing was diversifying into distinct activities and a 
hierarchy was emerging depending on the work performed - obtaining the results or 
organising them in a database. 
Other new practice introduced by Hamm and Cameron was adapting the database 
technology to the specifics of DNA. Due to their non-biological background, rather than 
modelling the sequencing process on the computer - as was being done in its 
automation - they modified the available algorithms of informatics to capture the 
biological knowledge on the functioning of the DNA molecule. The algorithms in 
computer science were shifting since the 1960s from commands to perform quantitative 
operations and comparisons to more complex procedures for making qualitative 
deductions from string patterns. Hamm and Cameron's application of these latter 
algorithms allowed the database to deduce features from the stored DNA sequences. 
The possibility of automatically deducing features from the DNA database entries 
further intensified the mechanisation and dissolution of sequencing as a way of work. 
The interpretation of the sequence, after Hamm and Cameron's effort, began relying not 
on the intellect of researchers, but on database algorithms able to perform the task 
without human intervention. These algorithms, additionally, had not been designed by 
biologists, but by information management experts operating the databases. As in the 
case of the automatic techniques, the way of work embodied in sequencing was 
dissolving into a series of surrounding activities performed by professionals 
increasingly alien to biology. 
Sequencing, by the early 1990s, was, thus, becoming a way of work performed by 
machines which were operated by professionals outside biological research. The fact of 
these machines being either information technologies - databases - or instruments 
extensively adapted to the computer - sequencers - made its operators also especially 
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competent in data management. The sequencing process had, therefore, shifted from a 
series of chemical and biological experiments performed by investigators with skills in 
these disciplines to a succession of mechanical activities controlled by professionals 
competent in database and computer operation rather than research. The Conclusions, 
by reviewing the historical developments investigated in this thesis, will address 
whether this mechanisation was complete and what was the place of the biologist in the 
advent of the HGP and genomics. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
A LONG HISTORY OF PRACTICES 
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"The deskilling of machine operators has, on the whole, not taken place as expected (.. ) Management 
has, thus, had to have people on the machines who know what they are doing simply because the 
machines (and programming) are not totally reliable; they do not run by themselves and produce good 
finished parts. (.. ) The point is that the intelligence of production has neither been built entirely into the 
machinery nor been taken off the shop f oor. It remains the possession of the workforce " (Noble, 1999, p. 
172). 
This thesis has portrayed sequencing as a way of work characterised by a long history of 
adapting, in different manners, a wide variety of practices. The origins of these practices 
were diverse, not only emerging from biology, but also from computing and non- 
academic fields. Sequencing, thus, emerges as a gradual and historical phenomenon 
rather than as a sudden revolution. More crucially, it developed as a way of work of 
interacting practices rather than as a by-product of the history of biology. My thesis, 
therefore, challenges the standard picture of sequencing in the popular and 
contemporary STS literature as 1) a recent and unprecedented phenomenon inextricably 
leading to genomics and the Human Genome Project (HGP), and 2) the exclusive result 
of the revolution of molecular biology and its interdisciplinary interaction with the late 
1970s and 80s biosciences. 
The preceding four chapters have offered an account in which sequencing 1) has a 
history of more than sixty years, emerging in the mid 1940s and both shaping and being 
shaped by its social and scientific environment; 2) is a way of work, resulting from the 
convergence of practices rather than from the development and interactions of academic 
disciplines. The following pages, as a conclusion, will summarise the main implications 
of this long and diverse history. 
-1. Beyond the modern biosciences. 
Sequence determination emerged between 1945 and 49, with a series of papers in which 
Fred Sanger and other colleagues investigated not only the name and number, but also 
the position of amino acids in proteins. It developed within biochemistry until the 1960s 
and then incorporated practices from computing, engineering, the information 
technology industry and administrative data management, apart of molecular biology. 
Despite sequencing being a verb only specifically formulated in the 1970s, its origins as 
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a way of work clearly predated molecular biology and DNA. Its fields of interaction, 
equally, remained beyond the scope of biology. 
This shows sequencing being something else than the result of interdisciplinary 
interaction between various bios, beginning with molecular biology and including 
biotechnology, bioinformatics, bioengineering and biomedicine. The activity of 
determining sequences in the structure of biological molecules is, firstly, at least a 
decade older than the elucidation of the double helix and the identification of DNA as 
the genetic material. It, therefore, clearly precedes the official origin of molecular 
biology. Secondly, the interaction of sequence determination with computing, 
engineering, medicine or the private industry also predated the formal emergence of 
bioinformatics, bioengineering, biomedicine or biotechnology, all of them fields derived 
from the discovery of recombinant DNA in the 1970s. 
The long development of sequencing I have offered has deeper implications than a 
chronology. It suggests both the popular and contemporary STS literature on 
sequencing having retrospectively constructed and seriously limited its history. By 
narrowing the scope of its analysis to the revolution in DNA technology and emergence 
of modem biosciences, this scholarship has omitted more than thirty years in which 
sequence determination, in its development, was far away - at least nominally - from 
any biological revolution. In this period, it incorporated practices further attributed to 
the biosciences, but originating outside them. Examples are the database technology - 
emerging in military system sciences, and then developing in public and business 
administration - or the string comparison algorithms of dynamic programming - 
deriving from mathematics and computer science. They were incorporated to protein 
sequence determination in the context of Margaret Dayhoff's 1960s evolutionary 
studies, not being hence a product of bioinformatics230. 
The narrow focus of the popular and contemporary literature is, to a large extent, 
product of a flawed identification of sequencing with genomics and the HGP. This gives 
230 The exclusive focus of the standard literature on post-recombinant DNA developments also omit from 
the history of sequencing other non-molecular biological disciplines, such as evolutionary biology. This 
field, as Edna Suarez and myself have shown, had a profound impact in Dayhoff's activity and the 
development of sequence determination software before the formal emergence of bioinformatics (Suarez, 
2007; see Chapter 4, Section 2.2). 
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the false impression of sequencing being a product rather than a cause of both 
phenomena. The long history of sequencing offered in this thesis therefore helps to 
place genomics and the HGP into context, as gradual rather than unprecedented 
processes - or inventions by a small group of researchers, as John Sulston suggests. It 
also raises that sequencing, rather than a consequence of the recombinant DNA 
revolution and further genomics, was a prior practice shaping and configuring them. 
Sanger's late 1970s sequencing projects on bacteriophage viruses, for instance, inspired 
C. elegans and other large-scale enterprises ten years before the formal emergence of 
genomics. He never called this activity genomics, but his approach to the DNA 
molecule - seeking to determine its whole sequence - equalled other large-scale 
mapping and sequencing projects. The histories of genomics, however, tend to exclude 
Sanger's attempts and only focus on the projects explicitly labelled under this 
discipline. 
Sequencing and genomics, thus, considerably expand their perspectives when their 
history is identified with practices rather than disciplines. If the origins of the former are 
sought in the academic investigations around DNA - including the double helix, the 
genetic code or the recombinant techniques - the result is a straight line originating in 
molecular biology and leading to genomics and the HGP, with biotechnology, 
bioinformatics and other biosciences as collateral effects. If the historian, rather, 
investigates the attempts of determining the sequences of biological molecules - 
whatever the disciplines these attempts come from or the molecules to which they are 
applied - the results are enriching and surprising. One finds institutions, investigators 
and practices belonging to unexpected fields and not engulfed by any official 
disciplinary development. The consideration of sequencing as a way of work 
considerably helps to develop this approach. 
-2. Way of work, dichotomies and their resolution. 
By considering sequencing a way of work, this thesis intended to focus on its practices 
rather than on the disciplines they subsequently originated. This has allowed me to offer 
a history in which sequence determination and then sequencing absorbed instruments, 
problems and strategies from a wide variety of settings. The settings, to which I broadly 
referred as the historical environment, included researchers, institutions, values and the 
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specific features of the molecules to which sequencing was applied. Due to their 
diversity, they generated a series of dichotomies emerging at different times and 
characterising sequencing as a hybrid way of work. 
The dichotomies were differently resolved throughout the history of sequencing. In 
some cases, they were combined harmonically in the ways of working of scientists and 
institutions, whereas in others they created conflicts. An example of the former is 
Sanger, who developed a coherent and apparently homogeneous career around 
sequencing between the 1940s and 80s, not being affected by its chemical or biological 
nature, nor by its repetitive or innovative performance. The development of the first 
automatic sequencer, by contrast, reflected a controversy between the defenders of a 
way of work framed in craft, manual skills and public service and those promoting 
mechanisation and commercial entrepreneurship. 
The sequencing technologies, thus, embodied ways of work framed in contrasting and 
sometimes conflicting practices, values and institutions. More importantly, the 
dichotomies they created tended to resolve in one direction with the development of 
sequencing. The following table summarises the main dichotomies around sequencing, 
the period in which they emerged and how they tended to resolve throughout its history: 
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Dichotomy Period Resolution 
Between experimental Sanger's application of the Sequencing tends to be 
science and routine methods of chemical analysis a repetitive and routine 
application of technologies. to the determination of the endeavour. 
structure of insulin (1940s 
and 50s). 
Between the instruments, Sanger's move from the Sequencing is 
problems and strategies of Dunn Institute of increasingly identified 
chemistry and those of biochemistry to the with molecular biology 
biology. Laboratory of Molecular and the new 
Biology of Cambridge and biosciences. 
application of sequence 
determination to RNA and, 
especially, DNA (1960s and 
70s). 
Between wet biological Application of computing to Sequencing is 
experiments and computer- protein sequence increasingly oriented 
based analysis of data. determination and then DNA towards computer- 
sequencing (1960s-80s). based gathering and 
analysis of data. 
Between the fulfilment of C. elegans and other large- Sequencing is 
individual and immediate scale mapping and associated to large- 
goals and the transmission of sequencing projects (second scale projects such as 
the results for other half of the 1980s onwards). the HGP. 
researchers using them in the 
future. 
Between a technique Automation of sequencing at Sequencing is 
requiring manual skills and Caltech and Applied mechanised and 
identified with public service Biosystems - especially after performed in large- 
and the performance of the introduction of PCR - and scale centres by 
sequencing by commercial incorporation of the database automatic machines 
machines. technology (1980s and early operated by 
90s). technicians. 
Between a revolutionary Introduction of the database Sequencing is 
science conducted by technology to sequencing diversified in many 
academic researchers and a (1980s). activities, a large 
service offered by lower rank number of which are 
professionals. conducted by 
professionals outside 
biology and academia. 
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The dichotomies and their resolution point to a series of historical factors shaping the 
development of sequencing. They have been investigated in detail in the preceding 
chapters, ranging from Sanger's move to a molecular biology centre; the application of 
the sequencing technologies to C. elegans; the increasing acceptance of the automatic 
sequencer, or the adaptation of the database technology to DNA. All these factors, 
remarkably, derive from the introduction into sequencing of the ways of work of 
molecular biology and the personal computer since the 1970s. 
It may, therefore, be concluded that the revolutions in DNA and information 
technologies, rather than being the cause of the emergence of sequencing, were the 
contingencies which shaped its development. Putting it in other words, recombinant 
DNA, the computer or the database did not create sequencing, but set the context for an 
already existing way of work evolving towards repetition, mechanisation and data 
gathering during the 1980s. Conversely, the sequencing technologies also shaped the 
revolutions in biology and computer science, being the emergence of genomics and the 
HGP product of this interaction. 
The 1980s dialogue with recombinant DNA and information technologies had two main 
historical consequences in sequencing. It, firstly, made scientists and society see the 
way of work it embodied - i. e. repetitive data gathering to be further used by other 
researchers - as worthy science, something which was not the case in the 1960s and 
1970s. Secondly, due to its increasing automation, sequencing as a human-led way of 
work began dissolving in a variety of activities around the machine, performed by 
professionals with a background in information management rather than biology. 
-3. Data gathering and its perception in science and society. 
The emergence of the personal computer in the mid-late 1970s has consequences in 
both sequencing and society. In the former instance, it increased the tendency of 
sequencing as a way of work towards repetitive data gathering and marked a growing 
convergence of the DNA techniques with the computer. In the latter, it intensified the 
belief - already existing since the 1950s and 60s - of information control and access 
becoming the fundamental sources of social wealth, productivity and welfare. Since the 
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1980s, governments adopted the term information technologies and began designing 
policies towards this field (Kline, 2006; see Chapter 4, Section 2.5). 
Both the leaders of the first large-scale mapping and sequencing projects, and the early 
proponents of genomics presented their initiatives in terms of information control 
during the mid and late 1980s. Whereas Sulston and Alan Coulson referred to a digital 
characterisation of the worm C. elegans, the journal Genomics identified sequencing 
with a rosetta stone from which the mechanisms of development and disease could be 
interpreted 231. Genomics, hence, associated the control of sequence data with promises 
of fundamental scientific knowledge, addressed to health and other social necessities. 
The social expectations genomics created since its proposal and the privileged funding 
of the HGP and other large-scale projects suggest sequencing having become a way of 
work especially suited to the social conditions of the late 1980s. The similarities 
between its performance and that of the computer - i. e. repetitive data gathering from 
which fundamental knowledge would be further derived - made sequencing being 
perceived as "the way to go" and genomics as a worthy and top priority field by 
scientists, society and politicians (McKusick and Ruddle, 1987, p. 1). 
The opposite example is that of Olga Kennard and Dayhoff's database projects in the 
1960s and 70s. Their way of work, also engaged with the storage of data for further use 
in the determination of new knowledge, was seen with suspicion by the biological 
community at the time and not considered research by the funding agencies232. The 
financial difficulties Kennard and Dayhoff experienced, when compared to the 
privileged position of genomics one decade after, show how important the 1980s 
transformations in biology and computing were for the development of sequencing. 
They created the social conditions and expectations within which massive resources 
were devoted to this endeavour. 
231 The parallelisms between the discourse of information in society and genomics are further explored in 
two papers derived from earlier versions of this thesis (Garcia-Sancho, 2007ab). 
232 The fact of Kennard and Dayhoff being both women does not seem to be chance. Soraya de 
Chadarevian has shown how the routine administrative work consisting in the storage and organisation of 
records in the office had traditionally been done by females before the advent of the computer (de 
Chadarevian, 2002, ch. 4). It is, then, logical that Kennard and Dayhoff were to a large extent sympathetic 
towards that sort of activity. The establishment in molecular biology and biochemistry - the same which 
reluctantly considered their work theoretical - was almost exclusively formed by men. 
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Other consequence of 1980s sequencing was it becoming one of the markets of the 
biotechnology industry. The investments of the company Applied Biosystems (ABI) 
during this decade in an automatic sequencer show that this way of work was gaining 
economic, as well as social and scientific value. The efforts of the firm were founded on 
the expectation of sequencing becoming a fundamental scientific activity, able to 
generate future revenues. They also triggered the mechanisation of sequencing and a 
dramatic transformation of this way of work as it had been developed by Sanger and 
other pioneers. 
-4. Mechanisation and the place of the biologist. 
The sequencing process was mechanised in increasing proportions during the 1980s and 
early 90s. ABI's early apparatus - the 370A - automated the computer processing of the 
DNA fragments, whereas the next generation of sequencer - 377A, incorporating PCR 
- also mechanised the dideoxy reactions. The centralised databases introduced 
simultaneously in the US, Europe and Japan automated parts of the interpretation of the 
data through a series of algorithms which allowed the computer to deduce features from 
the sequence patterns. 
This mechanisation fostered the dissolution of sequencing as a human-led activity. The 
way of work emerging between the 1940s and 70s through Sanger and then Walter 
Gilbert's techniques was not adaptable to the context of automation. ABI, with the aid 
of Caltech's researchers, had created a new approach to sequencing in which the craft 
and manual skills previously required had been substituted by computer-based 
automatic processing. 
The dissolution of sequencing was, nevertheless, a creative one. As Paul Keating and 
Alberto Cambrosio have stressed, automation redistributed "actions between humans 
and machines and between the humans themselves" (Keating et al, 1999, p. 132). A new 
range of ways of work emerged around the automatic sequencer, comprising user 
support, marketing or maintaining the results in the databases. They were characterised 
for being increasingly away from academic biology, due to not involving the 
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performance of the sequencing process - rather, the operation and commercialisation of 
the automatic sequencer. 
Sequencing, in the late 1980s and early 90s was, thus, a way of work increasingly 
conducted by the machine with a series of human-led surrounding activities external to 
biology. In the case of the databases, these activities were in charge of experts in 
systems engineering and information management - such as Greg Hamm or Graham 
Cameron - with little or none biological background. Given this situation, one may 
wonder what was the place - if any - for the biologist in this new configuration of 
sequencing. 
The analysis of the development of the European database after the mid 1980s provides 
a tentative answer. As "the science became more complex", Hamm has remarked, the 
database team required the participation of biologists in order to adjust the algorithms 
(Hamm, 2007). Both Cameron and himself increasingly consulted researchers at the 
European Molecular Biology Laboratory for updates regarding the functioning of DNA 
and, at the end of the decade, established a more formal system of enquires (Cameron's 
archive, b). For instance, the discovery of alternative splicing -a mechanism by which 
the transition from DNA to RNA to proteins does not always operate in the same 
fashion - required to adjust the algorithms by which the database detected genes within 
the DNA sequences and deduced from them the corresponding protein amino acid 
arrangement. 
This suggests that, rather than eliminating biologists, the dissolution of sequencing 
fostered by automation gave them a more specific role in the process233. Sequencing 
diversified into a range of activities with biologists ensuring that the technology - 
sequencers and databases - permanently embodied the latest state of knowledge about 
DNA. Whereas technicians operated the sequencers and database experts maintained the 
results, biologists, in investigating on them, acquired new knowledge which was then 
reflected in refinements of the sequencing process. 
233 The complete automation of sequencing would have equalled the "totally integrated information 
system" with which business database experts dreamt in the 1960s, according to Thomas Haigh (2006a, 
2001; see Chapter 4, Section 3.1). As the processing of information in the office always required human 
intervention, the handling of DNA sequencing data neither eliminated the figure of the biologist. 
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The new distribution of activities, at a first glance, implied a hierarchy with biologists at 
the top of the sequencing process. However, the analysis this thesis has provided rather 
points towards a two-way dialogue. Biologists and their research shaped the sequencing 
technologies, as their development in the 1980s shows. Yet the technologies Sanger had 
created in the 1940s and the way of work they embodied maintained a permanent 
impact in the form of conducting biology. During the early 1990s, biologists still 
necessitated them and their associated staff to obtain the evidence with which to make 
their revolutionary claims. 
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